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PROMOTION .OF ADOPTION, SAFETY, AND
SUPPORT FOR ABUSED AND NEGLECTED
CHILjDREN

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1997

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:09 a.m., in

room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Buikld~,'.,g, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also 'present: Senators Chafee, Grassley, D'Amato, Conrad,
Breaux, Rockefeller, and Moynihan.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JIFL, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FI-
NANCE
The CHAuImA. The committee will please be in order.
It is a pleasure to welcome such a distinguished panel of mem-

bers of Co igss. We are looking forward to their testimony.
B ut first, let me say the foster care system reflects a part of mod-

ern society which prompts us to ask many questions of ourselves
and each other. It is a mirror that can be troubling to look into.

And today, we have the privilege of welcoming a number of indi-
viduals who are daily witnesses of the successes and the failures
in the system through which millions of people pass each year.

Each report to a chid protective service agency involves a victim
and a perpetrator, in most cases, a child and his or her parent.

A case may take a single day or many years to close. Many of
these cases are complex and the length of time in foster care has
an effect on the child.

Between 1985 and 1995, the number of children in foster care in-
creased, increased from 276,000 to 494,000, an increase of nearly
80 percent.

And much of this increase is due to the hurricane force waves of
drug abuse which continue to unleash their destructive powers on
communities and families.

The Department of Health and Human Services estimates that
100,000 Children currently in foster care cannot return home with-
out jeopardizing their health, safety, and development.

With great concern that more children are staying in foster care
for longer periods of time, the very laws which are intended to pro-
tect children may in practice work against their best interests.

(1)



Part lV-E of the Social Securit Act takes up just 30 pages qf
text in the compilation of the Socia Security laws.

And the experts joning us today understand how those words
touch the lives of thOse in the child welfare system for good and
ill.

They are the ones who must make Solomon-like decisions about
words like "reasonable efforts," "best interests of the child" and
what they mean to an infant who is born addicted to crack cocaine
or to a troubled adolescent who has never known a permanent
place to call home.

Last month, a ver distinguished, bipartisan group of Senators
introduced S. 1195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support
for Abused and Neglected Children Act. And this legislation is the
subject of today's hearing.

The child welfare system itself is complex, composed of many
parts and programs. And although the Federal Government has as-
sumed a greater share of the cost of these programs in recent
years, State and local governments still provide the majority of re-
sources for the child welfare system.

In fiscal year 1997, the Federal Government contributed $5 bil-
lion to the child welfare system. And of this amount, 85 percent
wa s spnt through Title lY-E programs.

CR0 estimates that under current law, outlays for foster care
and adoption assistance will increase by more than 50 percent from
$3.9 billion in fiscal year 97 to $5.9 billion in 2002.

Federal funds are used to subsidize about half of the children in
foster care and about two-thirds of the children receiving adoption
assistance payments.

And under current law, CR0 estimates a number of children re-
ceiving Federal adoption assistance under the IV-E program will
increase from $141,000 in fiscal year 97 to $229,000 in 2002, an in-
crease of 62 percent.

Today, we will-the committee will take another look at the fu-
ture of the child welfare system, a system filled by young victims
of violence and neglect.

And there are many demands on the system with a variety of po-
tential pressure points at which reform might be aimed.

The views we hear today will provide us important insights to
guide us.

Let me mention, in the article in the* October 1st Washington
Post about a study on welfare reform conducted by the University
of Maryland at the Baltimore School of Social Work, "The effects
of welfare reform on the child welfare system is of deep concern to
everyone."~

And this study shows that of 1,810 children whose family left
Maryland welfare rolls, only three children, all from the same fam-
ily, entered foster care. So the early news is good news.

Now, let me recognize my good friend, Senator Moynihan.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIAN,

A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK
Senator MOYNrnAN. Thank yrpu, Mr. Chairman. You and I and

others of us here have commented that one or two removes almost
all of the social problems of American society.



Today reflects the earthquake that shuttered through the Amer-
ican family at the beginning of the 1960's.

Only a minority'of American children will reach 18, having lived
both-all their lives with both natural parents.

A third of our children are born to single parent, all which accu-
mulates and enters a Social Security system which rather like wel-
fare, began with something altogether different in mind, the chil-
dren of parents who had naturally deceased.

This is not a very different situation today. This legislation does
respond to it. I am very honored to be a co-sponsor.

And I have a statement I would like placed in the record.
The CamRmmi~. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Moynihan appears in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-
ciate your holding this hearing on the so-called PASS Act, Pro-
motion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected
Children. I -will refer to it as the PASS Act.

This, as you mentioned, is a bipartisan piece of legislation. In ad-
dition to Senator Moynihan, Senator Craig, Senator Rockefeller,
Senator Jeffords, Senator DeWine, Senators Coates, Bond,
Landrieu, and Levin, perhaps others by this time have joined in.

And I want to pay tribute to Senators Craig and DeWine who
played a pivotal role and a special thanks to Senator Rockefeller
who has been a lead sponsor of this legislation and has worked
tirelessly for years on behalf of the Nation's children.

I also want to welcome Congressman Dave Camp and Congress-
woman Barbara Kennelly. They are supporters of the House bill
which passed overwhelmingly.

It is such a good bill, we liberally incorporated it, many provi-
sions in our bill.

And I want to thank both of them for all the work they did in
the House.

I just want to say a couple of words, if I might, about the legisla-
tion. What this legislation will do is to make critical reforms to the
Nation's child welfare and foster care system and go a long way to-
ward improving the lives of hundreds of thousands of abused and
neglected children.

These are children without a safe family setting. They are chil-
dren who face abuse and neglect every day of their lives. All too
often, they are children without hope.

And this chilling situation has brought the sponsors of this bill
together to take immediate action.

We have two goals: to ensure that abused and neglected children
are in a safe setting. That is number one.

And two, to move children more rapidly out of the foster care sys-
tem and into permanent placements, i.e. into adoptive situations.

While the goal of reunAf~ng children with their biological fami-
lies is laudable, we should not be encouraging States to return
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abused or neglected children to homes that are not safe, that are
unsafe. Regrettably, this is occurring under present law.

Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned, in the U.S. now, there are
about 500,000, half a million abused and neglected children cur-
rently live outside their homes, either in foster care or with rel-
atives.

In my small town, we have 1,500 of these young children in fos-
ter care situations.

Many of them will be' able to return to their parents. Many will
not.

All too often, children who cannot return to their parents wait
for years in foster care settings before they are adopted, if ever. In
today's child welfare system, it is a lonely and tragic wait with no
end.

The act we are dealing with seeks to shorten the time a child
must wait to be adopted, all the while ensuring that wherever that
child is placed, his or her safety and health are the first consider-
ations.

This act also contains important new financial incentives to help
these children find adoptive homes.

State agencies will receive bonuses for each child that is adopted.
And families who open their hearts and homes to these children
will be eligible for Federal financial assistance in Medicaid cov-
erage for the child.

I believe this is a good, bipartisan compromised packaged. The
sponsors have worked hard to come together in support of a child
welfare reform bill.

The majority leader has indicated that adoption legislation is one
of the few select priorities to be dealt with before we adjourn in No-
vember.

So I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing.
And I look forward to hearing the testimony from our distinguished
witnesses. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Grassley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY. Charles Loring Brace, the fouii.der of the
Children's Aid Society and the Orphan Train System had this to
say.

And I want to quote: When a child of the streets stands before
you in rags with a tear-stained face, you cannot easily forget him.
And yet, you are perplexed what to do. The human soul is difficult
to interfere with. You hesitate how far you should go. End of quote.

Congress has been considering reform of this year that has
caused al of us involved to ask how far should we go?

But after extensive research into the failure of the foster care
system, I ask how far can we go?

This foster care system, of course, is a very complicated system
that requires careful consideration by us legislators.

Meaningful reform can only happen when we recognize the grav-
ity of the problem and take major steps to reform the system.

These issues are complex, but the solutions are also complex.



I want to recognize our colleagues as my fellow committee mem-
bers have for your efforts of this issue.

You, too, understand how complex the issue is and yet stuck to
it in a bipartisan fashion. It is a very unique coalition. And I was
glad to be a part of it.

I understand that this subject is an uncomfortable, almost pain-
ful one for many, but the foster care system is in crisis. And that
means that children .are suffering.

Although the system was set up to be temporary and an emer-
gency situation, it has become a lifestyle for too many children, set
up and promoted by the system itself.

The Federal Government is pumping billions of dollars into a
broken system that has virtually no accountability or performance
measures.

We are getting what we pay for: long-term foster care.
Twenty-one States are under consent degrees because they fail to

take proper care of children who had been abused or neglected.
Someone said, quote, the foster care-that foster care has been

a black hole for many of America's neediest and most neglected
children, end quote.

For the first time in 17 years, Congress has the opportunity to
address the pain and suffering of these children.

The House bill is a small step towards fixing the problem. And
the Senate bill offers even more.

I hope that necessary improvements are made on the Senate bill.
I still have some concerns about a few of these provisions, yet I feel
that the bill makes strides in the direction of real reform.

Thanks to Senator DeWine's efforts both bills reform reasonable
effort's statutes. The Senate, termination of parental rights provi-
sions are an improvement on the House language.

I support the provisions of the bill that requires States to make
reasonable efforts to place a child in an adopted home. However,
it does not ensure these efforts for all children who will not return
home.

The language should be strengthened to strike all references to
encourage States to make reasonable efforts to place a child in an-
other planned, permanent living arrangement which is in the end
long-term foster care. Long-term foster care should never be a
State's goal.

I am very concerned about the new entitlements that this bill
sets up. It would expand and direct IV-E money to drug treatment
centers, homeless shelters, women's shelters, birthing homes, and
psychiatric hospitals.

Now, this would be, for the first time extend foster care payments
to children still in their parent's custody. And payment would not
be contingent upon success of the program.

I would encourage this committee to delay family preservation
re-authorization until next year when it can have an appropriate
review time.

Any real reform must strive to dramatically limit the time a
child can legally spend in foster care, remove financial incentives
to keep children in foster care, and provide incentives for success,
not incentives for attempts.



Children need to know that they have permanency which means
in the end successful, healthy reunification with their birth fami-
lies or permanence in an adoptive home.

I have a foster-I have a poster in my office that inspires us to
work for real reform. The Iowa Citizen Foster Care Review Board
asks children who are 'aiting to be adopted what they would like
to tell us.

And this is what the children said. And these are all separate
quotes:

"Don't leave us in foster care so long."
"It is scary to move from home to home."
"Find us one good family where we can feel like a real member of the family."
"Check on us fr-equently while we are in foster care to ask us how we are doing

and to make sure that we are safe."
"Tell us what is going on so that we do not have to guess."
"Tell us how long it will be before we are adopted and why things seem to take

so long."

And then, I am ending here. That is the end of those quotes.
Dave Thomas of Wendy's was in my office Monday, saying that

we need to make sure that these kids have a happy childhood.
He went on to say that for those who have had a happy child-

hood, it is hard to understand why. For those who did not have a
happy childhood, you know why.

The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask Senator Rocke-

feller to indulge me for just one remark?
The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Senator Grassley mentioned Charles Loring

Brace and the Children's Aid Society and the Orphan Trains.
This goes back to the 1840's in New York City when you had a

similar crisis of family formation and maintenance in this new in-
dustrialized city. It was a combination of many things, not in the
least typhus and typhoid fever.

And these young Protestant reformers hit upon a good idea for
all these Irish kids, Congresswoman Kennelly.

And they got togethe-r these trains twice a year. And they just
filled them up with kids and drove across-headed west. They
crossed the Mississippi.

And then, they stopped at every town in Iowa. And all the kids
got out. And the farmers looked them over and picked one or two.

And then, they went on until there were no more kids, went
back, filled up again. And it was a remarkable success.

And they still have annual meetings, these orphans are grand-
mothers now and great grandmothers.

And if present arrangements do not succeed, I suggest we keep
on hold the idea of those orphan trains and those Iowa farm fami-
lies.

Senator GRASSLEY. That is very true.
The CHAuRMAN. Senator Rockefeller.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM WEST VIRGINIA

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will just put
my statement in the record so we can get to our witnesses.



But I think thanks are important. And there is a lot of thanks
sitting at the table waiting to give testimony.

Larry Craig, this could not possibly have happened without him.
He brought folks together.

John Chafee, who stepped out for a moment, took a lot of time
working with Mike DeWine and myself and others to bring this all
together.

Jim Jeffords, Dan Coates, the critical addition to this coalition.
Kit Bond, Mary Landrieu who is before us, Carl Levin, Bob Kerrey,
Byron Dorgan, and you, sir, and you, ma'am.

So that needs to be said. What John Chafee said as he started
off, this is bipartisan. It is terribly, terribly important this kind of
legislation be bipartisan.

And it needs to be treated as an entire package, not just as parts
of legislation. And I really think we have something here, putting
the emphasis on safety first for children and moving them into the
adoption system.

I think it is a fair bill, a good bill. And, as the Senator said be-
fore, one that the majority tends to take up in-this month. So I
thank the chairman.

[The prepared statement of Senator Rockefeiler appears in the
appendix.]

The CHAiRMAN. Senator Breaux.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BREAUX, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM LOUISIANA

Senator BREAux. 1, too, just want to join in congratulating our
distinguished panel of witnesses. We have some real experts down
here to share their thoughts with us.

I want to particularly commend my colleague from Louisiana,
Mary Landrieu, for being in a leadership role in this area.

I assure you there is no one in the Senate that knows more about
adoption than Mary does.

Senator LANDRIEU. Thank you.
Senator BREAUX. And we are anxious to hear from her rec-_

ommendations on this, as well as other panelists.
Thank you for being here.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
And as it has been indicated, we have the great pleasure of hear-

ing from six members of Congress: Senator Craig, Senator DeWine,
Senator Landrieu, Senator Levin.

We are very pleased to have Congressman Dave Camp and Bar-
bara Kennelly here with us this morning.

I would ask that you keep your remarks to 5 minutes. And Sen-
ator Craig, we will be glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. LARRY E. CRAIG, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
IDAHO

Senator CRAIG. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. And to this
whole committee, a special thanks.

Senator Rockefeller has mentioned the coalition that came to-
gether here in the Senate with our staffs to resolve what you recog-
nize, Mr. Chairman, as a very critical issues.



So special thanks to John (Chafee, of course, and Senator Rocke-
feller and Senator Grassley and their staffs for being so involved
as we worked out this issue.

I was reminded Sunday again why we are involved. If you any
of you watch the Sunday news shows on the NBC affiliate station
here in Washington, channel 4, one of the anchor women for years
has done the program Tuesday's Child.

And she brings before the public through the media of television
children who are under diffcult circumstances and in most in-
stances are in foster care-to publicize them and hopefully for some-
one to come- forward to adopt them.

And she has been quite successful. And many children have
found loving, permanent homes.

But the reason I was reminded of why we are here this morning
with 1195 or the PASS bill as Senator Ohafee calls, it is because
three beautiful children, ages 10, 8, and 7, all three of them sisters
were brought before the public on channel 4 this past Sunday.

And once again, a plea, that these were beautiful, normal chil-
dren who deserved a home, went out.

They had been inside the foster care system for 3 years. And I
shook my head and wondered why, but 1 think we know why, those
of us who have spent time with this issue to understand that we
do by the nature and the character of the foster care system cur-
rently constituted provide permanency in- a temporary system that
does not offer the kind of loving care that we would hope for all
children.

But let me recognize my colleagues at the table. And it is a
pleasure to have Congressman Camp and Congresswoman Ken-
nelly who brought together a phenomenal bipartisan effort over in
the House.

And as Senator Chafee said, much of what we have here is a in-
corporation of those efforts, along w"ith the efforts of Senator Rocke-
feller and Chafee and DeWine and Coates and so many others who
were involved.

When a child's health and safety is at risk, we normally do not
hesitate. We act quickly to remove that child from danger.

As a society, we have even set up a safety net to protect children
who are at risk of abuse and neglect.

So I am here today to tell the committee that quick action is
needed now because the children or the child welfare safety net is
failing far too many of America's at-risk children.

At one end, it is allowing children to slip back to abusive home.
On the other, it is trapping children in what was supposed to be
a temporary care system.

Decisions are being driven by factors other than the child's own
well being. And that should never have happened.

We have all seen the tragic results of heartbreaking news ac-
counts of child injuries and fatalities, of staggering statistics about
mounting numbers, of children in foster care awaiting permanent
families.

The problem does not lie with the vast majority of foster parents,
relatives and case workers who work vigilantly to provide the care
needed by these children.



Rather the problem is the system itself and the incentives built
into it. That fruistrates. the goal of moving children to permanent,
safe, loving homes.

We introduced the PASS Act to fix the flaws in the safety net.
It would fundamentally shift the foster care paradyne without de-
stroying what is good and necessary in the system.

For the first time, a child's health and safety will have to be of
paramount concern to any decision made by the State.

For the first time, efforts to find an adoptive or permanent home
will not only be required, but documented and rewarded.

For the first time, steps will have to be taken to free a child for
adoption or other permanent placement if the child has been lan-
guishing in foster care for a year or more.

In short, I think the reforms in this bill will do a lot of good to
a lot of children who desperately need our help.

Having said that, I acknowledge this is not a perfect piece of leg-
islation, Mr. Chairman. Frankly, I do not think a perfect bill pass
the United States Senate.

That is because my perfect bill is probably -different than some
other Senator's perfect bill.

While we all agree on the goal of finding a safe and loving per-
manent family for every child, ideological differences can put us at
different ends of a goal field.

And I think we have finally come together with the legislation
we have before us.

As I know for sure, it was the perfection that brought us to the
issue. And that is fair. And that is appropriate.

So a great deal of credit goes to a good many who have worked
hard to produce this legislation.

We are willing to look beyond our legislative solutions to find the
common ground. And I think maybe, we have found it.

We have found it. And we have brought those issues together.
So I would hope that we attempt to take this effort and make

it the perfect effort that we would like to have as a bipartisan ef-
fort to resolve this issue because what is at stake is the future of
children.

And that is the future of our country. And We could no better.
Thank you.
The CHmiRMAN. Thank you for your very eloquent statement.
[The prepared statement of Senator Craig appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRmAN. Now, it is my pleasure to call on Senator

DeWine.

STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE DeWINE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
OHIO

Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am de-
lighted to join my colleagues here at the table, all who have been
very much involved in putting this legislation together.

To look at the committee, I am delighted to see this panel, every-
one of whom has been very much involved in this whole issue,
some of you for many, many years.



Mr. Chairman, we are here today to try to correct a policy that
has led to the brutal abuse and in some cases the tragic -death of
thousands of America's children.

Let me tell you about just one of these children. Last February,~
the Los Angeles Times documented the tragic true story of a little
2-year old girl by the name of Joselin Hernandez.

Joselin was removed from her parents' custody when she was 6
weeks old. She was removed because she had broken legs, cracked
ribs, and burns. Prosecutors say the injuries were inflicted by her
parents.

This little girl, Mr. Chairman, was then placed in the custody of
her grand-Imother. But tragically, her grandmother died. Joselin
was then returned to her parents.

Three months later, Joselin was dead. Both of her parents have
been charged with murder and are scheduled to stand trial.

Mr. Chairman, it should not surprise any of us who have looked
at this issue that in the face of this evidence, the parents are now
fighting for the custody of Joselin's younger brother.

There is no way, Mr. Chairman, that these children, either
Joselin or her younger brother should ever have been returned to
these parents.

But sadly, this is at least in part an unintended consequence of
a Federal law that was passed in 1980.

And let me just say, as I have stated many times, Mr. Chairman,
this is a good law. And it has done a lot of good, but it has had
an unintended consequence. And this bill will change that.

This law required what it called reasonable efforts to be made to
reunify families. But in practice, these efforts have really become
unreasonable efforts with truly tragic consequences.

Unfortunately, the children I have mentioned are just a few of
the victims. No matter what the particular circumstances of a
household may be, I believe the State must make reasonable efforts
to keep it together.

This is what the law seems to require, to put it-make reason-
able efforts to keep these families together, families that are really
families in name only.

Mr. Chairman, there is strong evidence to suggest that in prac-
tice, reasonable efforts have become extraordinary efforts, efforts to
keep families together at all cost. And children have died as a re-
sult.

For several yearsI I have been advocating a change in the law
to make explicit that the health and safety of the child always
must be paramount in determining whether a family should be re-
unified.

I introduced bills in both the 104th and 105th Congress to clarify
this law. And I am proud to say that my bill has been incorporated
in both the PASS Act that we are discussing here today, as well
as the adoption, promotion act which overwhelming passed the
House of Representatives earlier this year.

Mr. Chairman, it is imperative that we set a very clear standard
so that all of the adults that have such tremendous power over
these very vulnerable children understand that the child's health
and safety must come first and that these children must be pro-
tected from dangerous adults.



That is the purpose of the PASS Act. I think it is important that
we change the law and that we do it quickly.

Delay means more tragic stories, more tragic stories of young
lives shattered and lost.

I look forward to working with you and everyone on this commit-
tee to tr to bring this legislation to the floor very quickly.

Mr Chairman, over the last 2YA~years, I haverC given probably 10
speeches on the Senate floor. And I think this is the fifth time that
I have testified in a committee about this very issue.

Every time that I testify', I tell a different story. That is the trag-
edy of this, that the longer that we in Congress delay changing this
law, more tragedies will occur.

Now, Mr. Chairman, let us be honest. The passage of this law
is not going to eliminate every tragedy. We know that. We cannot
save every child.

But I think it is abundantly clear from the evidence and from my
traveling the State of Ohio and talking to people who deal with this
issue every day that if we change this law, we will save children's
lives.

We will never know who they are. We will never see them, but
children will be alive next year and the year after because we
changed the law.

We cannot save every child, but we can save some. And I think
we need to move very quickly.

Thank you very Much.
The CHAiRmAN. Thank you for your leadership in this most im-

portant area.
[The prepared statement of Senator DeWine appears in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. It is now my pleasure to call on my good friend

and colleague, Carl Levin.
STATEMENT OF HON. CARL LEVIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM

MICHIGAN

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, thank you and other members of
the committee who all have played a critical role in this.

I just want to commend those who have been so tenacious in
their effort to get this bill put together on a bipartisan and bi-
cameral basis and to get it passed in both Houses.

This bill seeks to do a very humane thing which is to protect
children. In order to do that, we must separate them legally from
their biological parents more often than we have. It is necessary
that we do so for the sake of children.

And the reasons that have been given already by Senator Craig
and Senator DeWine and will be given by Senator Landrieu and
our House colleagues, and you in your opening statements, each of
you are eloquent testimony for why we must take this step, why
we must protect children.

We must put them in permanent homes. We must more often
than we do legally separate them from their biological parents and
get them adopted. It is the right thing to do.

I want to focus on just one small part of this bill that I have been
deeply involved in for as long as I have been here which is the need
of some people who have been adopted, and I emphasize some peo-



pie who have been ado pted to seek their biological parents or their
siblings later on after they are adults.

For whatever reason, that need exists, both in some children who
are adopted and in some indeed siblings who seek their own sib-
lings.

Many States have -registries where people who seek each other
can find each other. About half our States have those registries.

The humane thing to do when we have two adults seeking each
other is to permit them to find each other, just the way it is the
humane thing to do for a child to make sure that child is in a safe
and permanent home.

So when that child grows up, if that child seeks, for instance, to
find a sibling from whom he or she has been separated and if the
sibling wishes to find that child, it is humane to permit them to
find each other.

One provision of this bill which I have been very active in help-
ing to pass the Senate twice with the help of Senator Kassenbaum.
when she was here, now Senator Craig and Senator Landrieu and
others have co-championed this language would be to provide for
a mutual, voluntary registry which would be operated at no ex-
pense to the government to facilitate the mutually desired reunions
of adults.

It is easier to legally separate people, children from their biologi-
cal parents if you know that when that child becomes a adult, if
that child, for instance, wants to find a sibling who also wants to
find him or her that that will be facilitated. That is also the hu-
mane thing to do.

And so this language which has twice passed the Senate is in
this bill. It has been defeated or not passed in the House because
frankly the lobbying efforts of one person who is totally misstated
or distorted what it does says that this language would open
records which it does not, says that this language would provide
money for people who are searching which it does not.

This language simply provides for a registry that would be-
would facilitate those who wish to find each other, who are adults
to find each other.

I want to thank Senator Craig, Senator Landrieu, Senator
McKane and others-who have taken on this cause with me.

I want to thank Senator Chafee and Senator Rockefeller and oth-
ers who are the driving forces behind this bill, along with Senator
DeWine and so many others who have incorporated this language
in the bill.

And I want to end with reading a part of a letter from Michael
Reagan who is the adopted son of President Reagan who has been
a stalwart supporter of this language for as long as I have- been.
And he wrote me recently. This is what he wrote me. And I believe
he has written letters to a number of you, as well.

"Once again, I would like to convey my strong support for the National Voluntary
Reunion Registry which you are proposing along with Senators Craig, McKane, and
Landrieu. I believe wholeheartedly in your humane approach to facilitating the de-
sires of adult adoptive persons, birth parents, and separated siblings who seek to
know one another."

"As you know, I am an adoptee who has had the great privilege of meeting my
biological brother and sister and learning about the lifetime of loving and caring by



my birth mother," which, by the way, is not usually the instance in this kind of cir-
cumstance that you are talking about.

"My birth mother died several years pror to my reunion with my siblings. As we
discussed during our meeting at your home a few years ago, my adoptive father,
Ronald Reagan, supported my desire to meet my birth mother and helped me in my
early efforts. When my father helped me, it wasf the greatest gift he ever gave to
me. It is my hope that this compassionate legislation will be included in the final
foster care bill enacted into law. I have used such a registry myself. And it has be-
come apparent to me that my birth mother would have also."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And again, this is a small part of a
very significant bill whose significance goes way beyond what this
provision provides, but I did want to spend my time this morning
focusing on this provision and again with my thanks to the spon-
sors of this legislation.

The CIIARmAN. Thank you, Senator Levin.
Senator Landrieu.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARY L. LANDRIEU, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM LOUISIANA

Senator LANDRIEU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And again for your leadership, without it and without our rank-

ing member, it would not be possible, I do not believe, without all
the good work of all of' us to get this done now, to pass it in this
Congress.

I particularly appreciate the opportunity that Senator Craig and
others have given me to join this effort that was well underway
many years, of course, before my arrival here.

But I am happy to help add what strength I can to stop, Mr.
Chairman, what I consider to be a national tragedy and a national
disgrace of children being literally tortured and killed at the hands
of their parents and relatives.

I have often wondered as a mother and one of nine siblings from
a happy home how it would feel to a child to be tortured and killed
by someone who is supposed to be Caring and loving to them and
for them.

But it is not-just the immediate death and torture that, as Sen-
ator DeWine has pointed out and the many, many, many tragic sto-
ries that he has told, but, Mr. Chairman, we come this morning be-
cause there is a slow emotional death that also occurs in children
who are left languishing in foster care, languishing on the streets,
languishing in hospitals or in institutions, no place to call their
own, no -one to call their parent, their mother, their father, their
grandmother or grandfather.

It is, Mr. Chairman, a national disgrace that this country that
has managed to succeed so wonderfully in so many other areas has
in my opinion failed miserably in trying to help to protect the most
vulnerable among us.

With Senator Rockefeller's leadership and Senator Kerrey and
others, the new science that -shows that the first 3 years of life are
so crucial to human development, the pre-natal, zero to three.

It is of great urgency that we take the step this year, now, this
week, this Congress to help change a system that perhaps we have
unintentionally become a party to.

And that is why I am a co-author of this legislation. It is impera-
tive for us to make a quick assessment as children come into this



world, if they are in a family that can provide the kind of nurturing
and support that they need to grow to be the kind of human being
that God created them to be and to reach a capacity by the age of
three so that they can cope with whatever tragedy might come
their way.

It is clear we cannot stop every accident or tragic occurrence. But
what we can do is to make our system of State and local and Fed-
eral agencies and private to work to see and to pay attention and
give support.

This is the most important thing our government could do. I can-
not think of another to help strengthen our- families to create a sys-
tem of quick identification and quick and permanent placement for
children.

And millions of children at stake. Millions of communities are
shattered and made weakened and weaker by our failure to do this.

So this bill is an important step. I think much more needs to be
done. And hopefully, this legislation can go through. And it is very
good. It can be improved.

In each Congress, we can continue to make progress until this
National tragedy has been ended.

I want to close by a story briefly. I said if I could ever get to a
microphone after hearing this young man speak that I would not
pass up the opportunity.

But a young African-American male about 32 years old spoke to
a packed audience in Louisiana. His name is Shane Salter.

How this young man turned out to be the most wonderful person
that he is today, it is only a miracle of God because at the age of
four, he stumbled out of a Brooklyn apartment, dirty, had been
abandoned.

He says he cannot remember, but he was just very hungry. So
he had to find the light. He found a police officer, led the police offi-
cer-how he did it on his own, I do not khow-back to his little
brother who was 6 months.

The police officer gathered the six-month old in his arms and
took Shane by the hand and walked them to the agency.

That began a saga that never ended. It lasted his whole life. He
never found a family of his own. He was never reunited with his
family. He went from foster home to foster home, trying to keep his
brother with him.

.The struggle that this young man went through and how he
turned out now to have graduated from college, adopted his own
children to try to prevent that from every happening to young peo-
ple again is a story to behold.

I hope he can testify before this committee. But his plea was, all
I ever wanted was a home to call my own. And for some reason,
he was just lost in the system.

It happens too often. It happens tragically. And, we need to fix
it. And we can. We have the resources to do it.

I would urge in my closing to give States directives, but to give
them flexibility, support our juvenile courts as much as we can be-
cause these judges and case workers have to be given the support
to make the kind of decisions that are very difficult for us to make
here clearly in Washington.



The Kellogg Foundation is one of many I know that has done ex-
cellent work. I hope the staff will look at their recommendations.

And as Senator Grassley said, who I understand opposes it, but
he is ri,,ht on one: let us reward success and not just effort. Let
us reward success because that is what we need. And children are
depending on us.

Thank you so much.
The CHAIRmA. Thank you, Senator Landrieu.
It is my great pleasure to welcome our two members from the

House of Representatives, both of whom serve on the House Ways
and Means Committee.

I thought I might lobby you a minute. I understand later
today--4Laughter.]

The CHAIRmAN. Later today, you might be considering Fast
Track. And I would certainly urge and hope that you will support
the chairman in reporting this measure out today.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, whether you can testify or not today de-
pends on whether you take that pledge. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRmAN. So indeed, it is a pleasure to welcome you.
Congresswoman Kennelly, do you want to start?
Congresswoman KENNELLY. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA B. KENNELLY, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM CONNECTICUT

Congresswoman KENNELLY. Mr. Camp has asked me to open.
And I thank him. He has been an absolute delight to work with.
And he continues to be.

And I thank you, Senator Roth, for allowing me and asking me
to testify today.

When Congress adjourns probably next month, we will all be
going home to our families for the Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays.

And yet, while we do that, 500,000 young children will be still
waiting for permanent homes. And I can think of no better reason
for us to say that we should see that this legislation is passed.

And so let me commend the bipartisan group of Senators who re-
cently introduced this legislation known as the PASS Act to protect
children and promote adoption.

On the House side, Representative Camp and I worked very,
very hard to get together. Our staffs spent hundreds of hours, met
with the children's groups that represented children and protected
children against abuse from across the country.

But every so often, Dave Camp and I would get together and ask
for the list of what the staff could not agree on.

And we sat there until we agreed on what should be in the bill.
And each time in each meeting, David or I had to step away and
not get what we wanted.

But it was the only way we could go forward and go to the floor
with a bill that would pass, in fact by 416 to- 5.

Your act, Senators, the PASS Act shares many similarities with
the House legislation in promoting both protection and permanency
for children.



Like the House bill, the PASS Act would revise the current Fed-
eral requirement that States make reasonable efforts reunify
abused children with their families.

Both bills provide specific examples, illustrating when children
should not-should not be returned home, such as when abandon-
ment, torture, or sexual abuse has taken place.

Hard as it is for us to say these things, we know it happens and
we must do something about it.

The P'ASS Act includes several other provisions of the House
adoption bill, including financial bonuses for States that increase
the number of children being adopted from foster care and a re-
quirement that States expedite their reviews of children in foster
care.

Of course, there are also differences between the two bills. Un-
like the House bill, the PASS Act would make children more eligi-
ble for Federal adoption subsidies. And we re-authorize the family
preservation program.

While there may be concerns about the cost of these provisions,
a good argument can be made for providing more resources for our
child welfare system.

However, if these costs, additional costs are going to hold the bill
up, we should step back and let the bill go forward.

The Family Preservation and Support Program will spend about
$2 million a year to my home State of Connecticut.

Coming from a State under court order to improve its child wel-
fare system, we certainly can use that founding. And I support you
for insisting on it, but hope you know when you are not going to
win. And if you are going to win, keep going.

However, I do not think the PASS Act makes a wrong turn in
two areas. First, reducing the House bill bonuses for States that in-
crease adoption from $4,000 per child to $2,000 per child, I feel
makes little sense.

I should remind that you CBO has said that the House adoption
bonuses will actually save money by reducing foster care expenses.
So there is no reason to reduce their size.

And second, I am concerned about the PASS Act's most stringent
provisions on terminating parental rights..

Not only does the PASS Act require a judicial proceeding to ter-
minate parental rights when a child has been in foster care for 1
year instead of 18 months as in the House bill, but it also elimi-
nates an exception to this requirement when no effort has been
made to help the birth family

Furthermore, the bill would prohibit appeals to TPR decisions
after 1 year of the decision.

I know we all have the same objection of moving children toward
permanency more quickly, but let us move with some caution when
deciding the permanency that severs a parent's connection with
their children.

And you are dealing with people who all understand that that
decision has to be made.

Do not misunderstand these comments. While I do not agree
with every change in PASS Act compared to the House bill, I firmly
believe that the bill gets us one ste p closer to our shared goal of
helping abused children find safe and loving and permanent homes.



And I must comment on Senator Moynihan's comment about the
Irish children who went across the trains-across the country on
trains, were lined up and families took them.

I am afraid we can never gohome. Right now, we are in a society
unfortunately where a child cannot even go and sell candy at a
door, where a child cannot take his bike to visit a friend after dark.

And so we must in short urge this committee to report the PASS
Act to the Senator floor so we can go to conference and send a bill
to the President before we adjourn.

Let us not go home for the holidays and leave those children still
not addressed.

I thank the Senators. I thank the Senate.
The CHmiRmAN. Thank you, Congresswoman Kennelly.
[The prepared statement of Congresswoman Kennelly appears in

the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. It is a pleasure to now hear from Congressman

Camp.
STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE CAMP, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE

FROM MICHIGAN

Congressman CAMP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to
be here. And I want to thank the Senators for their very valuable
and compelling testimony and also to reiterate, I agree with every-
thing Barbara Kennelly said.

It as been a pleasure to work with her. And together, we have
been able to get this bill through the House. And I look forward
to working with all of you in the future.

I am here today because I believe the Federal Government-I be-
lieve we have an opportunity to help a lot of children.

Based on all the information that has been presented to the Con-
gress and on extensive discussions I have had with elected officials,
with foster parents, with community advocates, I cannot- see why
any concerted effort to promote adoption led by Federal legislation
will not result in 10,000, 20,000, or 30,000 more adoptions per
year.

Adoptions are good for children. And the reason is simple. Nearly
every adopted child is placed in the best child rearing machine ever
invented, the family.

Children reared in families, especially two-parent families grow
up to do well in nearly every measure, marriage, employment, edu-
cation, avoidance of crime, and independence from welfare.

With adoption, we change a child's entire life. The new family
stays with the child for his or her entire childhood. And that is why
adoption is the most powerful social intervention known.

My major message to you today is this, anything that further
delay : the passage of a good adoption bil wilhr1hosnso

The bill passed by the House and actually the bill before the Sen-
ate does two big thngs. They both do two big things to require
States to move more quickly.

First, we identify circumstances, such as murder, child murder,
and allow States to identify other circumstances in which it will
not be necessary to provide services to a family before moving to
adoption.



When a mother physically abuses her third child or a father has
killed a sibling, States should move immediately to terminate pa-
rental rights and find adoptive parents.

Under current law, it is not all clear they can. Under our bill and
under the Senate, there is no question that they can.

The second important step both bills take is to establish a spe-
cific time period by which States must take concrete steps toward
adoption.

In addition to encouraging States to move faster, the other major
provision in our bills is to give incentives to States that increase
the number of children in foster care who are adopted.

.According to the Congressional Budget Office, these incentives
will produce their intended effect. In fact, the Federal Government
will save enough money by speeding up adoption that the savings
will exceed the money we spend to provide the adoption incentives.

Now, the Senate seems ready to act. And for this, I am very
grateful and heartily congratulate all of the Senators and staff who
have worked on your bipartisan bill, particularly Senators Rocke-
feller, Chafee, and Grassley who I have worked with.

My hope is that the Senate will pass a bill quickly, get us to con-'
ference. It would be a shame if Congress does not enact a bill this
year.

Some believe that you cannot write good social policy without
spending more Federal money. And I strongly disagree.

We can increase adoptions, move child protection policy a huge
step in the right direction without spending more money.

And the House bill does it and has received overwhelming sup-_
port.

Here are three facts about current spending of child welfare I
hope you will carefully consider. First, there are a couple of charts
over there.

Chart one, the Congressional Budget Office thinks that under
current law, we will spend $28 billion Federal dollars on child pro-
tection programs over the next 5 -years.

Spending will increase by almost 50 percent over the period. And
we will spend $6.2 billion more Federal dollars than if we have con-
tinued to spend at the 1997 level.

Thus, we are already spending lots of money. And spending is in-
creasing rapidly.

Secondly, the increase in administrative funding which is chart
two is the most flexible of the entitlement programs.

That increases just as dramatically as overall spending. Adminis-
trative funding increases from $1.6 to $2.3 billion over the next 5
years, an increase of 45 percent.

So not only does spending increase, but there is a hefty increase
in the category of spending that provides States with- substantial
flexibility.

And third, as many members of the committee will recall, just 3
years ago, we started a new entitlement program to provide serv-
ices to families that abuse or neglect their children.

And according again to CBO, we are going to spend about $1.4
billion on that program over 6 years.



I would like to express my gratitude to the Senator for their for-
mulation of a strong adoption bill and emphasize that my view is
that additional spending is not required.

I am concerned that that could create a hurdle as we get to con-
ference.

I close by stating that increasing the number of children who
find loving adoptive homes is too important to be delayed.

Again, I would like to express my gratitude for the Senate's for-
mulation of their bill. And I look forward to working with you all,
hopefully in conference.

Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Congressman Camp.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Camp appears in the

appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. On the question of additional costs, Senator

Craig or any members of the panel, I would like your advice and
comment.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, S. 1195 will cost
over $2 billion if adoption assistance payments are delinked from
current law eligibility requirements.

That means there will be no means testing in the future and that
historically, of course, it will be unlimited payments to those who
are low income, but this would open the door to everyone.

Now, I understand part of the concern is that making sure that
adopted children have Medicaid available to them.

But, of course, we just passed a $24 billion program in that area.
And I think most States are taking significant steps in that direc-
tion.

But my understanding is what this really does is shift cost from
the States to the Federal, but it does not necessarily add any new
adoptions.

Would one of you care to comment on that?
Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman, let me just-
Senator CHAFEE. I would stress that that $2.5 billion is over 5

years.
The CHAIRmAN. Yes.
Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman, [ do not pretend to be an expert

in this area. Let me just make one comment which is kind of a par-
tial answer to your question.

The current system to me makes no sense, with all due respect.
The current system provides that once a child is to be adopted that,
we look at the status of that child based upon the birth parents'
status.

In other words, we determine eligibility based on birth parents.
Now, at that point, the child has no relationship to the birth par-

ents really. It is gone.
So we are taking two sets of kids. And we are putting one stamp

on one group of kids that says money will flow with you. And on
the other group of kids, we are saying money does not flow with
you if needed.

And we are doing it I think in an arbitrary and capricious way
that makes absolutely no sense. I do not understand why we do it
the way we do it.



It seems to me that we need to-the delinkage to me makes log-
ical sense. It seems to be -a question of equity.

And we ought to look at this from the point of view-not only the
point of view of the child, but the actual status of the child.

And what we are trying to do is to encourage adoptions. And we
are trying to assist in difficult adoptions.-

.And if that is what the goal is and we are trying to help people
to adopt these children. I think we should always look at it from
the point of view of the child and not the adoptive parents, niot the
natural parents. Let us look at it from the point of view of the
child.

It makes no sense to label some kids as eligible for these, this
money and others as not. And we do it based on the status of the
birth parent and the income of the birth parent, not on the status
of anybody else.

Senator CRAIG. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Larry.
Senator CRAIG. I agree certainly with what Mike has said. And

I grew more convinced of this as we worked to rut this legislation
-together.

We have certain children that are simply going to require a cer-
tain level of care that a normal child does not. And we want these
children in permanent, loving homes.

Therefore, it becomes very important that the money stay with
the child, be with the child and not as a measurement of the par-
ent:

And if that does not occur, I am convinced that a good many of
these children will stay inside the system. And I think we just have
to be concerned about that.

Now, we have attempted to find offsets. And we think we have,
although others have a similar interest-or have interests in those
offsets.

And we are going to have to work to get that done. And we hope
this committee, your committee, Mr. Chairman, can facilitate us in
doing so.

As Senator Chafee has said, this is spread over a 5-year period.
But with the savings involved that Congressman Camp spoke of,
the combination with facilitating greater levels of adoption, it is a
net plus for us.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, as I have said, I think what the critics are
arguing, and I am interested in your comments, is that you are ba-
sically Federalizing costs, shifting costs from the State to the Fed-
eral. And it is not adding new adoption.

Let me ask you this question, as you have said, Senator Craig,
this bill is a compromise. It is not perfect. And I would ask any of
the panel to comment.

Miat do you see as the two or three most important provisions
o f the bill which will have the most dramatic impact for helping the
mncet children?

Senator CRAIG. Mr. Chairman, we change the mind set, if you
will, of foster care. And that is what is so fundamentally important
here.

And that is not to say that the mind set of caring that Senator
DeWine has spoken to is wrong. It certainly is not.,



But there is no incentive to move children into permanency. And
also, as they were working to rehabilitate the birth family, in some
instances in an non-rehabilitative way, the children languished.

So there are some key factors there that create trip wires of deci-
sionmaking that are very important for the sake of the child that
move it toward a permanent environment of -care and promote that
adoption at a much earlier time.

And I think that while you and I are concerned about cost fac-
tors, the diminishing cost that this bill 'Will implement into the Sys-
tem is substantial.

And so we change the mind set. We change the culture. And that
is extremely important, all in the positive sense of the child.

Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRMAN. Senator DeWine.
Senator DEWINE. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, this bill will do

two things. It will save lives. And that is the most obvious thing.
But I think that what we sometimes miss, and it has brought out

today, but I want to reemphasize it, is that the current situation
is a national tragedy where we have hundreds of thousands of chil-
dren languishing in foster care, losing their childhood while we fid-
dle with the system and while we give and bend over backwards
to give natural parents every right in the world and--we forget the
rights of the children.

Six months to you and to me and 6 months to me at the age of
50 maybe is not too long, but six months for a child who is 2 years
of age is a fourth of that child's life.

We have children who languish in foster care, not just for two,
three, and 4 years that we talked about, we have some who lan-
guish in foster care for eight, nine, and 10 years and their whole
childhood.

We also have children, Mr. Chairman who I personally met and
talked to who have been in 15 and 16 and 17 foster care homes.

Do we think that child has any chance of success? As my col-
league, Mary Landrieu pointed out, any child who makes it
through that, it is a miracle. It is a miracle from God.

And those are the children we need to worry about, as well as
the children who are dying.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator LANDRIEU. Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ad-

dress Senator Camp-I mean, Representative Camp.
The CHAiRmAN. Could I-I am sorry.
Senator LANDRIEU. No, go ahead. I will add it later.
Senator CHAFEE. Go ahead, Senator.
Senator LANDRIEU. All right. Let me just add three points. When

you ask what could be the most important provisions, I think the
Senators have pointed out this focus on permanency.

And a good, permanent placement should be sort of our over-
riding principle. It is not just removing the child from harm which
we, you know, sort of thought was maybe what we should be doing.
And sometimes we are successful or not.

It is making a quick, wise decision based on the facts as we un-
derstand them and then giving permanency because what a child



needs is a home to call their own, parents, to call their own, not
just a group home.

I think giving States flexibility which this bill, even though it
gives tougher parameters gives some flexibility is important, par-
ticularly at the court level and again rewarding success.

The other principle I think that is so important in this bill, hope-
fully can incorporate more of it, is accountability. A lot of these
records are closed. It is hard to figure out what went wrong.

And in order to fix a problem, we need to know what is happen-
ing in the courts. A lot of the records are closed.

This bill does not address that, but I hope to focus some of time
on it so that everyone in the system can be held accountable for
the actions and decisions made, giving the children the protection
and privacy they need, of course, but holding the system, including
ourselves accountable for what we do.

Congressman CAmp. Senator, can I just follow up on that very
quickly?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Congressman CAMW. There are three things that are important

that our bills have in common. One is we change the reasonable
effort standard.

For years, the pendulum had -swung way over to family preserva-
tion. And we are bringing it back, as Senators DeWine and
Landrieu have said for safety and for permanency.

We encourage States to terminate parental rights in those situa-
tions where it is appropriate. And thirdly, we have an adoption in-
centive.

And those three are I think the critical items in the House bill
and the Senate bill that we have in common.

The CHAiRmAN. Thank you.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ad-

dress a question to Representative Camp.
I think it is very important to remember that under this legisla-

tion--obviously, I am more familiar with our legislation than I am
yours. But I think it is probably the same.

There are very new-there are new and burdensome, if you
want, requirements on the States to take certain actions.

The States have to-in our bill, have to review every case, think
of it, every foster child's case every 6 months, a court has to.

We have a limitation. You can only be in fester care for 12 con-
secutive months or I think-is it 18 months total? Twenty-four
months cumulative.

And we have a background check, a police check of adoptive par-
ents and foster parents. All of that takes money and effort by the
States.

So we have a requirement in our bill, a maintenance of effort re-
quirement that when we replace money, the money we replace if
we are indeed replacing adoptive assistance payments or Medicaid,
that the State must maintain-have a maintenance of effort in this
program. And I think that is a good provision.

And I would like to stress the point that Senator DeWine and
Senator Craig both made that we take care of in our bill.



And that is the current Federal law is that eligibility for Medic-
aid and for adoptive assistance is based on the income ef the bio-
logical parent and/or if there has been a pri or adoptive parent.

So you get the bizarre situation of a child might have been adopt-
ed by a family of some wealth. And then, that adoptive parent dies.
And you have a successive.

And the child goes into foster care. And another, new parents
wish to adopt that child, but the ability of that child-that parent
to obtain Medicaid coverage of those children goes back to the
adoptive mother.

We have a very case in Michigan, oddly enough, where the Hayes
family wanted to adopt three children, 15, 13, and 12.

The kids have spent too much time in foster care, moving four
times in 10 years.

They were adopted. This is the key thing. They were adopted,
but returned to foster are when their adoptive mother died.

Because their adoptive mother was not poor, the children are not
currently eligible for adoptive assistance.

And the Hayes family, the new adoptive parents cannot afford to
take these children without Medicaid.

So we changed that. We go-we take the criteria based on the
new parents that are coming up, not the biological thing. To me,
that makes p effect sense.

And so I do not-I do differ with your provision in your remarks
on the top of page 4 where you just say all we are doing we is sub-
stituting.

In reality, all this provision does is replace State dollars now
going to adoption subsidies with Federal dollars.

In many instances, there are no States. For example, Michigan
and six other States do not provide Medicaid coverage.

And 14 States do not cover Medicaid for children who are adopt-
ed ixh one State and move with their parents to another State.

So I want to give the rationale for our proceeding as we have.
Congressman CAmp. Well, providing Medicaid coverage to adopt-

ed children is something I would very much like to talk about I
think.

But I do not believe that if we delink or Federalize the adoption
subsidy that they will do anything to increase the number of adop-
tions.

And so what I would like to do is see our focus, how do we move
kids out of foster care into permanent, loving homes more quickly?

And there is just no evidence that that will do that. So that is
why I have a concern with it.

Senator CHAFEE. I did not quite understand what you meant:
there is no evidence that providing assistance for the family, in-
cluding adoptive assistance and Medicaid coverage.

Congressman CAMP. Well, the Medicaid coverage, I think might
be a very good idea. And I would certainly like to talk about doing
that. And I do not know whether we can do it in the context of this
bill.

But providing Medicaid coverage for adopted children is some-
thing I would obviously like to work with you on.

But I think in terms of this adoption subsidy simply Federalizing
that, that has been a shared responsibility with the States.



. There is no indication that by simply Federalizing it that that
will increase the number of adoptions in any way.

You are just changing the account the dollars flow out of. You
are not making any policy change that is going to move kids out
of foster care and into permanent homes more quickly. That is my
whole concern with that.

Senator CHM'EE. Well, Mr. Chairman, our time is nearly up. Just
quickly, is there any evidence that adoption bonuses increase adop-
tions?

I am not saying there is none. I am just not familiar with it.
Congressman CAMP. Well, Michigan has been doing it in a little

different way since 1964. And it has moved kids out of the system
and into homes more quickly.

And so-and we had testimony before our subcommittee from,
you know, officials in the State Family and Dependence Agency.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.
Senator GR.ASSLEY. Yes. Senator Craig is gone, but I compliment

him on his statement about the motive of the bill to change the
mind set of foster care.

I think it would be more accurate to say that we are sending sig-
nals that we hope will change the mind set of foster care.

Possibly, one of the shortcomings of the legislation which other-
wise is a very good piece of legislation is the lack of enforcement.

Of course, we can withhold funds from States, but we know HHS
has had the authority to do that and over the last 3 years has not.

So I think we need to think in terms of how do we really make
sure that the mind set has changed because-we all agree that we
have to change the mind set.

We are hoping this bill does it. And I am just suggesting we
ought to make sure that this bill does that.

Senator DeWine, I am going to read four quotes. And I want your
comment. These are from child psychology experts. "Federal incen-
tives currently reward States for keeping children in foster care
rather than finding adoptive homes for them."

The second one, 'The Federal Government reimburses States for
foster care costs on a per day/per child basis, a reverse incentive
funding scheme that in effect rewards States for keeping children
in care."

Third, "The needs of the system come before those of the chil-
dren."

Fourth, "Whenever any agency is given a blank check to pursue
unclear goals, inefficiencies abound. Until systems are rebuilt
around performance and accountability, no progress will be made."

Are you concerned about the financial incentive of the system?
Senator DEWINE. Senator Grassley and Mr. Chairman, the an-

swer is, yes.
And let me, if I could just digress for a moment, go back to a

statement that you made a moment ago because I think it is so
right on point.

We think this bill is going to change the situation. But one of the
things that we are really doing by the changes that we are talking



about today is trying to change the culture or the climate in the
whole child care area. 1

I have told this story before, but so many times over the last few
years when I would talk to a children service agent, talk to a case
worker and I would say, well, why did this tragedy occur?

They would come back to me and say, well, you do not under-
stand, Senator. The Federal law requires us to do this.

And then, when you press them a little further, they would say
Federal law requires us to make reasonable efforts reunite these
families.

And so we have created a culture in this country, not just Con-
gress. It has grown over the years.

In the last year or so, we are starting to change that culture. In
hearings such as this and legislation such as this, I think is going
to go a long way to change that culture so that we think first of
the child, the best interest of the child, the safety of the child.

And I think that your point was right on about changing the cul-
ture..

Let me move to your second point and your actual question. I
agree with you. I think this bill moves us in the right direction. As
you have said, it does a lot of very, very good things.

I do not think it goes as far as some of us might like frankly into
getting at what I would call the money problem.

And the money problem is that whatever you encourage or what-
ever you subsidize, you are going to get more of. That is basic prin-
ciple.

We have started years and years ago to very understandably sub-
sidize from the Federal level almost really as an entitlement foster
care.

And so while we pay States per day, per child for foster care, we
do not really-although there is a couple of exceptions in this bill,
we do not or have not, at least in the past put economic incentives
in there for them to, a, move children out of foster care and bring
these cases up for resolution in court and not let these poor chil-
dren stay in this limbo.

And second, we have not really created enough incentive for
adoption. So we need to give the States more incentive -and weigh
it, skew it, if you could towards that way, as opposed to what we
have historically done in the past which is; to create basically an
entitlement which says we are going to pay the State so many dol-
lars per day, per child for forever if that child stays in foster care.

And I would hope to work with you and other members of the
committee in the future to get at that real underlying problem in
our system because I think it is a problem.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
Congressman Camp, last February, the House heard testimony

that child welfare agencies have financial incentives to keep chil-
dren in foster care too long. And child experts have cited financial
incentives as a barrier to adoption.

Special needs adoption advocate testified. And I quote, it is our
unavoidable conclusion that the biggest single barrier to adoption
is the fact that the children have become profit centers for agen-
cies. End of quote.



So my question is, will the limited bonuses in the House and
Senate bils adequately address these serious allegations? How
many children will actually be eligible for the bonus scheme?

And I have this estimate that I do not know whether it is accu-
rate or not, but it has been estimated that it would cover about
7,000 children of the 50,000 that ought to be adopted.

Congressman CAmp. Well, I think the reason children are kept
in foster care is a complicated one.

And part of it is that the foster care money is an open-ended en-
titlement. And they do, you know, receive those Federal dollars, re-
gardless of what they do.

Both of our bills would change that in that we would have a time
limit that a child can be in foster care only so long before proceed-
ings must be initiated in order to terminate parental rights.

I think also by changing that reasonable efforts standards, we do
change this culture that Senator DeWine talked about.

We do bring the pendulum back to the Senate where reasonable
efforts became every effort.

And we have a very celebrated case in Michigan where literally
a parent who had abandoned a child was flown back into the State,
put up in a hotel, given a limousine.

And children that were in foster care for a year were yanked
from these foster care parents and disrupted. And ultimately, the-
family did not reunite.

But that went on for years. And it is that kind of thing we are
trying to change.

I do think the incentive monies-I do not have offhand the exact
number of children that it would benefit.

But CBO has scored the bill that it would move children out of
foster care and into adoption because they have scored the bill that
it would, quote, save money.

So that means that, yes, children would be moved more quickly
out of the foster care system and into permanent homes.

Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DEWINE. If I could just add one-more thing to your ques-

tion. I do not think we are going to be able to do it in this bill or
this year, but I think the idea that you and I have discussed which
is your idea to more front load the money on foster care.

In other words, possibly pay the States and give them more
money upfront in the first 6 months, in the first year.

But then, at some point, say, we are going to ratchet that money
down so that the incentive is really on the State to figure out some-
how how to move children into adoptive homes and how to termi-
nate these parental rights in cases where we know they are never
going to go back to their families anyway.

Some way to skew the money so that the money-more money
is upfront to give the States more opportunity to put more empha-
.ses on adoption and things such as that, but then take that money
at the end.

If that child has been in foster care for 2 years, 3 years, 4 years
and say to the State, look, there is a limit to what we are going
to pay because we do not think you are making the efforts overall
that you should be making.



That type of change I think would be helpful.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Rockefeller.
Senator RocKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mike, if I just might ask you this on the reasonable efforts be-

cause I think that is a-you have been very, very strong on that

thdlI think the clarification of reasonable efforts is really impor-
tant for everybody to understand on this.

You spent a lot of time working. One of the things that im-
pressed me most about you from the very beginning that you have
done this stuff. I mean, you have been in the thick of it yourself
personally.

So tell me why it is that the reasonable effort changes that we
make in this bill are in your view and mine right.

Senator DEWiNE. I think the key is that we specify and clarify
what I think everyone-and I am sure I was not here in 1980. But
I am sure everyone thought the law was then in 1980 when it was
passed, but we spell it out.

And I think what we have learned is in 17 years that what Con-
gress thought it did in 1980 has been interpreted in very strange
ways over the years.

Congress simply said in 1980 we should make reasonable efforts
to reunify families. That was it. And you had to keep showing that
you are trying to make reasonable efforts.

Unstated was the obvious. And sometimes, I guess you have to
state the obvious. Aind that is that the best interest of the child
should always be paramount, number one, over and above anything
else.

And then, number two, going along with that, the other side of
that is that the safety of the child has to be paramount, as we say
in this legislation, use that language.

That I think I am sure everyone in 1980 assumed was a given.
But I know from traveling in the State of Ohio and talking to peo-
ple who have to deal with this every day and talking with judges
that many times, it is not interpreted that way.

And many times, people are doing things that they would not do,
but for their interpretation of the Federal law. This will remove
that.

Keep the language in there that says you should try to make rea-
sonable efforts to reunify families. That is a given. That is good,
but let us make it very, very clear the safety of the child is always
paramount.

The other thing the bill does is to set forward as the House bill
does very specific circumstances that are sort of the bottom line.
Hey, if these things, clearly, you do not have to make reasonable
efforts.

Senator RocKEFELLER. I think your point is so important because
I think it is easy for people to get confused and say, why are you
re-authorizing the Family Preservation Act of 1993 and then going
ahead and saying, yes, but we want to cut it off earlier. The safety
of the child comes first.

I think the point is that both are important. And you have made
that point.



I can remember even in this committee a. number of times talk-
ing about the theory that if you take two social workers or take a
social worker and give that social worker two famdes who are in
trouble that the chances are, you know, fairly reasonable that you
give that social worker enough time and not too many families that
they can make a difference.

And that is important. To the -extent that it works, that is impor-
tant. But there is a time where that cannot work.

And when it does not work, then you have to stop just pretending
it might. And so therefore, you have balance of family preservation
and much more aggressive moves towards adoption. I think that
makes a lot of sense.

Senator DEWiNE. Absolutely, Senator and Mr. Chairman. Ulti-
mately, that balance cannot be made by me or by you. It has to
be made by the case worker who is in the field, who is looking at
that child, who is looking at those parents, who wants to make-
who has to make the best decision they can make.

And they will not always make the perfect decision because they
do not have a crystal ball. But what we do in this legislation is
level it out the playing field so that they can make that decision
based on the best information they have.

I am convinced that since 1980, they have not been able to do
that. They have perceived it.

The people who actually have to make these literally life and
death decisions have perceived it to be, we have got to keep going
back and making these efforts to satisfy the law, even when we
know in our heart it is the wrong thing to do. This will change
that.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Senator.
And Senator Landrieu, Mary.
Senator LANDRIEU. Yes.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. As has been said, you know this firsthand

and directly. Do you think that one of the reasons that the-on
that chart that the spending goes up is because in fact there are
just simply a lot more children today who are at risk?

We are finding out who they are. Abuse and neglect reports con-
tinue to rise. That is more on the public conscious.

Senator LANDRIEU. Correct.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. And therefore, we are following that fol-

lowing up. And is that, do you think, the main reason that those
numbers go up because we are counting many more children?

Senator LANDRIEU. Correct. And let me say that I support the
Congressman's, one of his central tenets that we are really wasting
a lot of money currently in the system because our incentives are
not properly fixed and that we could, even within the current con-
text without spending any more money really improve the situa-
tion.

However, I am aware that the rising population and the increase
of people calling and as we raise the consciousness of this issue,
there are going to be more and more and more children.

And some additional resources are clearly necessary for adoption
bonuses, as in both of our bills and more support at the local level.

If I could just add one point that does have me concerned. And
I want to put it on the record. as you know, the violence in our



homes in many-in some instances, it is the women who are being
violent toward their children.

But in the vast majority of instances, it is men being violent to-
wards the women and the children.

It is a double tragedy for a mother to watch her child being killed
at the hands of either a man she is married to or living with with-
out her being in a position to stop it and then have her other chil-
dren taken from her.

Now, I think we have to be very careful here. I support termi-
nation of parental rights, but I also support punishing and getting
the punishment right for who the right perpetuator is.

I think a lot of women are caught in horrible situations. And the
system has to work. That is why I keep sounding like a broken
record about flexibility.

But I think you better let your case workers and your judges and
the people there on the ground make the right choices about what
to do and give them a whole list of things that are possible, ranging
from subsidy and a shelter which I hope is part of this to, you
know, foster care, to adoption.

I mean, it is not just the adoption piece. It is everything. So I
am just-I am supportive. I am here.

But I just think that we need it. That is what I said, this bill
may not be perfect. Let us take the step and continue to work.

And I just think the more flexibility we can give and the more
support, financial and otherwise, would be helpful.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I will just
conclude by saying that one of the things that I like about our bill
is not only that we establish the priority that children's health and
safety come first, but also when it comes to termination of parental
rights, that is not something which is done, as you have indicated
in a casual fashion.

That cannot happen without a judge saying it can happen or it
cannot happen on a case-by-case basis.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHmiRmAN. Thank you, Senator Rockefeller.
And I want to express my appreciation to the panel. I think your

testimony has been most helpful. And we look forward to working
with you. Thank you very much.

It is now pleasure to call upon the panel of expert witnesses. I
would ask them to come forward, please.

The Honorable David E. Grossmann has been Judge of the Ham-
ilton County Juvenile Court since 1976. And because of his efforts,
Hamilton County is considered to be a model for the management
of child abuse, neglect, and dependency cases.

He is President of the Ohio Association of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges and an Immediate Past President of the National
Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges.

We also have Mr. Joseph Leean who is Secretary of the $3.7 bil-
lion Department of Health and Family Services for the State of
Wisconsin.

He has responsibility for a number of health and social service
programs, including Medicaid, adoption, child welfare, and drug
abuse prevention.
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He was a member of the State Senate and is a former Co-Chair-
man of the State Joint Finance Committee.

And then next, we have Mr. Robert Guttman who runs a pro-
gram in Washington, DC that provides volunteer legal advice to
foster parents who want to adopt abused and neglected children.

Previotisly, Mr. Guttman served as a staff member in Congress
of the Congressional Research Service, and in the Senate, including
as Chief of Staff to Vice President Dan Quayle.

We have Mrs. Faith Loney. She is a foster parent from South-
field, Michigan, who is here to tell us about her experiences as a-
family experiences with the foster care system.

Finally, we have Dr. Valora Washington who is Director of the
Kellogg Foundation, a $42 million Families for Kids Program which
funds projects in 11 States.

Dr. Washington has a doctorate in child development. She has
held administrative and faculty positions at American and Howard
University, Antioch College, and the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.

It is indeed a pleasure to welcome all of you.
And Judge Grossmann, we will ask you to begin.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID E. GROSSMANN, JUDGE,
HAMILTON COUNTY JUVENILE COURT, CINCINNATI, OHI

Judge GROSSMANN. Senator Roth and Senators, I appreciate the
opportunity to come before you and testify on this most serious
subject.

I offer myself as an old judge who has long labored in the vine-
yards of the juvenile systems. I began my work in Cincinnati in
1959 as a magistrate and become a judge in 1975 and have no~w
just about completed my 23rd year as the presiding judge of our
court.

Senator CHAFEE. Excuse me. I would say that each of the wit-
nesses has 5 minutes. So if you would do your best to adhere to
that rule, then we would have a chance for questions. Thank you.

Judge GROSSMANN. 1 have some personal interest in this subject
because I have nine grandchildren, two of them are adopted.

I have a daughter-in-law who is also adopted and has recently
found her birth parents and her birth siblings.

And I know firsthand' what some of the anxieties and trauma
that go with that are involved.

Many of you rand many of the panel have already observed the
tragedy, th-- national scandal, I would call it, of almost half a mil-
lion children who languish in foster care or out-of-home placement.

We know the problems that have precipitated that. We need not
rehearse them now, although it is always worthwhile to remember
that we have some significant fractures in our society involving the
increased divorce rates, the breakdown of family, the problems of
unwed mothers who are by the way struggling in many cases,
many who do not know how to raise a child because of their own
abuse and neglect in their childhood.

Also, they lack support from husbands or from fathers who have
failed to support them either emotionally or physically or mone-
tarily. And I see this every day in my court.



We have all struggled with this. The numbers on the board be-
fore tell us much money has been spent. We have tried and tried
and tried, worked diligently, but I am not so sure we have worked
smart.

If you will pardon an old judge's observations in this area,I
think perhaps I may have slant on this that might be helpful to
all of us.

I had the privilege some almost 11 years ago to chair a commit-
tee of metropolitan court judges. And I brought a copy of their work
with me called the "Deprived Children: A Judicial Response," 73
recommendations.

This committee was made up of 40 judges who were the presid-
ing or lead judges in the biggest cities of the United States.

And they were struggling back there in the mid-1980's with the
same problem that you are struggling with today.

And they came forward after 2 years of hard work with this doc-
ument. And I would like to submit it as part of the record here
with the committee today because the observations of those 73 rec-
ommendations I think will be very interesting to you as you work
on this bill.

[The document appears in the appendix, at page 150.]
Judge GROSSMANN. As I said, they worked diligently. Not all of

us have been successful in the attempts we have made to bring
permanency to children.

I think almost of the sorcerer's apprentice who constantly was
trying to bail the inundation of children coming into the system
and the process of trying to relieve the swelling waters of children
that were lingering in foster care.

And the drains were not working right. The drains that would
take them to permanent homes, to loving homes were not working
right.

And as I watched this, I was very concerned in my own career
because it has been part and parcel of my life for the better part
of almost 40 years.

Let me tell you what I think part of the major problem is as a
very brief tale of two cities. Cincinnati, Ohio is a large metropolitan
area. It comprises about 900,000, a little less people in the county
in which my jurisdiction exists.

And we have had a very, very forward-looking county, supplying
many of the needs of the children, a very forward-looking process
of child care and child welfare.

But in the 1980's, we still had 4,500 children in foster care, in
out-of-home placement, placed there under the authority of the
court and languishing.

As a result of that, we took immediate steps. We began, first of
all, to develop a very significant management information system
that told us in detail where all these children were and who they
were.

We front loaded our system, set up a panel of four or five, six
magistrates to handle these cases, to move them swiftly-through
the system to attempt to correct our problems.

As a result of that, as I sit here this afternoon, we now have only
1,400 or 1,500 in that pipeline. That is a significant drop.



The tale of two cities, my dear friend, Nancy Sauers who is the
presiding judge of Chicago, Illinois. She has a dual system.

If I may just have 30 seconds.
Her problem is that she has 30,000 children in the pipeline in

Cook County. And as a result of that-by the way, there are 50,000
in the State of Illinois--the court is literally foundered.

The problems that you seek to adjust cannot be adjusted until we
have strong, well informed, effective and efficient courts.

The courts are the key to the solution of the problem. We need
to strengthen them in every way we can.

If we are going to pass the aid to children, the bill the PASS Act
has in reference to further assistance to foster care and to reunifi-
cation efforts and to that affair, we need to strengthen aid to the
courts through the court improvements bills.

I would strongly urge you to look at that. I can assure you, if we
strengthen the courts, much of your problem will start to amelio-
rate and resolve itself.

The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Judge Grossmann.
[The prepared statement of Judge Grossmann appears in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Loney.

STATEMENT OF FAITH LONEY, FOSTER PARENT,
SOUTHFIELD, MI

Mrs. LONEY. Chairman Roth and members of the Finance Com-
mittee, good morning and thank you for the opportunity to be here
today.

We feel an overwhelming sense of appreciation toward Senator
Chafee, Senator Rockefeller, Representative Camp, Senator Levin,
and all those who have worked so diligenitly to bring H.R. 867 and
S. 511 and now 5. 1195 to light.

Mrs. Tammy Patton and I come to you from the Detroit metro-
politan area where our most important credential is that of parent
and foster parent.

We have been foster parents for 5 years and in addition to our
own birth children have collectively fostered 18 boys and girls.

I currently have thk -e children placed in my home which is li-
censed for the care of four.

It is a privilege to speak on the behalf of our past and present
foster chilren and all those who languish in a system which pur-
portedly protects them, but too often persecutes them as a result
of loose and misconstrued terminology.

I am pleased to support the majority of changes in statutes that
comprise the Promotion of Adoptlion, Safety, and Support for
Abused and Neglected Act or PASS.

For over a decade, the policies covering children's welfare has
seemingly benefitted everyone, except the children by weighing pa-
rental rights against best interest.

I have never believed the current wording of "reasonable efforts"
was intended to be interpreted as "at all costs."

Yet, every day, more children fall victim to false perceptions of
this law. Additional barriers include agencies with over burdened
case loads, languid attorney representation, complacent attitudes,



and lack of panoramic views when dealing with preservation of pa-
rental rights.

I would like to briefly share with you the history behind two
cases and how the current system failed the children physically,
emotionally, and mentally.

In case number one, an infant was left abandoned at the hos-
pital. He was positive for cocaine, but had no immediate physical
concerns. He is the eighth child born to his mother, none of whom
she has raised.

Issues she has faced include abandonment, neglect, physical
abuse, and poor social interactions.

All her children were adopted out through foster care or raised
by relative placements. The infant has an older brother who was
adopted out just three days before the child was born.

The mother does not respond to court orders and fails to show
up in court. At the permanent custody hearing at the 6-month
juncture, the mother showed up and said she wanted to plan for
her child.

That child- is now 15 months old and has been a temporary court
ward all his life. His mother still needs a magnificent amount of
time to be able to effectively care for herself or her child who is
termed medically fragile.

Reasonable efforts could literally cost this child's life. A super-
visor for the case said, we know that if we send him home, he will
come back into care and in a short time, but the law says we must.

The second case is five siblings are placed in care in separate
homes. Governmental agency support has valiantly tried, but failed
in their attempts to rehabilitate both parents and maintain the
family.

The children have suffered severe neglect, mental neglect, medi-
cal neglect, physical and sexual abuse.

All the children were born positive for drugs. And two are medi-
cally fragile. All but the infant shows emotional problems.

The mom is incarcerated. And the dad suffers physical limita-
tions because of his past social life.

Due to the time that the children have spent in care, it is now
time for permanency planning.

The children spent two weekends visiting with their father at his
mother's home. The father has no source of income, no place of his
own to stay, and zero reliable resources.

During both visits, neighbors called Protective services for sub-
stantiated neglect and physical abuse.

The plan for family reunification continues to be pursued based
on reasonable efforts for reunification.

Based on just these cases, you can see why I am most anxious
to have some portion of this bill enacted.

I am particularly encouraged by the decreased relevance of reuni-
fication over best interests, the removal of geographic barriers in
county jurisdictions as determining factors for placement, and
State accountability in the form of required documentation of ef-
forts for permanency.

Every day that we wait on this legislation costs children all over
the United States a lifetime of unnecessary suffering.



Unfortunately, a. signfcant number of these children have spent
the entirety of their formative years within the foster care system.

.Mrs. Patton and I have been accused of being over zealous in our
efforts to assure that children's rights are maintained.

Often our concerns are met with acrimony. And we have endured
various degrees of slander.

However, we continue to be the voice for the inaudible cries of
children we know are harmed by institutionalized emotional abuse.

We believe that all children have the right to grow up in a stable
environment, maintain their childhood innocence, and inherently
have a senseof security.

If biological families cannot provide these elements within a
timely manner, should children be forced to pay with mental insta-
bility, low self esteem, no sense of belonging, and general apathy?-

General concerns I have about S. 1195 include section 104, tran-
sition rule for current foster care children, a 1-year appeal period
at the termination of parental rights and requirements tor criminal
background checks of foster families and staff members, but not
relatives, the financial burden of enacting these laws, and private
versus State agency's enforcement of the act.

May I just have a moment?
The CHm~mAN. Yes.
Mrs. LONEY. Mr. Chairman, it concerns me deeply that none of

the proposed changes affect the care of children in-affect the chil-
dren in care right now.

With the transition rule, it would be more than a year before the
hundreds of thousands of children in foster care today could hope
to have some resolution in their lives.

In the life of a child, a year is a phenomenal amount of time.
This bill is a major undertaking. And many of our prominent fig-

ures are already saying it is an unaffordable task.
The portions of this-if portions of this bill or its entirety is en-

acted, measures must be taken to ensure that guidelines are ad-
hered to.

The examples that I share with you today are not based on sta-
tistics, hearsay, or rumors, but experiences that I share every day
with foster children throughout my community.

The children in today's system require that we all take account-
ability and do our parts to ensure them promising futures.

Thank you for your time for letting me express myself here
today.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Loney.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Loney appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmAN. Mr. Leean.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH LEEAN, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND FAMILY SERVICES, STATE OF WISCONSIN,
MADISON, WI

Mr. LEEAN. Thank you, Chairman Roth and members of the com-
mittee, looking at Senate bill 1195.

I am Secretary of the Department of Health and Family Services
in Wisconsin. And we have a long, proud history of child welfare
services and more recently have assumed national leadership on
welfare reform.



-I want today to verge just a moment because there are people I
think, nay sayers so to speak, that suggest that welfare reform
may in fact, as we encourage people to work, require in fact that
people work that it may over load a child welfare system.

In Wisconsin, we had our W2 welfare reform based on Work Not
Welfare in two counties during a pilot prior to the passage of the
Federal Welfare Reform Act and in fact prior to implementing W2
in Wisconsin.

We had Work Not Welfare pilots in which we had significant
case load reductions of AFDC: 95 percent in one rural county, 75
percent in a much more populated county, and in both counties had
reduced child abuse and neglect reports.

Researchers have indicated that self reliant, working families in
fact make better parents. And our experience in Wisconsin in fact
bears that out.

So I believe that welfare reform and child welfare are integrally
related because strong, healthy working families in fact raise chil-
dren with the same attributes.

Our welfare reform in Wisconsin and the child welfare system we
believe in such a link in fact will help to reduce the incidence of
child welfare and the abuse and neglect reports.

We are equally proud in Wisconsin of our leadership in the area
of child welfare services.

The PASS Act seeks to establish by Federal law many of the
laws that are already enacted in Wisconsin.

We have adoption laws that are a national model. Our Children's
Code was recently revised to assure timely termination of parental
rights.

.We have additional annual dispositional hearings for children
that have been on our books for years. Criminal record background
checks are already required. And foster parents are allowed a voice
in court.

We believe that these are good parts of this bill and the House
bill.

Furthermore, we have advanced in Wisconsin the principles and
practices of child safety for the last 10 years.

And quite frankly, we emphasize and believe that this bill is very
strong in emphasizing children's safety and also outcomes.

And I have in Wisconsin just begun to look at outcome and per-
formance, report cards, so to speak, on our efforts to increase the
adoption of special needs kids.

I understand that there are people that will criticize that the
Federal Government that the IV-E provides incentives to keep chil-
dren in a foster care situation.

In Wisconsin, that is not the case. Our counties do not receive
more money. It is a sum-certain appropriation for the year. And
they do not have a financial incentive to keep children inappropri-
ately or languishing in a foster care system.

Certainly, the time limits in S. 1195, we can certainly support.
We are concerned that the Congress has struggled to reached con-
sensus on a child welfare bill.

We are very much in favor of the efforts that the House put forth
in their bill. And we encourage you and the House of Representa-



tives to work together this year to pass a compromised bill on child
welfare.

I would like to take just a couple of minutes to highlight some
of the provisions. We fully support the language that confirms our
belief that children's health and safety are paramount.

There are two words in the Senate bill that we would urge you
to delete. When you say that reasonable efforts should be made to
preserve and unify family, you follow it with two words that say
"when possible."

We do not believe those words are needed and in fact, could pos-
sibly be used as an excuse to not make reasonable efforts when in
fact reasonable efforts should be made.

And we think the rest of your language focusing on the safety is
paramount. And the time limits make that strong enough.

And we would encourage you to take a look at those two words.
The adoption incentive payments, we are very-much in favor of.

And we think that adding and being able to use the money for the
safety and permanence of our children is important.

The Senate bill suggests that adoption across State and county
jurisdictions should be very prescriptive.

We would encourage you to let that study go forth. Do not in fact
threaten the interstate compact. And perhaps look at the jurisdic-
tion on adoption, but not on foster care.

Sometimes, geographical location is important, if there is a
chance to reunify families.

We are very much in favor of the permanency planning hearing.
However, we -would encourage you not to require the courts to do
it every 6 months.

Current law will allow for cases to be reviewed as an administra-
tive review panel every 6 months. Let us not over burden our
courts more than they already are.

I hate to- conclude on a negative, but it is very, very important.
The cost that is going to be allocated to States to fund this where
in fact the funding is going to be taken out of a capped Federal
grant on TANF for all administrative funds.

When there are Medicaid, IV-E, and TANF families, we think is
an unfunded mandate on States.

I encourage you not to jeopardize the passage of a very needed
child welfare bill by the language in the Senate bill that in fact be-
comes an unfunded mandate by taking and not allowing for the al-
location of administrative costs for Medicaid, for IV-E, and in fact
putting it all on TANF.

We do not even have all of those programs in the same agency
in Wisconsin. That is typical across the country.

Let us not rob Peter to pay Paul in this particular essence and
in fact cause animosity between programs.I

Unifying and wrap-around services are important. And that par-
ticular funding mechanism would be very detrimental.

Thank you Chairman Roth and the committee.
The CHAIRMA. Thank you, Mr. Leean.
[The prepared statement of Joe Leean appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmA. Dr. Washington.



STATEMENT OF VALORA WASHINGTON, Ph.D., PROGRAM DI-
RECTOR, KELLOGG FOUNDATION'S FAMILIESS FOR KIDS"
PROGRAM, BATTLE CREEK, MI

Dr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much for the opportunity to
testify here today. I am here to share the experiences of Families
for Kids, as an adoptive parent myself and the Director of the Fam-
ilies for Kids initiative of the Kellogg Foundation.

We are working in 11 States toward a common goals to achieve
permanency for children who are waiting in foster care.

As the largest and most comprehensive effort ever formed, our
experiences are grounded in the wisdom of more than 14,000 peo-
ple in 19 States.

And we are working in public and private partnerships. We do
not represent any special interest.

Rather, in everything we do, we are looking through the eyes of
the child, putting their needs and interests first, doing what we
know works, focusing on solutions that are available now, bringing
more accountability into the child welfare system, looking at con-
crete results, and outcomes for children.

Through our focus on looking through the eyes of the child and
staying focused on results, more than 70,000 children have been
placed in adoptive homes in the past 2 years.

Countless others through our efforts have been stabilized and
kept safe in their birth families.

Our vision is very clear around five achievable outcomes. First,
we believe that children should only wait 1 year for a permanent
placement.

We believe they should be in one stable foster home, that they
should have one family-friendly assessment process to determine
their need.

They should only have one case worker or one case work team
and that there should be comprehensive support for families and
care givers.

We have debated these for years in our communities. And that
is how we came up with this vision.

This is not an intellectual brainstorm. It is grounded in the expe-
riences of communities.

We believe that these five outcomes have to interact syner-
gistically to achieve lasting reform.

My written testimony shares the lessons we have learned about
how to achieve these results of promoting adoption, assuring safety,
accelerating placements, and increasing accountability.

In my oral testimony, I want to simply highlight a few issues for
your consideration. Much today has been said about family preser-
vation. And often this is contrasted as a versus adoption.

Looking through the eyes of children and the success we have
achieved in Families for Kids, we feel that while we promote adop-
tion, many times family preservation, as you know, is well appro-
priate.

What we have learned by actually working with families and
communities and in States with thousands of children and families
is that our citizens want us to keep families together when this can
be done safely and in the best interest of the child.



They do not want children to be kept unsafely where it is not in
the best interest of the child.

We often hear a lot of stories and dramatic cases about 'children
who have, as one story in the Washington Post described it, been
returned to murderers.

But what we found in working in our 11 States, I can assure you
that the citizen professionals working there take child safety very
seriously.

And looking through the eyes of children, we approach the trou-
bled parents with respect and humility.

We know that there are many times that children should never,
ever return home. But in our communities, we try to offer them the
support that they need and encourage reunification.

But we warn families and advise families that speedy placement
of children into new permane-At homes will occur.

For example, in our Families for Kids cite in Michigan, this ap-
proach has led to a sharp reduction of children who even enter the
county welfare system in the first place.

And we are delighted when family preservation efforts succeed in
the continuum of permanency options.

But in Families for Kids, we are steadfast in our guideline that
children should have only one year of waiting before adoption or
permanent placement.

We promote adoption in a lot of ways through comprehensive ef-
forts, speeding court action, expanding employer-paid adoption ben-
efits, offering incentives, such as vouchers, innovative use of tech-
nologies and computers, and specific child recruitment concurrent
planning and other efforts.,

One year to permanency has been perhaps the most controversial
and difficult decision in our communities. And we have continually
debated this premise.

But the bottom line is a year is a very long time through the eyes
of a child. Remember when you were a kid and the time you spent
waiting from on birthday to the next just seemed like an eternity.

Kids without homes cannot be kept waiting while the adults and
systems around them wallow in indecision or inaction.

Finally, I want to encourage you to do everything you can as fast
as you can to increase the accountability and results focus of the
systems that serve our waiting children.

For the simple truth is your efforts to promote adoption or sure
safety depend on basic information, like knowing who the children
are, knowing how many there are,* knowing where they, are.

And the frightening truth is that in too many communities, there
are still in a way counting on their fingers, using outdated tech-
nology.

And in community after community, we found that our reformers
had to begin with the fundamental task of getting hard data, estab-
lishing base line data, building their capacities to access and use
information in the service of reform.

And following years of this kind of basic work, all of our Families
for Kids cites are using data not only to describe children in system
processes, but also to drive change that works for children.



We are very much aware and happy that there has begun now
some mandatory reporting system. And this effort is going to need
support.

Just very quickly, may I conclude by saying that permanent
homes aind finding permanent homes for children can be achieved.
This is a challenge that can be solved.

Our-experience working in the 11 States shows us that many
States are already moving in the direction of what you are talking
about here today to implement legislation that accelerates place-
ments and streamlines the timefraines.

Many of the States are already engaged in far reaching changes
of the kind that you are talking about.

No one State, we believe, has all the answers, but together these
efforts are clearly designed with the principle of timely, permanent
as an organizing concept while paying attention to the critical
issues of culture, community, and families and decision making.

Thank you very much.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Dr. Washington, very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Washington appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. I just want to explain to the panel there is a

vote on now. That is why the Senate has gone over to vote. Senator
Roth will be right back.

As I mentioned, there is a vote on now. And we have 10 minutes
or so before the conclusion of the vote.

But I would like to proceed now with Mr. Guttman. I am de-
lighted to see you.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. GUTTMAN, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. GuTrmAN. Thank you, Senator. You may not remember, but
back when you were on the Labor Committee, I handled a number
of amendments for you in job training legislation.

Senator CHAFEE. I remember that.
Mr. GuTTmAN. We have added two. Three for three I think it

was.
Senator CHAFEE. It was the last time I hit so well. [Laughter.]
Go to it.
Mr. GurTTmAN. Senator, I hope my testimony will give you a

somewhat different perspective on the child welfare system.
I come here and I represent no one but myself. I have no official

part in the administration of the child welfare system. And I will
neither gain nor lose a dollar no matter how you write this bill.

I am here because 4 years ago, I volunteered to run a project to
provide pro bono lawyers for foster parents who wanted to adopt
the children who had been placed with them.

From that vantage point, I have become familiar with the child
welfare system in DC. And anybody who becomes familiar with
that system gets a heartened desire to reform it.

In this statement, I would like to make four points. The first and
most important point is that the problems of the child welfare sys-
tem are not caused by provisions of Federal law.



I cannot over emphasize the importance of this point because
only if you understand that can you find the right way to deal with
the problems.

To paraphrase Shakespeare, the fault here, Senator, lies not in
your laws. It lies in the unresponsive bureaucracy that has grown.
up to administer them.

What we need to do is not to correct the technical errors in the
statutes, but to find ways of changing the bureaucratic behavior.

Or as Senator Craig said, to change the culture. Senator Rocke-
feller said to change the mind set I think.

That is what we need to do in the child welfare system. And it
is a much more difficult thing than making corrections in law.

I learned this lesson from the project I run. If the law worked
the way it is written, foster parents would not need pro bono law-
yers to help them adopt their children, but need them, they do.

Real life in the child welfare system bears little relationship to
the present picture that you may draw from reading the law.

My second point and it follows from the first one is that we need
to change the behavior of those who administer the law.

We need to change the dynamics of the system by instituting an
incentive structure that will reward good performance and sanction
bad performance.

The current law is full of dictates that tell the States how to run
their system, but says nothing about whst the systems are sup-
posed to accomplish.

We need to do the very opposite. We must move from the proc-
ess-oriented requirements of current law to a results-oriented per-
formance system.

That is what we need to do if we are going to change what actu-
ally happens in the child welfare system.

My third point is that a performance-driven system is feasible.
It requires three components: first, a clear statement, of the goals
of the system; second, a method of measuring the extent to which
the system is meeting the goal; and third, a system of incentives
and disincentives to reward accomplishment and correct poor per-
formance.

Interestingly enough, the current child welfare law nowhere
states what the goal of the system is. But I believe that we can all
agree that the goal of the child welfare system should be to ensure
that abused, abandoned, and neglected children are placed in sta-
ble and caring family situations as quickly as possible, whether
that is achieved by placement in a new adoptive family or by being
returned to their own family under conditions that ensure their
well being.

Performance indicators that measure the achievement of this
goal have many technical difficulties, but I think the solution point-
ed out in my written statement are workable.

Providing incentives for good performance is made rather easy by
the anomaly of current law. Under the current law, the worse your
performance, the bigger your grant'

All we need to do is give the State the portion of the grant it
loses when its performance improves.

Corrective action against poorly performing States is a most dif-
ficult and contentious issue. I suggest some approaches to it in my



full statement, although we always have to recognize the difficulty
if a State or a system really will not adjust its performance is very
hard for the Federal Government to do anything.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Guttmnan, I apologize. I have to go over and
vote.

Mr. GUTTMAN. All right.
Senator CHAFEE. So we will just take a little recess here. Just

everybody relax and stay right where they are.
Senator Roth will be back quickly to continue. But the time is

fleeing. So I just have to get there.
[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the hearing was recessed tqoye 6 n-

vene at 12:16 p.m.]
The CHAIRmAN. The committee will please be in order.
I apologize to our panel for the interruption, but it is normally

what seems to happen.
So Mr. Guttman, will you continue with your testimony, please?
Mr. GUTTMAN. Certainly, Senator.
I said I have four points to make. And let me just recapitulate

very quickly the first couple that I covered.
The first point I want to make and it is the most important one,

the serious problems of the child welfare system are not due to the
provisions of Federal law. They are due to the way the bureaucracy
administers them. /

And therefore, my secondpoint is you have got to do something
to change the way the system is administered. You have got to put
some incentives into-that system that will change the behavior.

And my third point was that it is quite possible to institute a
performance-driven system that needs a statement of the goal.

It needs a way of measuring whether that goal is being achieved.
And it needs a system of rewards for good performance and nega-
tive factors for bad performance.

And that is perfectly feasible to do. In my written statement, it
outlines some'of the difficulties as well as some of the solutions.

My fourth and my last point is the child welfare is a system that
in the last analysis must leave much to discretion.

Decisions about the removal of children from their parents,
whether it is safe to return them home, placing children with
strangers, destroying parental bonds, and creating new ones are
difficult and often heart rendering decisions'.

These decisions cannot be subject to any set formul-as, but must
rely on the informed discretion of caring professionals.

When such a system goes awry as this one hits gone awry, it can-
not be fixed by imposing new, rigid rules.

It must give clear goals to guide the professional's discretion.
And it must have an incentive structure to assist them in attaining
the goals of the system.

Well-meaning provisions do not always work well. Rigid rules are
ill suited for dealing with the awful problems of the child welfare
system.

Even such an apparently self-evident rule as not requiring,
quote) reasonable efforts in the case of a parent who has been con-
victed of killing a sibling may have adverse affects.

As I seem to have gained a little time from the recess, let me just
explain that because I think it is very important.



The bill says no reasonable effort shall be required when the par-
ent-when a court has found that a parent has murdered a sibling.

The bill also provides that the safety of the child and well being
of the child is paramount.

Now, let us look at those two rules together in a case that unfor-
tunately happens all too often. A child welfare worker comes to a
house and they find one dead child and two survivors. The child
presumably died of neglect.

No criminal proceedings have yet been brought. And yet, the
rigid rules suggest that somehow or other something different will
happen after the court convicts that mother than happens before.

That is wrong. Exactly the same result should happen at the be-
ginning before the court has decided because the safety and health
of the child requires you do not reunify in that situation.

But by putting in a rule saying something different happens
after the court has made a determination, you are likely to create
new delays and adverse effects.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I will be happy to an-
swer any questions. And I was determined to go off, finish before
the red light, but I did not make it.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Guttman appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Guttman, you make the observation that the
bureaucracy is much of the problem.

At the same time, you urge that there be performance goals
which I think makes good sense, but great discretion be left.

How do you, under those circumstances, bring about change in
the bureaucracy?

Mr. GuTTmAN. Because what you do is you reward good perform-
ance.

Let me tell you, I use the word "bureaucracy" because that is sort
of what comes to mind. In the child welfare system, there are many
caring and able social workers. 1 see them in-

The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Mr. GLTTTMAN. I see them in the District of Columbia. They are

wonderful people. What happens to them after two or 3 years, they
get burnt out. They get disgusted.

They cannot deal with the system anymore because they do not
get rewarded for getting their jobs done well.

So what you need to do is to put some pressure on that system
to help out the good people and discourage the bad.

And by giving rewards to a system as it moves forward and tak-
ing adverse action against those that are not moving forward, I
think you may be able to change the pattern of behavior.

A performance-driven is not going to change things in a year, but
it may point people towards moving in the right direction.

In the District of Columbia, it has been under court order for
about 4 years, had a receiver for 2 years.

That receiver and the judge, they keep dealing with all sorts of
small corrective action categories. And it does not actually change
the system.

You have got to have something that rewards the system if it
makes progress.



It is not an easy task, as you know from your Governiment Per-
formance Reward Act. These systems do not change very7 easily.

They are very resistant, but all you can do is nudge them in the
right erection as best you can.

The CHAIRMAN~. Judge Grossmann, as I understand your testi-
mony, you think key, maybe key to changing the bureaucracy is a
stronger judicial system. Is that correct?

Judge GROSSMANN. Absolutely, Senator. We have been trying to
drive this system through the resource systems, through the wel-
fare systems, through the mental health, through the mental retar-
dation systems, through the alcohol and drug abuse systems.

And it is the court which settles best interest. It is the court who
places children in foster care. It is the court who is charged with
the responsibility to monitor.

It is the court that is responsible to see that when children are
not able to be safely returned that they move into a process of ter-
mination of parental rights.

And what I am experience Senator, is that we have a series
of courts in this country. Adfrankly, it is mainly the big city
courts.

As you heard my figures about Cook County, I could tell you the
same figures about Los Angeles or New York or St. Louis or Miami
or Detroit.

The whole bulk of this problem rests in those big cities. And they
are literally inundated. They do not have the hearing capacity.

And they do not have the technical assistance through-from in-
formation management systems to deal with their problems.

It was not until we in Cincinnati developed a very sophisticated,
computerized, on-line management system that would tell us where
every child was and what the profiles they held were in minute de-
tail that we could first get our hands on it.

Then, once that information was available and we spread it out
to all of the agencies within the counties, suddenly people starting
realigning themselves.

Suddenly, things started to shift because they could see where
the blanks were. They could see where the duplications were.

But the court has to do its job first. If you do not get the court
running right, the whole system languishes. That is what I am tell-
ing you.

The key is that the court is the engine. Once the engine is in
shape, you will draw the train with it.

If you keep trying to push the train with the cars, you will never
get there.

The CHAIRMAN. Do any of you-Dr. Washington, do you have any
comments on it?

Dr. WASHINGTON. I would sa in the Families for Kids cites that
working through the courts and streamlining judicial processes and
getting the judges together to have a different vision about what
is possible has been a key to our success in the Families for Kids
cites where we have been successful.

I will also say that there are also points of entry where change
can occur. We have also found that having strong community part-
ners, people in communities who- begin to know about and take an
active interest in what is happening to the system can also be a



place where change can begin, as well as with the professional so-
cial workers themselves.

Many of them can be strong agents for change because often-
times, they know what needs to be done, as was said earlier, and
can be very strong advocates for children.

Mr. GuTTMAN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. Yes.
Mr. Guw'mAN. I would just like to support what the judge has

said. In fact, the appendix to my testimony is a letter to the Amer-
ican Bar Association describing the program I run and its frustra-
tion.

And one of the things that I advocate there for the District of Co-
lumbia, absolutely essential that we establish a family court here
in the District because the current system is unable to handle the
case load that it has.

The CHAiRMAN. Let me raise one further question. Maybe, Mr.
Leean and you, Mrs. Loney, would care to comment.

In section 104 regarding the termination of parental rights, there
are two provisions dealing with elimination of unnecessary court
delays.

These provisions establish a 1-year statute of limitation for ap-
peal of orders terminating parental rights and for orders of re-
moval.

Is that a wise provision? Could this provision actually prolong
the process for finalizing an adoption?

Do you care to comment, Mr. Leean?
Mr. LEEAN. We would support the provision that is in the bill,

Mr. Chairman. Certainly, the courts-and going back to the other
question. And this is somewhat related.

The courts are very important in resolving the problem. And the
problems are most acute in the urban areas.

In Milwaukee, we experience the same situation. I would dis-
agree with the honorable judge from the standpoint that that is
maybe the only place that we need-and I do not know that he said
that.

I would encourage that we need this type of legislation. But obvi-
ously, the courts are over loaded.

We are developing an information system, as well. We experience
the same thing that the judge indicated.

We quite frankly, throughout the whole system, do not where
these kids are in some respects or how long they have languished
or what services they have been getting.

And we are developing an information system that will help the
courts, but as well as help the-community development.

And quite frankly, on. the question you ask, we would support the
1-year appeal process.

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Loney.
Mr. GuTTmAN. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GuTrMAN. I am a little baffled by the provision. In the Dis-

trict of Columbia, you note an appeal within 30 days. And the gov-
ernmnent gets 60 days. And I have never heard of a court that per-
mits an appeal of a judgment for a period like a year after the ef-
fect.



So I am a little fearful of negative implication. The Federal Gov-
ernment is not saying up to 1 year is all right when 30 or 60 days
seems perfectly adequate.

It also strikes me in terms of the Federalism issue, most matters
like an appeal of an order are decided by court rules.

And we are now by Federal law as a condition of a grant to ad-
minister a child welfare system, we would be requiring courts to
chailge their rules.

I am not saying that it would be unconstitutional because the
power of the Federal Government's grant program is very great,
but it is a great intrusion on the independent court system to deal
with a problem that I do not know exists.

I mean, I called a couple of attorneys. And I did not find anybody
who knew of any judgments that could be appealed where the no-
tice of appeal does not have to be filed within 30 or 50 or maybe
90 days.

Mrs. Loney. Mr. Chairman, recognizing that termination of pa-
rental rights is something that is never done very lightly, as was
discussed earlier, I think it is almost ludicrous to give a year for
a parent to appeal the termination of their parental rights.

It is also definitely counter productive to the goal of trying to ex-
peditiously move towards permanency because if I have already
had this child, then how long has this child already been in the
system?

Say, I am already at the 24-month period that this child has al-
ready been in the system. And now, permanent rights have been
taken.

Now, there is another year that can go by where this parent has
a chance to come back and appeal that termination.

My child is now 3 years old. If you add that 3 years old onto a
child that was already 5 years old, that child is now eight.

How many placements has that child already been in? And if
that foster parent does not want to adopt that child, that child is
now at an age where they are considered hard to become adoptable.

Judge GROSSMANN. Senator, fortunately, many courts of appeal
understand the very problem you are talking about and put these
cases on fast tracks.

The year, as I understand it, is the outside limit. Most of these
cases should be heard much more rapidly than that.

But I would like the larger point.
The CHAIRmAN. Please do.
Judge GROSSMANN. Some of them, of course, go way beyond that.

And that is a terrible business.
The larger point is that I understand that the court is not the

total answer.
But I can tell you this, if you do not straighten out these courts

and give them the resources and get their functioning and their in-
formation systems in order, we can keep adding money into the pe-
riphery of this thing and we are never going to get there.

We need more money in the areas of adoption. I am chairing a
National Policy Committee on Adoption.

We have Dave Thomas who is fiding it for us, along with the
Honda Foundation. President Ford is an honorary chair of it.



We have a collection of very fine experts looking at this whole
adoption problem.

It is a serious one. We need help. We need more resources.
I am just trying to emphasize that I know with 40 years experi-

ence where these courts are suffering. And I know these judges
personally.,

They simply cannot do it unless we get the resources going to as-
sist them in the whole processes of hearings.

And by the way, it does not take a rocket science to understand
that if I reduce a docket pipeline from 4,500 cases to 1,500 cases,
can you imagine where the money is saved? It is no longer going
into all of this foster care.

Suddenly, the case workers have lower case loads. Suddenly,
there is more money to do the kinds of things to reunify families
that they could not do before.

It just follows as night unto day. If those things happen, then the
system is going to unclog and the drains are going to start to work.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Rockefeller.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I spent 4 years chairing something called the National Commis-

sion on Children. And there was an unbelievably broad range of
people from the far left to the far right and in between.

One of the members incidentally was a fellow named Bill Clinton
who was Governor of Arkansas.

But we came out with an unanimous report. And we looked at
every single aspect of children from health to these subjects to ev-
erything else.

And it was a progress has been made. A lot, of progress has been
made.

But I will never forget the visit that we took to the Los Angeles
juvenile justice court.

And I will never forget the children who were up that day for de-
cisions being brought up in a large, sort of a cargo wired elevator
with criminals.

The criminals went right to their section of the courthouse. And
the kids went left to their section of the courthouse.

And there was a symbolism there which was profoundly disturb-
ing, but that was not as disturbing as going into the court.

And then, I had to actually-because I was chair, the chief judge
sat at my ear, so to speak, on the bench-I mean, on the sitting
portion, trying to interpret for me this absolute bizarre goings-on
that was taking place where judges were dealing with-in cases.

The judge was dealing with a case where, you know, there was
translation needed that it was not available or there were records
needed and they were not available.

The parent, the bus had not run that day. So the person was
meant to be there.

And he said that they were spending-and this was almost 10
years ago-spending like 10 minutes per case.

Judge GROSSMANN. Right.
Senator RocKEFELLER. So I really sympathize with that. And I

will tell you that in the first iteration of this bill, the so-called Safe
Act, there was some money for our judges, but it was very-as it



is always the case in legislation, it is very important to get a bipar-
tisan consensus.

And you have heard all of us talk about that here. And it really
is important.

And I am not sure that under this that it is not even possible
to do a little bit in that direction, the bill that we have, but it is
definitely a step back.

And I agree with you very, very much that that frustration is
huge. And it is something that we are not correcting adequately.
And I just totally agree with you.

Judge GROSSMANN. By the way, Senator-
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Can I just ask one question?
Judge GROSSMANN. Yes.
Senator RocKEFELLER. And then, you can answer both.
Could you explain to me, let us say on a termination of parental

rights decision, what it is that goes through a judge's head in mak-
ing that decision because that raises questions here in this body,
you know.

Some people say, well, that is not a good thing to do. And I al-
ways say it is a judge's. decision because when you say it is a
judge's decision, that Kind of makes it all right, but maybe not for
everybody. [Laughter.]

So I would like to-if you could explain it.
Judge GROSSMANN. It is one of the toughest decisions that the

judge has to make.
Let me answer it this way. We fought a long battle with these

40 judges in this Metropolitan Courts Committee to resolve the
issue of best interest that it in fact resided with the court, with the
judge.

So, first, best interest of the child. Safety is one of the strong
foundation stones of best interest.

Timeframes, you have heard it mentioned. Time for a child is a
different business than it is will all of us adults. Are we going to
wait for years before we decide?

So if efforts had been made, let us say the case looked like some
effort might help the family to reunify, but it is not working. And
time has passed.

We have got to sunset the thing. That is what we did in Ohio.
We sunset it, how long you are going to let the thing drag.

So time for the child, best interest of the child, safety of the
child.

Obviously, there are some problems that the birth parents have
that render the issue of reasonable efforts moot, you know.

That is why it always puzzled me is how could we mistranslate
what reasonable efforts was. There are some cases where there are
no reasonable efforts, you know. It is not there. But those are the
things that go through.

And the idea, one of the things that concerns me most and we
have not mentioned this. There is a reluctance on the part of
judges across . his country to terminate parental rights because

thel think they are casting the child into the pit where nothing

And tI~at *is so serious, but we must move on to that, solve it.
Those are the thoughts that go through your mind.



Senator ROCKEFELLER. So that is interesting, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause-and then, I will just close on this.

That 'judges in fact would hold back from making a decision that
he or she might feel is the right decision because they are not sure
what the next step is.

And therefore, the next step of permanent placement in a safe,
healthful-

Judge GROSSMANN. Right. That is like cracking the adoption
question, cracking the permanent question.

Senator ROCKEFE:LLER. Would in fact free up a judge perhaps to
be-

Judge GROSSMANN. Yes. When a judge is saying there is 50,000
children out there lined up whose rights are terminated already
are going nowhere. Whoa, you know.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Got you.
The CHAIRmAN. Well, I want to thank each and every one of you

for being here today. I regret that Senator Chafee is unable to re-
turn as Ice Tea, a bil which he will be managing on the Senate
floor, is coming up now.

But I think the entire panel will are that your testimony today
has been extremely helpful and insightful.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. And Mr. Chairman, I think you should
r ont out that Senator Chafee's working on Ice Tea does not mean

eistaking a refr-eshment break. [Laughter.]
He is working on a highway bill.
The CHAMmAN. A highway bill which is in the jurisdiction of his

committee.
So thank you very much. We appreciate your being here.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:39 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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I have come to testify today because I think the Federal government has an opportunity to
help a lot of children. Based on information presented to the Committee on Ways and Means
and on extensive discussions with state and federal officials, I cannot see any reason why a
concerted national effort to promote adoption. led by Federal legislation. will not result in
10.000, 20,000. or even 30,000 more adoptions per year.

Adoption is good for children. The reason in simple. Nearly every adopted child is put
in the midst of the best child-rearing machine ever invented - the family. Children reared in
families, especially 2-parent families, grow up to do well on nearly every measure - marriage.
employment, education, avoidance of crime, and independence from welfare.

With adoption we change a child's entire life. To use the jargon of social programs. the
'intervention" stays with the child for her entire childhood - and perhaps her entire life. That's
why adoption is probably the most powerful social intervention known.

My major message to you today is this: anything that further delays the passage of a
good adoption bill will hurt thousands of children. I hope this thought will color all your
deliberations - delay hurts children.

Now what do I mean by a good adoption bill? I mean two things: first, a bill that speeds
up state decisions about adoption; and second. a bill that provides states with incentives to
increase adoption.

The first thing good adoption legislation needs to do is n.,,ve the nation fur-ther in a
direction that Congress has pursued at least since the excellent legislation we enacted in 1980.
Specifically, we need to coax the states to make quicker decisions. The biggest single problem
with the nation's child protection system is that it moves at a glacial pace. The best data
available shows that when children enter foster care in New York. it's two years before a
decision is made to move them to a more permanent setting. The comparable figure in Illinois is
three years. And these numbers are just for a child's first spell in foster care. Of the children
returned to their family, at lea 25% come back into foster care and stay another few years.

The bill passed by the House does two. big things to require states to move more quickly.
First, we identify circumstances, such as child murder, and allow states to identify other
circumstances, in which it is not necessary to provide services to a family before moving to
adoption. When a mother physically abuses her third child. when a mother already has lost
custody of one or two children, or when a father has killed a sibling of an abused child. states
should move immediately to terminate parental rights and find adoptive parents. Under current
law it is not at all clear that they can. Under our bill, there is no question that they can, and in
some circumstances, must.

(49)
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The second important step we take in our bill is to establish a specific time period by
which states must take concrete steps toward adoption. Over the years. 1 have been extremely
perplexed about why experts and administrators are always so reluctant to establish a firm time
limit by which states must make decisions in these cases. When asked, they always respond with
something like: "Oh. if you only understood more, you would see that these cases-are so complex
that whatever time limit you select would not work in most cases.'

Given our current system with long, apparently pointless, stays in foster care. our bill
simply requires states to begin the court procedures to terminate parental rights after 18 months.

To be honest. I would like to write an even stronger provision. But we have bipartisan
agreement in the House on 18 months, and the states more or less agreed to 18 months. So that's
the provision in our bill.

But whatever the specific time period, we must create the expectation throughout the
system - among parents, arnong..scial workers, among the courts, among service providers -
that the biological parents have a fixed period of time to improve enough that the child can be
returned home. Once that fixed period of time has been exceeded, the system should begin rapid
movement toward placing the child with another family.

In addition to cajoling, encouraging, and even requiring states to move faster, the other
major provision in our bill is to give cash rewards to states that increase the numberof children
in foster care who are adopted. According to CBO. these rewards will produce their intended
effect. In fact. the federal government will save enough money by speeding up adoption that the
savings will exceed the money we spend to provide the adoption bonuses. Every once in a while.
a policy comes along that actually is good for children and that simultaneously saves money.
The adoption incentive is such a policy.

So there you have it. Our goal is to increase adoptions. The two most important policies
to achieve this goal are to create time limits and procedural requirements that encourage or force
states to act more quickly and to give states cash rewards for placing more children with loving
adoptive families.

I want to emphasize that the House bill was developed in close consultation with states by
a bipartisan group of members working through a bipartisan staff group that consulted frequently
with the Administration. As a result, the bill passed the House 416 to 5. 1 have no doubt that the'
President would sign it.

Now the Senate seems to be ready to act. For this, I am very grateful and heartily
congratulate all the Senators and staff members who worked on your bipartisan bill. My hope is
that the Senate will pass a bill quickly and get us to conference. It would be a shame - and as I
argued previously, would hurt children - if Congress does not enact a bill this year.



Given what I hope is the inevitability of a House-Senate conference. lets begin the
conference right now. Here's my main message to the Senate: Don't spend so much mone.

I realize that many members of Congress, and perhaps W16/ of the states and the advocacy
community, think you can't write good social policy without spending more federal money. I
strongly disagree. We can increase adoptions, and move child protection Policy a huge step in
the right direction. without spending more money. The House bill does it - and received
overwhelming support.

I now want to directly address those who seek to spend more money. Here are three facts
I hope you will carefully consider. First, as shown in Chart 1, CBO thinks that under current law
we will spend $28 billion federal dollars on child protection programs over the next 5 years.
Moreover, spending will increase by almost 50% over the period and we will spend $6.2 billion
more federal dollars than if we had continued to spend at the 1997 level. Thus, we're already
spending lots of money and spending is increasing rapidly.

Second. the increase in administrative funding, which is the most flexible of the
entitlement programs, increases just as dramatically as overall spending. Administrative
funding, as you can see in Chart 2, increases from $1.6 to $2.3 billion over the next 5 years. an
increase of about 45%. Thus, not only does spending increase, but there is a hefty increase in the
category of spending that provides states with substantial flexibility.

Third. as many members of this Committee will recall. just 3 years ago we started a new
entitlement program to provide services to families that abuse or neglect their children.
According to CBO. we're going to spend about $1.4 billion on that program over the next 5
years.

So I now ask again: Given that we have a House bill with huge bipartisan support that is
also supported by the Administration, why would the Senate insist on spending more money on
programs that are already rapidly expanding - especially in view of the fact that Congress
created a new program to provide services to families just 3 years ago.

Let me raise three final issues. First, several parts of the Senate bill emphasize family
preservation; i.e., the rehabilitation of parents who have abused and neglected their children. We
have examined the research on family preservation, as has the General Accounting Office. I
think it fair to say that the scientific community agrees that there is no solid evidence that family
preservation leads to better outcomes for children. Given this, coupled with the fact that current
law already emphasizes family preservation, why would we push the statutes any further in this
direction?

Second. the biggest single spending item in the Senate bill would require the federal
government to provide a subsidy for every adoption of a special needs child in the United States.
Under current law, the federal government subsidizes special needs adoptions only of those
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children who come from families eligible for welfare.

Here is a fact that I urge members of this Committee to consider. The new group of
adopted children this bill proposes to subsidize. at additional cost of about $2.3 billion over 5
years. already has subsidies. They are subsidized by state government. So in reality, all this
provision does is replace state dollars now going to adoption subsidies with federal dollars. The
net result is $2.3 billion in additional federal spending without any impact on adoption. I hope
~before I leave today someone will explain how children are better off if their adoptions are
subsidized by federal dollars rather than state dollars.

Third. the Senate bill proposes a new entitlement program using IV-E funds for children
who have been removed from parents for any number of reasons including: substance abuse.
homelessness, post partwrn depression. and the special needs of teen parents. There is no limit on
these funds. At least two policy concerns are worth mentioning here. First, there is no research
that shows that children are any better off when they are reunited with their mothers in a drug
rehabilitation center or a homeless- shelter. Second, Congress is usually very careful in creating
entitlement programs. We already have several entitlement programs for child protection. We
should not create another one unless there is very strong evidence that it is needed and will be
effective.

I close by expressing my gratitude for the Senate's formulation of a strong adoption bill
and by emphasizing my view that the additional spending in the bill is unnecessary. Worse, the
spending will cause lots of trouble in conference, especially because the method of paying for the
funding increase is not apparent. Increasing the number of children who find loving adoptive
homes is too important to be delayed.

r campsenaic



Chart 1

Spending on Child Welfare Programs
Increases Dramatically Under Current Law
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Chart 2

Spending on Administration
Continues to Explode
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY E. CRAIG

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Hearing on S.1195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support

for Abused and Neglected Children (PASS) Act

OCTOBER 8,1997

Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, members of the Committee, thank you for
allowing me to testify today on behalf of the PASS Act -- the Promotion of Adoption.
Safety and Support for Abused and Neglected Children Act.

When a child's health and safety are at risk, we don't hesitate -- we act quickly to
remove the child from danger. As a society, we've even set up a safety net to protect
children who are at risk of abuse or neglect.

I'm here today to tell the committee that quick action is needed now, because the
child welfare safety net is failing far too many of America's at-risk children. At one end,
it's allowing children to slip back into abusive homes; at the other, it's trapping children
in what was supposed to be "temporary" foster care. Decisions are being driven by
factors other than the child's own well-being. We've all seen the tragic results in
heartbreaking news accounts of child injuries and fatalities, or staggering statistics about
the mounting numbers of children in foster care awaiting permanent fam-ilies.

The problem does not lie with the vast majority of foster parents, relatives and
caseworkers who work valiantly to provide the care needed by these children. Rather, the
problem is the system itself, and incentives built into it, that frustrate the goal of moving
children to permanent. safe, loving homes.

We introduced the PASS Act to fix the flaws in the safety net. It would
fundamentally shift the foster care paradigm, without destroying what is good and
neces-;ary in the system. For the first time, a child's health and safety will have to be the
paramount concerns in any decisions made by the state. For the first time, efforts to find
an adoptive or other permanent home will not only be required but documented and
rewarded. For the first time. steps will have to be taken to free a child for adoption or
other permanent placement if the child has been languishing in foster care for a year or
more.

In short, I think the reforms in this bill will do a lot of good for a lot of children
who desperately need our help.
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Having said all that, I acknowledge this is not a perfect bill. Frankly, I don't think
a perfect bill will pass the United States Senate. That's because my perfect bill is
probably very different from another Senator's perfect bill. While we all can agree on the
goal of finding a safe. loving, permanent famrily for every child, ideological differences
can put us on very different paths to that goal.

As I'm sure you know, it was the quest for perfection that brought the Senate's
foster care reform effort to a standstill last summer. To their credit, a number of Senators
-- many of whom serve on this committee -- were willing to look beyond their own
legislative solutions in an effort to find common ground.

We found it, and the PASS Act is the result. It combines features from all
proposals circulated in the Senate, including the House-passed bill. It is a compromise
approach to the issue, without being a compromise of anyone's principles.

While I'm sure changes can be made to improve the bill, it is my strong hope that
the Senate will not let the perfect become the enemy of the good -- the VERY good -- in
this case. As I said at the beginning of my statement, when a child is in peril, we don't
hesitate. America's abused and neglected children need help now, and the PASS Act
would help thousands of them into safe, loving, permanent families. I urge all members
of the committee to support this bill and help make an enormous and positive difference
in our nation's child welfare system.



SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
PROMOTION OF ADOPTION, SAFETY, AND

SUPPORT FOR ABUSED
AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN (PASS) ACT

OCTOBER 8, 1997

Mr. Chairman,, Thank you for holding this important hearing
on S. 1195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for
Abused and Neglected Children (PASS) Act. The issue of foster
care, and child welfare in general is a very important one. I
congratulate my friend and colleague, Senator Chaffee, for putting
together this bi-partisan bill to address the issue of child welfare.

For most of the past decade, child welfare has been
characterized as a system in crisis. The number of child abuse and
neglect reports received by states is at a record high level, and the
number of children living in foster care is nearing an historic peak.
More babies and very young children are entering foster care, and
children are remaining in care for longer periods of time. Only a
small percentage of foster children are eventually adopted, and the
overall number of such children has not changed significantly in
recent years, despite the rise in the total foster care caseload.

These trends place great pressure on Congress to work to fix
the system. I commend the sponsors of this bill today for
introducing legislation which seeks to address this critical issue, and
I look forward to the testimony of the experts before us today.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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Good morning. Let me begin by thanking our distinguished
colleague from Delaware, the chairman of the committee, for
scheduling this hearing. Let me also say that we couldn't be
here today were it not for the hard work of many Senators,
including several members of this Committee.

We're here to try correct a policy that has led to the
brutal abuse, and in some cases the tragic death, of thousands of
America's children.

Over the last year, I have given many speeches about this on~
the Senate floor - speeches about a number of young people, whose
terrible stories have come to my attention. Elisa Izquierdo.
Joseph Wallace. Cecia Williams. Nadine Lockwood. Christina and
Natalie, the granddaughters of Sharon Aulton, who testified
before a hearing in the Labor Committee that I chaired last fall.

Each of these names has a tragic story behind it. If we
don't act to reform this system, more stories -- more tragedies -
- are inevitable. Let me tell you about yet another story.

Last February, the Los Angeles Times documented the tragic
true story of a 2-year-old girl named Joselin Hernandez.

Joselin was removed from her parents, custody when she was
six weeks old, because she had broken. legs, cracked ribs, and
burns. Prosecutors say the injuries were inflicted by her
parents.

This little girl was placed in the custody of her
grandmother. But tragically, her grandmother died. She was then
returned to her parents.

Three months later, Joselin was dead. Both her parents have
been charged with murder, and are scheduled to stand trial next
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month.

in the face of this evidence, the parents are fighting for
custody of Joselin's younger brother!

There's no-way -- no way -- these children -- either Joseh.n
or her younger brother -- should gy have been returned to those
parents.

But sadly, this is -- at least in part -- an unintended
consequence of a Federal law. 'he law requires what it calls
reasonable efforts to be made ti.. reunify families - - but in
practice, these have become .Unreasonable efforts, with truly
tragic consequences. Unfortunately, the children I have
mentioned are just a few of the victims.

Under the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980,
for a state to be eligible for federal matching funds for foster
care expenditures, the state must have a plan for the provision
of child welfare services approved by the Secretary of HHS. The
State plan must provide "that, in each case, reasonable efforts
will be made (A) prior to the placement of a child in foster
care, to prevent or eliminate the need for removal of the child
from his home, and (B) to make it possible for the child to
return to his home."

In other words, no matter what the particular circumstances
of a household may be -- the state must. make reasonable efforts
to ke it together, and to put it bAak together if it falls
apart.

There is strong evidence to suggest that in practice,
reasonable efforts have become extraordinary efforts. Efforts to
keep families together at all costs.

And children have died as a result.

For several years I have been advocating a change in the law
to make explicit that the health and safety of the child are
paramount in determining whether a family should be reunified.I
introduced bills in the both the 104 th and 105~" Congress to
clarify the reasonable efforts law, and I am proud to say that my
bill has been incorporated in both the PASS Act that we are
discussing today, as well as the Adoption Promotion Act which
overwhelmingly passed the House of Representatives earlier this
year.

It is imperative that we set a clear standard, so that
caseworkers, judges, guardians ad litem -- all of the adults that
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have such tremendous power over these vulnerable children --
understand that the child's health and safety must come first an.d
that these children must be protected from dangerous adults.

That's the purpose of the PASS Actb and that's why I was so
honored to participate in the bipartisan group of Senators 'hat
came together to try to craft a compromise bill. I think it is
important that we change the law this year. Delay means more
tragic stories -- of young lives shattered, and needlessly lost.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and everyone on
this Committee to try to bring this legislation to the Senate
floor.

Senators are often accused of overstatement. But I am only
stating a simple fact when I say that this bill will save lives.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee, thank you for this opportunity
to testify before you today. I am David E. Grossmann, Presiding Administrative Judge of the
Hamilton County Juvenile Court in Cincinnati, Ohio. I am here on behalf of the National Council
of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, where in 1995-96 1 served as President. I currently serve as
Chair of the National Council's Adoption Comm-ittee with Honorary Chair former President Gerald
R. Ford, and Ex-Officia member Dave Thomas, CEO of Wendy's International.

Despite decades ofjudicial, legislative, and administrative attention, safety and permanency
in the lives of children continue to be of principal concern to our nation's j uvenile and family court
judges. The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, the nation's oldest judicial
membership organization, for over two decades has focused judicial attention on abused and
neglected children. In 1973, member judges identified a need for judicial oversight in dependency
cases, and established what is now gaining national recognition as the National Council's
Permanency Planning for Children Project.

We at the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges are pleased to have the
opportunity to comment on S. 1195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and
Neglected Children (PASS) Act. I commend the Comnmittee and the sponsors of this legislation for
their commitment to moving bipartisan legislation to promote safety and permanency for children
in the child welfare system.

The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

The National Council's interest in the "Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for
Abused and Neglected Children (PASS) Act" is reflected by its long history of activism in this area.
The role ofjudicial leadership in mobilizing systemic and community support to ensure safety and
permanence in the lives of children has long been a key focus of the National Council's work.

Many abused and neglected children need the protection of out-of-home care. Yet prior to
1980, research indicates that many children were sheltered in substitute care because family support
and rehabilitative resources were neither feasible nor available., Some children drifting among
temporary placements had little contact with social service personnel or family members, and failed
to receive services to either reunify their families or to secure new adoptive families.

A cornerstone provision of Public Law 96-272, The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Act of 1980, mandated courts to make "'reasonable efforts" findings which would ensure: (1)
Avoiding unnecessary separation of children and families; (2) Reunification of families when safely
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possible to do so; and (3) When reunification is not feasible, move toward finding adoptive homes
for children. Social service agencies %,,ere also required to make "reasonable efforts" to prevent
unnecessary out-of-home placement, provide reunification services, and to move children toward
adoption.

P.L. 96-272 placed additional burdens upon state courts without necessary funding for additional
judicial officers and court staff to handle burgeoning caseloads. Funding for adequate training for
judges and court staff as to how to handle additional review responsibilities was also not provided.
Due to a lack of definition of the "reasonable efforts" provision of the Act, and a lack of judicial
resources, the 1980's saw a movement toward reunification of families by agencies and courts.
Often, misinterpretation of the "reasonable efforts" provision led to reunification regardless of safety
and permanency concerns. Limited funding for judicial education on this key piece of legislation
at times led to misinterpretation of the law. Child welfare agencies also often made reunification
decisions which were contrary to the best interests of children.

In 1992 the National Council embarked upon a nationwide project to improve court practice
in child abuse and neglect cases. Members of an advisory committee consisting of judges, child
welfare professionals, attorneys, court admiinistrators, members of the appellate judiciary and others
developed a document which would serve as a blueprint for change in juvenile and family court
jurisdictions nationwide. The RESOURCE GUIDELINES: Improving Court Practice in Child Abuse
and Neglect Cases was published by the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges in
1995. Endorsed by the American Bar Association and the Conference of Chief Justices, this
document has been used by state court systems nationwide as a template for assessing systems
practice and laying the groundwork for systemic change.

In 1994, the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services' Administration for Children
and Families implemented its State Court Improvement Program. Funding was made available to
state supreme courts nationwide to: (1) Assess their state's handling of child abuse and neglect

cases; (2) Develop a plan for improved handling of dependency cases, and (3) Implement a statewide
plan for improving systems practice in this area. Of the 47 states and the District of Columbia who
signed on to the program, many recognized the RESOURCE GUIDELINES as a guide to improving
practice. States are now slowly moving toward implementing change.

Due to the work of the National Council, the U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services, and x number of other private and publicly funded initiatives, the nation's juvenile and
family courts and child welfare agencies are re-examining their handling of child abuse and neglect
cases. Court rules, agency practice, and in some states legislation, are being rewritten as a result of
this nationwide systems change.

Promotion of Adoption, Safety and Support for Abused and Neglected Children (PASS) Act

We appreciate the United States Congress' re-examination of this area of Federal law. The
proposed "Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected Children (PASS)
Act," once more focuses national attention on the plight of this nation's abused and neglected
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children. We are encouraged by your interest in this area. The National Council of Juvenile and

Family Court Judges would like to comment on some of the major provisions of the Act.

0 Safety in Case Plan and Case Review System Requirements

The Federal reasonable efforts language should be clarified to stress that reasonable efforts is an
expectation of agencies that services will be provided that are appropriate, accessible, and culturally
competent in implementing a permanency plan. This clarification regarding reasonable efforts and
safety could be achieved by clearly stating that no child should be placed in out-of-home care who
can afky be protected in the home; that reunification be examined and attempted if it can be done
snffly before other permanent options are selected; and a new standard developed which would
require that when reunification is no longer the goal, that the agency is expected to make reasonable
efforts to secure a a& and permanent placement in a timely manner. Because of the harm caused
to a child by being uprooted from the home to which that child has bonded, removal should be
avoided where jA&~Ly possible.

Members of the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges have always regarded child
safety as the key component in case planning and case review. The National Council supports
this provision and suggests that the state plan should be required to include collaborative
efforts In the training of the judges and court personnel in the developmental needs of children
and the entire continuum of services needed for effective permanency planning. The plan
should also be required to include that data and computer systems developed with federal
funding should be accessible by the judiciary or judicial personnel for the purpose of tracking
and planning for children In placement. This tracking system is a key element in improving
court management and timely decision making.

9 Reasonable Efforts to Preserve and Reunify Families

The protections of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-272)
regarding judicial oversight of children in placement should be retained. The role of the judge as the
gatekeeper with required findings that "continuation in the home is contrary to the well being of the
child" and "reasonable efforts" are important necessary tools for improving outcomes for children
who have been abused or neglected. The periodic review of children in placement and court-
approved permanency hearings have a proven effectiveness in maintaining the quality of care for
children in out-of-home placement, as well as shortening the length of stay in care.

The National Council recommends that definition of "reasonable efforts" in the main be left
to states to define. In general, the construction of specific rigid lists of instances where
"reasonable efforts" are not required is not productive.

* Permanency Hearing at Twelve Months

Under this provision of the Act, state would be required to hold a permanency hearing within twelve
months of a child's placement with subsequent hearings held every six months.
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The National Council concurs with time recommendations; however, we are mindful of the
experience gained through passage of P. L 96-272 in which recommendations for regular and
frequent judicial review of children in placement added tremendous responsibility to courts
with no funding for courts to provide additional judicial resources. Shortened timelines
proposed In S. 1195 will place additional burdens upon courts nationwide, and funding for
expanded resources, including additional judicial officers, should be considered.

0 Reauthorization of Family Preservation and Family Support

Juvenile courts throughout the United States are encountering intense pressures in handling of
child abuse, foster care and adoption cases. As the mnbers of court cases involving child abuse,
neglect, and abandonment have sharply increased in the last 15 years (largely due to the heightened
reporting of child abuse and neglect and the recent drug epidemic), the number of judges handling
these cases has not. Moreover, largely because of state and federal laws enacted in the last 15
years, a typical foster care or termination of parental rights case now involves more hearings,
more people compelled to participate in the judicial process, and more issues which must be
brought before the court than ever before.

For example, child abuse and neglect cases 15 years ago typically required only one hearing to
determine whether a child was abused and, if so, whether to place the child into foster care. Now,
with the greater emphasis on rights of the parties and on achieving permanence for children, state
law has elaborated the judicial decision process. This has been compounded by federal
requirements (implemented by state law and policy) for additional judicial hearings and findings.
For example, federal law requires that judges determine whether agencies have made "reasonable
efforts" to prevent foster placement, determine whether continued voluntary placement in foster
care is justified, and conduct "permanency planning hearings" before a child has been in foster
care for [8 months.

Thus, there now must be a series of hearings in child abuse and neglect cases, particularly those
involving children in foster care. Those hearings may include an emergency removal hearing,
adjudication (trial), disposition (concerning placement, services, and case plans), periodic review
hearing (to review cas progress), a permanency planning hearing (to make a tentative decision
on the permanent legal stands of the child), termination of parental rights proceedings, and an
adoption hearing.

At the same time more people typically are present at court hearings. Persons who are often now
present but formerly were not include foster parents, noncustodial parents, attorneys for custodial
and noncustodial parents, child advocates, and agency attorneys.

Because (a) there are now more case per individual judge, and (b) each case now imposes many
more demands on those judges, the quality of judicial1 decision-maing in civil child protection
case has often suffered. As judicial caseloads, grow and the demands of each case increase, delays
are exacerbate - and judges are too often forced to hold rushed and cursory hearings. [n many
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courts, both children and parents are poorly represented. By necessity, state and federal laws
mandating court reforms are often ignored or superficially implemented.

These problems have a direct and harmful affect on children and the court's ability to prevent
further abuse and neglect. When courts are overcrowded and rushed they can make tragic
mistakes. This may mean that more children will be re-abused, and more families will be
needlessly separated, more children will have their physical, mental, and educational needs
neglected, and - because of court delays - more children will remain in "a legal limbo" instead
of being promptly placed in safe and permanent homes.

Child abuse, foster care, and adoption litigation is extremely sensitive and difficult, and children
and families are frequently harmed by case resolution delays, cursory hearings, and inadequate
representation by counsel. State court system (and local courts) need help and guidance in
recognizing and addressing these problems.

Recognizing these problems, Congress enacted legislation which funded the State Court
Improvement Program in 1994. The federal law provides a grant to each court system to assess
and improve their handling of child abuse and neglect cases. The first year of funding, now
largely over, was for the courts to conduct a thorough self-assessment. The next step is
developing and refining plans for improvement and then implementing the plans.

Grants are provided to the highest court of each state, and every state court system submitting an
application has received such a grant. This includes 48 states plus the District of Columbia. At
present, most states have either recently finished or are about to complete their self assessments.
They are now refining their plans for improvement and beginning to implement their plans.

So far, federal grant ftunds have been used to pay for state court self assessments and for the
beginning of actual state court improvement efforts. With regard to implementation efforts, a few
have already made concrete changes. For example, the state of Maine added two new judges in
child abuse and neglect cases and have sharply reduced their backlogs in termination of parental
rights cases. The Cook County Juvenile Court in Chicago has begun to reduce the numbers of
pending cases for the first time in many years and already has begun to dramatically increase the
numbers of termination of parental rights and adoption proceedings. In West Virginia, the state
supreme court has required each court to report on the statws of every child abuse or neglect case
and has created a new set of court rules. of procedure to, among other things, complete the court
process for abused and neglected children at an earlier point. Virginia has already enacted
substantial amendments to state law, designed to increase the pace of litigation. It is now
conducting regional interdisciplinary conferences throughout the state to plan for local
implementation of the new law. North Carolina has amended its laws to allow, in additional
extreme cases, termination of parental rights without "reasonable efforts" to rehabilitate the
parents.
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TO fully benefit from this new grant program, state court systems and the local courts which hear
children's cases need help in a number of critical respects: focusing on the most critical problems
facing their courts, identfing ftundamental rather than superficial changes that will address needed
court improvements, having the technical capacity and will to carry out needed reforms, and
obtaining the necessary political support to make those changes.

This is a pivotal moment in court reform efforts for child abuse and neglect cases. States are now
deciding on the course of their plans for reform. To ensure that court reform takes hold, state
court systems need help. The plans that courts develop in the next year will substantially
determine the ultimate direction of their court improvement efforts. We have a unique and time-
limited opportunity to help encourage and shape this vital reform effort.

The following are nine reasons why the court improvement program needs to be continued to help
the nation's seriously abused and neglected children:

" First, court improvement is a key to successfully achieving permanency for foster children.
No matter how well the agency may operate, without properly functioning courts.
permanency is not possibl..

" Second, courts make vital decisions in the lives of abused and neglected children - whether
to remove them from home for their own safety and whether to place them into permanent
homes. Only through improvement of the courts themselves can we ensure chat these
decisions are made carefully.

" Third, conscious efforts at court improvement directly helps children and families. For
example, when courts concentrate, on eliminating hearing delays, children get permanent
families in shorter periods of time and families are not kept so long in agonizing suspense
while waiting for courts to make decisions. When courts schedule their hearings more
precisely, delays and continuances are substantially reduced.

" Fourth, for the first tim, there is a national effort to improve litigation in child abuse and
neglect case. All of the key national legal organizations, including the National Council
of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, the American Bar Association, the National Center
for State Courts, and the National Conference of Chief Justices, support this effort. This
opportunity may not come again.

" Fifth, there is a clear set of standards for court improvement - the RESOURCE
GUIDELINS - Improving Court Practice in Child Abuse & Neglect Cases.

" Sixth, there are working examples of courts that function at a much higher level than most
- e.g., my court in Cincinnati, Ohio and Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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9 Seventh, court systems are willingly participating in court improvement efforts and want
to improve.

* Eighth, court systems don't have enough knowledge to replicate the RESOURCE
GUIDELINES of Cincinnati or Grand Rapids on their own. They need continuing
assistance to accomplish this and encouragement to make the kinds of improvements that
are required.

e Ninth, additional time to c-,ntinue court improvement is vital to future success of
implementation efforts. Our cz-anization provides national leadership in this field.

The proposed PASS Act would extend the fk'iily Preservation and Support Act. which includes
important provisions which focus on court improvement. Unfortunately, we understand that the
PASS Act proposes reauthorizing the Family Preservation Act without continued funding for the
Court Improvement Program. We also understand that this proposed legislation does not expand
IV-E funding to provide for training for judges and court staff. We at the National Council are
most concerned regarding these two omissions from the Act.

The Court Improvement Program of the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children, Youth and Families has worked effectively with court systems
nationwide to improve court/systems practice since its inception. As a result of Court Improvement
funding, a nationwide movement has been launched; states are being mobilized toward making
significant improvements in daily practice of both courts and child welfare agencies.

The federal policy to improve state court practice as articulated in the State Court Improvement grant
process under IV-B should be continued and expanded. States actively participating in the court
improvement program can improve both the process of permanency planning and the substance of
the court's decisions. Courts play a critical role in ensuring safety and permanence in the lives of
children. Many judges and state court systems have in the past had neither the ability nor the
resources to meet demands placed upon them by state and federal legislatures. Child welfare
agencies also have had difficulty meeting the demands placed upon them. The Court Improvement
program has allowed systems to collaborate on issues related to abused and neglected children, and
has nurtured an environment of introspection and cooperation among child serving agencies.

Systemic change is a long and difficult process. Gaining commitment of members of groups as
diverse as the judiciary, child welfare agencies, attorneys who serve the system, volunteer
organizations (CASA) and others is the first step in moving systems toward changing daily practice.
This process of collaboration takes time to achieve. Some preliminary outcomes of Court
Improvement Program efforts are just now being realized. To cease in providing funding for this
critical program would seriously limit future work toward improving practice on behalf of abused
and neglected children, and may even result in loss of momentum toward systemic improvements
currently being implemented.
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In 1992. the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges. with federal support. launched
its Child Victims, Act Initiative. A committee of judges, child welfare professionals. court
administrators, attorneys, and other national experts developed a document entitled RESOURCE
GUIDELINVES:- Improving Court Practice in Child,4buse & .Veglect Cases. This document. endorsed
by the American Bar Association and the Conference of Chief Justices, was to become recognized
nationwide as a blueprint for change, around which significant systemic improvement could be
planned and implemented.

Following publication of the RESOURCE GUIDELINES, the National Council identified ten model
courts nationwide with whom to work toward improving court practice in child abuse and neglect
cases. The Hamilton County Juvenile Court in Cincinnati became the nation's demonstration court.
Cited in the American Bar Association's publication entitled "One Court that Works," the
Cincinnati court became recognized nationwide as a model for other court systems.

At nearly the same time that this National Council effort was launched. Federal funding to support
the Court Improvement Program was authorized. State Supreme Courts began assessment of their
court systems, and developing plans for improvement. Many states developed plans for providing
training and technical assistance to their court systems. The National Council. as well as the
American Bar Association, the National Center for State Courts, and a number of other national
organizations were invited to assist courts nationwide in their court improvement efforts. The
National Council's RESOURCE GUIDELINES was used by state court systems nationwide in their
efforts toward improving practice.

Through our close work with Court Improvement Programs nationwide, we at the National Council
have begun to witness the benefits. of this multi-year systems change effort. To cite just two
examples, in California, a county-based approach to court systems reform is being mounted which
can result in improved practice for the nation's largest population of dependent children. In Cook
County, Illinois, significant headway has been made by state and local agencies in working
collaboratively to improve court and agency practice, resulting in closing of thousands of cases in
a more timely manner.

The Court Improvement Program is crucial in that it:

" Encourages collaboration between courts and agencies to provide better outcomes for
children;

* Provides for development or improvement of case tracking systems to enable courts to better
evaluate their handling of dependency cases;

* Allows courts to access the assistance of national organizations for technical assistance in
planning and implementing needed change.

The National Co;uncil of Juvenile and Family Court Judges strongly believes that continued
federal support for court improvement is a necessary element to adoption reform, and
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encourages the continuation of the State Court Improvement program. The NCJFCJ also
encourages Congress to consider funding this program at a higher level than in the past. This
vital effort not only must be continued, but must be accelerated to meet the needs of this
nation's children in a more timely fashion. While we discuss these issues, children aregrig
up in foster care without safe. permanent homes.

0 Termination of Parental Rights

This provision states that regardless of age, if the child has been in foster care 12 of the last 18
months, or has been in foster care for a lifetime total of 14 months, or is an infant who hlas been
abandoned, or the court has determined that a child's parent has committed felony Essault against
the child or its sibling or has murdered its sibling, the state is required to initiate termination of
parental rights and to identify' and approve an adoptive family mimz a state court or agency has
documented a compelling reason for determining that filing such a petition would not be in the best
interests of the child. Or UajIM at the option of the state, the child is in the care of a relative.

As in the family preservation and reunification provision of the Act, the National Council is
concerned that specific lists of reasons for mandating termination of parental rights not be
contained in Federal law, but left to the individual interpretation of state legislatures and
members of the judiciary. Judicial education is the key to making informed judicial decisions.

a Child Death Review Teams

This provision requires that the Federal government, states, and in some cases local government,
establish and maintain a death review team to review, child deaths where there is a record of prior
report or reason to suspect abuse or neglect, or the child was a state ward or known to the child
welfare agency. The National Council supports this provision of the Act, and recommends that
members of the judiciary be included on death review teams, whether at the Federal, state or
local level.

* Criminal Record Checks

The Act requires states to check criminal records and child abuse registries for all prospective foster
and adoptive parents and employees of residential facilities. The National Council supports this
position, but also recommends that criminal record checks be required of all family members
who may participate in kinship care arrangements.

e Reasonable Efforts to Place Children for Adoption

The new "reasonable efforts" requirement contained in this Act states that if reasonable efforts to
preserve or reunify a family are not made or the permanency goal for the child is adoption, then
states are required to make reasonable efforts to place the child for adoption, with a relative or
guardian, or in another planned permanent living arrangement. Concurrent planning is expressly
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allowed. In addition.states must document in the case plan steps taken to find an adoptive home.

The National Council supports this provision.

0 Statute of Limitation on Appeals

States are required to provide that orders terminating parental rights and court-ordered child
removals would only be appealable for a one-year period. This provision would promote more
timely permanence in the lives of children, and Is supported by the National Council.

0 Delinking of Title 1V-E Adoption Assistance from AFDC and 551

The AFDC and SSI eligibility provisions are deleted from eligibility criteria for Title IV-E Adoption
Assistance, with no changes in the current match rate. States may claim federal reimbursement for
all children currently receiving s-te-flinded adoption subsidies and all prospective children meeting
the new eligibility criteria. States are required to spend an amount equal to any savings resulting
from this provision on services to children and families allowable under Titles IV-B or IV-E. The
National Council supports this provision of the Act.

0 Interstate Adoption and Removal of Geographic Barriers to Adoption

This new provision, which requires states to provide that they will not deny any person the
opportunity to be a foster or adoptive parent on the basis of geographic residence of the person or
child, or delay the foster or adoptive placement of a child on the basis of geographic residence. also
calls for a study of interstate adoption issues.

The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges has worked with the Association
of Administrators of the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children and the National
Association of Public Child Welfare Administrators to develop and adopt a new regulation
governing interstate placement of children. With funding from the Dave Thomas Foundation
for Adoption and the American Honda Foundation the National Council is exploring interstate
adoption issues, and concurs with the need for a national study in this area.

* IV-E FUNDS FOR TRAINING

Finally, this proposed legislation does not allow states to use Title IV-E dollars for expanded training
of judges and other court staff. An educated and informed judiciary is vital to the decision-making
process which impacts the lives of children. Training for judges and court staff on the
developmental needs of children, defining "reasonable efforts," bonding and attachment, changes
in legislation and requirements, and the need for permanency in the lives of children are essential
elements of information needed by judges engaged in the decision-making process.
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Federal and state legislation continue to place added burdens of additional reviews and caseloads on
already overburdened court systems. Judges and court staff require continued training in the law.
as well as in possible methods for improving court practice nationwide.

The National Council strongly recommends expanding use of IV-E dollars for training of
judges and court staff.

In closing, on behalf of this nation's juvenile and family court judges, I would like to thank you, Mr.
Chairman, for inviting us to participate in hearings on this important legislation. The National
Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges believes that too many children in this nation are
waiting too long for safe and permanent homes, and w e appreciate your interest in assisting the
nation's courts and child welfare systems to become more responsive to the needs of children. We
hope that you will consider our comments in futre deliberations, and look forward to working with
you as this important legislation moves ahead. I would be pleased to answer any questions you may
have at this time.
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Mr. Chairman, Mlembers of the Comtte Thank you for giving
this opportunity to testify. I hope my testimony will be helpful

because I bring a different perspective than your other witnesses.
I represent no one but myself;~ I have no official part in the
administration of the child welfare system, and I will neither gain
nor lose a dollar however you write the bill. Four years ago, I
volunteered to run a project' t provide Mg b= attorneys to
foster parents who wanted to adopt the children who had been placed
with them. Fro, that vantage point, I have become familiar with the
operation of the child welfare system in the District of Columbia.
Familiarity with that system does not just breed contempt but also
a burning desire to reform it. That is why I as here -- I have no
interest other than to help you change a system that fails the
needs of children.

While every provision of S. 1195 is designed to remedy an
existing problem in the child welfare system and while every
provision has an objective that I heartily endorse, I, cannot
endorse S. 1195 because I do not believe that it will achieve it*
worthy objectives. That is a serious criticsing I will try to
justify it and explain what I think should be done instead.

The child welfare system has serious problem but those
problems are NOT caused by the provisions of current Federal law;
rather they are caused by the fact that State agencies do not
administer the law in a manner consistent with its not very clearly
stated purposes.* The extent of agency non-compliance with current
law is made ,evident by the numerous successful court actions
finding agency violations of law. The District of Columbia my be
an extrm case but it is not atypical of big city systems. The
Federal District Court found the city agency in non-compliance over
five years ago and has assumed a variety of powers, including the
appintment of a receiver to manage the agency, to correct that
*situation -- but without notable success.

Attachment A ie my letter to the American Bar Association
describing the project.
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A Different Anoroach in Needed.

Because the systemic problems of the child welfare system are
not caused by technical deficiencies in Federal law, they cannot
be corrected by the most veil-intentioned f ine tuning of the
current legislation. The problems of the *yetem can be remedied
only by enacting changes that will change the dynamics of the
system. That cannot be done by revising or adding to the current
procedural requirements of child welfare law; it can only be
accostlished by a different approach; by a Federal law that will
change agency behavior by altering the incentive structure of the
child welfare system.

Current Federal law contains no explicit statement of its goal
and requires no measurement of the success or failure of the states
in meeting it. Instead, Federal law consists of a variety of
process requirements which if followed will, it is hoped, lead to
beneficial outcome. That method has not worked in thet past and
most of the provisions of S. 1195 consist of additional (or
amended) process requirements which are based on the same hope.

I suggest that instead of telling States lhgj to run their
child welfare systems that the Federal law specify the goal of the
system and leave the States great discretion in how to achieve it.
The goal of the child welfare system should be to ensure that
abandoned, abused and neglected children are placed in stable and
caring family situations as quickly as-possible; whether that is
achieved by placement in a new adoptive family or by being returned
to their own family under conditions that ensure their well-being.

in addition to specifying the goal of the system, the Federal
government's role should be to:

(1) determine how well the states are doing in
achieving the goal,

(2) provide incentives to the states that are
making satisfactory progress and

(3) assure corrective action in states that
are not making satisfactory progress in
meting the goal.

To carry out the first role, the determination of how states
are doing, requires the Federal government to set measurable
performance criteria. A discussion of such criteria and some of the
difficulties in implementing themt is given below.

The second task, providing incentives to states that improve
their performance, is telatively easy because of an anomaly in
current law. Under the current system, the states get more money
the longer a child remains in foster care. As a result, the worse
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the state's performance, the larger the grant it receives.
Accordingly when a state improves its performance, its grant is
reduced. It is therefore possible to provide an incentive to stat..
to improve their performance by awarding them a percentage --
perhaps 501 -- of the grant money they lose because of the improved

performnce. If this incentive plan induces improved performance,
it will not only save the Federal government money but it will

provide the States with unrestricted funds that can be used for
program improvements and prevention activities.

The third task, taking corrective action in states that do not
perform adequately, will be the most contentious. Obviously, the
Federal government's first reaction to poor performance should be
technical assistance; if that is ineffective, financial penalties
could come into play. However, it is difficult to devise
substantial financial penalties that will not adversely affect the
children in the system, so additional' steps will need to be
considered. To the extent that a system is under local control, the
State could be required to step in. "The Report on State
Performance in Protecting Children" would be a useful device in
putting political pressure on non-performing systems but, in the
last analysis, the Federal government will need authority to issue
remedial orders.

Three provisions of S. 1195 take a modest step towards the
performance approach: sections 201 & 202 provide bonuses for
increasing the number of adoptions' and section 206 provides for
a report rating the performance of state child welf are systems.
They are important steps in the right direction but I urge the
Committee to expand the performance approach to the whole child
welfare system. if we agree that the object of the child welfare
system is to ensure that abandoned, abused and neglected children
are p laced in a stable and caring family situation, why don't we
require the States to achieve that objective, reward then of they
do and sanction then if they do not.

Performance Indicators.

it is quite possible to devise performance indicators to
measure the operation of the child welfare system. For example:

(1) reduction of length of time in foster care

(2) reduction in time from abandonment or setting

adoption goal to adoption decree

3 The bonus is based on the increase in the number of
adoptions over the number in 1997. This will sake it difficult for
States that cleared up their backlogs in that year to qualify.
Further, the provision should also reward decreases in the time it
takes for adoption decrees to be issued.
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(3) reduction in incidence of child abuse and neglect,
with appropriate safeguards to ensure that reduction is
not due to diminished enforcement.

These indicators can, of course, be ref ined, but I am
convinced that we are more likely to improve the child welfare
system if we reward superior performance and take action to correct
inferior performance than if we make ever more detailed regulations
specifying "how to do it.* Congress should specify what it wants to
achieve rather than the method for achieving it.

I realize that there axe many difficulties in moving to a
performance-based system. Let me mention just two. First is the
problem of the base line; should system. be measured against an
absolute criterion such as the national average or against their
own past performance? I recommend the latter.

Second, state-wide performance data are rather meaningless as
they tend to obscure the problems of large metropolitan areas.
Recognizing the federalism problem, I would nonetheloe recesmend
applying the performance criteria on a local jurisdiction basis; in
fact. I would limit it to large local jurisdictions with a minimum
of 1000 children in Lester care. That is where the real problems
are

Spending Money.

I suspect that S.1195 will cost the federal government a lot
of money and I congratulate the authors of section 404 for finding
such an ingenious way of finding the offsetting savings. I do not
question the decision to spend more money for child welfare; I just
urge that the Committee establish appropriate priorities for
spending it.

The f irst priority should be encouraging the States to improve
the operation of their systems and that will require not only
performance incentives but also the funds necessary to implement
corrective-action plans where the states are not performing
adequately.

The second priority should be to encourage innovation and I
heartily endorse the concept of the innovation grants in section
308. However, the Comittee should recognize that not all
innovation come from the State;I non-prof its and others have
contributed much to the improvement of child welf are and they
should be eligible for these grants as well. The Abandoned Baby
Projects in the District of Columbia gives great promise of
speeding the adoption of abandoned babies but had to rely on
private funding because it was not eligible for a Federal grant.

3Attachment a gives a brief description
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As a third priority, I recommend a change in the approach to
eligibility for adoption assistance contained in section 202. in
essnence, that provision will make eligible for Federal adoption
assistance children who were previously generally eligible only for
State adoption assistance. However, that section continues to leave
to the States the definition of *special needs" which is the basis
of eligibility for both federal and State programs. In my
experience, the District of Columbia (and I suspect other
jurisdictions) is tightening the definition "of special needs in
order to save money -- thus making children ineligible for both
programs. It would seem desirable to write a Federal definition of
special needs and thus directly benefit children who can be left
out when states apply more rigorous criteria. This seems preferable
to the approach in the bill which provides a fiscal windfall to
states and then tries to recapture that windfall with a maintenance
of effort provision, especially as such provisions have always been
a test of State ingenuity in avoidance.

La Conclusion.

Child welfare is a system that, in the last analysis, must
leave much to discretion. Decisions about removal of children from
their parents and whether it is safe to return them, placing
children with strangers, destroying parental bonds and creating new
ones are difficult and often heartrending; these decisions cannot
be subject to any set formulas but must rely on the informed
discretion of caring professionals. When such a system goes awry,
it cannot be fixed by imposing new rules; it must give clear goals
to guide the professionals' discretion and it must have an
incentive structure to assist in attaining those goals.

S. 1195 relies too much on new rules. It takes the right
approach in requiring that, in determining what is a reasonable
effort to reunify a family, the child's health and safety shall be
the paramount concern. That is an excellent provision directed at
guiding the discretion of the professional who must make the
decision. But the bill also provides a specific rule that
reasonable efforts shall not be required when a court has
determined that a parent has murdered a sibling.

How do these provisions, one calling for discretion and the
other precluding it, relate to one another? Let us take an example,
unfortunately not hypothetical. Neighbors suon social workers to
a house where they find one child dead (probably from starvation)
and two in dire straits. Criminal charges against the mother are
being considered but have not been brought. Clearly, professional
discretion will conclude that reunifiLcation is not consistent with
the surviving children's safety but the specif ic rule says that
reunifiLcation is precluded only af ter a court decision, and no
court proceedings have been brought. The rule creates confusion and
will undoubtedly cause delay in the permanency decision -- Iam
sure the very opposite of the authors' intention.

well-meaning provisions do not always work well. Rigid rules
are Ll1 suited f or dealing with the awf ul problems of child
welfare. I urge you to be clear on the outcome that you want,
encourage States to achieve those outcomes and take action if they
don't. Do not try to substitute rigid rules where professional
discretion is required.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify on this most
important issue.* I would be happy to try and answer any questions
you my have and to work with the Coittee in any way that you may
wish.
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ROBERT M. UTTMAN

910 " $*T SICAttachment A

Decnsr 111 1996

N. Lee Cooper, President, American Bar Association
c/o Nancy Anderson, AMR Steering Committee on Unmet

Legal Needs of Children
740 15th Street, MW
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Mr. Cooper,

This is in reply to your letter of Nov. 25, 1996 requesting
information on adoption leal activities.

A few years ago, the District of Columbia put a cap ($1,000
for uncontested and $2,000 for contested came*) on the amount of
legal fees that would be reimbursed under the Federal Adoption
Subsidy Program. The Consortium for Child Welfare, consisting Of
the private, non-profit child placing agencies in the District,
soon discovered that the fear of legal expenses was proving a
substantial disincentive to the adoption of children In foster

care

In December 1992, the Consortium started a program to recruit
law firm who would supply Mg h attorneys to foster parents who
wanted to adopt the basedd and neglected children in their care.* In
September of 1993, I volunteered to run the program and I have been
doing it ever since.

The program started slowly in 1993, when we had only 6 cases
involving 7 children. But.as we learned how to do it, the program
exa nded, the caseload about doubling in 1994 and doubling again in
1905. To date we have supplied 2X hM attorneys in 55 cases
involving the adoption of 69 children.

The program, in cooperation with the DC bar, runs an annual
training program in adoption law and most of our 2r,2 IM lawyers
com from that training program although others volunteer directly.
The program has a zero budget and depends f or its success on the
outstanding cooperation of law firms and lawyers in D.C.

To add a personal note. I spent most of my career working on
federal public policy issues with an impact on millions -- but that
cannot compare with the satisfaction that come frtom knowing that
69 children have a better opportunity for a stable family life
because of this program.

in the spirit of full disclosure, I must admit that there are
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many frustrations that come with the satisfaction of running this
CWO program. The two major problems are the obduracy of the

oilld welfare bureaucracy and the inefficiency of the legal process
for adoption in DC.

For the last two years,, I have been trying to make this
program available to foster parents who are supervised directly by
the DC government in addition to those supervised by the Consortium
agencies. Despite enthusiastic support from the Cosmissioner who
ran the agency and the Receiver who now runs it, the bureaucracy
has stalled imlementation with the result that this program is
available to only one third of the foster parents whom it could
benefit. My efforts continue, but I discern no light at the end of
the tunnel.

The inefficiency of the legal adoption process has been the
subject of discussion between bench and bar in the District but
improvements are minimal or nonexistent. The difficulty in getting
appropriate adoption rules (there is currently only one, dealing
with number of copies) has caused me to become an advocate of a
Family Court for the District as the most viable solution to this
problem.

I appreciate this opportunity to describe and reflect on what
I have always thought of as a very worthwhile program. if you would
like more information or if I can be of assistance to anyone
thinking of engaging in a similar effort, I would be most happy to
respond.

Yours sincerely,
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ATTACoi r b

Abandoned Babies Permanency Planning Project

Thei Consortiun for Child Welfare (CCW), a coalition of 17 private, not-for-profit social services
agencies, was founded in 193 with the mission of imp~roving the quality and delivery of social
and legal services to all children and fainies in the District of Columbias child welfare system,
with an emnphasis on building partnerships across public/privae lines.

CCW will administer the Abandoned Babies Pernanency Plannin Project (hereinafter Project).
an unprecedented collaborative effort which coordinates the activities of the District of
Columbias legal and social service systems to identify abandoned children quickly, place them
immnediately in pre-adoptive homes and process their adoption petitions on an expedited baesis.
The overall goal of the Project is to decrease tl'e length of tine abandoned children spend in
foster care from two years to six months. The Project has been endorsed by the highest-ranking
officials in the relevant District of Columbia governmental agencies. Each agency has assigned
key professionals and support services to the Project, amounting to $173,000 of the total Project
budget of $373,000.

The Project Direcor and staff will be located at the District of Columbia Office of Corporation
Counsel. Beginning June 2, 1997, Project staff will assess all pending cases of abandoned
children,. as well as incoming cases each month. and will folow case progress and deadlines using
a computer case tracking system. The Projects Abandoned Baby Coordinator will ensure all
social work and legal deadlines are met and will conduct a unique case review, involving all
parties on the case, within a month of the childeabanmn. Training will be provided for all
child welfare professinals who will be involved in cases on Lbe Project caseload with an emphasis
on new protocols to implement the D.C. Department of Human Services, Family and Child Care
Administration (DHS-FCCA) policies on abandoned babies and legal-risk adoptive placements.

The priaeyrpoe of the Project is to expedite the adoption of abandoned babies and children
by providing such cases with intensified and enhanced legal and social work services.

A thorough sarh for missing parents will be conducted by investigators retained by the Project.

(1) In those case whem a parnt is located, counseling will be provided regarding the
parental options: (A) demnstrate an interest and ability to provide care for the child, and resume
care; (B) relinuish pareta rights and allow the child to be adopted, or (C) have parental rights
terminated by the court so the child can be adopted.

(A) When a parent expresses a desire to be reunified with the child, historically only a
small percentage do, services will be provided to the parent by the D.C. DHS-FCCA. A
case conference will be held within the first 30 days of the opening of the case and again in
3 months to monitor the chils progress toward reunification or to change the goal to



adoption and initiate the termination of parental rights. if appropriate.

(B) If the paret decides to sever legal ties to the child, the relinquishmient will be taken.
-~H fWOB,1tIthei btin *oaioa child.-nhe &t'seilakement-

Coordinator will iden*i~ an adoptive home though a public or private child placing
agency and placenmn will be node within 30 days of abandonment. Equal numbers of
referras will be nude to the public and private agencies. A petition to adopt the child will
be filed in court at the earliest possble date. All necessary steps will be taken to expedite
the adoption process. including the recruitment ofpro bono legal counsel for the pre-
adoptive flamily.

(C) [f the parent declines or fils to relinquish, and fails to take tirriey and necessary steps
to resume care of the child, a termination of parental rights motion will be filed.

(2) In those cases where a parent cannot be located, but a relative i identified. efforts will
be nade to determine the relative's interest in, and ability to adopt the abandoned child. Project
staff will expedite the home study and adoption approval process. A motion to terminate parental
rights will be fied, if necessary. If a relative will niot adopt the child, efforts will be nude to place
the child in a pre-adoptive home.

(3) in those case where neither pareat(s) nor relative(s) are located, the child will be
placed in a pre-adoptive home immediately and a motion to terminate parental rights or an
adoption petition will be filed

The swndarj'pw of the Project is to support the Superior Court of the District of
Columbi in processing pending adoption cssand reducing the time required to finalize
adopiriL

Fimaly, it is anticipated that the Project will serve as a model for the effective and efficient
nunagenmn of this specific caseloa The Project will identify and resolve problems related to
interovernmenta relatinshis a they impact the adoption process. This will include proving
cownumication between and amng participtig agencies, hospital and child welfare agencies so
dug aD are focwed on assrig perinanence for children by effecting adoption as quickly as
possible for cdn abandoned by theit parents at birth, or shortly thereafter.

in Jausuy of 1 991, project staff will incireaseP the caseloa by providing expedited adoption
sevice for cdren under the age of 12 whose goal in adoption and who are without siblings. and
thin =as likely to be placed quikl in a pr-adoptrve home. Servics include initiating egal
activity such as terimain of parental riowt actions, adoption petitions or permanency planning
hearings, ad providing supportiv social work services such as adoption recruitment. These
focused pmnusency pionnins efforts will masss in expediting the adoption of children who
currently Wait year for a permM nt hom.
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A Law Clerk will be assigned to the Tenndiation of Parental RightsAdoption calendar at the
District of Cohibi Superior Court. The Clerk, located at Superior Court. will assist in

expediting the judicial processing of all pending adoption petitions, including those involving
abmidoned child -

The specific goals of the Projec are as follows:

0 To immediately seek voluntary relinquishment of parental rights from birth parents who
abandon newborns in District of Columbia Hospitals.

* To initiate and coniplete succesafla legal activity for abandoned babies and children within
six monthe of entering the child wefare system.

* To place abandoned infanits and cbildrer in Fore-adoptive homes within 30 days of
abandome.

Tc Expedite the judicial processing of adoption petitions from fourteen months to three
months

* To reduce the backlog of pending adoption cases in the District of Columbia Superior
Court.

* To provide expedited adoption services for children without siblings who are less than 12
years of age, have beentinfoster care for year or more and have a goal of adoption.

* To increase training for public and private child welfare professionals on new protocols
utilized in Project case nunagensePnt.

* To deuioinae sucess, in measurable outcomes, of a collaborative approach to system
reform which includes coordinate legal and social work activities accomplished on an
established schedule.

A statistical analysis of the Project caseload will be generated each quarter, to assess whether
case are progressing as anticipated and to resolve any issues identified as delays to case progress.
A Project: Advisory Conmnittee, composed of the signatories to the Memorandum of
Understanding or their designees, the Project Consultant to the Stewart Trust, representatives
from the Center for Study of Social Poficy/LaShawn Monitor and D.C. Action for Children, will
tme with the Project Ditector and the Consortiums Executive Director on a quarterly basis to
evaluate Project statistics, alter programmatic operations when indicated, and formulate a long-
term fndin strategy to continue the Project's work.
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BARBARA B. KENNELLY
STATEMENT ON PROMOTING ADOPTION

SENATE FiN ANCiCOJY1MT EE.-.___- --

OCTOBER 8, 1997

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for allowing me to testify today.

When Congress adjourns later this year, we will go home to spend time with
our families during Thanksgiving and Christmas. Unfortunately. half a million
American children will spend the holiday season waiting for a permanent home. I
can't think of a greater reason for quick action on meaningful adoption legislation.

Let me therefore commend the bipartisan group of Senators who recently
introduced legislation, known as the PASS Act, to protect children and promote
adoption. On the House side, we also put aside our differences and passed
legislation in April that will help our nation's neglected, abused and all too often
forgotten children. Our legislation passed 416 to 5, so I think there is a clear
consensus that we can do a better job of protecting children and promoting
adoption.

The PASS Act shares many similarities with the House legislation in
promoting both protection and permanency for children. Like the House bill. the
PASS Act would revise the current federal requirement that states make -'reasonable
efforts- to reunify abused children with their families. Both bills provide specific
examples illustrating when children should =Q be returned horne, such as when
abandonment, torture or sexual abuse has taken place.

The PASS Act includes several other provisions in the House adoption bill.
including: financial bonuses for states that increase the number of children being
adopted from foster care, and a requirement that states expedite their reviews of
children in foster care.

Of course, there are also differences between the two bills. Unlike the Houise
bill, the PASS Act would make more children eligible for federal adoption subsidies
and would reauthorize the Famidly Preservation Program. While there may be
concerns about the cost of these provisions, a good argument can be made for



providing more resources for our child welfare system. The Family Preservation
and Suipport Program will send about $2 million a year to my home state of'
ConnecigLut. Cominig from a state under court-O'dcuoiinproveiisciidwefare.~
system. we can certainly use that funding.

However, I do think the PASS Act made a wrong turn in two areas. First,
reducing the House bill's bonuses for states that increase adoption from $4000 per
child to $2000 per child makes little sense. I should remind you that CBO has said
the House adoption bonuses will actually save money by reducing foster care
expenses. so there is no reason -o reduce their size. And second. I am concerned
about the PASS Act's more stringent provisions on termninating parental rights. Not
only does the PASS Act require a judicial Proceeding to terminate parental rights
(TPR) when a child has been in foster care for one year, instead of 18 months as in
the House bill, but it also eliminates an exception to this requirement when no effort
has been made to help the birth family. Furthermore, the bill would prohibit appeals
of TPR decisions after one year of the decision. I know we all have the same
objective. moving children towards permanency more quickly, but let's move with
some caution when deciding to permanently sever a parent's connection with their
children.

Do not misunderstand these comments. While I don't agree with every
change in the PASS Act compared to the House bill, I do firmly believe thle bill gets
us one step closer to our shared goal of helping abused children find safe, loving and
permanent homes. In short, I strongly urge this committee to report the PASS Act
to the Senate floor so we can go to Conference and send a bill to the President
before we adjourn. Let's not go home for the holidays without sending a clear
message that we intend to help children get adopted.

Thank you.



Testimony of Joe Levan, Secretary of the Wisconsin Departmnt of Health

& Family Services, before the Senate Finance Committee.

Thank you, Chairman Roth andie Uebr the1 committee ror the opportunity to

provide Iextimony on S. 1195, the Promoliunof Adoption, Safety and Support for AhlLwd

and Negiecied Children Act.

Wisconsin has a long. proud history of child welfare =evime and more rcocudty

has assumed national lcadcrahip for welfare reform. These two ame foreve linked

becuse of the fact that families with low self-esteem, no job, and/or in poverty are at

much peste rsk of child abuse anid ncglcct and, conversely, trong, healthy, working,

self-reliant families raise children with the same attributes.

our welfaire reform is focused on Work Not Welfare. Before our statewide

rng= bcen this f'all. we piloted Work Not Welfa in two Wisconsin counties. In

Piere County, 3 years agu there were 191 families receiving AFDC and by Junc of this

year 7 families were reciving payments. In less than one year during t pilot, reports of

chid abse and nagicct, declined approximatcy 50%. In Fond du Lac County in a 3-year

perod including tho pilot AFDC caseloads dropped from 791 families to 18S7. This is a

caseload reduction of ovea 75%. 'Their reports of child abuas and neghect declinod

slightly throughout those sam 3 ycars. Neither county experienced an increase in the

number olchildrev placed in out-of-home care during the Work Not Welfare pilot. Sel-

sufivient working parents have inceased self-astcem and enhancd parenting abilities

thereby reducing the risk of coming ts the attention of the child welfare %ervices system.



I sin ompaay -ru of Wiscovisin's leudeship in do. MWe of child welfare

servieL '11w PASS Act web to esablish by federal law provisions already in Owae in

*Adoption laws that we a natioal model to savurs timely. permamunt adoptve

honm for our children.

" Our ChIldme's Code wa rwccy sevised to asure imuly tcrmination of

puwcnta rights.

" Annual dispositkwril hearings for children in out-ofhom care hav been on

our books for nry 20 years.

" Criminal records checks amc requid

" Foster parents we allod a voles in court.

FurtM ore, we have advanced the princpics and pructics of child safety for the

Iant 10 years. Our saewide Child Proietive Services Invesialion Stuadarda require a

careful uscssmn of child safey in each "hid obhs and neglct eas. We have a

Depermmn-widc Straegi Plan doat includes a goa to nawe Ohw number of timely

sedopton and I have d&veoped a quartery "repor card to track proges mid outcome*.

we hav suceesafuly put into Place in each of our fl counties and I I tribes creative

ommunity ptnrshp io -w and delive stron collaboratio programs on behaf of

families at risk of or invvd In tse chid welibre systm. We will mimic direCt

responsibility for hid welfws services in Milwuukee County in Jiiuay 1993, including
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-ignifican new rcuuutvs to asaure quality services and the eation of now community

Finally. I understnd that therm ane those who ciitMzc the federal

government for providing states with financial incentives through Tll TV-I! to keep

children languishing in the foster can, system. I want to asmire Ohe members of this

Curinttee that that is simply not the ase for the 72 Wison sin counties that am

responsible for the direc delivery of child weire sicrvicea. For cloe to 20 years Ohw

state has provide a sunm certain annual allocation to counties. It is the countyes

responsibility to plan and budget ror a wide range of sevice for Ohe eldry and disabled

asweU as children and their families. To the extet that spending exuned sate funding.,

county tax 6uvy musd fund additional suiviccs. They have no finantial, incentive to

inaproratl plae children in care or to leave them in fote cam any longer than

neesy.

S, 1195 contins provisions that Wisconsin can support. We arm concerned that

Congress has sarugglod to reach consensu an a child welfare bill that can be passed in

ibi session. I donumat yawr colleagues in the I oiascfor the success in pining nearly

unaonous mupot for H.R. 367. the Adoption Promotion Act of 1997. States including

Wixcosin apprciated die oppounity to.mo with staff of the House Ways and Moans

Subomte an flumuri Rmswme a the legislation was bein developed. We urge t

sete to wok with thn House to pas a solid ompomise bill In t sessi. Chilre

in t Chld welfare xystem an dxos of us responible to marve them need your help now.



Resomble Effrt and Safet Requiremets for Foter Cre and
Adopdou Plaeeeu

We fully support lus that confirms our belie tdo children's health &Wd

safety we puumount. ClWfyin dou thee w-r some clrewnatutees in which rcaxonable

affoits imv not required will sappon good psuctice mid maure child mafbty.

ivenf the dlwillying langap for reuwuble effoets we ure deiction of the

Phrase "whcn possible which frilowxs"reasonable efTmts should be made to pmse

md reunify families". -10 plA cin too easily be apphl In ass where reswoahle

aiforts should In maide.

Termination of Parat RkktW for Certain Chidrm in Foster Care

we suppmw the inten of his lanuag to sawn tha children do not languih in

foste cmr. but belive that sta should be reponsible to eatabish the specific %uwory

Imguap to acbicvc the cmm goal of timely p~mmnence for chidme.

Adoption Inceptive bjymtv

Wisconsin OPPOM W MMW I Mi Oviuio un heopolity to allocat ww resoties to

assure afety and p Go mn R for ou children.
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Fromotiom of Adopti of Children with Special Needs

-h- sipwtd lI's prv to. gizve saia ft abifny W CII[IMi IV-L or 01l

si need% child=e and receive additional benfits to wipand adopton %,Mvcci such as

leeruibnent ul, 1bmilies: Owd r~t-dOPtiOfl supports.

Adopt Across State mod County Jurisdictions

While Wisconsn supports Iho, provision for the study of lnatr-jiuriudlional

adoption issuvi we believe it Is premature mid inepproprimt to establish new srandads

prior to completiof cthb study. Any future proponmis on this rnatt should address

adoptions and no the tanporary placement of children in fin. ter cue. Current federui low

gives us the nigltful Wbigation to consider proximity to families for children in faster

care. 'Ile protqiun foe Children wA states ieffurded by t IntrstsW Compact oa the

Piammcnt of Children should nut bq.dwicfned by this bill.

Persma..u Phamnia Heorlow

WisaxWis law ixsxcwmisistut with tOw requirementl for a diapoetioal hewin rut

children placed in oput~ohm cm no latcr than 12 months after phaemui We do urge

deletion of the oveuWmauan fmo ut review of came every 6 MnhL Undcr current

federal law now cues ws uvwvlsd CVery 6 nmdw by either dhe cwt or an

airniatrtiC review pwul Th~s new proviiwm i h*upoms an immenme barden on the

cour system and thtu hum= sevkce sysen in turns of both time and cot. I'oc



Wisconsis thii. wmu~d dwzhic the woloed of ft coufl sran takc mote valuab tim"

-t= $"kOUWM 16 many of ww Wi currently training under heavy, complex

caseoads. The curren rcquirewcpw of either a cowrt or an administrative review pawl

r*vw every 6 months will bett achieve thc pernmunece outcome for the children we

saw

Cuoordination and Colhaboration of Substancee Abuse Treatment and
Child Protectlow Servkce

We arm aU awvir oft inkages between subsance abuse and chill abus and

neglct in this nation. Wisconsin supports collaboration ofrthe service systems to

prouce bettor outconm i fm iics in the child wlfare system. However. colhabortion

without apprupriat, timely troamnn service is not enough. My state is making a

Titie XIX waiver to ullow us to continue time limited Medical Axsistanc coveralc for

jnt wbosc chikfren must be placod in out-Wlw= e ' in order to assure their sefcty.

Continuation of Mfedical AsWuatmce slouws the parent, to receive the mntal health and

sutatoce abuse tresuuent they need in order for there chidren to safety return hone.

This is a sbout-tem investmwd dha will, in the long rnk sawe the Ibd&a and MUat

Covowm mone oitherwise VWor cWar on. Our proposal is one tha Congresn

ought to support so thatanwe have the prope tools to move chulre Wd thei femilies to

beUwr oulcoies.



Reaulhorzatiom aid Expansion of Family Preservation & Support
Servkn __ _ _ __ _

Wisconsin is extremely pleased with die support for and expansion of Family

Preservation and Support Services evidenced by this provision. 'ibe availability of time-

limited family rcunication services is an important component of a balanced public

policy for child welfare guals of uafety and permanenic.

Allocation of Administrative COMt of Determining Elibility for
Medicaid and TANY

Ockarly. the major problem ame in S. 1195 is the landing mechanism. My

Gove.rnoToiny Ibmpaun, the NGA and APWA in the pat have all expressed

significant oppositlim 1o language which would prohibit cost allocaison to propriato

programs ror TANF. Food Stamp nd Modicaid admnistratve services and require that

all of then services be abor'ed within the capped TANF grant. This will require that

new child welf= e rvices mandated by the federal government will bc fu~nded by st

dollars due to loss of claming allocatiuns iurtbermore at a time when two state

program s erving &amilles flood to be better inegrated, und various service agencie'm -

both govermnftal anid non-guvcrnmcnta.1 - we seekin to work together, this Vanding

mechartism will wacstc barriers of animosity and no-nmpeAion because onc program

will bo undcrwridn tk costs ofanotber. Ilurgoyou not o joprdizea ncded bill with

a funding mechanism w"ic will he viewed by the states as an unfunded mandate and

will have states rubbing Peter to pay Paul in a way tt will sever the necdcd

collaboration lor families who .rc on TANI-, Medicaid and Food Stamp&.

Wisconsin, along wilh many other states wants Congims to pass a strong bill Uta

supports say and pernn for our most vulnerable children. We stand ready to

pIerm with you to pu such a hill in this session.

Again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to comment on this promising

legislaio. I look forward to working with you to resolve thes important issues. I

would he happy to aw any questions.
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TESTIMONY OF _____

FAITH S. LONEY

Chairman Roth and Members of the Senate Finance Subcommittee good morning and thank you for the
opportunity to be here today. We fee an overwhelming tentse of appreciation towards Senator Chafee.
Senator Rockefeller. Representative Camp. Senator Levin. and all those who have worked so diligently to
bring H.R 867, S.511I and now SAl 195 to light. Mrs Tammy Patton and I come to you from the Detroit
Metropol itan area where our most important credential is that of parentifoster parent. We have been
foster parents for five years and in addition to our own birth children, have collectively fostered eighteen
boys and girls. I currently have three children placed in my home which is licensed for the care of up to
four. It is a privilege to speak on behalf of our past and present foster children, and all those who
languish in a system which purportedly protects them, but too often persecutes them as a result of loose
and misconstrued terminology.

I am pleased to support the majority of changes in statues that comprise the Promotion of Adoption,
Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected Act or Pass. For over a decade the policies covering
children's welfare has seemingly benefited everyone except the children by weighing parental rights
against best interests. I have never believed the current wording of -reasonable efforts was intended to be
interpreted as "at all cots.- yet everyday more children fall victim so false perceptions of this law.
Additional barriers include agencies with overburdened caseloads, lanquid attorney representation.
complacent attitudes by children's advocates, and lack of panoramic views when dealing with preservation
of parental rights. I would like so briefly share with you the history behind three different cases and how
the current system failed the children physically, emotionally, and mentally.

Case 1- 1993.1995
A grandmother was given custody of her grandchildren after the courts determined the mother was unfit
to care for her four young children (ages ItI months. 2 1/2, 3 1/2, 7). The mother had a seven year history
with protective services and the fathers were not involved. Five times during a two year period her these
children were shuffled amongst relatives including maternal and paternal grandmothers. The children
camne into care because the grandmother had simply given the mother back custody of her children within
two days. An agency initially placed the I I month old in a foster home care, the 7 year old in a different
foster home. and the 21/2 and 3 1/2 year old once again with the paternal grandmother. Two weeks later
the grandmother voluntarily turned the girls in and they were placed into care with their I I month old
brother.

For two years the children lived with the foster family as temporary court wards. At that juncture the
agency decided so file for permanency as mom was incarcerated for an extended time. No relative had
conmc forth to care for these children now ages 2 3/4, 412. 51/2. 9). At the hearing for permanent custody
the maternal grandmother was present and requested guardianship of the oldest and youngest child. The
father never having interacted or visited with the children and not present in court was given custody of
the girls whom actually returned to his mother. These children had histories of physical and sexual abuse
as the hands of the mother and the maternal grandmothers boyfriend. The oldest child had been the
primary caregiver prior to coming into care. The baby had been labeled failure to thrive, and all the
children suffered various degrees of emotional trauma. 'The Michigan State Ombudsman office notified
the foster parents that the Referee acted in good faith based upon -reasonable efforts for reunification."

Case 2- l996-present
An infant is left abandoned in the hospital at birth. He is positive for cocaine but shows no immediate
physical concerns. He is the eighth child born to his mother. none of whom she has raised. issues she has
faced include abandonment neglect, physical abuse, and poor social interaction. All children have been
adopted ou through foster care or raisei by relative placements. The infant has a brother one year older
than him whose adoption was final just days before his birth. The mother does not respond to court orders
for hearings and fzibs to respond for six months. At the permanent custody hearing the mother appears
and says she wants to plan forher chikL The child is now fifteen months old and has been atempoar
court ward all of his life. is mother still needs magnificent amounts Of success to be able to eflctively
care for herself and her child who is now considered medically fragile. "Reasonable efforts" could
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IIS4IY CMS this child's life A supervisor for the case said "we know that if we send him home he will
---- lak- tei avr i n.a is tAvysif.mus -

C&4 3 I-pre Msent

Fivo siblings are placed in care in separate homes. Governmental Agency support has valiantly tried but
failed in their attempts to rehabilitate both parents, and maintain the family. The children have suffeed
severe neglect, medical neglect, sexual and physical abuse. All the children were born positive for drugs.
Twta children are medically fragile, and ali but the infants have emotional problems. The mom is now
irmcocrated and dhe Dad suffers physical limitations because of his past lifestyle. The father has no
soitie of income, no place of his own to stay, and zworeliae resources. Due to the time the children
havi spent in care it is time to make some goals for permanency planning. The children spent two
weekends visiting with their father at his modulrs home. During both visits neighbors called protective
servloes for substantiated neglect and physical abuse. The plan for family reunification continues to be
pursued based on "reasonable effort for reunification."

Based on these three oae yu can see why I am most anxious to have some portion of this bill enacted. I
am particularly wicouraged by the decreased relevance of reunification over best interests, the removal of
geographic barriers and county jurisdictions as determ ining factors for placement, and state accountability
in the form of required documentation of effort for permanency. Every day that we wait on this
legislation coats children lover the United State a lifetime of unnecessary suffering. Unfortunately a
sigificant number of thes children have spent the entirety of their formative yams within the foster care
System.-

Mrs. Patton and I have been accused of being overzealous in our effort to assure children's rights are
maintained. Often our concerns are met with acrimony, and we have endured various degrees of slander.
However, we continue to be the voice for the inaudible cries of children we know are harmed by
institutionalized (emotional) abuse. We believe that all children have the right to grow up in a stable
environment, maintain their childhood innocence, and inherently havesa sense of security. If biological
families cannot provide these elements within a timely manner should children be forced to pay with
mental instability, low self-estee, no sense of belonging, and general apathy?

In Michigan the MARE book (Michigan Adoption Resource Exchange) is a recruiting tool to expose
children that are left waiting for permanent homes. Many had opportunities for previous adoptive
placements that fell through becae aft extensive periods parental rights had not been terminated. It is
offth utmost importance that clarification be given to the tarm reasonable efforts, Children's welfare
must be the primary consideration when enacting Child Welfare refor..

By removing 1;,.gaphicgl bo aris mome children will be available to parents like us who are willing to
poiea loving home to tlm children. My husband and I have been waiting for a year and a half for a

siaip of two to Am children ages eight and under. Our attempt- have been unsuccessful not because
children wre n" available, but because of inter-agency politics and hoarding of prospective parents.
Sharing of adoptive placement information for potential placements is very competitive especially
amongst private agencies. Enacting an accountability clause and requiring documentation of effirt on a
peridi basis will hopefully inspire agencies to manipulate matters to the child's advantage, and not
from a financial view. .

General Concers I have about S. 1195 include See. 104 Transiton Rule for current foster care children,
one ym appeal period after termination of parental rights, requirements for criminal background checks
for foster families and staff but not relatives, the financial burden of enacting these laws. private vs. state
agency enfoceent of the atL

Mr. Chairman it concens me deeply that none of the proposed changes affects children in foster cov

55-346 99-4
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rIt now. Wh die tranisitlon rule it wwul be more than a yea befor tie hundred of thousands of

chkf. in foster cae today could hope to have aome resolution in their lives. In the life of& child a yar
s~phemenal amount of Vas, In the life of an infon it issa liftiedo Between the ages of brt and

ebtw(twenty-one for bcor) children change radically emotionally and phys~ically about every six
ust Asisuaizs die chanes children undergo frmmone school yaw to the next. and remember we

are asking these children to remain stagnate for one-.two ..duee.. possibly more consecutive years fte
tv" fr ge Is long overdue. Our children, my children canunot ene additional years of

Ci~imnal ackgoun dcs need to be a prerequisite for anyone wanting toewe for chidren. Currently

tmuthave a source of income. suitable hone, adequate daycare and clean aimbWa reod
= Mdr vsare not required to have any of the arentoe.Suitable bousing for dem can

' residence with a relative in aonebedroom aparunet without beds for fte children to occupy. Crime.
offenses against mankind cannot continue to be overlooked because of blood ties.

11s il is a maior undertaking and many of ou prominent figures are already saying it is an
dable task. If pordions or this bill in its entirety is enacted measures must be taken to ensure that

th idelines are adhered to. The children in today's syane require diat we all take accountability
f dour parts to ensure than promising fimtures ank you for die time to xrs my myself here.



Opening Statement on S. 1195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety,

and Support for the Abused and Neglected Children (PASS) Act

October 8, 1997

I thank the Chairman for convening this hearing on legislation designed to

achieve two goals we all share - ensuring the safety of children in the child

welfare system, and finding permanent homes for as many children in foster

care as possible.

These children, victims of abuse and neglect, are among the most

vulnerable in our society. We are all familiar with the sad stories, like that of

six-year old Elisa Izquierdo of Brooklyn, who was beaten to death by her drug-

addicted mother in 1995. 1 am sure our colleagues know of similar cases from

their own states. We owe it to these children to do our best on their behalf.

And I am encouraged that a group of our colleagues has set out to work together

- on a bipartisan basis - to develop this legislation, of which I am a cosponsor.

In the 1980's I was involved with the creation of the independent Living

program, which helps teenagers who "age out" of the foster care system adapt to

living on their own. A study of the children in the program found that 58

percent experienced at least three living arrangements and that, unsurprisingly,

38 percent had been diagnosed as emotionally disturbed. We need to do better

by tficse children, to help them have safer, more stable childhoods.

I thank those responsible for this bill for their hard work and look forward

to hearing from our witnesses. I hope the Senate will act on this important

legislation before we adjourn in November.



Statement of Senator John D. Rockefeller
United States Senate Coeflmlttee on Finance

Hearing- on the Promotion of Adoption Safety and Support (PASS) Act
Wednesday, October 8, 1997

Mr. Chairman: Everyone here today share the ftzndamemtal belief that we cannot allow any
child to slip through the cracks. This is especially true for our most vulnerable children - kids
who, because of circumstances beyond their control, ind themselves in the foster care system.
We all wish that every child could be raised a part of a safe and loving family. Congress can
help achieve this goal in some ways, but we also have to ask every parent, every family, and
every community to do their pant in maoln this country a safe and healthy place for children
to grow.

The concerns about abused and neglected children - especially about the barriers that stand in
the way of adoption - have brought together an extraordinary coalition of Senators. This
consensus group has come together to address these issues in practical ways. The result of the
this process of strong bipartisan compromise is the Promotion of Adoption Saft and Support
for Abused and Neglected Cildren (PASS) Act, the vital first step in makin sure that the
needs of these children are addressed. I am very pleased to have been a part of this effort. -

Before I address the strengths of this bill, I would, like to thank my colleague Larry Craig, who
has taken cLhe lead in building an informed consensus around this issue. He has proved that
compromise can yield good politics and good policy. I would also like to share-my sincere
thanks with my friend, John Chafe, whose strong leadershi has been so enormously vital to
our bipartisan efforts. Finally, I owe special appreciation to, my colleagues who are
cosponsoring this bill: Jim Jeffords, Mike DeWine, Dan COatN, Kit Bond, MaO Landrieu.
Carl Levin, Bob KaMre, Bryan Dorgan. and Daniel Patrick Moynihan. They have all worked
extremely hard to offer concrete and practical solutions to the problems facing abuased and
negeced children

For the first time, PASS wl insist that a child's health, safety and redl opportunty to find a
loving, adoptive home are the paramount concerns when any decision is made about a child in
the foster care system We are talkin about children insa system which, from the outset, was
never intended to provide a permanet home. This point was emphasized in President

Clinon' 00which detailed the pernunency limitations of the current
abuse and ngetsiemand urgd that adoption be used as the key tool to move foster
children in zmra stable and loving homes. That report eloqumy captre th tragic reality
that, for too long, our child welfare laws haveI allowed abused and neglected children to
wander aimlessly tough te foste care systm - no longe welcomed by their biological
families but unable to be adopted into new and loving homes. One social worker called these
chikdks a tm orphams of fth living - also ft tide of a recent book on America's foster care
system. Alhugh I find this an en ously disturbing description, it poignamly sugests that
it Is tin.0 s0 sh" the focus of the foster care system from mlqga limbo' and reunification at any
cost twnide permnny and adopdoo



Counlse oF~a~e HarngonPASS

As cyrhMive package based on bipartisn consenus, PASS will accelerat and improve
the Poesp e to these concerns. p ame safe adoptions, awl restr safety and permaneny to
the ives of abused and neglected childre. The main objective of this bill is to move abuse

ad neglected. children iin adoptive homes or other Permanent siatios and to do so mr
quickly and more- safl than ever before. Right now, many fosser care chide aue forced. to
wal, year before being adapted. Some lose their chance for adoption altoether. Every year,

&-t~ads ofM American chllkrea become adolw In the tosser care system.

WhIle PASS presrve the M&UirNa to resn*f 60llies Where a~ppiat, it does not
require statw to use reasocable efforts so ram*f families thet have been irreparably broken
by -aandomIsem torture, physical Abuse, sexual abuse, mUrder, mnagiN r.- anl sexual

asal.This Measure Is common sense. In reality. however, many cbildre are returned to
unsage homes because the Oreasoomble effMts standard, has been interpreted as reunification at
any COIL

PASS is a bold and innvative adoption bill that uses progrmain awl going to break down the
legal, financial, and geographic barriers to adoption. PASS specifically encourages adoptions
by rwrlgStane with bouses for facilittn the adoptions of all children - especially
those with special needs. Without the spport and Rmulig provided in this bill, thase special
needs children the most vulnerable: group of an already fagil population, will not be
ado~~red. This is co because there are not loving families willing to take them in. It is
because the average adoptive family - mid&l class parents who already have children - are
simply not able to make the change necessary to accommateascllnescid
Expanding thei home, maki no for more than one sibling. or providing medical care or
psychological therapy can mean financial ruin. PASS makems sure these willing families will
havoc a base of suppot.

PASS also cuts by-one-third the tim that an abused and neglected child must wait to be placed
wit an adoptiv family. In rcsqme to a candId and focused look at today's foster care
systm, the bill als sek to ream children from the limbo of the current system by requiring
states to tae the necessary lega steps to free children for adoptio PASS also prevents the
forther abuse of children in do foster care systm by requiring criminal records checks for all
fosm er a.doptve p;er-m-. PASS seeks to help the individual child but, equally importantly,
fix hesysmm

is~bil presents us with t unique opportuity to make rel change in a system that
depeatl needs reform With ton bipartisan support and cooperation from the many child
advocacy organWzaion child welfare workers, foste and adoptive parents, and state agemies,
we cmn enac this Important legislation this yea. With this realistic goal in mind, I want to
than l my colleagues and the witnesses who have come here this morning to focus on these
vita issue and urge their support of this bill.
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The American Academy of Pediatrics (the Academy) is an organization of 53,000
primary care pediatricians, pediatric medical subspecialists, and pediatric surgical
subspecialists dedicated to the attainment of optimal physical, mental, and social health
for all infants, children, adolescents and young adults.

Foster care and adoption are among the issues addressed by the Academy's national
Committee on Early C"hildhood, Adoption, and Dependent Care, which is composed of
pediatricians with particular expertise in these issues. The Academy also has a national
Committee on Child Abuse and Neglect, whose members have relevant expertise, The
following comments were developed with the assistance of both of these committees.

We would like to applaud the efforts of the sponsors of S. 1195 to create legislation to
address the serious needs of children who are under state protection. We are pleased that
one of the main features of the bill is to clarify that the child's health and safety must be
of paramount importance in all decisions regarding the child's placement, including the
development and implementation of case plans and case plan reviews. The bill also
includes important provisions that will help to ensure the safety of a child who is placed
out of the home (e.g., criminal background checks and standards for providers of out-of-
home care).

In addition, we applaud the very significant step the bill takes to promote the adoption of
children with special needs by "de-linking" eligibility -for adoption assistance from the
circumstances of the biological family, thereby making Medicaid and adoption assistance
payments available to all adopted children with special needs. We also commend the bill
sponsors for reauthorizing the Family Support and Preservation Act, since the monies
available to states under that law can be used to prevent child abuse and neglect by
providing services to support families.

We -are also pleased that S. 1195 addresses some of the issues on which we commented
with respect to S. 511. In particular, we appreciate the inclusion of the provisions:
(1) requiring that foster parents and relative caretakers be given notice of, and an
opportunity to be heard in, any review or hearing with respect to the children in their care
(§ 105); (2) permitting states to use adoption incentive payments for post-adoption
services (§201); (3) authorizing the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to provide assistance to states and localities to encourage expedited adoptive and
pre-adoptive placement for children under one year of age (§203); and (4) permitting
foster care payments to be madefor children whose parents need treatment in residential
facilities, and the inclusion of "post-partum depression" in the list of parental conditions
that justify such payments (§306(c)).

Nevertheless, we have some concerns about S. 1195. In general, we are concerned that
the bill's provisions will, appropriately, generate greater caseloads for state agencies and
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courts. but that there may not be sufficient resources for agencies and courts to execute
the law's requirements skillfully and effectively.

More timely decisions about permanent placement will require that families receive
reunification services (if determined to be appropriate) in a more timely fashion than tl-ey
do in the present. If such services are not provided, then the bill's time-lines could
prompt states to seek terminations of parental rights (TPR) witout giving families a
decent r"hance to solve their problems. Agencies faced with resource limitations also
could be prompted to funnel resources away from investigations of reported abuse or
neglect, leading to additional child injuries or deaths. Therefore, we suggest that the
legislation provide additional resources to states (as did the original Senate bill, S. 511) in
order to carry ouc the activities necessary to achieve more timely placements of children
into appropriate permanent living situations.

In the courts, the additional caseload (from more TPR petitions, and from more frequent
hearings) could affect both the quality of decisions rendered and the efficiency of the
court system. To ensure appropriate judgments about the welfare of children, it is
imperative that all judges be educated about children's developmental and emotional
needs; an increased caseload is likely to necessitate additional training. In addition, the
goals of the legislation will be undermined if state courts are not assisted in operating as
efficiently as possible. Court delays apd continuances are responsible for many of the
current delays in placing children into permanent homes. These delays will not be
rectified (and may be exacerbated) by the provisions of the bill as drafted. For these
reasons, we suggest additional funding for training judicial personnel and improving state
family court administration.

We also note that the bill requires modifications in agency and judicial processes based
on the assumption that these changes will result in better outcomes for children. As
discussed in more detail below, we think it is important to establish sufficient monitoring
of both processes and outcomes to ensure that children actually benefit from the
mandated changes.

Additional concerns and suggestions for addressing them are enumerated below.

Section 101 - Cla2riflcation of Reasonable Efforts Reguirement. We strongly support
the clarification that the child's health and safety must be of paramount concern in
determinations of "reasonable efforts" to reunify families. We suggest several
amendments to the provision, however.
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Suggested changes:

(1) Delete the phrase "when possible" in amended section 471(aWO SXB) of the Social
Security Act. This phrase suggests that a state could forgo reasonable efforts for
reasons *other than those related to the child's best interests, such as limitations on
resources.

(2) Chaige the word -'parent" to "child" in -. nended section 471(a)(l5)(C), in order to
reflect that family reunification efforts are made on behalf of the child, not the
parent(s).

SCtion 103(a)- Stale Child Death Review Teaims. While we heartily support the
requirement that states maintain child death review teams (CDRTs), we are concerned
about a very significant change that was made from a similar provision in the original
Senate bill (S. 511). That bill mandated that child death review teams investigate any
child deaths in which: there was a prior report of child abuse or neglect or there was a
reason to suspect that the child death was related to child abuse or neglect; the child who
died was a ward of the state or was otherwise known to the child welfare agency; the
child death was a suicide; or the cause of the child death was otherwise unexplained or
unexpected.

In contrast, the child death review teams established under S. 1195 are not required to
investigate suicides or "unexplained"~ or "unexpected" deaths. As a result, a number of
abuse or neglect related deaths could go unrecognized, and deaths from other causes also
might be misidentified.

The Academy has long-promoted the establishment of CDRTs, which facilitate detection
of child abuse or neglect, familial genetic diseases, public health threats, product safety
hazards, and inadequate medical care. In addition, child death reviews aid in the
understanding of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). The Academy's policy
statement on this topic makes the following recommendations (among others):

"(1) Pediatricians should advocate proper death certification for children, recognizing that
such certification is not possible in sudden, unexpected deaths in the absence of
comprehensive death investigation, including autopsy.

(2) Pediatricians and AAP chapters should support state legislation that requires autopsies of
all deaths of children younger than 6 years-that result from trauma; that are unexpected,
including SIDS; and that are suspicious. obscure, or otherwise unexplained. It should never
be assumed that the death of a child with a chronic impairment occurred as a result of that
impairment."
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Suggested changes:

(I ) Add back the provision from S. 511 requiring child death investigations in cases of
suicide (at least pre-adolescent suicide). unexplained and unexpected child deaths,
arnd specify that unexpected deaths include suspected SIDS deaths. (Please see
attached AAP model state law for a definition of "unexpected death.'),

(2) Add to the end of section (c)(1). following the word "including" the phrase "but not
limited to." in order to clarify that the state child death review teams are not
precluded from reviewing more cases than those specified in the federal law.

(3) Require that child death reviews include an autopsy, as it is otherwise impossible to
establish accurately the cause of death. particularly in distinguishing SIDS from
certain other medical causes of death. (Please see attached AAP model state law for a
definition of "death investigation" and attached policy statements on "Investigation
and Review of Unexpected Infant and Child Deaths" (1993), and "Distinguishing
SIDS from Child Abuse Fatalities" (1994)).

(4) Require that review teams include pediatricians with expertise in "SIDS, diagnosis of
child abuse and neglect, and pediatric pathology"'. (Please see AAP model state law
for suggested composition of child death investigation team.)

Require states to provide data to the Federal Child Death Review Team, as appropriate.
(See below.)

Sectfion 103(h) - Federal Chid Death Review Team. If the Federal child death review
team is expected to make recommendations to Congress, agencies, states and localities on
policy and procedures related to child abuse and neglect, then it must have data and
recommendations from the states. Moreover. aggregate data may help to identify trends
in child fatalities that are not apparent at the state level (e.g.. environmental problems,
hazardous products).

Suggested changes:

(1) Add language that would require the Federal review team to review and analyze (or
refer to other appropriate agencies for analysis) the relevant aggregate data and
recommendations from State child death review teams, and from regional or local
child death review teams, in order to identify and track national trends in child
fatalities and to identify effective strategies for investigations and interventions that
will help to prevent additional fatalities from child abuse and neglect (or other causes
identified as a-result of data gathered in investigations).

(2) Clarify that the review of deaths by the federal death review team on military
installations and other Federal lands, and on Indian reservations, is not intended to
limit the activities of state teams to review such deaths.
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Section 104 - Termination of Parentskl Fights. The bill would require states to file
petitions for termination of parental rights in any case where a child has been in foster
care for 12 of the most recent 18 months or for 24 months in his or her lifetime, unless a
state court or state agency has documented a compelling reason that filing such a petition
would not be in the best interests of the child.

In general, we do not like the idea of setting arbitrary time-lines for determining when it
is appropriate to seek termination of parental rights. Yet, we are also very concerned
about the aiamage done to children under the current system, where they suffer multiple
foster care placements and lengthy periods of time without relationships that they know
are permanent and secure.

Therefore, we urge the federal government to do all it can to ensure that states are
appropriately filing TPR petitions; that is. that they seek TPR based on the child's age,
attachments to family, and chances for adoption rather than arbitrary deadlines. Time is
perceived totally differently by a child (even an older child) than an adult. What adults
might consider an insignificant period both feels longer to children (since it is a relatively
greater percentage of their lives) and is more critical in terms of their development.

In our view, infants and very young children should be placed in permanent homes as
expeditiously as possible. Therefore, it is important to guard against time-lines in the law
becoming the defacto minimum in all cases.

Recent early brain research supports what pediatricians have long understood -- that there
are certain "windows of opportunity" during the first three to four years of life in which
to optimize the child's development of essential attachments, social skills, and learning
capacity. Warm and responsive caregiving is important to the development process.
Thus, permanency for infants and very young children is especially important.
(Therefore, we support frequent case reviews; for infants, they should be conducted even
more often than every six months.)

On the other hand, older children are further along in development and are likely to have
more substantial attachments to their families of origin. Moreover, they are less likely to
be adopted than young children, so TPR could render them legal orphans. Therefore,
initiating a termination of parental rights is much more significant for older children and
should be undertaken judiciously.

Suggested changes:

(1) It i's impossible to know whether the bill's time-lines for TPR and frequency of case
reviews (Section 302) will result in the desired outcomes for children. Therefore, we
urge that S. 1195 be amended to require that Congress revisit this issue in several
years (i e., through a sunset).
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(2) Require the Secretary of HHS to submit relevant recommendations to Congress based
on the data reported by the states and, if possible, hold public hearings around the
country to assess whether the time-lines, and other provisions of the law, are
achieving their intended results. (Also see comments on Section 206).

(3) We suggest that "or State agency" be deleted in amended section 475(5)(E)(ii), to
ensure that agency decisions not to seek TPR are reviewed by the courts.

(4) We urge that additional funding be allocated to states to help them meet the new
demands imposed by this legislation. Otherwise, we suggest that some
accommodation for limited resources be made in the legislation. One possibility
would be to require each state to submit a plan for how to balance the trade-offs
between devoting resources to TPR actions and adoption efforts and providing the
services needed to support and preserve families and to prevent neglect and abuse.
Such State plans should be documented by data about the number of children in
particular situations (e.g., length of time in foster care, ages, whether free for
adoption, etc).

Section 108 - State Standards for Out-of-Home Care. We strongly support the
establishment and complete implementation of standards for out-of-home care. In fact,
the AAP worked closely with the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA) in 1987 to
develop such standards, which are not adhered to in most jurisdictions in the country. We
believe that it is important that states be directed to use standards developed by a
standard-setting or accrediting organization such as CWLA to ensure the adequacy of the
standards and to promote greater uniformity. We also believe that institutional settings
and public agencies should be subject to appropriate standards.

Suggested changes.-

(1) Change "guidelines" to "standards";
(2) Insert "standard-setting or accrediting" after "national";
(3) Require that standards apply to all out-of-home care, not just foster care;
(4) Add "public" to agencies which must comply with standards.

Section 204 - Adoptions Across State and County Jurisdictions. It would be
inappropriate to place children in foster care at any significant distance from their homes
of origin, absent a concern for the safety of the child. Therefore, we suggest that the
references to foster care in this section be deleted.

Section 206 - Annual Report on State Performance. We applaud the concept of a
report on state performance and, particularly, the development of outcome measures.
Simply measuring the number of children moved from foster care into adoption, and
similar numerical assessments does not go far enough, however. Th1e whole purpose of
this legislation is to ensure better lives for children. Therefore, the outcome measures
should include information about the welfare of the children in the child protection
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System. Since t would be difficult to report on the health and well-being outcomes for
each individual child, some of these measures must be process-oriented. We recommend.
however, that a sample of individual cases be analyzed to help determine whether the
establised standards and processes actually improve child well-being.

Sunesid changes:

(1) To ensure that appropriate outcome measures on children's well-being are developed.
require the Secretary to consult with appropriate experts, including health care
professionals with expertise in child development and mental health.

(2) Require that all categories of data be supplied by age, with narrower age-ranges
reported for younger children (e.g., 0- 12 months, 1-2, 3-5, 6-10, etc.). This is
important because younger children should be placed more swiftly than older
children, for the reasons discussed above.

(3) Add to the categories to be measured-. (a) the number of child abuse/negilct"related
deaths of children who are not removed from their homes of origin after an initial
report of child abuse or neglect has been lodged; (b) the number of child
abuse/neglect-related deaths of children placed in adoptive homes; (c) data on the
extent to which the children in foster care and other out-of-home placements receive
appropriate initial assessments of physical and mental health, developmental
screenings, periodic health evaluations, and appropriate follow-up treatment
(including immunizations, psychological counseling).

(4) Require that states conduct an in-depth review of a sample of representative cases so
that the effectiveness of the system in helping children can be better evaluated.
Require the Secretary (in consultation with the same experts referenced in item I and
state welfare representatives) to develop sampling and monitoring techniques for
standardized use by all states.

(5) To help ensure that the federal law is meeting its intended goals, require the Secretary
of HHS to submit recommendations to Congress based on the data reported by the
states and, if possible, hold public hearings around the country to assess whether the
time-lines and other provisions of the law are achieving their intended results.

SeCtioin 302 - Permanency Planning Hearingm. We support the bill's provisions
requiring an earlier permanency planning hearing than under current law (at 12 months
instead of 18 months after placement) and more frequent judicial review of cases (every
six months instead of every 12). We would like to see even earlier permanency planning
hearings and more frequent reviews for the youngest children. (Please see our comments
under section 106.)

Sectipn 303 - IKinsh~p Care. We strongly support a study on kinship care, but offer the
following amendments:
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(1) add "relative caregivers" to the membership of the advisory board.
(2) mandate that the state also document the relationship of caregiver and child.

Seeton 306 - Coordiation 2nd Collaboration of Sootnc Abuse Treatment and
Chil Proecton Sal= Again, we support the goals of this provision, but suggest

the following modifications:

Suggested changes:

(1) Amend the language to require reports on how the needs are being addressed for all
children in families where there are substance abuse problems, not just drug-exposed
infants;

(2) Clarify that states may add their own funds for foster care payments for children
residing in treatment facilities with their parents.

Section 307 - Reauthorization sand EXparmion of Family Pexseryation and Suppor
Seiryhie. We strongly support the reauthorization and expansion of this program, since
one of its purposes is to prevent child abuse and neglect. As discussed above, however,
we- think that the quality and efficiency of state courts is critical to ensuring that children
are appropriately placed in permanent living situations. Since S. 1195 would increase
burdens on state court systems, it is especially important that funds be provided for court
improvement. This would permit states to implement the necessary changes identified in
the assessments they conducted under the State Court Assessment Program.

Suggested change:

Provide for a set-aside for state court improvement grants within the Family
Preservation and Support program.

Section 401 - Preservation of Reasnablep Parenting. This provision states:

"Noting in fti Act is intnded to disrupt the family unnecessarily or to intnzde
inappropriately into family life, to prohibit the use of reasonable methods of parental
discipline, or to prescribe a particular method of parenting."

We are concerned that this provision - particularly the reference to "reasonable methods
of parental discipline" - may be used to challenge actions of state agencies taken to
protect children from child abuse or neglect. To ensure that state agencies are not
inhibited in their protection of children -- when warranted under the state's child abuse
and neglect laws - we recommend deletion of all the material that follows "family life."
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Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on this very important legislation.
The American Academy of Pediatrics looks forward to working with the Committee in
the future to make additional improvements in systems designed to protect abused and
neglected children.

Attachments:

0 AAP policy statement: "Investigation and Review of Unexpected Infant and Child Deaths" (1993)
* AAP policy statement: -Distinguishing SIDS From Child Abuse Fatalities" (1994)
* AAP model law: "Child Death Investigation Act" (1993)
0 AAP policy statement: "Developmental Issues in Foster Care for Children" (1993)
0 AAP policy statement: "Healt Came of Children in Foster Cae" (199)
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A significant proportion of infant and child deaths are preventable. Of the 55 861 deaths of children
aged 14 and younger in the United States in 1989, more than three fourths occurred in children under the
age of 2 years. [I) Approximately one third of the latter were unexpected, including those due to sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) or trauma, or deaths that were otherwise unexplained. Child abuse deaths
occur in greatest numbers among infants, followed by those in toddlers and preschool children. [2]
Children younger than 6 years of age are most vulnerable to abuse because of their small size.
incomplete verbal skills, and often limited contact with adults other than their primary caretakers. [3]

With few exceptions, throughout the United States there is no uniform system for the investigation
of infant and child deaths. Many jurisdictions lack appropriately trained pathologists, interagency
collaboration that would facilitate sharing of information about the family, and a surveillance system to
evaluate data regarding infant deaths. As a result, progress in the understanding of SIDS is inhibited.
cases of child abuse and neglect may be missed, familial genetic diseases go undiagnosed, public health
threats may be unrecognized, and inadequate medical care may be undetected. Lack of adequate infant
and child death investigation is an impediment to preventing illness, injury, and death of other children
at risk.

Adequate death investigation requires the participation of numerous individuals including medical
examiner/coroner, public health officials, the patient's physician, the pathologist, and personnel from
agencies involved with child welfare and social services and law enforcement. Collaboration between
agencies enhances the ability to determine accurately the cause and circumstances of death. Information
about the death of one child may lead to preventive strategies to protect the life of another.

ADEQUATE DEATH INVESTIGATION

An adequate death investigation includes a complete autopsy, investigation of the circumstances of
death, review of the child's medical and family history, and review of information from relevant
agencies and health care providers. A complete autopsy consists of an external and internal examination
of the body, microscopic examination, and toxicologic, microbiologic, and other appropriate studies.
When possible, the autopsy should be performed by a forensic and/or pediatric pathologist, using a
standard infant and child death autopsy protocol. [4] Investigation of the circumstances of death should
include a scene investigation and interview with caretakers and responders by trained death investigators
who are sensitive to issues of family grief. By current national standards, the diagnosis of SIDS cannot
be made without a complete autopsy with appropriate ancillary studies and scene investigation. (5]

Interagency cooperation and review of all relevant records are necessary parts of a death
investigation. Relevant records include, but are not limited to, all medical records including those from
birth on, social services reports including those from Children's Protective Services, emergency and
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paramnedic records, and law enforcement reports.

INFANT AND CHILD DEATH REVIEW

Thorough retrospective review of child deaths is one approach to ensure quality in death
investigation. A centralized data base could aid in the proper functioning of infant and child death
review and would allow for the identification of preventable deaths. Several models have been
established and are operational at both state and local levels. (6] The American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP) also has developed a model bill on child death investigation. Infant and child death review

reursthe participaino ayaece.A prpitl osiue hl et review team should
evlaethe death inetgto rcsreaiedfiuto otoesa aeand monitor death

statistics and certificates. Beeiso uhdahrve nld 1 ult suace of death
investigation at local levl,()ietfctoofbrirtodahnesgton(3 enhanced interagency
cooperation, (4) improvealoainoliiereore,()nhcdawees and education on the
management and preventinoinatadciddah(6betrpdmolgcaa on the causes of
death, and (7) improved accuracy of death certificates.

RECOMMNDATIONS

Recommendations regarding child death investigation are as follows:

1. Pediatricians should advocate proper death certification for children, recognizing that such
certification is not possible in sudden, unexpected deaths in the absence of comprehensive death
investigation including autopsy.
2. Pediatricians and A.AP chapters should support state legislation that requires autopsies of all deaths of
children younger than 6 years that result from trauma; that are unexpected, including SIDS; and that are
suspicious, obscure, or otherwise unexplained. It should never be assumed that the death of a child with
a chronic impairment occurred as a result of that impairment.
3. Pediatricians and AAP chapters should support state legislation and other efforts that establish
comprehensive child death investigate on and review systems at the local and state levels.
4. Pediatricians should be involved in the training of death scene investigators so that appropriate
knowledge of issues such as SIDS, child abuse, child development, and pediatric disease is used in the
determination of cause of death.
5. Pediatricians should accept the responsibility to be involved with the death review process.
6. T'he AAP supports public policy initiatives directed at preventing childhood deaths, based on
information acquired both locally and at the state level from adequate death investigations, accurate
death certifications, and systematic death reviews.
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Distinguishing Sudden Infant Death Syndrome From Child
Abuse Fatalities (RE9421)
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Committee on Child Abuse and Neglect

Public and professional awareness of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) has increased in the 28
years since the establishment of the National Sudden Infant Death Foundation, now called the National
SIDS Alliance.[4lJ Similarly, awareness of child abuse has increased in the 30 years since the publication
of the first article on the battered child.42] In the majority of cases, when an infant younger than 1 year
dies suddenly and unexpectedly, the cause is SIDS. Sudden infant death syndrome is far more common
than infanticide. In a few difficult cases, legitimate investigations for possible child abuse have resulted
in an insensitive approach to grieving parents or caretakers. This statement provides professionals with
information and guidelines to avoid distressing or stigmatizing families of SIDS victims while allowing
accumulation of appropriate evidence in the uncommon case of death by infanticide.

INCIDENCE AND EPIDEMIOLOGY

Sudden infant death syndrome, also called crib or cot death, is "the sudden death of an infant under
I year of age which remains unexplained after a thorough case investigation, including performance of a
complete autopsy, examination of the death scene, and a review of the clinical history." [3] Sudden infant
death is the most common cause of death between I and 12 months of age. Eighty percent of cases occur
before age 5 months, with a peak incidence between 2 and 4 months of age. Sudden infant death
syndrome occurs in 1.5 to 2 per 1000 live births, resulting in 6000 to 7000 infant deaths each year in the
United States.(41 While rates of infant mortality from other causes have declined over the past decade in
the United States, the incidence of SIDS has not changed appreciably.

Death due to SIDS is much more common than death due to recognized child abuse. It is
uncommon for death due to child abuse to be confused with SIDS, Although precise data are lacking,
authors of a recent article estimate that less than 5% of apparent SIDS deaths are actually due to
abuse.[5] In one recent study 170 infants dying suddenly and unexpectedly were given full postmortem
evaluations including autopsy, full-body radiographs, and viral and bacterial cultures. Of the 170 deaths.
101 (59.4%) were classified as SIDS and 61 (35-90/6) were attributed to natural causes other than SIDS.
Six infants (3.5%) died as a result of abuse or neglect, and two other infants (1.2%) died under
questionable circumstances. 46] To comfort a family whose infant has died unexpectedly, in the absence
of evidence of injury, an immediate diagnosis of "probable SIDS" can be given. This diagnosis conveys
to the family that they could not have prevented their infant's death, and is correct about 95% to 98% of
the time.

ETIOLOGY

Despite nearly 3 decades of intensive study, the etiology of SIDS is unknown. There is no
diagnostic test for SIDS. Recent research has focused on such diverse causes as sleep apnea, arousal



mechanisms. sleep-state organization. cardiac arrhythmias thennoregulation abnormalities, occult viral
infection, infant medications. steeping position, allergy, metabolic disease, chronic hypoxia, and
autonomic inistability.[4.7-lOJ In the past, many causes of SIDS have been postulated and have either
remained unconfirmed or have been disproved.

Risk factors associated with a higher incidence of SIDS include the following[4,SJ

* low socioeconomic status;
0 an unmarried mother,
0 maternal age younger than 20 years at first pregnancy or younger than 25 years during subsequent
pregnancies;
*maternal smoking during pregnancy;

* illicit drug use during pregnancy;
inadequate prenatal care;
* an interval of less than 12 months since the preceding pregnancy;

* lo bthight;
* low APGAR scores;
* prone sleeping position.[9J

Unfortunately, many factors associated with a higher risk of sudden infant death are also associated
with an increased risk of child abuse and other causes of infant mortality.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION

The typical presentation in SIDS is the sudden unexpected death of a seemingly healthy infant.
SIDS deaths are more common during winter months. The infant may have been suffering from a mild
upper respiratory or gastrointestinal infection, and fed before taking a nap or sleeping at night. After
some hours unobserved, the infant is found dead. Death is silent and occurs during apparent sleep. A
review of the medical history, scene investigation, radiographs, and autopsy are unrevealing.

PATHOLOGY

Pathologists establish the diagnosis of SIDS by exclusion when they are unable to identify other
specific causes for a child's death.(l IlI The pathologic feature considered characteristic, but not
pathognomonic, of SIDS is intrathoracic petechiae.[8]

The autopsy finding of intrathoracic petechiae (on the thymus, heart, lungs, parietal pleura,
pericardium, and diaphragmatic pleura) is suggestive, but not diagnostic, of SIDS. Research on animals
indicates that intrathoracic petechiae can be caused by induced airway obstruction or by oxygen deficit
in inspired air without obstruction. Petechiae are more common after repeated tracheal occlusion and
vigorous efforts to breathe. In humans, petechiae are seen following suffocation and more commonly in
suffocated neonates than suffocated adults. Intrathoracic petechiae are found in known cases of infant
suffocation, carbon monoxide asphyxia. and drowning, but seem to be more common in SIDS.( 12]

THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTOPSY, SCENE INVESTIGATION, AND CASE REVIEW

Without a complete autopsy, a careful scene investigation, and a review of the medical history a
diagnosis of SIDS cannot be made. Without these measures, progress in the understanding of SIDS is
inhibited, cases of child abuse and neglect may be missed, familial genetic diseases may go
unrecognized, public health threats may be overlooked, inadequate medical care may go undetected, and
product safet isewllntbidntified. Through thorough investigation of apparent SIDS deaths, the

potenta harsoprdcsiluing defective infant furniture, water beds, and bean bag mattresses
hve ben idniidadrmde.13.141

A death should be ruled as due to SIDS wheh:

*a complete autos is done, including cranium and cranial contents, and autopsy findings are
compatible with SIDS;
* there is no gross or microscopic evidence of head trauma, intracranial injury, cerebra! edema, cervical
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cord injury, retinal hemorrhage. or mechanical asphyxia.
* there is no evidence of trauma on skeletal survety:j151
*other causes of death are adequately ruled out. including meningitis, sepsis. aspiration. pneumonia.

myocarditis. abdominal trauma. dehydration. fluid and electrolyte imbalance, significant congenital
lesions. inborn metabolic disorders. carbon monoxide asphyxia. drowning, or burns; and
*there is no evidence of current alcohol. drug. or toxic exposure.

A group of experts assembled by the National Institutes of Health has stated that infant deaths
"without postmortem examination should not be diagnosed as SIDS. Cases that are autopsied and
carefully investigated but which remain unresolved may be designated as undetermined. unexplained, or
the like."(3J

There is a small subset of infants who die unexpectedly, whose deaths are attributed to SIDS. but
who may have been smothered or poisoned. Autopsy cannot distinguish death by SIDS from death by
suffocation.(8, I1] A study of infants suffiocated by their parents indicates that certain features should
raise the possibility of suffocation. These include previous episodes of apnea in the presence of the same
persn. previous unexplained medical disorders such as seizures, age at death older than 6 months, and
previous unexpected or unex~Iained deaths of one or more siblings or the previous death of infants under
the care of the same, unrelated person.[(16)

If appropriate toxicological tests are not done, the few deaths due to accidental or deliberate.
poisoning will be missed.(6.1 11 Two recent studies indicate that occult cocaine exposure is widespread
and potentially lethal. One reviewer found that 17 (40%) of 43 infants who died before 2 days of age
without an obvious cause of death at autopsy had toxicologic evidence of cocaine exposure. 417] A
second review of 600 infant deaths revealed evidence of cocaine exposure in 16 infants (2.7%) younger
than 8 months who died suddenly and unexpectedly. 4181 The relationship between cocaine exposure and
infant death found in these studies is not clear.

MANAGEMENT

The appropriate professional response to any child death is compassionate, empathic. supportive,
and nonaccusatory. At the same time it is vital to discover the cause of death if possible. Unless there is
a history of significant antecedent illness or there are obvious injuries. the parents can be told that death
appears to be due to SIDS. but that only with a thorough scene investigation, postmortem examination.
and review of records can other causes be excluded. It can be explained to the parents that these
procedures will enable them and their physician to understand why their infant died and how other
children in the family. including children born later, might be affected.

The family is entitled to an opportunity to see and hold the infant once death has been pronounced.
A protocol may help in planning how and when to address the many issues that require attention.
including baptism. grief counseling, funeral arrangements and religious support. cessation of
breast-feeding, reactions of surviving siblings.[ 19.20J and the risk of SIDS in subsequent siblings. All
parents should be provided with information about SI DSI2I1I and the telephone number of the local
SIDS suppotgop

The majlortyof sudden infant deaths occur at home. Parents are shocked, bewildered, distressed.
and often feel responsible. Parents innocent of blame in their child's death feel guilty nonetheless,
imagining ways in which they might have contributed to or prevented the tragedy 41 1,19) When it is
appropriate, parents should be reassured that neither they nor a physician could have prevented their
infant's death. Inadvertent comments as well as necessary questioning by medical personnel and
investigators are likely to cause additional stress.

It is important for those in contact with parents during this time to be supportive while at the same
time conducting a thorough investigation. Personnel in first response teams should be trained to makc
observations at the scene such as the position of the infant, marks on the body, body temperature and
rigor, type of bed or crib and any defects, amount and position of clothing and bedclothes, room
temperature, type of ventilation and heating, and reaction of the caretakers. Paramedics and emergency
room personnel should be trained to distinguish normal findings such as postmortem anal dilation and
lividity from trauma due to abuse.41 1.22.231

A family's anxiety can be further increased if there is a delay in notification of the autopsy results.
In most cases parents can be informed promptly of the results of the gross autopsy without waiting for
the microscopic examination results.



In many states multidisciplinary teams have been established to review child fatalities.[241 Sharing
data among agencies helps ensure that deaths due to child abuse are not missed and that surviving and
subsequent siblings are protected. Some child fatality teams routinely review deaths due to apparent
SIDS. These teams should include physicians or other professionals with expertise in SIDS.

The American Academy of Pediatrics endorses the following management scheme for evaluating
sudden and unexpected infant deaths:

0 universal performance of autopsies on infants dying suddenly and unexpectedly:[25J
* a standardized protocol for child deaths.[l9.261
*prompt notification to the family of the autopsy results;
*use of the term SIDS when appropriate;
*training of first response teams:
*counseling for parents of SIDS victims; and
follow-up through the pediatician's office or the public health department.

If all professionals involved in handling infant deaths are well trained and cooperate in a
multidisciplinary approach. most deaths due to child abuse can be distinguished from sudden infant
deaths and grieving families treated with compassion. If we are able to alter the risk factors common to
child abuse and SIDS. we may be able to decrease the incidence of both.
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Child Death Investigation Act

A BILL TO REQUIRE DEATH INVESTIGATIONS IN THE CASE OF UNEXPECTED
DEATHS OF CHILDREN UNDER SIX YEARS OF AGE.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF_______

Section 1. Short Title. This act shall be known and may be cited as the "CHILD DEATH
INVESTIGATION ACT."

Section 2. Legislative Findings and Purpose.

(a) The legislature hereby inds and declares that:

(1) Protection of the health and welfare of the children of this state is a goal of its people
and the unexpected death of infants and young children is an important public health
concern that requires legislative action.
(2) The threat of unexpected death is particularly acute in the case of children below the age
of six (6) years. who are especially helpless. and whose welfare is generally not monitored
outside of the home.
(3) The parents. guardians. or other persons legally responsible for the care of a young child
who dies unexpectedly have a right to know the cause of death as determined by an autopsy.
(4) Collecting accurate data on the cause and manner of unexpected deaths will better
enable the state to protect some infants and young children from preventable deaths, and
thus will help reduce the incidence of such deaths.
(5) Identifying persons responsible for abuse or neglect resulting in unexpected death will
better enable the state to protect other children who may be under the care of the same
persons. and thus will help reduce the incidence of such deaths.
(6) Multidisciplinary reviews of child deaths can assist the state in the development of a
greater understanding of the incidence and causes of child deaths and the methods for
preventing such deaths and in identifying gaps in services to children and families.

(b) The purpose of this Act is to aid in the reduction of the incidence of injury and death to infants and
young children by accurately identifying the cause and manner of death of children under six (6) years of
age, by requiring that a death investigation be performed in the case of all unexpected deaths of children
under six (6) years of age; and by establishing a State Child Death Review Panel to collect data from
such investigations and report to the legislature regarding the causes of such deaths.

Section 3. Definitions. As used in this Act, the following terms have the following meanings:
(a) "Autopsy" means a post-mortem external and internal physical examination conducted in accordance
with accepted medical practice and the laws of this State using a standardized child death investigation
protocol performed by a forensic pathologist oF if a forensic pathologist is unavailable, a pathologist
qualified to conduct such an examination under such laws.
(b) Death investigation" means the process of determining the cause and manner of death by scene and
circumstance evaluation, complete autopsy, and history and record review.
(c) "Unexpected death" means a death which is unanticipated, is the result of trauma, or the
circumstances of which are suspicious, obscure or otherwise unexplained. A clinical diagnosis otf death
due to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) shall be deemed an unexpected death.
(d) "Medical Examiner" means the physician or other individual elected or appointed pursuant to state or
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(d) "IN4idicai Examiner" means the physician or other individual elected or appointed pursuant to state or
local law to investigate certain deaths of human beings.

Section 4. State Child Death Review Panel.

(a) There is hereby established the State Child Death Review Panel within the [Department of Health].
(b) The State Panel shall:

(1) establish or approve a standardized child death investigation protocol which shall require
at a minimum that all child death investigations be completed within ninety (90) days of the
report of the death. The protocol shall include procedures for law enforcement agencies,
district attorneys' offices, medical examiners, and departments of social services to follow in
response to a child death.
(2) collect. review, and analyze child death certificates, child death summary data, including
patient records or other pertinent confidential information (not withstanding the confidential
nature of any such records or information), and such other information as the State Panel
deems appropriate, to use in preparation of reports to the legislature concerning the causes
and manner of child deaths;
(3) recommend interventions to the legislature that will prevent unexpected deaths of infants
and young children based on an analysis of the cause and manner of such deaths; and
(4) recommend changes within the agencies represented on the State Panel which may
prevent child deaths; and
(5) maintain the confidentiality of any patient records or other confidential information
reviewed under this section.

(c) The State Panel shall be composed of at least twelve (12) persons. Members of the State Panel shall
include:

(1) the State's chief medical examiner or a representative of the medical examiner system or
his designee.-
(2) the head of the State department of public health or his designee,
(3) the head of the State child protective services agency or his designee,
(4) the chief of the state law enforcement agency or his designee,
(5) the chief of the State's vital statistics bureau or his designee,
(6) the State's attorney general or his designee,
(7) a pediatrician with expertise in SIDS appointed by the Governor, for a term of three (3)
years.
(8) a health professional with experience in diagnosing and treating child abuse and neglect
appointed by the Governor for a term of three (3) years,
(9) a pediatrician appointed by the Governor for a term of three (3) years from a list
submitted by the state chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics,
(10) a pathologist with expertise in diagnosing and evaluating infant and child death
appointed by the Governor for a term of three (3) years.
(11) a representative from the Governor's office, and
(12) a citizen of the State appointed by the Governor for a term of three (3) years.

(d) The State Panel may establish local or regional panels to which it may delegate some or all of its
responsibilities under subsections (b)l, (b)2, and (b)4 of this section.
(e) There shall be no monetary liability on the part of, and no cause of action for damages shall arise
against, any member of the State Panel, or of any local or regional panel appointed under section 4(d),
for any act or proceeding undertaken or performed within the scope of the functions of the State Panel if
the member acts without malice.

Section 5. Requirements for Death In vestigation.

(a) In the case of every unexpected death of a child under six (6) years of age, a death investigation shallI
be performed by the medical examiner or by another qualified physician appointed and supervised by- the
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medical examiner, in accordance with dhe child death investigation protocol established by the State
Panel, or another child death investigation protocol appoved by the State Panel. The results of the death
investigation shal be reported to appropriate authorities. including the police and child protective
services if appropriate, within three (3) days of the conclusion of the death investigation.
(b) Child death certificates shall be provided to the State Panel within one month of the conclusion of
the dcath investgation.
(c) The cause of death as determined by the autopsy shall be reported to parents, guardians or other
persons egally responsible for care of the child within ten (10) days of the conclusion of the death
investigation.

Section 6. Report to Legislature. The State Panel shall report to the legislature annually concerning the
causes and manner of unexpected deaths of infants and young children. The report shall include analysis
of factual information obtained through review of death certificates.

Section 7. Effective date. This Act shall become effective sixty (60) days after being enacted into law.

February 1993

0 1995 by the American Academy of Pediatrics.
No part of this statement may be reproduced in any form or by any means without prior written
permission from the American Academy of Pediatrics except for one copy for personal use.
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Developmental Issues in Foster Care for Children (RE931 1)
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Committee on Early Childhood, Adoption, and Dependent Cae

Pediatricians who provide cam for children in foster care have a unique opportunity and a special
responsibility to assess the totality of the child's experience and to be a sympathetic and objective
advocate for the child. [I) Many children in foster cane have suffered repeated abuse and prolonged
neglect and often have a myriad of unmet medical and mental ihaalth needs. [23 However, paramount in
the lives of these children is their need for continuity and a sense of pe-manence. Legal responsibility for
establishing where these children will live and which adults will have custody of them rests jointly %vith
the child welfare system and the judiciary. Pediatricians and other professionals with expertise in child
development should participate actively as advisors to social workers and judges about the child's needs
and best interests, especially in the context of placement and permanency planning.

Maintaining the integrity of distressed families by providing adequate support services is generally
in the best interest of the child. Keeping families together, however, may not be best for all children.
Alternatives based upon an assessment of the developmental needs of the children and the capabilities of
the family to meet those needs must be given consideration. As a society we value the rights of the birth
family, sometimes hold them to be inviolable, and presume that families ane competent. This belief and a
lack of resources for assessment, planning, and services have resulted in inaccurate assessment of the
child's relationships with his/her family by social service agencies and courts. Being inadequately
informed, authorities make some placement decisions that are ill-conceived and detrimental to the child's
well-being. Knowledge about child development, properly applied would support better placement and
custody decisions for children.

Knowledge of normal child development and family fictiozi~ng helps identify children receiving
insufficient and inappropriate cane and who are ut risk for abuse or neglect. An array of supportive
services should be available to assist families in child rearing and to offer alternative and therapeutic
parenting (ic, foster care) when temporary removal of the child from the home is required.
Unfortunately, these services ane rarely available as planned or required.

Though developmental and physical examinations may make it possible to identify that a child's
current needs are not being met, clinical assessment inadequately predicts future consequences. It is also
difficult to identify which placement decisions will be detrimental to the normal development of a
particular child. Thus, in the absence of impaired development or physical harm, we an not equipped
and agencies ane less empowered to intervene to improve a child's chances for a safe and secure life, let
alone optimal development.

Biologic ties usually an given considerable weight by child welfare agencies and the judiciary,
even when considerable information exists to recommend against maintaining or reinstating parental
custody. Also. the desire of parents to retain custody of their children, despite evidence that they cannot
succeed as parents, sometimes prevents termination of parental rights, even when such a decision would
have been in the best interest of the child. Foster care guardianship or adoption is not always considered
when such arrangements would be best for the child. The following issues should be considered when
social agencies intervene in the lives of families for the welfare of the child.

Reasonable Efforts
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Reasonable Efforts

Courts with jurisdiction over families and children have been charged by Congress to ensure that
reasonable efforts" be made to preserve families. There is lack of agreement as to what constitutes such

efforts. While the efforts that should be made to preserve families should not be constrained by the
limited availability of a variety of social, economic, educational, and health care resources, in the current
economic and political climate that often is not the case. An informed judiciary should try to make those
resources available. The judiciary must then decide whether the application of available resources has
been reasonable and appropriate. The measure of reasonable and appropriate should be the best interests
of the child. The opportunities for the child to live safely and to develop normally within his/her family,
or apart from it, should be the major determinant of whether efforts are reasonable, or whether further
efforts to preserve the family should reasonably be made. Principles of child development and expert
consultation can provide guidance, though not rules. to assist in determining what is in the best interests
of the child and whether those interests can be met within the biologic family or another family.

Biologic vs Psychologic Parents

Our society believes that the biologic parents are, if not best suited to parent their child, at least
initially entitled and expected to assume that role and its associated responsibilities. However, the
physical realities of conception and birth are not the direct cause of emotional attachment of children to
parents. A biologic basis for emotional attachment between a mother or father and their child (ie,
bonding) has not been substantiated.

Optimal child development occurs when a spectrum of needs are consistently met over an extended
period. Successful parenting is based on a healthy, respectful, and long-lasting relationship with the
child. This process of parenting, especially in the psychologic rather than the biologic sense, leads a
child to perceive a given adult as his or her "parent." That perception is essential for the child's
development of self-esteem and self-worth. A child develops attachments and recognizes as parents
adults who provide ". . . day-to-day attention to his needs for physical care, nourishment, comfort,
affection, and stimulation." [3] Thus, a biologic relationship between parent and child is neither
necessary nor sufficient to guarantee that children grow and develop normally in all spheres--physical,
cognitive, emotional, and social. Studies of the changing structure of the American family suggest that a
variety of parenting arrangements can provide the feelings of permanency, security, and emotional
constancy necessary for normal development. [4]

Children's Sense of Time

Children are placed in foster care because of concern for their well-being. Any time spent by a child
in temporary care may be harmful. Interruptions in the continuity of a child's caretaker are often
detrimental. Repeated moves from home to home compound the adverse consequences that stress and
inadequate parenting have on the child's development and ability to cope. Adults cope with
impermanence by building on an accrued sense of self-reliance and by anticipating and planning for a
time of greater constancy. Children, however, especially when young, have not much life experience
upon which to establish their sense of self; in addition, their sense of time gives precedence to the
present and precludes meaningful planning. For young children periods of weeks, let alone months, are
not comprehensible, and even a day's disruption in either place or caregiver may be stressful: "..-. the
younger the child and the more extended the period of uncertainty or separation, the more detrimental it
will be to the child's well-being . . ." [3) Therefore, any intervention that separates a child from the
psychologic parents should be cautiously considered and treated as a matter of urgency and profound
importance.

Attachment

There is little empirical information about the psychologic and social consequences of separation of
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a child from his or her biologic parents and placement with a foster family. Studies of temporary
separations; (ie. hospitalization) have little relevance. nor can anything but cautious extrapolations be
made from what is known about the effects of institutional care. A few principles can provide some
understanding.

Attachment refers to a dyadic relationship; it is an active process and not an individual
characteristic. Consequently, the psychosocial context and the quality of the relationship from which a
child is removed, as well as the quality of alternative care that is being offered during the separation.
must be carefully evaluated. (51 The longer a child and parent have form a strong attachment with
each other (it. the older the child) the less crucial will be physical proximity to maintain that
relationship. Separation during the first year of life--especially during the first 6 months--if followed by
good quality of care thereafter may not have a deleterious effect on social or emotional functioning.
Separations during the subsequent 2 to 3 years, especially if they are prompted by family discord and
disruption, are more likely to result in subsequent emotional disturbances. Partly this results from the
stranger-anxiety characteristic and levels of language development at this age. Children older than 3 or 4
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parent-child relationship. Such visits may minimally serve the parents' needs for ongoing contact with
their child. On the other hand, for young children such visits may not be meaningful and may even be
harmful. Young children's trust, love, and identification are based on uninterrupted, day-to-day
relationships.' Weekly or other such sporadic "visits" stretch the bounds of children's sense of time and
do not allow for a psychologically meaningful relationship with estranged biologic parents. Thus,
because of the lack of meaning to the child, occasional or sporadic visits should not be employed to
evaluate the biologic parents' compliance or the quality of their interactions with the child. Alternatively,
when a child had establIished a strong attachment to the parent prior to entering foster care, and when
visits are sufficient in frequency, length, and content to contribute to the child's continuing normal
development, this contact should be valued by the agencies and the courts as they review the case.

Permanence vs Legal Custody

Children need to feel secure in their relationship with their world. Security, a sense of permanence
and predictability, and a tangible continuity in relationships with family and friends are essential for a
child's healthy development. Bureaucratic proceedings including the ascription of legal status are by and
large of little or no consequence to children, whose needs are much more fundamental. Generally.
assignment of custody should reinforce a child's perception of belonging and should not disrupt
established psychologic ties except when safety or emotional well-being are in jeopardy. Similarly,
sequential placement in multiple settings prevents continuity, is damaging to the child, and should be
avoided.

Kinship Care

The increasing number of children entering foster care, the insufficient number of suitable foster
homes, and the increased interest by extended families to care for their kin have led social service
agencies to place children with their extended family. Placement with a relative has psychologic:
advantages for a child in terms of knowing his or her biologic roots and family identity. It may offer a
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better chance for stability and continuity of caregiving. Little actually is known about the merits of
knhppacement. Kinship care does not necessarily offer a superior psycholo~ic borne for thc child.

The assumption that care is all right because of consanguinity is about as sensible as assuming that
biological parenthood automatically assures sensitive and thoughtful parenting." [6) Supervision by
social workers of relatives providing foster care is often less intense and family support services are less
available than when a child is placed in other foster settings. Often relative placement leads to a
circuitous, and unintended, return of the child to his/her parents.

The report by the National Commission on Family Foster Care states:

The use of kinship care has expanded so rapidly that child welfare agencies are making
policy, program and practice decisions that lack uniformity and/or a substantive knowledge
base. Kinship care provides an opportunity to affirm the value of families. But the
assessment process should include unique family strengths and needs, cultural and ethnic
identification, necessary financial and service supports, continuity of care, and permanency
goals. [7]

RECOMMENDATIONS

All placement and custody decisions should be based in part on an assessment of the child and
family by a pediatrician, psychiatrist, or psychologist who is expert in child development. [81
Pediatricians should participate in placement and custody decisions for children for whom they provide
care. [91 An ongoing professional relationship with the family can provide a pediatrician with valuable
insights about a chili's needs and the ability of a family to meet them. The following important concepts
should guide pediatricians' activities as they advocate for the child:

1. Biologic parenthood does not necessarily confer either the desire or ability to care for a child
adequately.
2. Parents should be given reasonable assistance and opportunity to maintain their family, but the present
and future best interests of the child should determine what is reasonable.
3. Children need continuity, consistency, and predictability from their caregiver. Multiple placements are
injurious.
4. A child's sense of time should guide the pace of decision-making.
S. Foster care placement with relatives as an alternative should be tempered by the lack of information
about the outcomes of such placements. The use of kinship care should be based on a careful assessment
of the needs of the child and of the ability of the foster family to meet those needs. As with all foster
care placements, kinship care must be supervised adequately.
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Health Care of' Children in Foster Care (RE9404)

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Committee on Early Childhood. Adoption, and Dependent Care

The foster care system in America has evolved as a means of providing protection and shelter for
children who require out-of-home placemnent.IlI It is designed to be a temporary service, with a goal of
either returning children home or arranging for suitable adoptive homes. In recent years. child welfare
agencies have been directing greater efforts toward supporting families in crisis to prevent foster care
placements whenever feasible and to reunify families as soon as possible when placements cannot be
avoided. Increasingly. extended family members are being recruited and assisted in providing kinship
care for children when their biologic parents cannot care for them. However, during the past decade the
number of children in foster care has nearly doubled, despite landmark federal legislation designed to
expedite permanency planning for children in state custody.[2] It is estimated that by 1995 more than
500 000 children will be in foster care.(3] In large part. this unrelenting trend is the result of increased
abuse and neglect of children occurring in the context of parental substance abuse. mental illness.
homelessness, and human immunodeficiency virus infection.[41 As a result. a disproportionate number
of children placed in foster care come from that segment of the population with the fewest social and
financial resources and from families that have few personal and limited extended family sources of
supponi.[5

It is not surprising then that children entering foster care are often in poor health. Compared with
children from the same socioeconomic background, they suffer much higher rates of serious emotional
and behavioral problems, chronic physical disabilities, birth defects, developmental delays. and poor
school achievement. 6-131 Moreover, the health care these children receive while in placement is often
compromised by inadequate funding, planning. and coordination of services as well as by poor
communication among health and child welfare professionals. Many chiild welfare agencies lack specific
policies for children's physical and mental health services. [14) Despite the broad range of supportive and
therapeutic services needed, most children do not undergo a comprehensive developmental or
psychological assessment at any time during their placement. State Medicaid systems, which provide
funding for the health care of the majority of children in foster care, rarely cover all of the services these
children require. Restrictions on covered services, fixed or declining reimbursement to health care
providers, increased complexity of billing procedures, and delays in payment of physicians' fees have
been linked to a dramatic nationwide decline in the number of physicians participating in state Medicaid
programs.[15, 161 As a result, many foster parents report difficulty finding health care professionals who
are willing to care for these children.[ 171

Pediatricians can play a critically important role in helping child welfare agencies, foster families,
and biological families to minimize the trauma of placement separation and to improve the child's health
and development during the period of foster care. Providing health care to these children requires
considerably more time as compared with the time needed by the average pediatric patient. Physicians
must be prepared to provide necessary care even when little or no specific information about the child is
available at the time of the visit. The pediatrician should attempt to identify' physical, psychosocial, and
developmental problems and assist social workers and foster parents in determining the types of care and
community services the child requires. 4181

55-346 99-5
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This statement builds on a previous Committee statement[ 19] and provides specific suggestions ibor
delivery of health services to children in foster care placement.

STANDARDS FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES

In 1988, the Child Welfare League of America, in consultation with the American Academy of
Pediatrics, developed Standards for Health Care Services for Children in Out-of-Home Care.f201 This
document serves as a comprehensive guideline for developing and organizing health and mental health
services for child welfare organizations. Child welfare agencies should be encouraged to adhere to these
standards. Pediatricians should become familiar with these standards and assist child welfare
administrators, caseworkers, and foster parents in implementing them.

Because children in foster care have a high prevalence of chronic and complex illnesses,
establishing continuity of care and ensuring a comprehensive and coordinated treatment approach by all
professionals involved in their care should be one of the highest priorities for child welfare agencies.
Diverse characteristics of child welfare agencies, wide geographic distribution of foster homes in some
states, and lack of comprehensive funding for children's physical and mental health care services
contribute to the difficulty of providing an organized approach to the care of these children. To avoid
fragmentation of care, a variety of health care delivery models can be developed for this population.

Regardless of the model developed in a locale, it should adhere to certain principles. Whether
services are delivered by a single team of professionals under one "roof"[21] or as part of a planned
program of care utilizing many different community resources,[ 10) all professionals involved in the care
of each child should communicate effectively with one another. Furthermore, compassionate assistance.
education, and training for foster and biologic parents should be included as an integral part of the
overall program of services provided to children and their families during and after placement.

Pediatricians should be involved in the planning and development of systems of care for children in
foster care. In addition to their role as primary health care providers, pediatricians may be contracted by
child welfare agencies to serve as regional and statewide medical consultants and to develop and
implement policies and programs that will improve the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of serv ices

-for children in foster care.f 16]

THE COMPONENTS OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES

Health care services may be divided into four components: initial health screening, comprehensive

health assessment, developmental and mental health evaluation, and ongoing monitoring of health status.

Initial Health Screening

Every child entering foster care should have a health screening evaluation before or shortly after
placement. The purpose of this examination is to identify any immediate medical needs the child may
have and any additional health conditions of which the foster parents and caseworker should be aware.
Careful measurement of height, weight, and head circumference may reveal growth delays and reflect
poor nutritional or general health status. Because many children entering foster care have been the
victims of physical or sexual abuse, all body surfaces should be unclothed at some point during the
physical examination, and any bruises, scars, deformities, or limitations in the function of body parts or
organ systems should be noted and recorded. If there is a history of physical abuse before placement, or
if signs of recent physical trauma are present. appropriate imaging studies to screen for recent or healing
fractures should be considered. Genital and anal examination of both sexes should be conducted and
laboratory tests performed for sexually transmitted diseases when indicated clinically or by history.
Other infections and communicable diseases, especially pediculosis, should be noted and treated.
promptly. The status of any known chronic illnesses should be determined to ensure that appropriate
medications are available. The physician should discuss specific care instructions directly with the foster
parents and not rely on an intermediary.

Comprehensive Health Assessment

Within I month of the child's placement, a comprehensive health assessment should be performed
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by a pediatrician who is knowledgeable about and interested in the treatment of children in foster care
and who can provide regular, ongoing primary care services. Child welfare agencies should make all
pertinent past medical, social, and family information available to assist the physician performing the
evaluation. Both the child's caseworker and foster parents should be present for the initial visit.
Whenever possible, for this and subsequent visits, information should be obtained from the biologic
parents, and they should be kept informed about the health status of their child. When appropriate. and
as a part of the care plan of the child welfare agency, biologic parents may be encouraged to be present
at health care visits and to participate in health care decisions. The historical review should include the
circumstances that led to the placement; the child's adjustment to separation from the biologic family;
adaptation to the foster home; developmental or school progress; and the agency's plans for a permanent
placement (ic, return home, adoption, or long-term foster care). The physical examination should focus
on the presence of any acute or chronic medical problems that may require further evaluation or referral.
Screening tests should be performed according to the Recommendations tor Preventive Pediatric H-ealh
Care of the American Academy of Pediatrics.[221 Because many young children entering foster care
come from settings in which substance abuse and sexual promiscuity are common, they should be
considered to be at high risk for human immunodeficiency virus infection, hepatitis, and other sexually
acquired infections. Laboratory tests for these conditions should be performed when appropriate. [23J

Children entering foster care are likely to be incompletely immunized[71 and determining the actual
types and number of immunizations that a particular child has received in the past may be difficult. By
communicating directly with prior medical providers or reviewing previous medical records, it is often
possible to reconstruct the child's immunization history. But, for some children, despite a thorough
effort, little or no immunization information will be available. These children should be considered
"susceptible" and immnunized according to the schedules of the American Academy of Pediatrics.([24,25]

Developmental and Mental Health Evaluation

At each child health visit, pediatricians should attempt to assess the child's developmental,
educational, and emotional status. These assessments may be based on structured interviews with the
foster parents and caseworker, the results of standardized tests of development, and/or a review of the
child's school progress. All children with identified problems should be further evaluated and treated as
clinically indicated. When available, local consultants and community-based intervention programs
should be called upon to assist in diagnosing and treating children with developmental and educational
problems. Pediatricians may also assist social workers and foster parents by referring eligible children to
the various federal and state "entitlement" programs in their community (eg, The Special Supplemental
Food Program for Women, Infants and Children; Head Start, Birth-to-Three programs[26]; special
education programs[27]; Title V programs).

In some communities, child welfare agencies may be able to access or establish multidisciplinary
teams to routinely evaluate children entering foster care. By their very nature, multidisciplinary teams
provide both a comprehensive and coordinated approach to assessment and are often an efficient and
cost-effective means of accomplishing this task. A successful community-based program model utilizing
this approach has been described.[IOJ

Regardless of how the comprehensive assessment is performed, the results and recommendations
should be incorporated into the child's social service case plan. The caseworker and pediatrician should
then help the foster parents to arrange for all the services recommended for the child.

Monitoring of Children's Health Status While in Placement

Placement in foster care is a stressful experience for most children. Often, problems arise during the
course of placement that were not apparent at the outset. For example, a child's adjustment to separation
from his or her family and adaptation to the foster home may be characterized by distinct behavioral
changes over time.[ 181 Similarly, significant emotional distress may occur after visits with the biologic
family members.[281 Therefore, all children in foster care should receive periodic reassessments of their
health, development, and emotional status to determine any changes in their status and the need for
additional services and interventions. Such reassessments should occur at approximately 6-month
intervals in the first year of placement and at least yearly thereafter, depending on the stability of the
placement and changes in the child's status. When changes in foster placement are planned, or when
decisions regarding permanency planning are anticipated, pediatricians can help child welfare
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professionals evaluate these decisions in light of the child's age and developmental level. Pediatricians
can also work with both the child welfare agency and the court to determine what is truly in the child's
"best interests."

TRANSFER OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

Up to one quarter of children placed in foster care experience three or more changes in foster homes. -
Furthermore, up to 35% of children reenter the foster care system after being returned to their family.
These changes are usually accompanied by changes in health care providers as well.(291 As a result,
available health information about these children is often incomplete and spread across many different
sites. To enhance continuity of care, several states have developed an abbreviated health record, often
called a medical passport.[l6J This form is retained by the child's custodian and is designed to facilitate
the transfer of essential information among health and mental health professionals. It provides a brief
listing of the child's medical problems, allergies, chronic medications, and immunization data, as well as
basic social service and family history. Foster parents are instructed to keep this document for the child
and to bring it to all health visits. As the child's condition changes, health care providers should update
the information on the form. If the child changes foster homes, or returns to his/her biologic family, the
medical passport should be transferred too. Computerized health information systems are also being
developed in several states that may make specific health information about children in foster care more
readily accessible to practitioners and child welfare agencies. However, a foster parent-held medical
passport has the potential to play a valuable role in the overall health care of children in foster care for
some time to come. Computerized medical records for these children should be accorded the same
confidentiality as written records.

THE IMPACT OF FOSTER CARE PLACEMENT ON CHILDREN

Society has always been reluctant to involuntarily remove children from their parents. Certainly,
even brief separation from parental care is an unfortunate and often traumatic event for children.[3O]
Despite legal mandates to expediently formulate a "permanei; Flan," many children may remain in
foster care interminably while the child welfare and legal systems deliberate their fate. However,
concerns about time should be balanced against other evidence that suggests that foster care placement
may be a positive and therapeutic intervention for some children. Significant improvements in a child's
health status,[9J development, intelligence, school attendance, and academic achievement have been
noted consequent to foster care placement.[3 I] Thus, for children who have suffered severe neglect and
abuse, or whose families cannot adequately care for them, placement in foster care can be a significant
opportunity to receive important intervention and rehabilitation and should not be considered only as an
option of last resort.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Pediatricians should participate in the care of children in foster care as primary health care providers
and as consultants to child welfare agencies. Child welfare agencies and pediatricians should work
together to implement the standards for health care of children in foster care developed by the Child
Welfare League of America and the American Academy of Pediatrics.
2. All children entering foster care should have an initial physical examination before or soon after
placement. This examination should focus on identifying acute and chronic conditions requiring
expedient treatment.
3. All children in foster care should receive comprehensive physical and mental health evaluations
within I month of placement. Pediatricians and child welfare agencies should work together to ensure
that children in foster care receive the full range of therapeutic services needed and participate in all
federal and state entitlement programs for which they are eligible.
4. While in placement, the child's physical and mental health status and progress should be monitored at
least twice a year in the first year of placement and at least yearly thereafter. However, more frequent
reassessment may be indicated based on the child's age, change in foster home, or change in physical or
mental health status. Individual social service case plans should include the results and incorporate the
recommendations of health professionals.
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S. Child welfare agencies should develop and implement systems to ensure the efficient transfer of
medical and mental health information among professionals who treat children in foster care.
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AMERICAN ADOPTION CONGRESS

TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMITTrrEE

REGARDING THE PAss ACT, SI 195

OCTOBER 8,1997

From and Reply to: Jane Nast, President AAC
3 Harding Terrace at Fenwick
Morristown, NJ 07960-3252
Voice: 973-267-8698; FAX: 973-267-3356

Jack Marvin, Executive Director (Interim), AAC
20 Nagog Hill Road
Littleton, MA 01460-2212
Voice: 978-952-6610; FAX: 978-486-0834

The American Adoption Congress (AAC) is a national non-profit organization
mainly comprised of the consumers of adoption services, i.e. -adoptees, birthparents,
and adoptive parents. Unlike a number of other organizations which have
submitted testimony, we are not a trade association with a vested interest in anyone
else but the fols whose lives are impacted directly. We want better protection and
necessary services for the folks we represent and we would like our civil rights to
be recognized and equally protected under the law.

Should you wish further input, you will find us quite willing to work with you.

We know that S51195, PASS, is intended to improve our plight and we applaud you
for your efforts. There is much in S 195 we find beneficial. We know that you and
your colleagues are in the process of reviewing the bill and preparing it for vote.
We want to make sure that you are aware that there are major issues addressed that
we want maintained. They are described below in the order presented within S 1195
and not in our priority.

See. 105:- Oportuily to be heard at bearing: Whoever has relevant information
regarding the welae of a child should be informed of and have the right to be
heard at hearings regarding that child. In addition, the law should make it very
clear that the child should be represented by an independent advocate who has no
reason to be intimidated by the positions of others.

Sec. 106: P: oat It will sarv ail parties if birthparents are located
and informed of proceedings regarding their offspring.
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See. 202-202: Oinkiig "he law needs to acknowledge that the needs of special needs children are
exceptional and that such children should not deprived of support because their families do not fall
under poverty levels. While perhaps there should be limits that require the well-to-do to meet costs,
it has to be understood that lower income and middle income parents who would be fine, loving
parets might not adopt special needs children realizing that they would be unable to sustain the high
cost of services without help. When adoption is prevented or disrupted as a result of anticipated or
actual post-adoption costs, children, families, and society suffer. Please remember that in the vast
majority of situations, living -with a caring family is better for the child and less expensive for
taxpayers even though the flimily may need tax-supported assistance.

Sec. 203: TcnclAstae:To be able to move children more rapidly into permanent homes
through reunification and kinship or non-biological adoption, requires the support of well-trained
front-line personnel and supe'-±-ors. It will be important to muster the best of resources, package
the information, and deliver training to state and local personnel that cannot afford to acquire such
resources on their own Federal participation bringing resources together and making sure that they
are available to states is expedient and vital.

See.204:isfi~m:It is extremely important to distinguish between foster care
and adoption in this section. If reunification or kinship adoption is within the realm of possibility,
foster care should be delivered as close to the child's biological family as possible.

Sec 205: Vohlnta .&gig: We understand that the National Council for Adoption (NCFA) is
clairning that this section has the intent of opening sealed records. We would be dancing in the streets
were this true. However, in the 80's the US Supreme Court made it clear that any federal move to
open sealed records would be an infingemnent on state rights and therefore unconstitutional. Sec.
205 has nothing to do with opening records. It nmrl permits the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to establish a mutual vounzazy registry, at no net expense to the federal government. People
who have been separated by adoption and want to find one another could register and, if a match
were made, would be so notified. That has nothing to do with states and their records, but it has a
great deal to do with rectifying an unintended wrong of yesteryear.

We citizens, whose lives, have been impacted. by that archaic wrong, know well the pain and suffering
that can be mitigated by reunion. We also know that the prohibition of finding one another, kills.
Yes, Congresspeople, gwfatjd= of citizens are at risk of debilitating illness and premature death
when information about their genetics is withheld from them. We resent that NCFA, funded by a
small subset of wealthy adoption agencies marketing infants ftrm home and abroad, purports to
represent us and has attempted to mislead you into thinking that we adoptees, birthparents, and
adoptive parents will be violated by finding one another.

We also rePs at that NCFA continues to spread the fiction that somehow the possibility of reunion will
decrease adoption and increase abortion. It is questionable that any cause-effect relationship can be
drawn between abortion, anod adoption, reunion, or even open records. However statistics do exist
that show that adoption rates are higher and abortion rates lower in those states with open records.
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We understand that Sac 205 was changed from the time of its first insertion to its appearance on the
floor. We have been told that the change were made to nuke the section more acceptable to NCFA.
The chages involving lines 21 through 24, are totally unacceptable to us and should be stricken if
the section is to stand at all.

Sec. 303: Kinship..a: Kinship care and adoption have been common approaches for providing
homes for children since the beginning of time. Yet its value has been little appreciated and
undersood in oficildom. There have been difirent standards for approving kinship placements and
there are situations in which children are at risk as a result. However investigation should
demonstrae the workability of kinship placement and adoption and indicate needed standards and
services to support families and protect children.

Sec 304: Stiadk CiAudAmabp: This is a simple and sensible item.

Sec. 306: Coordination of Substance Abuse Treatmen and Child Protection. This is one of the
exciting and very progressive features of 51195. We see in the analysis of this Act by some
organization an unwananted prejuice against drug addicted and dependent parents and caretakers.
The assumption is that a drug abuser is a child abuser who will remain so if the drug abuse stops.
That is country to both logic ua experience. Recovering parents can be wonderflW parents and
caretakers Making it possible for children to be with parents and/or caretakers during treatment is
highly valid making it impossible is bigotry. Further, the efforts of the Act to bring drug treatment
and child welfare closer together is to be applauded.

Se&. 307: Fy mmdo jn up While we cannot comment on the technical and
costs aspects of this. section we can say that we are very much in support of father development of
family preservation and support services. We do not agree that action on this item should be put off
until next year. The concept and its support are too imprtant to delay if bipartisan support is
currently present. We realize that a major reason to delay action on this matter is to increase the
lelihod of the family preservation provision to die next year. Part of the reasoning appears to be
that families who require such services should not be families and the children should become
available for adoption into families that do not need such services. The promoters of the death of
family preservation obviously have little appreciation of how families, even with problems, can love
their children and how valuable it can be for children to grow up with biological parents when that
is possible. We do not need to get more children out of their homes; our priority should be to get
kids out of the rysten and into loving homes, biological or not.

There has been a recommendation for adding a provision to train judges ind other court personnel.

We strongly support that reoommndation.

C-,OFKTBW?WflMJWDOC5'AM I 195.WPD
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STATEMENT OF ALLAN DAUL

IIFO&tond,

MY name is Allan Daul, and.I am executive director of Catholic Charities in
Wilmington, Delaware. I submit this statement on behalf of Catholic Charities USA.

Catholic Charities is a community service agency responsible for directing and
coordinating the charitable and social service programs of the Diocese of Wilmington,
Delaware. From fifteen locations throughout Delaware and the Eastern Shore of Maryland,
it operates a wide range of human services, including adoption,- foster care, residential care,
counseling, and substance abuse treatment, working in concert Qthiiother religious, non-
profit, and public agencies, and in collaboration with the business and professional
communities. Its purpose is to care for children, strengthen families and family life, ease
the burden of poverty, and assist local church communities to carry out their social
concerns efforts. Last year over 50,000 people were served by Catholic Charities' staff and
volunteers.

Catholic Charities is licensed as a child-placing agency and as a child residential
care agency. It works closely and cooperatively with state government in providing out-of-
home services for children, youth, and their families. At any given time, it has in its care
50 children who are in the custody of the State of Delaware.

It is from this background that I wish to offer this statement regarding S. 1195 oil
behalf of Catholic Charities USA. the largest private network of non-profit human service
agencies in the country.

Dual Goals of Catholc Charitie

In pursuing ou. country's concern for chi ldren in foster care and adoptive families,
Catholic Charities USA believes the law must embrace two vital goals. First, it must
guarantee the health and safety of childrenbyremoving them from dangerous home
situations, judiciously yet promptly terminating the parental rights of those who seriously
abuse them, and expeditiously placing them in permanent adoptive homes.

Our second goal is to preserve and reunify families that deserve a second chance.
In most situations, children suffer from abuse and neglect not because of malice, but
because of ignorance and social stressors on the family. When such families are willing to
work to remedy the situation, children can find a safe, healthy environment at home. In
these instances, family preservation, reunification, and support services can make all the
difference.
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We actively support both of these goals, but we know that child safety must always
come first. 'When there is serious risk of harm to a child's health, safety, or security, and
there is no significant hope of improving the situation, we must move quickly and
decisively toward the safety and permanence that adoption afford . 11it. safety of the child
must be paramount.

Catholic Charities USA supports the PASS Act because it takes positive steps
toward these goals but emphasizes the importance of a child's well-being. We applaud the
work of Senators Chafee, Craig, Rockefeller, Jeffords, DeWine, Coats, Bond and Landrieu
to set forth a balanced solution to the intersecting interests of children and families. This
bill makes great strides toward the first goal of preventing unnecessary harm to children
that often comes with reuniting dangerously. abusive families.

As for the second goal, we agree it is essential that the Family Preservation and
Support Services Program be reauthorized. These services are often the only' difference
between a family that succeeds and a family that fails once again. This program currently
funds services to prevent child abuse and neglect and to help families in crisis. As I will
address, however, we were very disappointed that this bill does not provide additional
funding for services to help move children back home or to adoptive homes, including
services such as monitoring at-risk homes, counseling, and preservation services. In this
area, we believe you can do more and we urge you to do so.

Ending Foster Care in Favor of Adoption

With regard to the first goal-removing children in danger and placing them
expeditiously in permanent home settings-we support the requirement that States seek
termination of parental rights after a child has spent 12 of the last I8 months in foster care.
Foster care facilities in this nation are full of victims of cyclical abuse who have undergone
the tiduma of being repeatedly removed and then returned toabusive homes. These
children are anxious and fearful. Without stability in their lives, they come to believe there
is little reason to feel secure in themselves, about others, or in relation to the world around
them. This bill's expedited approach to permanency placement reaches toward the goal of
placing in adoption the children most at risk of growing up without ever having a
permanent home, and it does so more rapidly than the similar legislation in the House.
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Deliaking Adoption Assistance and AFDC

In addition, we support making "special needs"children eligible for federal
adoption assistance by delinking eligibility for adoption assistance from AFDC poverty
status. This important procedural change is necessary to help children with disabilities,
minority children, and sibling groups without permanent homes to be placed in adoptive
homes. Of the thousands of children waiting in foster care for families that will adopt
them about 80 percent are children with special needs that make them more challenging to
place. "Special needs" children should be given the same opportunity to receive a
permanent, nurturing family as other foster care children: a child's eligibility for adoption
assistance should not be determined based on the fortuitous circumstance of whether that
child came into care at a point when the family was receiving or was eligible for AFDC,

Geographic Barriers to Adoption

In addition, this bill's prohibition against using geographical barriers to delay or
prevent the permanent placement of children is an appropriate one. If it has been
determined that a child cannot safely return home in a reasonable amount of time, the
child, depending on where other strong emotional ties exist, should be considered for
placement in a suitable adoptive home regardless of where it may be located. This
legislation moves toward removing impediments that may keep children in abusive
situations or let them languish in foster care. State and county borders should not stand in
the way of finding these children safe, healthy, loving permanent homes.

Concurrency of "Reasonable Efforts"

We also support the provision in S. 1195 that allows States to make reasonable
efforts to preserve and reunify families concurrently with efforts to place children in
.permanent adoptive care. Concurrent planning and services offer the best solution for
sparing children and families from unnecessary, and sometimes extremely harmful, delay.

Aggravated Circumstances

We applaud the PASS Act's enumeration of the aggravated circumstances that
release States from the requirement of making reasonable efforts to reunify families and
that require States to seek termination of parental rights and permanent placement of
children. Catholic Charities USA would favor expanding this list even further to include
circumstances, for example, in which parents deliberately murder any child, not just a child
of their own. We would also support an amendment to the provision on termination of
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parentl rights to emphasize the right of Stae to add to this list of aggravated
cirumtncs This option is inchxde already; in the "reasonable efforts- provision of this
bill. State must know they ar free to add crimes to the range of circumstances which do
not require reunification efforts.

Deah Review Team,

I was pleased to see the inclusion of child death review teams in this legislation. As
a commissioner for the Delaware Child Death Review Commission, appointed by
Governor Carper, I have see first-band the value of teams of public health nurses,
physicians, forensics experts, law enforcement officers, child welfare officials, and child
advocates oxanining the often tragic circumstances of children's deaths and
recommending measures designed to prevent those deaths.

Adoption in cantive Payments

Finally, we strongly support S. 11I95's "adoption incentive payments" to States to
increase the number of adopted foster children. We particularly favor the additional
financial incentives for States to increase the number of "special needs"children adopted.
As mentioned above, "special needs" children are those who require additional services
and support and who most often do not reap the benefits of adoption. The PASS Act
appropriately seeks to correct this problem.

Catholic Charities USA favors the larger adoption incentive payments in the House
version, however, as more likely to encourage States to increase the number of adoptions.
More importantly, though, we believe the House bill, which provides entitlement funding
for these incentive payments, is preferable to the Senate version. If increased adoption is a
serious goal, the welfare of these children should not depend on an annual struggle for
appropriations.

Reauthorization of Family Preservation and Support Services

The. second goal-family preservation and reunification-is equally crucial.
S. 1195 recognizes that in some cases reunification may be the best permanent plan for a
child. Services are necessary for families that make mistakes, show poorjudgnient, or find
themselves in difficult situations. If they show potential for change, they must be given
another chance, and they should have access to the services that will keep children safe and
families strong.
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For this reason, we strongly support the PASS Act's reauthorization of the Family
Preservation and Support Services Program, which encourages and enables States to
establish programs for a range of community-based family support services and crisis
services for birth families, extended families and foster and adoptive families. We believe
these program are the key to putting at-risk families back on solid ground and providing
the safe, healthy home environment every child deserves. They also can help stabilize
foster and adoptive families for children.

Fundingfor Reungflcaton

However, many families need extra support to function successfully-support this
legislation does not provide. So while we believe that S. 1195 generally meets our first
goal of permanent placement, it still falls far short of providing the services necessary to
make prompt permanency decisions for children and to reunite families where appropriate.
We are dismayed that this version of the Senate bill lacks new funding for services that
help families reunite while protecting the health and safety of the children. It is not enough
to have the goal of family preservation and reunification-we must provide the resources
that make safe, stable home environments a reality.

Th ree Stages of In lervention an d Services

In our experience, there are three crucial points at which services may be necessary.
The first stage is prevention. Often families are at risk of inflicting abuse or neglect
because of significant pressures related to employment, money, or domestic problems. At
this stage, Family Suqport Centers and other family support programs offer essential
information, counseling, and resource services, such as job readiness programs, marital and
child health counseling, parenting classes, azjd money management training.

The second stage involves cases in which there is some level of abuse or neglect
and the government is intervening, but the child can remain safely at home. At this stage,
crisis services are a key component of recovery for families working to correct
fundamental problem. It is in these first two stages that the reauthorization of the Family
Preservation and Support Services Program is so vital.

Finally, the third stage involves children who have been removed from the home,
but, in the opinion of professionals and state courts, should be helped to return home. On
this point, I would like to emphasize that most children who enter foster care eventually are
reunited with their families. It is crucial that children's health and safety not cease to be
priorities when children re-enter that environment, even if they are-deemed to be returning
to a "safe" home. Funding is vital to continued monitoring and oversight of these
children's well-being on a regular basis. In appropriate cases, States must have the
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resources to continue services for family counseling, mental health services, domestic
violence services, and substance abuse treatment for parents. Families should never be
kept apart solely because States lack the resources to help them provide a safe, healthy
environment for their children. This bill must recognize that and provide additional
support at this third stage. We propose that you incorporate such support into the PASS
Act.

Reun 01calion Funding and Adoption Incentive Payments

.This funding for services is also vitally important in light of the "adoption incentive
payments program. Catholic Charities USA believes that providing increased-adoption
bonuses alone could send the wrong message to the state and local level. There is a danger
that the bonuses will be a signal to state and local officials that they do not have to do
anything to reunite families or keep them together, even when the abuse or neglect is not
chronic or severe.

To avoid any misguided interpretations, the adoption incentives must be joined
with funding for preservation and reunification services. While we strongly support
termination of parental rights in cases in which children cannot be safe with their parents,
we also recognize that in many cases, without help and oversight fromn local agencies,
children will neither return home nor be freed for adoption, and will languish in foster care
for years.

Parental Substance Abuse

This act also recognizes the relationship between parental substance abuse and
entry of children into the child welfare system. It is my hope that the report required of the
Comptroller General will, if the findings support it, prompt additional funding to States to
purchase the substance abuse interventions necessary to ensure that families who are
mandated to rehabilitate themselves have the resources to do so.

Accreditation

We have one final concern. Both the previous Senate bill and this bill require
States to implement guidelines to ensure safe, quality care for children in out-of-home
settings. But the previous bill pointed to guidelines issued by national accrediting bodies
as models of proper guidelines for States. S. 1195 lacks such a reference to accreditation
guidelines. Whether for-profit or non-profit organizations serve as foster care providers, it
is important that both comply with national guidelines for out-of-home care established by
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sailed national accrediting bodies. We should ensure that the people and institutions that
most directly affect the health and safety of children in out-of-home placements do not fail
to meet basic minimum standards.

Conclusion

Catholic Charities USA commends the Senate for striking the balance so long
needed in child welfare legislation, and for serving the dual goals of preserving and
reunifying families that desire a second chance and expeditiously placing children in
permanent settings when their families; have used up all their chances. Catholic Charities
USA supports this effort. Nonetheless, if these goals are to translate into successful
realities, the PASS Act must supply States with the resources that help build the safe,
healthy families that this Committee seeks and America's foster children deserve.
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THE CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA

The Child Welfare League of America (CWLA) welcomes this opportunity to submit
testimony on S. 1195, the P.A.S.S. (Promotion of Adoption. Safety, and Support for
Abused and Neglected Children) Act. We commend the efforts of the bill's bipartisan
group of sponsors to make improvements in ensuring child safety and permanency.

CWLA's 900-member public and private agencies across the country work everyday to
improve conditions for children and families at risk and in crisis. Serving over 2.5
million children and their families each year, CWLA member agencies provide a wide
array of services including child protective services, family preservation, family
support, adoption, family foster care, treatment foster care, residential group care,
adolescent pregnancy prevention, child day care, emergency shelter care, independent
living, and youth development.

We agree with the important goals of the legislation: to ensure child safety, improve
timely decision-making and move children to permanent homes. Today we offer
comments and recommendations on S. 1195. We strongly endorse the legislation's
commitment of significant resources for adoption subsidies for all children with special
needs and for the continuation of investments to strengthening and support families at
the community level. We are, however, disappointed that the bill lacks additional
resources for appropriate reunification services at the same time it moves more quickly
and broadly to end a child's ties with his or her family.

NEED FOR ACTION

Thie need for child protection and family support has increased dramatically.

" In 1996, over 3.1 million children were reported to child protective services as
alleged victims of child maltreatment. Of those reports, nearly one million children
were confirmed victims of child maltreatment and 1,046 died as a result. From
1987 to 1996, the total number of children reported abused or neglected increased
45 percent.

* Five hundred and two thousand children live in out-of-home care-family foster
care, kinshp care, or residential care--because they cannot be safely be cared for at
home. Th~e number of children in out-of-home care increased by 74 percent in the
10 years from 1986 to 1995. Between 1990 and 1995 alone, the total number of
children in out-of-home care increased 21 percent. Four states had increases in
excess of 100 percent during that time period.

" Nearly one-half of all children in out-of-home care are in family foster care.
Almost a quarter of the total (23 percent) are in kinship car&--the placement of
children with a relative. The use of kinship care placements has increased
dramatically, rising 29 percent between 1990 and 1995. In certain parts of the
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country, the increase in kinship care has been much greater. Other children receive
cam in group care settings, essential for some children whose needs are great. A
small percentage of youths in care are in independent living.

" Most children in out-of-care return home. In 1990, over 60 percent of all children
living in out-of-home care returned home.

" in 1996, 47 state child welfare agencies reported the legalization of 27,115
adoptions (CWLA, 1996). At the end of 1995, 74,954 children in 41 states were in
out-of-home care with a goal of adoption, and 32,238 children were legally free for
adoption. Nearly half (44 percent) of the children legally free for adoption and
awaiting adoptive homes were African American. Ninety-seven percent of the
children awaiting adoption were older than one year of age.

COMMENTS ON PROVISIONS OF S. 1195

We strongly endorse the provisions of the bill that will support needed services to
achieve better decisionmakting and permanency for children. These provisions help to
address a significant barrier to reunify families safely or to move children into other
permanent homes.

EXTENSION OF FEDERAL ADOPTION ASSISTANCE TO ALL CILDRE
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

What issue does "hi provision address?
Under current law, children with special needs from families that would have been
eligible for the former Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program
(given the income and resource standards in place in each state on June 16, 1996) or
who are eligible for Supplemental Security Income (S51) are eligible for federal
adoption assistance. Children with special needs from families that do not meet this
poverty standard are not eligible for federal adoption assistance, even though all of the
child's ties to this family have been legally severed and the child is free for adoption.

Special needs, as defined by individual states, include physical, mental, emotional or
other special needs categories such age, race. or sibling relationship. Currently, 65
percent of the children with special needs receiving adoption assistance are eligible for
federal adoption assistance while 35 percent receive only state adoption assistance.
State subsidies are frequently much lower than the federal subsidy level. Also, some
children with special needs fall between the cracks and are not currently eligible for
either federal or state subsidies since states frequently define which children are eligible
for state subsidy more restrictively then the federal criteria. This greatly reduces the
likelihood of their being adopted. Many potential adoptive families who could offer
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nurturing and permanent homes to these children simply cannot afford to take on full
financial responsibility for these children.

In addition, under current law, adopted children lose their adoption subsidy when an
adoptive parent dies or if the child's adoption dissolves. Many times, this will mean
that a child, aftr having suffered the death of an adoptive parent, must be plated back
into foster care without the possibility of being again adopted with a federal subsidy.

How wigl this provision help children?
The P.A.SS. Act would remove AFDC and SS1 eligibility as a criterion for Ttle IV-B
Adoption Assistance. By severing the link between a child's AFDC eligibility and the
child's later eligibility for federal adoption assistance payments and basing eligibility
solely on a child's special needs, all children with special needs waiting for adoptive
families will be eligible for federal adoption assistance on an equal basis. Children
would remain eligible for federal adoption assistance if the child's adoptive parent dies
or the child's adoption dissolves

With this change, all adopted children with special needs would be eligible for
Medicaid. This is important in states where health coverage is not now extended to all_
children with special needs adopted with state assistance. It would also allow adoptive
families to move out of their state without the risk of losing their child's health care
coverage.

The elimination of administratively burdensome and costly eligibility requirements will
expedite the adoption of children with special needs. T7he current requirement that states,
look back to AFDC eligibility standards from the past in determining eligibility for the
federal adoption assistance program greatly increases the administrative complexity of
administering the program.

S. 1995 also requires states to spend an amou nt equal to any savings resulting from this
provision to provide services to children and families, including post-adoption services,
that are allowable under Title IV-B and IV-B. This will result in the states redeploying
their own resources to expand services to at-risk families.

CONTINUATION OF JNVESThIENTS TO STRENGTHEN AND SUPPORT
FAMILIES

What Ihe. does this provision address?
7Tis provision reauthorizes the Family Preservation and Support Services Program
(FPSSP), a capped entitlement under Ttle IV-B, Subpart 2. FPSSP responds to the
nationwide consensus that services to children and families should be more preventive,
comprehensive and community based. FPSSP has provided state with the opportunity
to begin fundamental reform of their child and family systms by providing funds for.
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" initiating broad-based and ongoing planning to identify needs, resources, and
capcites in the state and in communities, and to recommend improvements in
overall service delivery;

" investing in community-based services designed to prevent child abuse and neglect
And assis families in crisis.

While FPSSP does not provide the resources to address all the problems that plague
children and fainilies-for example, to treat substance abuse, homelessness, or severe
mental illness, or to alleviate poverty among families raising children--it is intended to
serve as a catalyst for improving the way services are delivered.

T1he goals of the Family Preservation and Support Services Program are to:

" Protect children
" Strengthen families' ability topot their children's healthy development
" Contribute to the development of a more responsive, collaborative, child

and family service system

Unless Congress takes action, this program will sunset at the end of FY 1998.

How will this provision help children?
S. 1195 would reauthorize FPSSP through 2002 at the following levels: $275 million in
FY 1999; $295 million in FY 2000; $315 million in FY 2001; $335 million in FY
2002 and $355 million in FY 2003.

After just a few years with the FPSSP, states are reporting that the funds have,
indeed, served as a catalyst for improving their child and family services systems.
States took the planning directives of the Program seriously, inviting communities to
join in the process of identifying needs and resources and recommending service
improvements. This has resulted in greater community ownership of child protection
and family support.

in Michigan, for example, FPSSPfubd ha" assisted the siti in mo~ng to a
much more community-based service deivery approach. Community providers,
ordnary citizens, and consumers are playing a much larger role, as members of
area nemrks, in determining what services are needed and how they %ill be
delivered. As the postmistress In Emnpire, Michigan, put it, 'Strong Families,
Safe COuldren (Michigan's Family Support Initiative) is the best thing we 've
had J

FPSSP funds have enabled states to develop locally sponsored programs that
strengthen families' ability to promote their children's healty development. Prior
to this program, state funded programs designed to support families and prevent abuse
and neglect were extremely limited. Family support centers, home visiting programs,
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and other proven means of-reaching at-risk families were far and few between. In
addition, while mome states provided family preservation services to respond to families
in crisis, in no state were these services available to ail families that needed them.

in Penmsylvania, FPSSP fundr enabled them to move finvard quickly to
es tablish a stteide system of community-based family centers that serve as a
central place for families to learn about parenting, go link to additional
resources such as child care, and to join vWth other parents in their efforts to
promote the healthy development of all children In their community.

Outcomes for children and families have shown Improvement. While it is too early
to tie FPSSP directly to improved outcomes, a number of states that have combined
FPSSP efforts, with foundation and state-funded initiatives to reform their child and
family service systems are reporting important early results. State data on child safety
and well-being suggest that outcomes for children are improving in several areas,
including:

*Improved safety for children
*Reductions in out-of-home care and length of stay in care
*An increase in the numbers of expedited adoptions
*improved permanency for children in kinship care

Continuation of the Family Preservation and Family Support Services Program will
enable state to strengthen and build upon the important community partnerships that
have developed during the first four years of the program, enabling many more
communities to build the capacity to truly protect children and strengthen families.

CWLA recommends deleting the provision in S. 1195 that requires states to devote at
least 25 percent of their expenditures to each of three categories of services:
community-based family support; family preservation; and one-year time limited family
reunification. This change is recommended because current law for the Family
preservation and support services program already includes family reunification
services and activities that can help reunify families in the definitions of both 'family
preservation services " and " family support services.-" The 25 percent earmark and
specific definition of family reunification services are no necessary and limit states
flexibility in crafting their services to the needs of children and families served.

CwLA also recommends the continuation of the State Court Assessment Project as part
of the reauthorization. The continuation of this program is particularly essential given
the new demands that will be imposed upon the court by P.A.S.S. Thbe court will have
more permanency planning hearings and actions on petitions to terminate parental rights
more frequently. P.A.S.S., however, does not include the additional resources
proposed in previous bills to train judges, cour staff, and staff of other agencies who
ane cetral to keeping children safe and moving them to permanence.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDARDS BY STATES TO ENSURE THAT
CHILDREN IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE SETTINGS RECEIVE SAFE, QUALITY
CARE

What issue does this provision address?
States vary widely in their performance and capacities. CWLA, the principal national
organization responsible developing "best practice" standards and goals, strongly
endorses encouraging states to develop and require that agencies serving abused,
neglected, or otherwise vulnerable children meet acceptable standards of practice by a
nationally recognized standard-setting or accrediting organizations that a state chooses.
CWLA believes that quality care and good outcomes are the aim and goal of public and
private agencies that serve abused and neglected children. Therefore, we urge that the
provision apply to all agenies--public and private--that provide these services.

How will thi provision help children?
The development and adherence to standards of quality care are key to making good
initial assessments, monitoring progress, and judging and improving outcomes. This
provision will help assure the quality of services, the safety and outcomes for children
in came, and accountability of providers.

We support a number of additional features of the P.A.S.S. Act that will improve child
safety and permanence, including the provisions to:

* clarify that child safety is paramount in decision-making; require reasonable efforts
to move children towards adoption or another permanent home;

* require dispositional hearing within 12 months rather than the current 18 months;

" establish priority for substance abuse treatment for parents with children who are
clients of child welfare agencies;

" increase treament options for families by allowing Title 1V-B dollars to be used for
the care of a child (who would otherwise be placed in out-of-home care) with a
parent in a residential program when the goal is reunification;

* require state and local death review teams;

" require criinal background checks for all prospective foster and adoptive parents

and employees of residential facilities;

" expand the number of states that may have child welfare waivers from 10 to 15;
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" provide bonuses for states that increase the number of foster children who are

" require that foster parents and relatives caregivers receive notice of reviews and
hearings and have opportunity to be beard; and

" require the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to create -an advisory
panel and make reomnain on kdiship care.

AREAS OF CONCERN AND RECOMEMENDATIONS, FOR IMPOVEMENTS

While we applaud these provisions, we have several major concerns about the P.A. S. S.
Act and suggestions for improvements.

one are of concern is the phrase "when possible" added to the reasnable efforts
requirement in Section 101. While we strongly agree that reasonable efforts should not
occur when a child's safety would be jeopardized, the current language in Section 101
is confusing and could well lead, especially given other requirements in P.A.S.S., to
substantial misinterpretation and the denial of reasonable efforts when they are
appropriate. CWLA recommends the deletion of the phase "when possible" which
will leave the leave intact the clear exception to the reasonable efforts requirements but
clarify that efforts towards reunification should not be undermined when they can be
made safely.

CWLA also has concerns about the provisions in S. 1195 'that require states to initiate
or join proceedings to terminate parental rights of child who has been in care for 12
of the most recent IS months, or for a lifetime total of 24 months. Notably, the bill
does provides two very important exceptions to this requirement: (1) at the state's
option, if child is being cared for by a relative; or (2) if state court or state agency
has documented a compelling reasn for determinin that filing the petition would not
be in the best interests of the child. Even so, by requiring filing of a termination
petition, the bill limits the state's options in pursuing permanency for each child. In
fact, permanency can be achieved by a number of means. When reunification is not
possible or desirable, parents can be helpe to arrve at permanency for their child by
relinquishing their parental rights or consenting to guardianship. Both of these options
avoid the costly and painful court process required in terminating parental rights.

Our concerns also, stem ftrm the required initiation of termination of parental rights
proceedings without offering any new resources for services to ensure that children are
not moved back home or into adoptive families without appropriate services. The
procedural change mandated in S. 1195 will not promote adoption unless it is
accompanied by increased resources to address problems that bring children to the door
of the child protection system. Changing timefames without also intensifying services,
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sends the message that government is abandoning its responsibility to help troubled
families solve the problems thet lead to child abuse and neglect. This could be
interpreted by states as a signal for a retreat in the ame of prevention and reunification
for those children for whom these outcomes are appropriate.

If additional services were made available-endW we urge the Committee and the Senate
to provide greater suppot-wit is much more likely that a timely permanency. decision
can be made within one year. If a family had access to services from the day the child
enters care, caseworkers and judges would have a more realistic sense of the best
permanency plan for the child. Many children would be able to return home safely;
others will move to adoption quickly.

The proposal in S. 1195 to shorten the time limits could jeopardize the well-being of
children by putting them at risk of being returned home prematurely or moved to
adoptive homes inappropriately. As states try to comply with the new requirements in
P.A.S.S., children could be rushed home or pushed to adoption without the services
and supports they need to prevent them from moving in and out of care; or they will
continue to linger in care because services to address their most pressing problems are
not provided.

We also recognize that S. 1195 imposes new demands on the court without providing
any additional support. As a result, court resources will be diverted to comply with the
new termination requirements, court backlogs will grow and children will continue to
wait for permanent, loving homes.

CWLA recommends that additional funding opportunities for permanency services and
training be added to S. 1195, similar to those proposed in S. 511, the SAFE Act.
Provisions in that bill allow states to be reimbursed for providing permanency services
for a child and his/her family for up to one year from the day the child enters foster
care. Thiis will allow decisions about reunification or adoption to be made, quickly and
appropriately. S. 511 also provides funding for court staff and other agency training
and retention so that staff are prepared to make prompt decisions. Well trained,
experienced and well supervised workers with manageable caseloads are the best
equipped to make good and prompt decisions about child safety, family capacity and
permanence.

At the least, CWLA recommends eliminating the requiremw'.dt that a termination of
parental rights petition be filed when a child is in cate 24 months during the child's
lifetime. The lifetime of a child encompasses a great amount of time in which the
circumstances under which the child might come into care could differ enormously.
For example, a teenage mother could have placed her infant child in foster care
voluntarily and that child could require care again as a teenager when his mother was
battered. This provision would also be impossible to enforce. Although some states
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are making progress in trakng the re-entry of children in care in a single state, there
is not a mechanism in place for doing so across state lines.

CWLA also recomends that Section 204 of S. 1195 be amended to make it clear that
the provision about geographic barriers applies only to adaptive placements. Geography
is very relevant in deciding an appropriate foster care placement for a child. This
change eliminates any suggestion that it intends to alter the requirement in current law
(Section 474(5) of the Social Security Act) that children be placed in foster care in the
least restrictive and most appropriate setting available and in close proximity to tte
parent's home, consistent with the best interest and special needs of the child.

CWLA is also concerned about the Section 401 of S. 1195 which states that "Nothing
in this Act... .to prohibit the use of reasonable methods of parental discipline." While
we share the concern about unwarranted investigations and inappropriate interventions
in suspected cases of child abuse and neglect, we believe that this phrase would have
the negative effect of deterring the reporting of suspected child maltreatment and
creating a shield for child abusers. There is no disagreement about the rights of parents
to discipline their children. However, when harm and injury is done to children in the
name of "parental discipline," investigations under state law are warranted. We are
concerned about any language in federal law that would discourage appropriate
investigations of such reports. If that happens, children's safety would be threatened in
direct contradiction to the intent of the P.A. S.S. 'Act.

In sum, we again applaud the efforts of the senators who worked diligently in
developing this measure which we believe can and should move forward with
improvements. And we commend this Committee for continuing to in tackle these
difficult and complex issues. We look forward to continuing to work with you to help
children stay safe in loving, permanent homes.
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Dear Judge, Legislator, Child Protection Agency Official, Local Civic Leader:
The 73 Recommendations contained in this Report have been endorsed by the

nation's juvenile and family court judges. They were developed by a Committee of
Presiding Judges from the 40 largest urban courts in which over 60 percent of child
abuse and neglect cases are heard. They were adopted by the National Council
membership of over 2,000 judges and court executives.

If implemented in your communities, the Recommendations will ameliorate the
problems of deprived children who require public custody and protection.

The Report provides a basis for review of state and local practices, laws, and
resources. The goal is to provide more effective and better coordinated services for
these children and their families.

As judges, we challenge you to enlist the support of your entire community in a
concerned effort to preserve and strengthen families. To assure an adequate level of
services to provide for at-risk children, we must come to terms with the costs. We must
do more than just talk about the needs of children.

Solutions for the complex problems discussed in this Report can be achieved, but
only through the determined commitment of government and the community, in
partnership, to develop and rigorously apply all of their resources and talents.

Please contact the National Council for:

" Technical Assistance
" Speakers
* Education and Training
* Further Information

on the issues and Recommendations discussed in the Report.

Judge Marshall P. Young
President, 1986-1987

Planning and Development Office
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

P.O. Box 8970
Reno, Nevada 89507

(702) 784-6686
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JUDICIAL LEADERSHIP AND NATIONAL POLICY DEVELOPMENT

This Report focuses the attention of juvenile and family court judges on the
many facets of the national problem of abused, neglected and exploited children.

More than 4 million children are abused and neglected each year. A million or
more children are missing, with many runaway or "throw away" children
exploited into prostitution and crime. Only 25 percent of these children are ever
reported to child protection services and many fewer offered effective help.

Lack of treatment resources and workable risk assessment criteria for the
removal of abused and neglected children front their parents, or for their return
home, creates problems for the community and revictimizes children.
Preventative, family-based services must be utilized to eliminate unnecessary
out-of-home placement. Resources must be re-allocated and courts provided
appropriate authority and resources to assure necessary protection, treatment
and services for deprived children. The lack of coordination between service
agencies, the insensitivity of the legal system to the child victim, and the apathy
and inability of the system to intervene with children who need help - all are
problems calling for judicial leadership in every community.

The National Council's Metropolitan Court Judges Committee was created i~n
1982 and spent two years addressing problems of serious, violent and chronic
delinquents. The "Juvenile Court and Serious Offenders: 38 Recommendations"
Report -has proven helpful, not only to judges, but also to State legislators,
county officials and community leaders in addressing more effectively serious
youth crime and its perpetrators.

This Report deals with the youth who now comprise the largest and fastest
growing portion of most juvenile and family court caseloads.

Since January 1985, the Committee has met four times to develop the 73
Recommendations, and the Team Leaders and Co-Leaders have met on four
other occasions to refine the Report and to present the Recommendations to the
National Council's Boards of Trustees and membership. More than 2,200
volunteer judicial hours have been devoted to the development of this Report. It
represents the best judicial thinking on the various issues impacting deprived
children.

Judges are sometimes criticized for being reactive or not offering appropriate
leadership on public policy issues. The reader will find that, regarding the
positions and policies recommended in this document, the National Council has
demonstrated a thoroughly active stance.

We owe much to the effective leadership of the Committee Chairman, David
E. Grossmann, the Team Leaders and Co-Leaders and the Committee members.
The project has been primarily funded by the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, U.S. Department of Justice, which recognized the
value of calling on the vast collective experience of the Metropolitan Court
Judges to'develop these Recommendations.

The Report was reviewed, discussed and approved by the Boards of Trustees
and the membership at the 49th Annual Conference in July, 1986 at Providence,
Rhode Island. Thus, it reflects the policy of the National Council of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges.

Judge John M. Yeaman
President, 1985-1986
August, 1986
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DEDICATION
The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

dedicates this publication to the goal of preserving and strengthening
American families. Only by securing stable and nurturing family
structures - with capable and caring parents and safeguarded and well
cared for children - can our nation hope to surmount the tragedies of
millions of children who are deprived primarily because of family failure.

The efforts of skilled and committed judges, legislators, law
enforcement officers, health and child care workers, doctors, teachers,
attorneys, volunteers and others involved in the lives of deprived children
can do little without a rekindled national awareness that the family is the
foundation for the protection, care and training of our children.

As judges, we challenge our colleagues and our government to
actively enlist the support of the entire community to join in a concerted
effort to preserve and strengthen families. To assure an adequate level of
services to protect and provide for our nation's greatest resource - all its
children - we are going to have to come to terms with the costs such
services require. We, as a people, must do more than talk about the needs
of "deprived children."

Answers to the complex problems of failing families can be achieved
only by the determined commitment of government and the community,
in partnership, to develop and rigorously apply the resources of the public
and private sector in this struggle. For the sake of our nation and our
children we can do no less.
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INTRODUCTION

THE TRAGEDY OF DEPRIVED CHILDREN

The following recommendations reflect thc concerns, from a judicial
perspective, of a society struggling to become more responsive to the tragedies of
child abuse, neglect and other deprivation. Children who are deprived of their
essential needs not only are handicapped in their pursuit of happiness, they are a
prime source of future crime and delinquency, and of future abuse of their own
children. The judges of the Juvenile and Family Courts are particularly aware of
these deprived children. They see them every day in their courts. They listen to
their sordid descriptions. They read their social analyses and their psychological
workups. And, they hear proposals for helping, them.

The Council's Metropolitan Court Judges Committee, comprised of judges
from the nation's forty largest cities, have debated these Recommendations
extensively. The Council's Boards of Trustees and the membership have
approved them. The judges seek to offer their- best thinking, based on extensive
experience, to reduce this deprivation of children and to provide a framework to
solve many of the problems presently encountered.

Who Are They?
Deprived children are children without adequate parental or custodial care

or control. They are neglected by not being provided adequate food, clothing,
shelter, medical care, supervision, education, protection or emotional support
necessary to insure physical, mental or emotional health. They are abused
physically and sexually or not protected from such abuse by parents, custodians
or others. They suffer emotional harm by verbal harassment, disrespect and
denial of self-worth, unreasonable or chronic rejection, and failure to have
provided the necessary affection, protection, structure and sense of family
belonging. They suffer severe physical and emotional damage from family
violence, unreasonable corporal punishment, alcohol and substance abuse, and
sexual or other exploitation - often by those outside their family but more
tragically and commonly in their own home by their own natural parents.

Children requiring foster care have most often suffered deprivation.
Children who are habitually truant, or who have run away from home, or are
homeless or chemically dependent are also deprived and at risk of being
exploited for prostitution, pornography, theft or drug trafficking. Chronically
incorrigible children - those who are found so unreasonably disobedient of the
proper guidance or protection of parents or guardians that custodial supervision
is called for - must also be considered to be deprived and at-risk. -

Whether the harm is caused by a child's parent or family, by an
acquaintance or stranger, or by the legal and institutional service systems, the
problems are pervasive, most serious, and not open to easy solutions. A large
proportion of millions of abused or neglected children are never reported. The
reports of tens of thousands more are mishandled. Thousands move through the
courts every year, and the judges see them. They see the mothers and the fathers:
They hear about the neglect and the drinking, about the vicious punishments
and the failure to support, and about the sexual demands of fathers. They hear
of parents who have never learned how to bathe a child, when to take a child to
a doctor, or what a child's nutritional requirements are.

The judges know that too often the processes of the system can exacerbate

5
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the abuse by its delays, procedures and rules which are insensitive to the feelings,
perceptions and fears of children. The judges also know the resources in their
communities are used inefficiently or are lacking. They know that agencies may
override the rights of children in their zeal of help them, taking them out of their
homes on mere assertion, placing them in foster homes, sometimes of another
culture or at a distance from family, school and friends. They know that the
coordination among social agencies, law enforcement officers and prosecuting
attorneys, and divisions of the court is insufficient to balance the needs and
rights of deprived children, their parents and the community. The judges know
also that their own authority is often limited.

Increasig Numbers
It is estimated that as many as four or five million children are neglected or

physically or sexually abused each year, with an additional two million
vulnerable as runaways or missing.' The official number of abuse and neglect
cases for 1984 was over 1.7 million.2 Reported cases increased 156 percent
between 1976 and 1984, a 20 percent annual increase.' Reports of child sexual
abuse increased 58 percent during 1984.4 Yet only one of five known cases of
abuse or neglect are made known to child protection agencies. 5 Studies of all 50
states document that not only are reports of child abuse on the rise, but so too
are the actual incidents of abuse.'

It is surprising how very few cases of child abuse or neglect ever come
before the court. National statistics on children who have been abused or
neglected show judges see only an average 3.4 percent of minor injury cases, 8.3
percent of major injury cases and 15.4 percent of sexual abuse cases.7 By
national averages, juvenile and family courts see only about 18 percent of the
total abuse and neglect caseloads. About 172,500 dependency cases were before
the courts in 1982.' This is in addition to 1.3 million delinquency cases in which
the actual cause of the problem often could be attributed to previous abuse and
neglect.' The fact emerges that our society, by its deprivation of children, is
raising criminals.

Delinquency and Deprived Children
Family violence and child abuse are primary causes of delinquency,

particularly violent offenses. Studies have indicated astounding correlations
between child abuse and deviant behavior among violent juvenile delinquents
and among adults who had committed violent crimes.' 0 Most violent criminals
have been severely physically abused as children. This connection between a
child's history of neglect or abuse and subsequent delinquency, crime and other
problems has been mostly ignored by our juvenile justice and social service
systems. Those who experience violent and abusive childhoods are more likely to
become child or spouse abusers than those who have not." Child abuse is more
prevalent in low socioeconomic status families,' 2 but family violence, abuse and
neglect can be found across the spectrum of society.

Teenage Paoen*
Children of teenage parents are most at-risk. Data indicates that infants

born without the necessary prenatal care, particularly those born to black or
teenage mothers, incur the greatest risks to survival. Today 58 percent of all
black children are born out of wedlock."3 The cost to society of sexually active
children who are ill-prepared for the often undesirable consequences of such
relations is high. Venereal disease, unwanted pregnancy, suicide, physical risks to
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mother and child during pregnancy and at birth, abortion, failed marriages, and
most certainly, a great potential for future abuse, neglect and other deprivations
are too often the tragic result. Society has limited resources to deal with the risks
inherent in immjture and irresponsible sexual relationships. National support is
needed for the'position that intimate sexual activity among children should be
appropriately discouraged, both by their parents and by a society which
inculcates much of children's values through advertising, television, movies and
music. Efforts to increase public awareness, parental support, appropriate sex
education, and counseling children on reasons for sexual continence without
inhibiting human intimacy are needed.

Characteristics of Abuse end Neglect
The number of children reported 'as being abused or neglected doubled

from 1976 through 1982.14 Less than half of those reports were substantiated by
admission of the caretaker or by appropriate evidence.' 5 Half of all ab used
children are under 3 years of age and 90 percent of deaths from abuse occur
before a child is one year of age."6 Incidents involving older children are less
likely to be reported. Cases often perceived as less serious by child protective
agencies, such as neglected teenagers, are not receiving adequate attention. 17

A 1976-1982 national study showed that 64 percent of all reported cases
involved child neglect; 25 percent involved physical injury; and 17 percent
involved emotional abuse or neglect." In 1983 almost 10 percent of reported
cases involved child sexual abuse."9 Due to recent public awareness and
mandatory reporting laws, many communities are now experiencing increases in
sexual abuse cases.

Infants and small children are most often affected by neglect. Sexual,
physical and emotional abuse increases as children grow older.20 The younger
the parent, the greater the chances are for abuse.2' Of all maltreating caretakers,
97 percent are legal parents and 85 percent are natural parents.22

Abusing or neglecting families are more than twice as likely to be headed
by a female, and four times more likely to be receiving welfare assistance."3
Neglect is often related to the psychological unavailability of the parent to meet
the needs of the child as well as economic difficulties. Abusing families have in
general an average income. Male parents are associated more with physical
injury and sexual abuse, female parents more with neglect. 24 Adolescents
experience three times more sexual abuse, but only slightly more physical injury
and emotional maltreatment than young children. 25

Sexual A buse
National data does not distinguish among the various degrees and types of

child sexual abuse. One study concludes that 10 percent of males and 25 percent
of females have had sexual contact or penetration as children.26 Of reported
child sexual abuse, 85 percent of the victims are female and 15 percent male."2
About 80 percent of all perpetrators are male; over 56 percent are perpetrated by
natural parents and 77 percent by legal parents.2' Only about 16 percent is
attributable to relatives and only about 6 percent to strangers."~ Sexually abusive
families, when compared to all abusive or neglecting families, have higher
incidences of health problems and alcohol, drug and spousal abuse.310

Economic and Social Costs
The immediate economic costs to society of child abuse and neglect are

staggering. Initial costs for child protective services for each case opened are
estimated to average $10,000.31 Long-term costs for psychological or medical
care for sexual abuse or severe neglect and abuse cases can be much higher.32
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Temporary foster care costs $5,000 to $15,000 a year. Home-based services
average $50 a visit and 40 visits a year. 33 At a conservative estimate of only
$15,000 in costs per average case, and counting only the 650,000 cases actually
serviced nationwide, annual costs amount to SIO billion. This does not include
substantial law enforcement, hospital or court costs, nor the costs of future
crime and child abuse perpetrated by the abused victim. The long range costs of
failure to prevent, intervene and treat child deprivation are beyond calculation
and have not yet received appropriate attention.

As adults deprived children are more likely to be on welfare, to have job
difficulties, to have mental health problems, and to over-utilize the health care
systemn. 4 Among deprived children, learning disabilities and substance abuse are
more prevalent as are delinquency, truancy, running away and other problems.
But, as Dr. Ruth Kempe writes, "By far the most disturbing and consistent
finding of observation of young children who have been abused and neglected is
the delay, or arrest, of their development."35

Emotional consequences of neglect and abuse fall into one of two patterns
of behavior - withdrawal or aggression. Boys tend to react aggressively. Girls
tend to show more inner conflict and anxiety. Studies of physically abused
children show 30 percent to be retarded or to have neurological deficits.36

Standards/for Chil Protection
It was only in the early 1960s that medical diagnosis of child abuse as "the

battered child syndrome" began. It was not until the 1980s that sexual child
abuse, emotional abuse or neglect, and missing, exploited and runaway children
came to the attention of the public. Governmentally provided child protection
services began with the Social Security Act in 1935. Until then, privately funded
societiese" were the primary intervenors and protectors of children."7 As
government intervention through child protection services and the courts has
increased, private voluntary child welfare efforts have decreased. In recent years,
possibly due to decreasing public resources, the use of volunteers, such as Court
Appointed Special Advocates (CASAs), has begun anew.

Child care and protection standards and practice, such as decision-making
criteria for removal of the child from the home, are often not well defined. A
frequent complaint is that caseworkers are left to make too many decisions
alone, without adequate supervision or guidelines. Case-by-case, jurisdiction-by-
jurisdiction, disparities and variances of acceptable treatment and intervention
levels abound. Nor are the many emotional needs of children always clearly
understood by the -intervening agencies. The assurance of a constant loving
person in a child's life is critical, but often missing in the intervention process.
Making available a constant caretaker with the child preferably remaining in his
own home or finding a permanent home, rather than growing up in temporary
foster homes, is crucial. But perhaps the most important concern remains the
provision of an adequate level of services and treatment for deprived children.

Purpose of-due Recommsendtons
Deprived Children: A Judicial Response is an effort to draw upon the

experience and expertise of those judges who exercise jurisdiction over and who
are involved daily in the lives of "deprived" children - those children who for
many reasons must or should be brought under the custody of the court. Most
juvenile and family courts are vastly different in scope and operation than just a
decade ago. Measurement of current caseloads indicates a far greater number of
family problems before the courts than ever. The huge increase in abuse and
neglect, in custody and child support, and in foster care and family reunification
matters can be partially attributed to such factors as higher divorce rates and
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drug or alcohol abuse. But federal legislation such as the Child Welfare and
Adoption Assistance and the Child Support Enforcement Acts also has had a
significant influence on courts. These federal programs look to local juvenile and
family courts for leadership in reducing institutionalized foster care, providing
permanent families and expediting child support.

Require and Review Service
Increased judicial involvement is critical to improving the effectiveness of

the overall child protection system. The public reasonably expects that courts are
ultimately in control of what happens to the lives and liberties of the children
and families who come to the attention of public authorities. The judges agree
that they must exercise appropriate judicial leadership, responsibility, authority
and accountability. They speak out on the basis of their concern and
commitment as judges assigned or elected to family and juvenile courts, now
often divisions of general trial courts. Their recommendations are intended to be
helpful to community decision-makers, including state and local legislators, law
enforcement, child protection and other social service agencies, attorneys, judges
and the private sector. The key to solving immense problems is the establishment
of a working and effective partnership of courts and public agencies with the full
involvement of business, labor, private foundations and agencies, and citizen
volunteers. Also essential to lasting solutions will be an emphasis on prevention
and sensitivity to the rights of the individual child, the family and the rights and
responsibilities of the parent as well as those of the courts, agencies and
legislatures.
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I. ROLE OF JUDGES
Needs of Children

1. Judicial Leadership
2. Authority to Require Services
3. Agency Cooperation

4.Public Awareness
5. Liaison With Schools
6. Resource Needs
7. Constituency for Children

A nalysLi
The public reasonably expects the judiciary is, or ought to be. ultimately

accountable for what happens to abused or neglected children who are reported
to or handled by governmental agencies. Yet juvenile and family court judges
know that they are oft en being held accountable for the operation of statewide
or local service systems which in reality are subject to limited judicial control
and review. The courts should have the necessary order-making. review.
monitoring and enforcement authority over the entire child protection process,
from the initial report to intake and investigation, to intervention and treatment
plans, through termination and permanent adoption or preferably, effective and
responsible family maintenance or reunification. The nation 's judiciary must be a
responsible force for the improvement of child protection and treatment services.

Lack of coordination among various child-serving agencies and between
child-serving agencies and the courts requires the development of jointly agreed
upon decision-making criteria and treatment procedures. In each jurisdiction the
judicial role should be clarified, and expanded resources made available to
juvenile and family courts and the service agencies so they can more adequately
meet the needs of deprived children.

Thie courts must have as their concern the provision of appropriate and
effective protection for millions of abused, neglected or otherwise deprived
children. Judges must exercise leadership and promote cooperation among the
various systems which handle deprived children. They must protect the rights of
all parties and insist upon appropriate intervention and treatment of each child.
It is a difficult task.

-1. Judicial Leadership
Judges must provide leadership within the community in determining

needs and obtaining and developing resources and services for deprived children
and fwnllls.

The judicial responsibility for impartiality does not preclude a judge from
providing leadership within the community. Judges should examine their
community's child protection system and process - including their own courts

-to assure:
*appropriate prevention, detection, investigation, interviewing and reporting
under uniform practices and procedures;

*clear, concise and purposeful procedures for substantiating,- screening and
servicing all reported abuse and neglect;

*adequate standards for identifying at-risk children and providing needed
intervention and services;

* the use of day care, parenting training, homemaker and other services to keep
families together,
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" the availability of long-term, in-depth services and treatment for children and
families, whether reunited or separated; and

* adequate facilities, trained parents and volunteers, adoption programs, and
treatment within institutional or foster care settings.

Judges should promote cooperation among public and private agencies to
provide needed facilities and resources. Development of citizen volunteers and
auxiliary programs to serve the court, the agencies, and children and families
should be actively encouraged.

2. Authority to Require Services
Juvenile and family courts must have the clear authority, by statute or

rule, to review, order and enforce the delivery of specific services and treatment
for deprived children.

The public looks to its court system to resolve disputes and to order
enforceable and specific remedies. Society expects the judge to be an impartial
decision-maker when a dispute and remedy involve the best interests of a
deprived child under the jurisdiction of the court. It expects the provision of
services or treatment necessary to protect and treat that child. In the interests of
deprived children, juvenile and family courts must have the authority to order,
enforce and review the delivery of specific services and treatment for deprived
children, subject to due process and the presentation of sufficient evidence to
support appropriate judicial intervention.

3.Agency Cooperation
Judges must encourage cooperation and coordination among the courts

and various public and private agencies with responsibilities for deprived
children.

Judges should work informally with members of the bench, bar,
community and various agencies to establish unified procedures and to develop
necessary resources.

Juvenile and family courts, probation services and child protection and
health and mental health agencies should coordinate the management of services
and treatment available and provided to deprived children. The court must bring
about cooperation between itself and the various agencies involved.

4. Public Awareness
Judges and court personnel must mriie every effort to Increase media and

public awareness of the complex and sensitive Issues related to deprived children.
The complex and often competing interests of deprived children, parents,

guardians, social workers, attorneys, the law and the public interest need to be
thoroughly explained to the public. Within the bounds of specific confidentiality
requirements, judges should be available to provide general information on law
and procedure. The media should be encouraged to understand the juvenile and
family courts' emphasis on the "best interests of the child."

Judges must participate in community education programs on children's
issues and court-initiated forums and training on abuse and neglect issues. The
media should be urged to cover such programs and to assist in public education.
5. Liaison with Schools

Juvenile and-family courts must maintain close Ulson and encourage
coordination of policies with school authorities.

There should be continuing communication between the court and school
authorities for the protection and best interests of children. Judges- should be
supportive of school authorities in efforts to better serve children, particularly_

-deprived children, including:
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" Identifying and reporting learning disabled, abused and neglected, and prob-
lem children earlier and providing special classes, programs and counseling.

* Coordinating control 'of school suspensions and absences with the court;
* Offering parenting classes for both children and parents;
* Providing drug and alcohol education;
* Increasing use of school facilities for day care and child supervision;
* Developing special programs for at-risk children;
* Reducing dropout and truancy levels through better motivation, teaching.

alternative education and enforcement programs;
* Initiating law-related education;
* Teaching moral and social values; and
* Teaching students how not to be victimized and other prevention efforts.

6. Resource Needs
Judges must exercise leadership in (a) analyzing the needs of deprived

children and (b) encouraging the development of adequate resources to meet
those needs.

In order to improve children's services, each community, under leadership
of the juvenile and family court, should analyze the needs of children and
encourage legislative, executive and taxpayer support for adequate resources for:
* Preventative- programs and treatment facilities and services, such as day care,

early childhood education, homemaker services, crisis nurseries, aftercare,
mental health, foster care, school-located services, self-help groups and par-
enting training; and

* Cost-effective programs to limit excessive or lengthy out-of-home placements
of children.

7. Constituency for Children
Judges should take an active part In the formation of a community- wide,

multi-disciplinary "Constituency for Children'" to promote and unfy private and
public sector efforts to focus attention and resources on meeting the needs of
deprived children who have no effective voice of their own.

A "Constituency for Children" should:
*Identify and prioritize the treatment needs of children;
*Utilize available public "Children's Trust Funds" to finance prevention and
treatment programs;

*Promote programs to help children achieve their full potential;
*Encourage cooperation and coordination and eliminate "turf-guarding"
among public and private agencies;

" Evaluate what has and has not worked in addressing the needs and problems
of children;

* Heighten public awareness of children's needs through the involvement and
skills of community and business leaders;

" Enhance the quantity and quality of volunteer efforts for children;
-0 Establish realistic goals for meeting children's needs and work toward

those goals; and
* Initiate a full, open and working partnership between the public and private

sectors to benefit children.
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IL. COURT PROCEDURES

8. Court Stature
9. Sensitivity to Children

10. Initial Jurisdiction
11. Coordination of Systems
12. Priority for Abuse Cases
13. Manageable Caseloads
14. Attorney Training
15. Court Appointed Special Advocates
16. Citizen Advis~ry Boards

Legal Issue
17. Support Person for Child
18. Victim and Family Input
19. Evidentiary and Procedural Rules
20. Protective Orders

A nalysis
A child's physical or mental health can be threatened through abuse or

neglect by parents or through the insensitivity of rigid legal or administrative
systems which have no regard for delay as a detrimental impact upon a child's
life. The justice system tends to be over-formalized at the expense of the child
victim.

Sensitivity to the needs of child victims, evidentiary and procedural
reforms, specially trained attorneys and court workers, special volunteers, prior-
ity for abuse cases, reasonable caseloads and victim and family participation in
the disposition of cases are required. The judicial process must reflect a greater
awareness of the child as a child, and the child's treatment and service needs. In
all cases of abused and neglected children. including those which require prose-
cution of the accused, the juvenile and family court must have initial jurisdiction
to protect the interests of the child victim and ensure that services and treatment
are provided. Protective orders must be available on a 24-hour basis.

S. Court Stature
Juvenile and family courts, to be effective, must have the same stature as

general jurisdiction courts. Judicial assignments should be based on expressed
interest and competence and be/for a substantial number of years.

Courts exercising jurisdiction in juvenile and family matters should be
equivalent in rank to trial courts of general jurisdiction to reflect their essential
role in our society. Judges of juvenile and family courts should be elected or
selected on the basis of their professed interest and competence in juvenile and
family matters and assigned for a substantial number of years to insure adequate
training and experience of the judge and control of the court. Where possible.
the same judge should be assigned continuing review over an individual child
and his family, foster care. and treatment progress to assure continuity.

Administrative procedures requiring rotation of judges to the juvenile and
family court should also take into consideration professed interest and compet-
ency. The need for judicial continuity is nowhere greater than in this complex
and specialized court.
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9. Sensitivity to Children
All Judges of all courts must ensure sensitivity in the courtroom and

encourage sensitivity out of the courtroom to minimize trauma to the child
victim.

The legal system must treat childrefi'with special courtesy, respect -and
fairness. Judges must work with attorneys, law enforcement, child protection
agencies and state and local funding sources to improve facilities, services and
procedures affecting children who appear in court. High priorities must be given
to abuse and neglect cases, 24-hour emergency services, reduction of delays, and
coordination with adult courts. Child care and counseling, child-size furniture
and waiting or visitation rooms for parents and children must be available. Fre-
quent recesses, confidentiality for name and address of the child, removal of
courtroom observers during sensitive testimony, separation of victim and
accused, testimony in chambers through closed-circuit television, expeditious
return of evidence and other victim services should be assured to all children in
court.

10. Initial Jurisdiction
Ju venile andfamily courts should have immediate and primary jurisdiction

over children who have been allegedly abused to ensure protection and treatment
for the child victim, notwithstanding pending criminal proceedings.

Immediate jurisdiction of the juvenile and family court over cases of
alleged child abuse assures the protection of the abused child. Through initial
intervention, for example, repetitive interviews by law enforcement, prosecution
and the various attorneys can be limited. The court can immediately protect the
child by a protective order. Necessary services and treatment can be provided as
the first priority of the court. In cases where the juvenile and family courts'
initial protection has been provided, the criminal adjudication process can
proceed.

11. Coordination of Systems
Adult prosecution arising out of an allegation of abuse should be co ordi-

nated with juvenile and Iwnily courts.
The division of jurisdiction between adult criminal courts and juvenile and

family courts often means that not enough concern is shown for the child victim
when the prosecutor interviews the child and builds a cast. focused on obtaining
a guilty verdict and punishing the perpetrator. There must be coordination to
prevent duplications and inconsistencies of the sentences and orders of the var-
ious courts which may be involved in order to reduce the present and future
trauma to the child victim. Since the hurt and the healing of the child is as
important as the punishment of the perpetrator, the coordination should be by
the juvenile and family court which can and should be the "hub of the wheel,"
coordinating the procedures of law enforcement officers, caseworkers, prosecut- '

ing attorneys, and sentencing judges.

12. Priority for Abuse Cases
Priority must be given to abuse and neglect cases in the trial court as well

as in the appellate process.
Courts, through appropriate administrative and docketing processes,

should give priority to petitions involving deprived children over other civil
cases. Hearings, trials and appeals on child custody matters, particularly those
related to the status of abused and neglected children, should be conducted as
rapidly as is consistent with responsible decision-making and the child's sense of
time.
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13. Manageable Caseloads
Juvenile and family courts must have funding to allow reasonable judicil

caseloads and an adequate number of judicial officers to assure the necessary
time for each case.

Unreasonably large caseloads in juvenile and family courts impede justice
for the deprived child. As the number of court interventions, placements or
reviews of the status of deprived children increases, it will be necessary for each
court to have an adequate number of court officers, attorneys and staff to assure
sufficient time and reasonable caseloads.

Administrative or presiding judges of large juvenile and family courts
should assure that sufficient court time, facilities and resources including compe-
tent judges and court officers, are assigned to custody and dependency matters.
Juvenile and family court judges, particularly, must have time away from the
courtroom to provide leadership within the community on behalf of deprived
children.

14. Attorney Training
Court-appointed and public attorneys representing children in abuse and

neglect cases, as well as judges, should be specially trained or experienced
Successful completion of appropriate training and adequate experience in

juvenile and family law should be prerequisites to appointment. A curriculum
for a general understanding of child development and treatment resources, as
well as specific legal skills and knowledge of relevant statutes, cases, court rules,
interviewing skills, and special needs of the abused or neglected child should be
developed and required for all attorneys and judges undertaking such cases.
Continuing legal and judicial education programs-should provide such special
training.

Juvenile and family courts should not be the "training ground" for inexper-
ienced attorneys or judges. Competent legal representation for all parties is cru-
cial. District attorneys, city attorneys, public defenders, child protection agen-
cies, the private bar and others who assign cases to attorneys should assign,
whenever possible, adequately trained and experienced attorneys to cases in the
juvenile and family court.

15. Court Appointed Special Advocates
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASAs) should be utilized by the

court at the earliest stage of the court process, where necessary, to communicate
the best interests of an abused or neglected child.

A Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) is a trained volunteer
appointed by the court to be an advocate for the best interests and well-being of
the child before, during and after court proceedings. Juvenile and family courts
should initiate the use of such volunteers to assist them in protecting deprived
children.

A trained CASA can devote more time and attention to an individual case
than an attorney and can assist the court in its determination. The CASA should
make an independent investigation and recommend to the court actions which
would be in the best interests of the child. Access to the assistance of a qualified
attorney should be available to the CASA throughout the legal process.

16. Citizen Advisory Boards
Juvenile and family courts should consider the use of judicially appointed

citizen advisory boards to assist the court with Independent screening, monitor-
ing and review of individual placements, services, facilities and treatment.

Juvenile and family courts should consider the use of Citizen Advisory
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Boards or other types of independent and qualified panels to assist them in
assuring adequate review of all screening, monitoring and placements. Such
volunteer assistance can be an asset to a judge, provided the court is the appoint-
ing authority and such review boards operate under the judicial branch of
government as part of an independent review process. Separate agency-initiated
review systems and procedures are also necessary, but are not a substitute for
continuing independent judicial review of placement, services and treatment.

17. Support Person for Child
A person supportive of the child witness should be permitted to be present

in court and accessible to the child during the child's testimony without influenc-
bng that testimony.

The presence of a person providing emotional support for the child victim-'
witness may be necessary in obtaining testimony with a minimum of psychologi-
cal harm to the child. Judges should assure that proceedings are conducted in a
manner sensitive to the child and do all they can to lessen the trauma to the
child.

18. Victim and Family Input
Family members should be permitted to offer suggestions or testify in aid

of the disposition of the case.
To the extent possible, the court should hear or be made aware of the

dispositional concerns of the child victim and family. The child victim, family
members and other persons affected should have the opportunity to attend and
testify at disposition hearings. In addition to the deprived child, grandparents,
extended family members, and foster parents are among those who may be
affected by dispositions in abuse and neglect or criminal cases. Although they
are not "Parties" with standing for purposes of required notice and the legal right
to participate, they often represent service resources and are sources of relevant
information. At the request of any party or the court, such persons may be

-permitted to testify as to the disposition. Caution should be exercised to prevent
"fault-finding advocacy" which would polarize partisanship and delay or prevent
family reunification.

19. Evidentiary and Procedural Rules
Evldentiaty and procedural rules consistent with due process must be

adopted to protect the child vIctim from further trauma.
Reforms must be made to improve the prosecution in criminal court of

child abuse and neglect and to protect the abused or neglected child victim from
further trauma in the courtroom. Measures for consideration include:
" Expanding use of hearsay and exceptions for out-of-court statements;
" Granting explicit judicial authority to control the examination of child

witnesses;
" Lengthening statutes of limitations for crimes involving children;
" Removing the requirement for proof of non-consent by the child;
" Presuming the competency of the child witness or allowing the child to testify

first with the judge to weigh the child's competency to testify;
" Using leading questions and narrative style testimony;
* Eliminating corroborative evidence requirements for a primae facie case;
" Modifying marital, medical and psychological privileges of confidentiality in

cases involving the abuse of children;
-0 Allowing evidence of established patterns of prior sexual acts by the abuser;
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*Using, where appropriate, video-taped or closed-circuit television statements
by the victim.

20. Protective Orders
All courts sould be ,1aiued author0 to isue Protetive Or retraining

orders toprevenifawiher abuse. Such orders should be freely used and vigoroul
msforced.

The use and enforcement of protective orders by the court is necessary to
prevent additional trauma to a child. Statutes and'rules should specifically autho-
rize courts to make applicable to the abused, the abuser or others the following
orders:
" Vacate or refrain from visiting the home;
" Limit or forbid contact with victim;, other siblings, or any child;
" Maintain limited or supervL,,ed visitation with child;
* Prohibit physical, disciplinary and sexual contact;
" Obtain a mental health or substance abuse evaluation and participate in indi-

cated treatment;
" Stay away from child's neighborhood, school, playground;
" Pay support for child or other family members, and costs of treatment;
* Refrain from use of alcohol and drugs, and obtain treatment; and
* Exhibit other definitive positive behavior in the best interests of the child.

Statutes and rules provide courts with the power to vigorously enforce these
protective orders by fines, contempt proceedings, or other appropriate means.
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III. DETECTING, REPORTING
AND EVALUATING

Detection and Reportig

21. Identifying Deprived Children
22. Prompt Reporting
23. Signs of Abuse and Neglect
24. Voluntary Treatment-
25. Follow-up Reports

Evaluation
26. Central Registry
27. Evaluation at Intake
28. 24-hour Availability
29. Coordinated Planning
30. Review of Emergency Removals
31. Removal of Offender
32. Child Interviews

A nalysis

Reports of abuse and neglect are often not confirmed nor the child assisted
because of an Inability of child protection agencies to properly investigate. The
reasons appear to be lack of available staff, programs and budget. When increased
demand upon an already overburdened system cannot be handled, agency percep-
tion that some reports can be Ignored or downgraded creates additional tragedy
for the child who has been abused or neglected.

System improvements can enhance the detection of child abuse and negkect
in each community and are often capable of being made without the expenditure
of large amounts of money. These Include:
" Developing good practices and clear procedures for deciding when and how to

report, screen, investigate and substantiate cases at the child protection agency,
law enforcement, health, and school levels;

" Encouraging abusers to report themselves to agencies which can help them and
protect the child victim;

* Enh~ancing public awareness and providing professional training directed at
detecting and reporting of child abuse, neglect and other deprivation:

* Ens uring better handling of reported cases and follow-up responses;-
* Coordinating investigation protocol and intake practice among law enforce-

ment. prosecution. child protective agencies and the criminal and juvenile
courts In order to minimize trauma and Increase help for the child;

" Improving correlation of activities of child protection and other public and
private agencies within the community, coordinating all available resources;

* 77mely judicial review of emergency removal of a childfrom home, jointI agency
assessment and planning, and broader analysis of a child's problems at intake.

21. Identifying Deprived Children
Al Hperso who *wk withs children on a regular basis should be trained to

recognize Indictors of abuse, negkdc or significnt depiation
ADl public and private agencies and citizens must share information to detect
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at-risk children and to prevent abuse and neglect. Training must be required for
all professionals in contact with children on a regular basis.

School personnel, particularly teachers, counselors and nurses, health and
human service professionals and all others who work with or are regularly in
contact with children should be aware of the indicators of abuse and neglect, and
identify such children for child protection agencies. Children with severe parental
conflicts, or appearing to be physically, sexually or emotionally abused, or neg-
lected, require immediate evaluation.

Hospitals, health facilities and the medical, legal and social service profes-
sions must be encouraged to offer instruction and information to the community.
All child care workers should be screened and trained, and facilities monitored.
Child protective services or another appropriate agency should be required by law
to review regularly child care practices and facilities in each community.

22. Prompt Reporting
All persons working with children must promptly report known or reason-

ably suspected abuse and neglect. Communication and witness privileges must not
impede the reporting, Investigation and adjudication of alleged child abuse.

Although reporting of child abuse or neglect is required in each state, it is
apparent that compliance is far from adequate. Prosecutors must insist upon full
compliance with all reporting requirements.

Where present statutes do not specifically indicate, prompt reports of child
abuse or neglect should be required from a broad range of persons who, in their
professional or official capacity, know or reasonably suspect abuse or neglect.
Such persons should be advised of and acknowledge the established reporting
procedures and express their intent to report as required. They also should be
immune from civil and criminal liability for such reporting, but subject to appro-
priate sanctions if they intentionally fail to report, falsely report, or fail to cooper-
ate with the court, the district attorney, or the appropriate child protection
agency.

Statutes and court rules governing privileged communications should be
reexamined to assure that such information is made available and acted upon to
protect the child. However, it is not intended that confidential court records of
juvenile and family court proceedings involving alleged child abuse be used in any
manner which would be detrimental to the best interests of the child victim, as
determined by the juvenile and family courts.

Standardized child abuse and neglect detection and reporting procedures
must be developed and implemented by all hospitals, clinics and health or service
providers, including the mental health profession, and all governmental agencies.

23. Signs of Abuse and Neglect
Appropriate governmental agencies, schools of medicine and social work,

and the media should widely publicize in each community reliable Indicators of
vulnerable families, child physical and sexual abuse, and child neglect.

The American Medical Association's Diagnostic and Treatment Guidelines
indicators"l deserve broad dissemination.

lndicators of Vulnerable Families
" Socially isolated families - no external support systems
* Families where husbands and wives resort to violence on one another
* Individuals who were maltreated as children
* Parental expectations inconsistent with the child's developmental abilities
* Alcohol and drug misuse, inadequate housing and mental illness
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Indicators of Physical Abuse In Children
* Injuries are more severe than those that can be reasonably attributed to claimed

cause
* Bruises and welts on multiple body surfaces
* Bruises forming patterns often resembling the shape of the article used to inflict

the injury I
* Burns - cigars, cigarettes, immersion or patterned burns such as an electrical

appliance
* Fractures - multiple or in various stages of healing
* Abdominal injuries which are unexplained
* Angry, isolated, or destructive children
" Displaying abusive behavior toward others

Indicators of Physical and Sexual Abuse in Children
" Pain in genital area
" Difficulty in walking or sitting
" Any sexually transmitted disease
" Wide range of psychological reactions such as:

- fighting with a relative, friend or teacher
- engaging in excessive masturbation or highly sexualized play

Indicators of Physical Neglect in Children
" Malnutrition
* Poor hygiene or inadequate clothing for circumstances
" Lack of appropriate adult supervision -for age
" Failure to receive adequate medical attention

24. Voluntary Treatment
A busive or potentially abusive persons should be encouraged to acknowl-

edge their problem, seek help and participate in voluntary treatment for them-
selves and theirfamiles.

Successful treatment of the family and particularly the child victim often
must be based on the involvement of the offending parent. Stays of prosecution,
continuances of adjudication, confidentiality of legal records or incarceration
contingent upon treatment outcomes should be used to protect the self-reporter's
due process rights and to set realistic treatment or reunification goals in the best
interests of the child.--

25. Follow-Up Reports
Agencies must respond Immediately to reports of child abuse and neglect

and pro i'le follow-up information to the reporter.
Too often reports are not properly investigated and serviced. To assure

better coordination of services and treatment, child protection agencies must be
required to provide follow-up on cases of reported child abuse.

Follow-up reports should include such information as the alleged victim's
and perpetrator's names, relationship (if any), actions taken and status of the case,
placement of victim, pending or actual criminal or civil action, medical or psycho-
logical diagnosis, casework plan and caseworker's name and telephone number.
Rccipient agencies must not be allowed to dismiss a report without further fol-
lowup with the reporter. If acting in a professional capacity with the child, (for
example, the family physician) the reporter must be consulted on appropriate
intervention and treatment strategies.
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26. Central Reglstry
A central registry of complaints of alleged abuse and neglect must be deve-

isped and maintained In each state with mandatory reporting of data from child
protection and health agencies, as well as law enforcement, and school officials,
with access on a demonstrated "need to known bashs.

All courts, law enforcement, prosecutorial and child protection agencies
must l1ave access to a central registry of abuse-neglect cases, for the purposes of
investigation and substantiation of suspected abuse and neglect. The registry
should include reports of all missing children, as well as all reported, investigated,
adjudicated or pending cases of abuse, neglect or other deprivation.

Law enforcement agencies must conduct a preliminary investigation imme-
diately upon receipt of a missing child report. If the child is missing, descriptive
information must be entered on national and local crime information center com-
puters and cancelled after the child is located. To assist in locating missing,
abducted, or runaway children, an effective identification system, workable on a
national basis, should be established for all children.

It is essential to the operation of a central registry system that those granted
access to the data be mandated to respect its confidentiality and assist in keeping it
current.

27. Evaluation at Intake
A thorough assessment of a child's problems and family is needed at all

public and private intake facilities.
All public and private child intake agencies should be required to conduct a

comprehensive initial investigation and assessment of a child's problems and the
child's family relationships. Intake agencies, when handling children, should
attempt to ascertain the relation of the presenting problem to broader problems of
the child and the family.

If the intake agency is not equipped for such evaluations, follow-up assess-
ments by qualified agencies should be initiated. For example, a child found intox-
icated should not be released by an intake agency (hospital, detention or police)
until arrangements for further follow-up assessment for alcohol/drug problems
have been made. Improved detection and treatment of child abuse, drug and
alcohol abuse, fetal alcohol syndrome and other physical and mental injury to
children is dependent upon interagency communication and coordination together
with proper follow-up.

28. 24-Hour Availability
Child protection services andlacihitles should be available 24-hours a day to

assure that allegations of serious neglect or abuse can be assessed and protection
pro vided.

Each community should have a trained multi-disciplinary child abuse
assessment team available on a 24-hour a day basis. Such teams should imme-
diately assess reports of child abuse and facilitate a medical examination.

Reporting, investigation, treatment and emergency coui. intervention
required to cope with the tragedies of child abuse and neglect must be provided at
all times. Since a great proportion of child abuse occurs in the evening hours and
on weekends, a flexible system of providing 24-hour child protection services
would effectiveiy serve the interests of families and children.

29. Coordinated Planning
Reports of abuse and neglect should be evaluated immediately and, where

necessary, a coordinated plan of action should be developed by law enforcement.
the child protection craencies and the prosecutor.
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Procedures for coordinating the efforts of law enforcement, child protec-
tion, medical personnel and prosecutors should be developed. Joint assessment
should lead to a coordinated plan of action to protect and treat the abused child.

30. Review of Emergency Removals
Emergency removal of the child from the home must be subject to prompt

judicial review.
When a child is removed from home by a law enforcement or child protec-

tion agency a judicial hearing must be held the next court day, for the purpose of
entering a court order to continue removal or to return the child home.

31. Removal of Offender
The alleged offender, rather than the child, sh oulId be removed from the

home, whenever appropriate.
When family members must be separated as the result of abusive behavior, it

is preferable for the child victim to remain at home. Depriving a child of his or her
own bed, house, school, neighborhood -and friends creates additional trauma and
disruption. A protective order of the court should assure the alleged perpetrator's
exclusion from the home and the child's safety in the care of a responsible adult.

- After discovery of abuse, the child should be placed in a familiarsetting. if
possible, consistent with protection. Concern should be given to protecting the
siblings of an abused child. They should only be removed from the home when
necessary.

32. Child Interviews
A suspected chid victim of abuse and the non-offending family members

should not be subjected to repetitious and unsystematic interviews.
Interviews must be conducted with skill and as little trauma to the child as

possible. All interviews of child victims should be conducted by persons with
special interviewing skills. Investigative interviews should be coordinated among
law enforcement, prosecution and the child protection agency, preferably using a
single interviewer to minimize trauma and increase reliability of information. The
initial interview should be complete, and unobtrusively video-taped, or at least,
audio-taped to preclude the need for repeated interviews.

Frequency and duration of interviews, medical examinations and psycho-
logical or psychiatric evaluations conducted on child victims should be restricted
consistent with the needs of the child.
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WV. OUT-OF-HOME PLACEMENT
Prevent Remnvel

33. Removal of Child
34. Reduction of Placements
35. Reasonable Efforts Criteria
36. Cultural and Ethnic Values
37. Preventative Services

Review Issues
38. Voluntary Placements
39. Placement Reviews
40. Monitoring Facilities
41. Expediting Return

A nalysis
Children in foster care are further deprived by 'foster care drift" as they

move from foster home to foster home and grow up without permanent family
ties. All the hundreds of thousands of children now in foster care were placed
there with the hope that one day they would either be reunited with their biologi-
cal parents or provided with a permanent adoptive family. Many, however, con-
tinue their childhood without a family. Th1e lost human potential Is great.

The Council' Permanency Planing for Families Project effort"1 has as its
goal the reduction of both the number and duration of out-of-home placements.
In fact, the use of long-term foster care has decided dramatically, from 25.3
percent of all cases in 1976 to only 13.4 percent in 1982.40 But a great many abused
and neglected children receive only foster care as a "long-term service. " Foster
care can be a viable placement alternative only with appropriate screening, train-
ing and monitoring, ideally leading to either the permanent adoption by afoster
family, or preferably, realistic reunification with the child ,first family. Through
this difficult time, the child must be appropriately protected and receive necessary
treatment and services.

Under the Federal Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act reasonable
efforts such as family-based services are required to keep a child out offoster care.
The likelihood offamily reunification is greatly reduced the longer a child remains
in placement. The likelihood of adoptive placement for a child is also greatlv
reduced if a child remains in foster care longer than two years. The opportunity
for reunification is greatest during the first months. The chances for adoption by
another family are best between 12 and 24 months in foster care and diminish
thereafter in spite of eventual termination of parental rights and legal availability
for adoption."O This is why continuing judicial review of placement decisions is
crucial. It is time to take a closer look at the entire child protection process, since
wrong decisions can produce lasting damage to the child and society. The use of
independent review boards can assist the court to monitor children 's services and
treatment.

33. Removal of Child
A child should not be remo ved from home until consideration Is given as to

whether the child can remain at home safely.
There is need for well-defined criteria to guide the removal or return of an

abused or neglected child. Of similar concern is what "reasonable efforts" are
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required to permit the child to remain safely in the home. The law is clear that no
person or governmental agency may intrude upon the basic parental right to the
care, custody and control of their children without convincing a court that such
intervention is necessary. Frequently tooimany children are removed from home.
for varying periods of time, without adequate services or treatment, judicial
approval, or even later review.

Before approving the separation of the child from parents, except for emer-
gencies, the court must determine whether the child protection agency has made
reasonable efforts to prevent removal from the home. Consideration of such
reasonable efforts under P.L. 96-272, the federal Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare Act, require attention to:
" The past or 'future provision of appropriate child care; -

" Nursing and homemaking,
* Counseling and supervision;
* Continuing family, group or individual therapy;
* Alcohol and drug abuse treatment;
" Housing and jqb counseling;
" Parenting training; and
* Removal or exclusion of the offender by protective court order.

Consideration must be given to maintaining contacts among siblings and
placing them together when appropriate.
34. Reduction of Placements

The number, dauwdon and traumatic impact of out-of-home placements of
deprived chden must be reduced by "reasonable efforts"- to seek alternatives
consistent with the child's needfer protection and treatment

Courts, child protection agencies, advocates for parents and children,
including court appointed special advocates (CASAs) and attorneys, and the
parents and children themselves in all deprived children cases, must, by law, seek
and consider alternatives to foster care placement of children consistent with the
child's need for protection and treatment. The least traumatic and disruptive
intervention should be used to safeguard the child's growth and development.
* Consideration should always be given to allowing the child to remain at home

under protective orders of the court which could include removal of an alleged
abuser and must include the delivery of supportive services in the home.

* When removal from home is necessary for protection or treatment of the child,
willing and appropriate relatives close to the child's home should be considered
for temporary placement.

* When it is not safe for the child to remain at home or to place a child temporar-
ily in the home of a relative, a foster home close to the parents' home should
be sought.

* When the child's need for therapy and treatment are such that a foster family
and non-residential community resources are insufficient or inappropriate, pro-
fessionally staffed group homes or residential treatment centers are appropriate
placements for consideration.

In any child protection case, services must be both offered and provided to
improve homemaking, parenting, and child care skills in addition to such therapy
and counseling as is necessary to address problems of abusive behavior, chemical
abuse or other issues which threaten the welfare of the child or the stability of the
family unit.
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Coordination is essential among juvenile and adult courts and social and
mental health systems concerning the placement of the child, the conditions of
placement, the involvement of the family in a treatment plan, and related prosecu-
torial interests.

35. Reasonable Efforts Criteria
Judges should evaluate the criteria established by child protection agencies

for initial removal and reunification decisions and determine the court's expecta-
tions of the agency as to what constitutes "reasonable efforts" to prevent removal
or to hasten return of the chiW

Before a child is removed from home, or continues to remain away from
home under State custody, a court must review the action of the child protection
agency to determine if "reasonable efforts" have been made to avoid out-of-home
placement, or to bring about reunification. It must also be shown that such
services and treatment have not been successful to allow the child to remain at
home or be returned home. The time a child must spend out of the home should
be minimized consistent with the need for protection and service.

Judges must work with child protection agencies to develop risk assessment
criteria for the removal and return of deprived children. Specific definitions and
expectations of the court as to what constitutes "reasonable efforts" are critical to
an effective system. Casework procedures and resources necessary to obtain
measurable objectives within established timeframes should include:
" Age and abilities or disabilities of child and parent and the presence of a

protecting adult in the home;
" Exhibited level of homemaking and parenting skills for child-rearing;
" Non-residential community resources and direct services to monitor the family,

to minimize the risk of recurrence, and to meet the needs of child and parents;
" Exhibited willingness of parents to cooperate in a treatment plan and the desire

of the parents and the child to remain together;
" Appropriate placement facilities;
" Provision of appropriate services and treatment such as homemakers, day care,

counseling, parenting and child care classes; and
" Consideration of applicable federal and state legislation and court rules or

decisions.
36. Cultural and Ethnic Values

in placing children, courts and child protection agencies must give consider-
ation to maintaining racial, cultural, ethnic and religious values.

Many families have distinct differences which may provide unique support
systems in child-rearing and in preventing or solving deprivation, neglect and
abuse. Some of these unique family support systems include extended relation-
ships and particular religious and social institutions.

37. Preventative Services
Programs which promote family preservation and prevention of out-of-

home placement by providing early intensive services for the at-risk child and
family must be developed and utilized In all communities.

Family-based services and counseling should be used to prevent out-of-
home placements. Prevention of out-of-home placements does no: mean never
removing a child from home. There will always be some children who must be
removed to assure their prof. -,,don. However, the availability of intensive family-
based programs will make tne choice not to remove a child easier. Such family-
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based intensive services focus on family preservation and provide crisis interven-
tion, family counseling, reduced caseloads for social workers, evening and
weekend caseworker availability, specialized training for direct service delivery.
and emphasize the full use of all community resources.

39. Nohmr11 ryafimm
Agreements between parents and a child protection agency which voluntar-

ily place a child out of the home should be in writing, filed with the court and
reviewed by the court within 30 days.

Frequently, children are removed from the home and placed under state
custody for varied periods of time and for various reasons, under a process known
as "voluntary placement." Usually-the parents "voluntarily" place the child with
the child protection agency. To protect against possible abuses of this process and
to avoid unnecessary long separations, public and private agencies should give
early notification to the court. Voluntary placement with an agency should not be
continued beyond 30 days for foster care or other public custody without judicial
approval. Prior notification of the court should be required if the child is not to be
released from such custody and returned home within 30 days.

A child should be placed into the custody of a public agency only after
specific criteria are established and agreed upon in advance. Agreements and
treatment plans should be written and signed to include:
" An explanation of why the parental placement is necessary, what alternatives

were considered and why they were rejected, prior efforts undertaken to solve
the problem, an explanation of why they were not successful, and the goals
necessary to be reached in order for the child to be returned home.

* A statement by the agency of the services and resources to be used to assist the
child and the family, the date the child will be returned home, and instructions
to the parents regarding what they must do to facilitate the child's return.

" An acknowledgement by the parents that they have the right to refuse place-
ment, the right to withdraw the child from placement unless a court order is
issued within 72 hours, excluding weekends and holidays, after their request for
return, and the right to notice, hearing and an attorney to secure return of the
child if a court order is sought by the agency to continue the placement.

* An advisory to the parents that they have the right to reasonable visitation, the
right to be consulted on decisions involving the child's medical, psychological
and educational care, the right to be notified of the child's progress or of any
significant changes in condition during placement, and the right to be notified
of the child's location and caseworkers.

Copies of such voluntary agreements should be provided to all parties and
to the court immediately after notice is filed to initiate, extend or terminate such
voluntary placement.

39. Placement Reviews
A s required byfederaloaw, Indepenident judicial re view of alplacements by

the court or by a judicially appointed citizen review board must be conducted at
least every six months. Eighteen months following placement, the court must
conduct a full hearing to review the family service plan and the progress of the
child for the purpose of esalsigpermanency planning for the child.

Until a child is returned home or adopted, assuring appropriate, frequent,
independent and in-depth court review of out-of-home placements and denials of
adoptive placement by child protection agencies is crucial to protect the interests
of deprived children. Where the parental abuse, neglect or disability precipitating
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removal of the child is determined as unlikely to change within a reasonable time,
or when the agency and the parents cannot agree on a treatment plan, the court
should receive such information immediately and schedule a review as soon as
possible. _______________________

- ~--- --- tablit-an-aproptm~reamen brthechid cn bst be p-rovided whn
custody, visitatiodfind service and treatment decisions are made at the beginning
of the placement proceeding rather than weeks or months later in the ultimate
dispositional order. Such decisions are not intended to be permanent and are
subject to modification at subsequent review hearings.

40. Monitoring Facilities
Provision must be made for minimum standard and frequent review and

inspection of all out-of-home placement faciles, staff and treatment programs.
Statutory mandates should assure that all out-of-home facilities, including

residential treatment centers, group homes, foster homes and emergency shelters
utilized for deprived children, are regularly and comprehensively inspected. Both
the adequacy of the facilities and the professional ability of foster parents or
residential staff should be carefully examined.

Child protective services should be required, as part of their routine respon-
sibilities, to compile and make available current evaluative information on the
various child treatment programs within the community.

Courts or independent judicially appointed citizen review boards should
periodically review the effectiveness of child protection agency services and treat-
ment, including all placement facilities.

41. Expediting Return
A child removed from home must be returned to the family as soon as

conditions causing the removal have been substantially corrected and safeguards
established.

In the same manner that "reasonable efforts" require a court to assure that
all means to keep a child in the home safely have been exhausted, courts and child
protection agencies also are required to make "reasonable efforts" to hasten the
reunification of a rild removed from his family. By federal law, courts or inde-
pendent review boards must conduct a thorough review of each child removed to
state custody on a regular basis, at maximum, every six months. If a child can be
safely returned home, even with the assistance of appropriate treatment or services
such as homemaking, nursing or counseling provided to the family, then that child
and family should be given the opportunity to reunify under necessary court-
ordered supervision, safeguards arnd protections.

A child victim of abuse should be reunited with an abusing parent or family
member only after the following conditions have been met:
" stringent safeguards for protection within the home are established:
* the abusing parent has sufficiently progressed in treatment;
" the abused child is determined ready to return home; and
* the court has approved.

An infant or child hospitalized or in institutional or residential care as a
result of parental abuse or neglect presents special problems and requires careful
planning and case-by-case management by the medical community, child protec-
tion agency and court before being returned home.

In determining whether or not parents can provide adequate care following
hospitalization, institutional or residential care of the abused child, these consid-

~:erations apply:
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" Their understanding how the injury and abuse occurred in relation to their
own actions;

* Their possessing a new understanding of their child's physical and emotional
needs through successfuly accomplished treatment an tainin.

" Their willingness to cooperate with medical supervision, counseling, home vis-
its and other safeguards or protective orders by the court and to have suffi-
ciently indicated that necessary changes have or will be made;

* The relation of any existing physical or mental illness, including depression,
drug or alcohol abuse, a negative, punitive or indifferent attitude toward the
infant, or any other impediment of the parent which would endanger the child's
physical or mental health; and

* The child's physical and emotional readiness to be returned home.

. 28
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V. TREATMENT AND PLANNING
Treament Requirements

- 42. !xuuedi ratm~~ient - --
43. Family Focus
44. Parental Responsibility
45. Positive Parental Behavior
46. Substance Abuse
47. Mandated Treatment
48.. Youthful Sexual Offenders

Paying for Support and Treatment
49. Payment by Offender
SO. Victim Assistance Funds
SI. Private Insurance

Providing Servime
52. Qualified Treatment Personnel
53. Volunteer Assistance
54. Foster Homes
55. Foster Care Drift
56. Children with Special Needs
57. Shelter for Homeless Children

Permanency Planning
58. Termination of Parental Rights
59. Alternative Permanent Plans
60. Expedited Adoption Process
61. Subsidized Adoptions

A nalysir
Nationally, multiple or sexual "maltreatment "and abandonment of children

receives t he highest ratio of services, while neglect and minor injury receives the
least.'-2 Despite the fact that neglect causes about hal of all child fatalities each
year. in-home assistance, such as homemakers, remains a low budget priority.4 '
These services do not, of course, reach the substantial amount of child victims
never reported, or reported but not substantiated.

Although child victims frequently require help to alleviate the guilt they are
experiencing about their family'!s problems, they are often placed into foster care
without additional supports or necessary therapeutic intervention. The lack of
immediate and effective treatment and coordinated planning and resources
represents serious problems. Providing an adequate number of foster homes,
trainedfoster parents. special homes for special needs children, emergency shelter
care facilities and other alternatives prior to termination ofparental rights are also
critical. After termination, providing resources for the treatment and subsequent
adoption of deprived children is the wisest investment society can make. An
abused or neglected child, whether removed from the home or remaining in the
home, needs assistance which is often not provided

Although 80 percent of all substantiated cases of abuse or neglect receive
1"casework counseling,W given the excessive caseloads, this response must be seen
as more paperwork than counseling. (Thie ratio of cases to workers in some large
jurisdictions has exceeded an unrealistic 150:1, allowing less than an hour per
month for each deprived child). When caseloads are this high, It Is clear that
insuffici services are being provided Only 46 percent of substantiated cases
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receive long-term or support services such as foster care, da ' care, homemaking
services and, mental health counseling. Onli' 11 percent receive emergency care or
what is termed "crisis services. "45 It is increasingly apparent that menial and
s---motionalllnesse-of-deprived-eildren arefactors that need system wide attention.--

Nseessary guidelines and policies for child protection workers are frequently.
not available or implemented in practice, and service and treatment program
effectiveness and quality are often questionable. Caseload size and lack of resour-
ces work against clear, concise, purposeful professional services. Workers are
frequently left alone to make case decisions without adequate guidance, or ade-
quate diagnostic and treatment facilities.'6 Perhaps the greatest shortcoming is the
failure of society to provide the necessary resources to cope with the problems of
deprived children. Reducing, rather than increasing. treatment and services ill a
time of voluminous caseloads and abandoned reports and investigations is vnh'-
putting off the problem to the prisons of the next century.

42. Immediate Treatment
Treatment of an abused and neglected child must be immediate, thorough

and coordinated among responsible agencies.
Treatment, therapy or counseling for the child victim should begin as soon

as the assessment process has determined it necessary. Interim therapy and treat-
ment should not be delayed pending adjudication. When a multi-d iscipli nary team
has determined that treatment is necessary, a single therapist should be assigned to
the child. A CASA should ensure that treatment is provided.

The lack of mental health resources for deprived children and their families
is a national disgrace. Adequate treatment for the mentally ill or emotionally
disturbed can be expensive but must not be avoided. Such noble notions as
"deinstitutionalization" are often misused to avoid the expense of necessary in-
patient care. Moreover, it must be recognized that emotional abuse is as rampant
and lethal as physical abuse and also requires intensive treatment.

43. Family Focus
Treatment provided to the child through court or agency intervention

should involve the entwrefamily or focus on family relationships as they impact on
the child, and should stress the primary responsibility of the parents for the child's
weffare and protection.

Family involvement, where at all possible, should be stabilized rather than
disrupted as a result of intervention and treatment. Early intervention is always
better. Effective treatment of the parents and positive behavior by them, such as
successful completion of an alcohol abuse or violence prevention program, is
important to 'the child's healing and to normalization of family relations.

To facilitate a family approach to all rehabilitation efforts, there should be
intensive, home-focused treatment and services. Information should be shared
among probation, welfare, child protection and other family agencies. There
should be widespread publicity in the community regarding available programs.

44. Parentsl Responsibility
Child protection agencies and the courts should require parental responsibil-

Ity for a childs well-being.
Courts and child protection agencies should encourage the basic responsibil-

ity of parents to care for and control their children. Facilitating such parental
responsibility should be the goal of all interventions. Public policy should not, in
any way, work against or impede parents from competently retaining, assuming or
reassuming such responsibilities.

45. Positive Parental Behavior
Judges, as part of the disposition for the child, must have authority to order
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treatment for the parents, to require other positve conduct, and to inpose nc-
dions for willfufaihure or refusal to comply.

The best interests of a child who is i '1n"&.oupervision, -or is -a victim of
abuse or neglect orohrdprivation, often requires that a parent participate in a
course of treatment or demonstrate other positive conduct. Judges should-~have
the authority to order such treatment or conduct and to sanction by contempt or
other means, the willful failure or refusal of parents to comply with such an order.
To this end, it must be clear that parents are parties to the action and warned of
potential sanctions. Appropriate statutory changes should be made where neces-
sary to provide such authority.

46. Substance Abuse
Substance abuse treatment, where appropriate, should be mandated for the

parents and the child.
Courts must exercise leadership in the development of cost-effective alcohol

and substance abuse identification and treatment programs. Residential facilities
for children are encouraged to include substance abuse counseling for children
and parents.

47. Mandated Treatment
Judges must have the authority to order the treatment determined to be

necessary and should regularly review the efficacy of such treatment.
Courts are responsible for the protection and best interests of deprived

children. Treatment plans should be required to be submitted at all dispositional
and post-dispositional review hearings, with the court evaluating and approving
the plan to determine whether conditions set forth facilitate permanency objec-
tives for the child.

Courts should hold child protection agencies accountable, require progress
reports at appropriate intervals, and schedule other review hearings when needed
or at the request of any party. Child protection agency supervision must assure
that all children in foster care receive regular medical examinations and care,
including psychological testing as appropriate, and that any reasonable course of
treat ment recommended by a physician or psychologist be considered.

48. Youthful Sex Offenders
Judges must require appropriate treatment for youthful sexual offenders,

most of whom have been victims of sexual abuse.
The cycle of young victims of sexual abuse who later become perpetrators of

sexual abuse must be broken. Unless intensive intervention and effective treat-
ment of such youthful sexual offenders is provided, with or without juvenile or
criminal court-imposed sanctions, the cycle will continue. The earlier the interven-
tion, the greater the likelihood of success.

49. Payment by Offender
The court should require the offender to pay the costs of treating the child

victim.
Courts should be authorized by statute to include in dispositions a require-

ment that offenders make restitution to parents or governmental agencies for the
costs incurred in providing medical, psychiatric, psychological, and other treat-
ment for families and children who were victimized by the offender's abuse.
Attorneys' fees, CASA and guardian ad litemn costs and other expenses directly
resulting from the abusive behavior should likewise be considered for
reimbursement.

When the perpetrator is an immediate family member, the court must weigh
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the value of such restitution against the long-term effect or burden of such reim-
bursement. Restitution should not be destructive of therapy for the child victim or
imped -reufiaon I______

50. Victim Assitance Funds
Child ictim of abuse or neglect should be eligible/for victims assistance

and Compensation progranms
Statutes must provide that child victims are eligible to receive the services

and compensation offered by Victim Assistance programs. Child protection agen-
cies must assure that child victims in their custody receive the compensation for
which they are eligible.

51. Private Insuirance
In child support, custody and dependency hearings, if parents have or can

obtain health ewe lnmranc4 the cowrt should order coverage
Whenever possible, juvenile and family courts should make certain that

parents who have, or can obtain, health insurance, apply that coverage to the'
children and that third party payments for agency-initiated treatment and therapy
are authorized.

52. Quaified Treatment Personnel
Child protection caseworkers mwut be screened, trained and certified in

order to improve child prlecllon services and treatment.
Development of employee screening practices, certification standards and

caseload guidelines, adequate compensation and training will assure the effective-
ness of child protection services. Caseworkers should be certified to practice on
the basis of education, training and experience. Caseworker training must be a
part of formal education and a condition for licensure.

A detailed background investigation must be performed to qualify persons
who work with deprived children.

53. Volunteer Assistance
Screened, qualified and trained volunteers should be used to enhance the

qualit of services to deprived children and families
In addition to using Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASAs), courts

should encourage the use of volunteers to meet the many needs of abused and
neglected children and their families from the time of initial report through final
court order and review. The acute lack of resources for deprived children in most
communities provides opportunities for volunteers to assume such functions as
foster parents, foster grandparents, substitute families and court workers. Citizen
review boards, child protection and law enforcement aides, aides for victims and
witnesses and pro-bono legal services and other donated professional services
should be considered for volunteers. Senior citizens are an excellent source of
volunteers.

Volunteer efforts are enhanced by appropri ite titles, status, training, in-.
surance, immunity, appearance priority and similar benefits. Judges should rec-
o~nize that social service agencies are, in most cases, under-funded and that
volunteers should supplement, not substitute for, an adequate and mandated level
of professional services.

54. Foster Homes
A suficint number of/foster homes, adequatley reimbursed and Provided

with .ccmn to treatrmtad =*pport wevkes, should be establishedL
Foster home care and foster parenting, however temporary, is an important
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resource. Strict screening, improved recruiting, professional training, licensing
-----requireznents,-and-adequate- compensatio-,wilencouragc,-quatity-fostecae-- - -

All prospective foster parents should be required to participate in effective
foster parent training. Since these children have been previously abused, it is
particularly important to provide foster parents with training in using nonviolent
forms of discipline and crisis management.

To enhance recruitment of qualified foster parents, consideration should be
given to providing:
* Reimbursement for actual costs incurred;
" Medical and dental insurance coverage for the foster child;
* Continuing support, services and treatment by the, child protection agency;
* Foster parent support groups;
" Community recognition for foster parent service; and
* Other inducements to assure an available network of foster homes.

55. Foster Care Drift
Frequent movement of children from foster home to foster home Is detri-

mental to a child's physical and emotional well-being and must be reduced
Foster homes should be carefully selected, matched to the needs of the

deprived child, and encouraged to provide the child the most loving and Perm-
anent home possible.

The older a foster child gets or the more time the child spends in foster care,
the less likely he or she is to be adopted. Special efforts must be made to provide
alternatives to foster care drift.

56. Children With Special Needs
Specialized foster homes and foster parents should be established in each

community for children with special needs.
Older, minority, disabled or seriously abused children require particular

care, with specialized foster homes, trained foster parents, and continuing agency
assistance tailored to their needs. Particular attention and added inducement must
be given to providing specialized homes. The use of adoption exchanges and
placements made through interstate adoption compacts expands the opportunity
to ind permanent homes for difficult to place children.

57. Shelter Homeless Children
Homeless and runaway children must be provided proper emergency shelter

facilities as well as necessary services.
Much of the problem of at-risk or exploited children could be alleviated by

improved and expanded emergency shelter facilities, with necessary services and
counseling. Children "broke and on the streets" are particularly vulnerable. Shel-
ters and services should be easily accessible for all children in trouble or at-risk to
voluntarily avail themselves of such assistance. Such at-risk children and, if possi-
ble, their parents, should be evaluated for related abuse and neglect, drug or
alcohol abuse or other problems preventing their return home.

58. Termination of Parental Rights
When there Is clear and convincing evidence that the conduct of the parents

would, under law, permit the termination of parental righti, and it Is In the best
Interests of the child to do so, termination should proceed expeditiously.

If reasonable efforts have been made to reunify, reasonable time has been
allowed. and the parents remain unfit or unable to protect and provide for the
child, the court must ind a way to provide a permanent and loving home for the
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child. Termination proceedings, difficult as they are, are often legally necessary to
-accomplish this-rsulL-Thwimmediate vailability of adoptive-parents should not -

be required to terminate parental rights. However, the availability of qualified
foster parents willing and able to adopt their foster child is often jood indicator
that expeditious termination proceedings may be appropriate.
59. Alternative Permanent Plans

When reuniflcatlon Is not possible or termination of parental rights is not in
the best interests of the chil4 courts should consider other permanent plans.

In some cases, terminating a parent's rights is inappropriate and the court
should examine such alternatives as:
" Long-term custody - in a homelike setting, such as placement with relatives,

substitute or extended families, and foster grandparents;
* Permanent or temporaryguardianship - after a finding of dependency and

removal; or
* Any other solution short of termination leading to permanency for the child.

60. Expedited Adoption Process
When neede4 adoption should proceed expeditiously. Foster parents

should not be precluded from adopting their foster child.
Consideration for parental rights and hope for eventual reunification of the

natural family must be weighed against the importance of the sense of time and
the developmental process of each child in foster care. It is crucial that the child be
found a permanent home and loving parents without languishing in temporary
care.

The search for prospective adoptive parents should begin with careful selec-
tion of the child's foster parents. Traditional discrimination against foster parents
becoming permanent adoptive parents should be eliminated. Capable and willing
foster parents must be given an equal opportunity to adopt or to seek permanent
guardianship or custody of a foster child. Where the chance to reunify the foster
child with his or her family is remote, placement in a "pre-adoptive" home with
foster parents readied and encouraged to permanently adopt the child should be
considered.

Judges, attorneys, CASAs and child protection workers should analyze and
regularly review the status of each child in foster care and the barriers to a safe and
effective reunification within a reasonable time. When such reunification is not
possible due to the continuing unfitness of the parents, termination proceedings to
free such a child for permanent adoption should proceed.

61. Subsidized Adoptions
Subsidized adoption programs should be more widely a vailable and used for

special needs and hard-to-place chlldre&.
Subsidized adoption programs -permit disabled children or -children with

special needs to be placed for adoption with financial assistance from the govern-
ment for the extra costs involved. Many foster parents who are aware of the
possibility of adopting a child do not do so because they believe they cannot
afford a special needs child without a subsidy. This is particularly true for those
foster parents who might care for handicapped children or a large sibling group.
Finances need not be a barrier to providing a loving and permanent home.

Subsidized adoption can often expedite the adoption of all children, but is
especially intended to facilitate the placement of "special needs" children. These
children include the handicapped, large sibling groups, minorities and older child-
ren. Subsidized adoption programs are a most important aspect of providing
permanent placement for foster children.
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Eal Prevention
62. Priority for Prevention
63. Parenting Education
64. Teenage Parents
65. Child Care Facilitiei
66. Employee Assistance Programs

D~abed FamIes
67. Children's Disabilities
68. Help for Disabled

Children-it-Risk
I69. Child Support Enforcement

70. Exploited Children
71. Runaway and Incorrigible Children
72. Truancy and School Dropouts
73. Security and Custody

A nalysis

The response of society to the tragedy of deprived children has been after-
the-fact and ineffective, and the costs of responding with adequate treatment are
enormous. As the recommendations discuss, treating the problem rather than
preventing it has been the primary method of responding to the Issue of deprived
children. The estimated $10 billion'7 spent each year on treating child abuse and
neglect has not produced good results. Only about I percent is estimated to be
spent on primary prevention, stopping the disorder o~r problem before it starts. 4-
Prevention of child abuse and neglect requires the awareness and involvement of
the entire community. Deprived children are everyone 5 business. 2Teir social and
economic costs affect all Americans now and in the future. The court and all
segments of the community should take active roles in balancing treatment and
prevention.

Support programs for new parents. runaway prog rams and shelters. parent-
ing training and child care opportunities, self-help and family-based prevention
services, early and regular screening, and life-skills training to protect children
from abuse and to cope with crisis are all vital

Children and parents with special problems. for example. learning disabled,
emotionally disturbed, mentally ill or otherwise physically or developmentally
disabled, are often inadequately served. Lack of coordination, Inadequate screen-
ing, unreasonable restriction on involuntary mental health commitment and the
unwillingness or inability of mental health agencies to treat delinquent, abused,
neglected or other deprived children are serious problems.

All children at-risk, including runaways, habitual truants, the chronically
incorrigible and those not receiving any or Inadequate child support, must be
considered when providing prevention services.

62. Priority for Prevention
Prevention and early Intervention t~orts must receive a high priority, with a

greater emphasis placed on providing adeq&!ate service to pevehld abuse,
m*-Slect and family break-ups through adequate education, ealy 'dn~cto Of
those at risk, and family-based counseling and hoeuae serviwm
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Prevenion. a opposed to only identifying or treating the problem after the
---ac, i~fi-m-oitcio-iteffective and comprehensive strategy toreduce the frequency

and severity of deprivation among children. It is necessary to develop cost-
effective methods such as public and professional education, heightened public
and system awareness and extensive community-wide campaigns to identify
potentially at-risk children.

Parents, children and the community must be encouraged to call for help.
Professionals must be aware of the indicators of deprivation and the resources
available to prevent future tragedies. Prevention must encompass parents. schools.
churches, business, the private sector, media, volunteers, a coordinated govern-
ment response, and, particularly, children themselves.

63. Parenting Education
Continuing education In parenting and in understanding the physical and

emotional needs of children and families should be widely available in schools,
health care systems, religious organizations and community centers.

The teaching of parenting skills and family management, including econom-
ics, must begin in preschool and continue through high school. then begin again
upon pregnancy and continue for both the parents throughout their children's
adolescence. Such parenting training must be required and provided for all abus-
ing and neglecting parents. Parenthood preparation classes, training for good
parenting and child development should be widely available.

Special training in prenatal health, bonding, and caring for the newly born
must be available, at reasonable cost, for all new parents regardless of economic
status. Necessary parenting support should be provided through qualified home~
visitors and parenting clinics established through both the public and private
sectors.

64. Teenage Parents
Communities must provide special parenting education and services for

pregnant teenagers as well as teenage parents, including counseling on relin-
quishment and adoption.

An alarmingly high proportion of child abuse and neglect-is perpetrated by
parents who are children themselves and who lack the patience. emotional stabil-
ity, sound judgment, knowledge and other parental attributes which increase with
maturity. Family members, friends, and others often mistakenly encourage pros-
pective teenage parents to keep their babies with well-intentioned but unrealistic
or unfulfilled promises to help or support. Child-parents, both mothers and
fathers who choose to keep their child, must be provided with intensive and
specific counseling and parenting training, beginning at pregnancy and continuing
through the critical first years of their child's life.

Counseling on relinquishment and adoption should be available and pro-
vided to assure that parents or pregnant single women have a full opportunity to
consider alternatives without being made to feel guilt or a sense of failure by
relinquishment.

65. Child Care Facilities
A dequate child care facilities and services, with training, licensing and moni-

toring of the providers, should be available to all parents needing such services.
Adequate child care services and facilities, including nurseries and crisis

care, should be developed and available in each community for all parents needing
such services. Employers are increasingly providing on-site day care for their
employee's young children, finding it has a positive effect on employee recruit-
ment, absenteeism and turnover.
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Licensed child care facilities should be available for all working parents.
*Child protective agencies should be required to regularly review and monitor the
current status of child care practices and resources, including needs, costs, licens-
ing requirements, standards of care, rights of parent to inspect faculties, and
strategies to invoke community and parental awareness of child care needs.

66. Employee Assistance Programs
Employer-sponsored assistance and counseling program for family vio-

lence and child abuse or neglect, such as thosir usedfor alcoholism and drug
abuse, should be established.

Employer-sponsored assistance and counseling programs for the prevention
and intervention in family violence can have good immediate and long-range
effects not only in the work place, but also within the at-risk family. Employers
should develop such educational, awareness and intervention programs similar to
the many successful drug and alcohol abuse programs now operated by employ-
ers. Information on identification, company policy, insurance and treatment
options and general resource materials on family violence and child abuse and
neglect, emphasizing early detection and prevention through employee assistance
counselors and other community or company resources, should be provided to
employees.

Employers should encourage the abuser and potential abuser to seek help,
and should facilitate placing the employee in an appropriate treatment program.
Such action will result in rehabilitating valued employees, preserving the family
and preventing future abuse. Employers are also in a favored position to assure
coverage for such treatment through company health insurance policies.

67. Children's Disabilities
Identification and assessment of the physically, mentally or emotionally

disabled or learning disabled child must occur as early as possible.
A community based effort to identify and treat the physically, mentally or

emotionally disabled child, including the learning disabled child, at an early stage
before later difficulties begin, must receive the highest priority. The public must be
educated and resources provided to better serve the needs of all disabled children.

Easily usable assessment tools for non-medical professionals must be devel-
oped and put into use in every community by parents, teachers, and social workers
to identify learning or emotional disabilities and to distinguish such disabilities
from more severe emotional disturbances or mental illness.

Most commonly left unidentified and treated are learning disabilities. These
are manifested by significant difficulties in the acquisition and use of listening,
speaking, reading, writing, reasoning, or mathematical abilities. Such disorders
are intrinsic to the individual child and presumed to be due to central nervous
system dysfunction.

68. Help for Disabled
Ser vices and education m ust be designed for and pro vided to mentally ill,

emotionally disturbed and physically or developmentally disabled children and
parents.

Appropriate services must be developed and their application assured to all
those who are mentally ill, emotionally disturbed or physically or developmentally
disabled. When a physically or developmentally disabled child comes within the
jurisdiction of the court as an abused or neglected child, a foster care placement,
or even as a child being returned home, appropriate treatment and services,
including s schooling and therapy, must be provided, within the community if
possible, and by judicial order if necessary. For example, mentally ill or severely
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emotionally disturbed juveniles are frequently released from mental health facili-
ties prematurely due to lack of space and resources. Such children should not be
discharged without court approval.

Special programs must also be developed and provided to assist physically,
mentally or emotionally disabled parents to better protect and care for their
children. Such parents often need assistance to enhance their parental abilities. To
prevent unwarranted removal of a child from the home, present programs for the
disabled or handicapped need to include training in parenting skills within the
limitations of each particular disability.

69. Child Support Enforcement
Judges must assure that child support orders are expedited and vigorously

enforced and urge cooperation among all components of the child support
enforcement process and all federal and state go vernment agencies which may
impact on child support enforcement proceedings.

Non-payment or inadequate levels of child support and unenforced visita-
tion rights of the non-custodial parent impact upon a child's care, standards of
living and potential, often leading to other deprivation.

Non-support of children by their parents has reached crisis proportions,
placing huge burdens on government and society. Over S3 billion in child support
payments during 1983 were defaulted on. 4' Unsupported or inadequately sup-
ported children are often forced to live below poverty levels. Lack of compliance
with court orders for support is shocking. Even where support has been initially
paid, in many cases, it is reduced or vanishes. Court support orders are often
disparate and insufficient to meet basic needs. Over half of all custodial parents
are without a support order.50 Courts must take a leading role to support and
implement effective child support establishment and enforcement programs. It is
in the best interests of children to have contact with both parents, and the right
and duty of the absent parent to participate in the. parenting of their child.

A good child support enforcement program includes:
" An efficient pre-adjudicatory and adjudicatory expedited child support process

through uniform court rules, contempt procedures, a quasi-judicial hearing or
mediation process and any other procedures necessary to assure the quick
establishment and enforcement of adequate child support orders and visitation
rights;

* Assurance that child support and social services are widely publicized and
readily available to every family;

* Mandatory and voluntary automatic wage withholding mechahisms, both
interstate and intra-state, including state income tax refund intercepts, property
liens and performance bonds;

" Appropriate support formulas and guidelines for use by courts and by quasi-
judicial or administrative officers;

* Efficient processes of determination of paternity and support obligations;
" improvement of information systems technology for child support matters,

including utilization of available federal funds;
" Legislative awareness of needs and resources to improve the child support

enforcement process; and
" Education programs for judges, attorneys and others involved in child support

enforcement.
70. Exploited Children

Persorts convicted of exploiting children by means of pornography, prosti-
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tution, drug use or trafficking must be severely pwaishe4 Highpriorities also must
be given to national efforts to curtail the availability to children of pornography
and excessively violent materials.

Exploiting a child by means of pornography, prostitution or drugs is serious
child abuse. Additional legislative sanctions and strengthened enforcement against
those who import child pornography or create child pornography must receive
high priority. The creation, manufacture, distribution and display of all child
pornography must be halted in order to protect all children from potential exploi-
tation. Display and access laws to restrict the availability of pornography to
children are necessary.

Legislatures should enact sanctions commensurate with the seriousness of
these crimes. The mere possession of child pornography should be illegal. All
photofinishing laboratories should be required to report suspected child porno-
graphy discovered during film processing. Legislative sanctions should be estab-
lished in relation to the new methods of computer transmission of sexually exploi-
tive materials, particularly pedophiles' use of computer bulletin boards listing
potential child sex partners, establishing contacts with other pedophiles, and set-
ting up assignations.

Law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies must place higher priority on
apprehending and prosecuting adults who exploit children by means of porno-
graphy, prostitution, or drug use and trafficking. Courts must use the full force of
the law in dealing with convicted offenders.

71. Runaway and Incorrigible Children
Courts and communities must provide services and courts must intervene,

where necessary, to assist homeless, truant, runaway, and incorrigible children.
Parents must be held personally and financially accountable for the conduct of
their children.

Juvenile and family courts must re-establish the preventative role they once
conducted by intervening, fairly but forcefully, in cases of homeless, truant, run-
away or incorrigible children. The community must recognize the correlation of
runaway children, school dropouts, habitual truants and chronically incorrigible
children with the possibility of abuse and neglect at home, the potential for
becoming delinquent, or exhibiting other problems for which immediate assist-
ance should be provided. Such children often are those who create the greatest
problems in providing safe schools and appropriate school discipline. They often
have been deprived of a loving parental relationship and a home. The inherent
preventative, rehabilitative and enforcement role of the juvenile and family court
requires that increasing attention be paid to the problem of runaway, habitually
truant or chronically incorrigible children as children at-risk, and often dangerous
to themselves and others. Courts are responsible for the provision of justice for the
community's children, and do neither the child nor the community justice when
troubled and uncared for children are allowed to go without help. As an unin-
tended consequence of the federal deinstitutionalization movement, such at-risk
children are too often ignored and not provided help by social service systems.

Runaway children, many already chronically incorrigible and obviously
truant, many already abused and neglected, often end up exploited as victims of
pimps, pornographers or drug or theft rings. Often forced return of the child home
to run again is not an answer. More available and workable responses need
development. Emergency shelter, hot-lines and crisis care, half-way houses, substi-
tute parents, foster care, adoption, job and drug counseling and special education
programs must be employed. However, social service systems should not be used
to absolve nor supplant parental responsibility. Parents must be held accountable,
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personally and financially, for the conduct of their children, and interventions
should in no way encourage relinquishment or avoidance of such responsibility.
72. Truancy and School Dropouts

Courts should cooperate with schois and other agencies, to substantially
reduce truancy and dropouts by coordinating and providing services and assist-
ance to the habitual truant.

A child deprived of an education is a serious community-wide problem. A
habitually truant child is a child heading for trouble and a possible runaway, and
the best diagnostic and treatment services available should be provided, for the
good of the child and the community. Juvenile and family courts, by legislative
re-establishment of court jurisdiction when necessary, must be called upon to
intervene and order provision of services in cases of habitual truancy.

The prevention of truancy and school dropouts, the provision of special and
alternative programs to keep children in school and the goal of increasing school
attendance and student performance must be considered high priorities by both
schools and courts.
73. Security and Custody

The courts should have authority to detain, in a secure facility for a limited
period, a runaway, truant or incorrigible child whose chronic behavior constitutes
a clear and present danger to the child's own physical or emotional well-being,
when the court determines there Is no viable alternative.

Ignoring the problem of vulnerable and at-risk children is not in the best
interests of protecting certain juveniles whose behavior clearly endangers their
physical or emotional well-being. Sometimes the needed response is secure or
staff-secure care until further investigation and evaluation can be completed and a
viable alternative placement provided.
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CONCLUSION: THE AMERICAN FAMILY
Although our recommendations on deprived children specifically relate to

the tragic results of failing families, the central theme we emphasize throughout is
that of preserving and strengthening the family. As stated in the dedication, " - -
the family is .the foundation for the protection, care and social education of
America's children." In addressing the issue of deprived children and their fami-
lies, it is fitting to conclude our thoughts with a tribute to the vast majority of well
functioning American families which in spite of a rapidly changing society and
with the caring patience, discipline and foresight typical of most parents manage
to flourish and grow together. We must remember that, in spite of the often
shocking statistics and the several millions of deprived children and families who
require intervention and assistance, the fact remains that by far the greater
number of families give and receive the love, protection and care which we con-
tinue to attribute to the meaning of the word "family."

However, we also must conclude with a warning. The concept of "family" as
the foundation of our society is undergoing new and significant pressures. Never
before has our pluralistic society included families with such vast numbers of
single parents, ethnic and cultural variables, working mothers and latch key child-
ren. Never have the costs of providing child care, medical care and education been
so high. Never have adverse influences and values outside the home or through
television been so great. It is often against tremendous odds that many families are
able to fulfill their traditional and vital functions. As the data shows, it has been
much more difficult for those parents who must function as single parents, or if
female at near poverty levels without child support, or for those who receive
public assistance, or for adolescents who are themselves parents. The cycle of
abused and neglected children who have become abusing and neglecting parents
with their children in turn being abused, neglected, running away, acting out and
often ending up before the courts has not been broken. The cycle of teenage
pregnancies and teenage mothers without partners or providers, leading to
dependence upon welfare and social services, and often to another generation of
abused or neglected children continues.

Solutions to the problem of deprived children attempted by the assistance
and protection of public and private agencies, legislatures and courts, regardless
of the levels of resources ever to be available, cannot be successful without a
continuing reliance on individual responsibility and the family. There are indica-
tions that parents are relinquishing their responsibility for raising their children to
schools, child care providers, churches and government agencies. There are indi-
cations that misdirected public policy and procedure often discourages family
unity and succeeds only in breaking up families. The most glaring result of our
nation's high divorce rate and single parent families is the lack of parental gui-
dance. Children need both parents or at minimum a father or mother "figure," if
not in the home, then at least nearby and available to provide additional nurturing
and discipline. This is not the responsibility of teachers, coaches or neighbors.
Fathers or father "figures" need to counsel their sons on the responsibility of being
a man and a parent. Teenage girls should not bear the burden alone. Until the
American male can accept and act upon his responsibility to care and provide for
his children, we will continue to produce the millions of deprived and dependent
children - the subjects of our recommendations.

Both parents - natural, adopted or foster parents or parent substitutes -

must actively demonstrate the love, trust, care, control and discipline which result
in secure, emotionally happy and healthy children. It is the role of society to
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engender within its citizens the awareness of what it is to be a good parent. No
public or private agency, child care, social worker, teacher or friend can replace
the parent in the child's mind. To the extent that family life is damaged or failing.
our children, their children and the nation will suffer. The high calling of "parent-
hood" must be more adequately recognized, respected and honored by our
society. Therein lies the future of our nation.
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National Council of Juvenile and Famiy Court Judges
P.O. Box 1,970, Ron%, Nevada 89507

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DEPRIVED CHILDREN: A JUDICIAL RESPONSE

73 Recommendations

ROLE OF JUDGES
1. Judges must provide leadership within the community in determining

needs and obtaining and dev eloping resources and services for deprived children
and families.

2. Juvenile and family courts must have the clear authority, by statute or
rule, to review, order and enforce the delivery of specific services and treatment
for deprived children.

3. Judges must encourage cooperation and coordination among the courts
and various public and private agencies with responsibilities for deprived children.

4. Judges and court personnel must make every effort to increase media and
public awareness of the complex and sensitive issues related to deprived children.

5. Juvenile and family courts must maintain close liaison and encourage
coordination of policies with school ruthorities.

6. Judges must exercise leadership in (a) analyzing the needs of deprived
children and (b) encouraging the development of adequate resources to meet those
needs.

7. Judges should take -an active part in the formation of a community-wide,
multi-disciplinary "Constituency for Children" to promote and unify private and
public sector efforts to focus attention and resources on meeting the needs of
deprived children who have no effective voice of their own.

COURT PROCEDURES
8. Juvenile and family courts, to be effective, must have the same stature as

general jurisdiction courts. Judicial assignments should be based on expressed
interest and competence and be for a substantial number of years.

9. All judges of all courts must ensure sensitivity in the courtroom and
encourage sensitivity out of the courtroom to minimize trauma to the child victim.

10. Juvenile and family courts should have immediate and primary jurisdic-
tion over children who have been allegedly abused to ensure protection and treat-
ment for the child victim, notwithstanding pending criminal proceedings.

11. Adult prosecution arising out of an allegation of abuse should be coor-
dinated with juvenile and family courts.

12. Priority must be given to abuse and neglect cases in the trial court as well
as in the appellate process.

13. Juvenile and family courts must have funding to allow reasonable judi-
cial caseloads and an adequate number of judicial officers to assure the necessary
time for each case.

14. Court-appointed and public attorneys representing children in abuse and
neglect cases, as well as judges, should be specially trained or experienced.

15. Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASAs) should be utilized by the
court at the earliest stage of the court promes, where necessary, to communicate
the best interests of an abused or neglected *child.

16. Juvenile and family courts should consider the use of judicially
appointed citizen advisory boards to assist the court with independent screening,
monitoring and review of indi vidual placement, services, facilities and treatment.

17. A person supportive of the child witness should be permitted to be
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present in court and accessible to the child during the child's testimony without
influencing that testimony.

18. Family members should be permitted to offer suggestions or testify in
aid oL-the disposition of the case.

19. Evidentiary and procedural rules consistent with due process must be
adopted to protect the child victim from further trauma.

20. All courts should be granted authority to issue protective or restraining
orders to prevent further abuse. Such orders should be freely used and vigorously
enforced.

DETECTING, REPORTING AND EVALUA TING
21. All persons who work with children on a regular basis should be trained

to recognize indicators of abuse, neglect or significant deprivation.
22. All persons working with children must promptly report known or

reasonably suspected abuse and neglect. Communication and witness privileges
must not impede the reporting, investigation and adjudication of alleged child
abuse.

23. Appropriate governmental agencies, schools of medicine and social
work, and the media should widely publicize in each community reliable indi-
cators of vulnerable families, child physical and sexual abuse and child neglect.

24. Abusive or potentially abusive persons should be encouraged to
acknowledge their problem, seek help and participate in voluntary treatment for
themselves and their families.

25. Agencies must respond immediately to reports of child abuse and neglect
and provide follow-up information to the reporter.

26. A central registry of complaints of alleged abuse and neglect must be
developed and maintained in each state with mandatory reporting of data from
child protection and health agencies, as well as law enforcement and school offi-
cials, with access on a demonstrated "need to know" basis.

27. A thorough assessment of a child's problems and family is needed at all
public and private intake facilities.

28. Child protection services and facilities should be available 24-hours a
day to assure that allegations of serious neglect or abuse can be assessed and
protection provided.

29. Reports of abuse and neglect should be evaluated immediately and,
where necessary, a coordinated plan of action should be developed by law
enforcement, the child protection agencies and the prosecutor.

30. Emergency removal of the child from the home must be-subject to
prompt judicial review.

3 1. The alleged offender, rather than the child, should be removed from the
home, whenever appropriate.

32. A suspected child victim of abuse and the non-offending family members
should not be subjected to repetitious and unsystematic interviews.

O UT-OF-HOME PLACEMENT
33. A child should not be removed from home until consideration is given as

to whether the child can remain at home safely.
34. The number, duration and traumatic impact of out-of-home placements

of deprived children must be reduced by "reasonable efforts" to seek alternatives
consistent with the child's need for protection and treatment.

35. Judges should evaluate the criteria established by child protection agen-
cies for initial removal and reunification decisions and determine the court's
expectations of the agency as to what constitutes "reasonable efforts" to prevent
removal or to hasten return of the child.
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36. In placing children, courts and child protection agencies must give con-
sideration to maintaining racial, cultural, ethnic and religious values.

37. Programs which promote family preservation and prevention of out-of-
home placement by- providing early intensive services for the at-risk child and
family must be developed and utilized in all communities. -

38. Agreements between parents and a child protectio-n agency which volun-
tarily place a child out of the home should be in writing, filed with the court and
reviewed by the court within 30 days.

39. As required by federal law, independent judicial review of all placements
by the court or by a judicially appointed citizen review board must be conducted
at least every six months. Eighteen months following placement, the court must
conduct a full hearing to review the family service plan and the progress of the
child for the purpose of establishing permanency planning for the child.

40. Provision must be made for minimum standards and frequent review
and inspection of all out-of-home placement facilities, staff- and treatment
programs.

41. A child removed from home must be returned to the family as soon as
conditions causing the removal have been substantially corrected and safeguards
established.

TREA TMEN T AND PLANNING
42. Treatment of an abused and neglected child must be immediate, tho-

rough and coordinated among responsible agencies.
43. Treatment provided to the child through court or agency intervention

should involve the entire family or focus on family relationships as they impact on
the child, and should stress the primary responsibility of the parents for the child's
welfare and protection.

44. Child protection agencies and the courts should require parental respon-
sibility for a child's well-being.

45. Judges, as part of the disposition for the child, must have authority to
order treatment for the parents, to require other positive conduct, and to impose
sanctions for willful failure or refusal to comply.

46. Substance abuse treatment, where appropriate, should be mandated for
the parents and the child.

47. Judges must have the authority to order the treatment determined to be
necessary and should regularly review the efficacy of such treatment.

48. Judges must require appropriate treatment for youthful sexual offend-
ers, most of whom have been victims of sexual abuse.

49. The court should require the offender to pay the costs of treating the
child victim.

50. Child victims of abuse or neglect should be eligible for victims assistance
and compensation programs.

5 1. In child support, custody and dependency hearings, if parents have or
can obtain health care insurance, the court should order coverage.

52. Child protection caseworkers must be screened, trained and certified in
order to improve child protection services and treatment.

53. Screened, qualified and trained volunteers should be used to enhance the
quality of services to deprived children and families.

54. A sufficient number of foster homes, adequately reimbursed and pro-
vided with access to treatment and support services, should be established.

55. Frequent movement of children from foster home to foster home is
detrimental to a child's physical and emotional well-being and must be reduced.

56. Specialized foster homes and foster parents should be established in each
community for children with special needs.
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57. Homeless and runaway children must be provided proper emergency
shelter facilities as well as necessary services.

58. When there is clear and convincing evidence that the conduct of the
parents would, under law, permit the termination of parental rights, and it is in the
best interests of the child to do so, termination should proceed expeditiously.

59. When reunification is not possible or termination of parental rights is
not in the best interests of the child, courts should consider other permanent
plans.

60. When needed, adoption should proceed expeditiously, Foster parents
should not be precluded from adopting their foster child.

61. Subsidized adoption programs should be more widely available and used
for special needs and hard-to-place children.

PREVENTION ISSUES
62. Prevention and early intervention efforts must receive a high priority,

with a greater emphasis placed on Providing adequate services to prevent child
abuse, neglect and family break-ups through adequate education, early identifica-
tion of those at risk, and family-based counseling and homemaker services.

63. Continuing education in parenting and in understanding the physical
and emotional needs of children and families should be widely available in
schools, health care systems, religious organizations and community centers.

64. Communities must provide special parenting education and services for
pregnant teenagers as well as teenage parents, including counseling on relin-
quishment and adoption.

65. Adequate child care facilities and services, with training, licensing and
monitoring of the providers, should be available to all parents needing such
services.

66. Employer-sponsored assistance and counseling programs for family vio-
lence and child abuse and neglect, such as those used for alcoholism and drug
abuse, should be established.

67. Identification and assessment of the physically, mentally, emotionally or
the learning disabled child must occur as early as possible.

68. Services and education must be designed for and provided to mentally
ill, emotionally disturbed and developmentally disabled children and parents.

69. Judges must assure that child support orders are expedited and vigor-
ously enforced and urge cooperation among all components of the child support
enforcement process and all federal and state government agencies which may
impact on child support enforcement proceedings.

70. Persons convicted of exploiting children by means of pornography,
prostitution, drug use or trafficking must be severely punished. High priorities
also must be given to national efforts to curtail the availability to children of
pornography and excessively violent materials.

71. Courts and communities must provide services and courts must inter-
vene, where necessary, to assist homeless, truant, runaway, and incorrigible child-
ren. Parents must be held personally-And financially accountable for the conduct
of their children.

72. Courts should cooperate with schools and other agencies to substantially
reduce truancy and dropouts by coordinating and providing services and assist-
ance to the habitual truant.

73. The courts should have authority to detain, in a secure facility for a
limited period, a runaway, truant or incorrigible child whose chronic behavior
constitutes a clear and present danger to the child's own physical or emotional
well-being, when the court determines there is no viable alternative.
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National Council of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges:

Serving Judges, Youth and the Community

The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges has been dedi-
cated, since its founding in 1937, to improving the nation's diverse and complex
juvenile justice system. The Council understands that an effective juvenile justice
system must rely on highly skilled juvenile and family court judges, and has
directed an extensive effort toward improving the operation and effectiveness of
juvenile and family courts through highly developed, practical and applicable
programs and training. Since 1969 the'Council, through its Training Division, the
National College of Juvenile Justice, has reached more than 65,000 juvenile justice
professionals with an average of 50 training sessions a year - a record unparal-
leled by any judicial training organization in the United States.

The Council recognizes the serious impact that many unresolved issues are
having upon the juvenile justice system and the public's perceptions of the prob-
lem as they affect, through legislation and public opinion, the juvenile court.

Serving as a catalyst for progressive change, the Council uses techniques
which emphasize implementing proven new procedures and programs. Focus on
meaningful and practical change and constant improvement is the key to the
Council's impact on the system.

The Council maintains that juvenile justice personnel, and especially the
nation's juvenile and family court judges, are best equipped to implement new
concepts and other proposed improvements. The most effective method of bring-
ing about practical and necessary changes within the juvenile justice system is
through that system, and particularly through the judges themselves. Continuing,
quality education is a keystone in producing this change.

The Council facilities, located at the University of Nevada, Reno, include
modern classrooms and a law library. The Council uses its own housing facility to
provide economical lodging and meals for both faculty and participants. These
facilities offer an attractive environment for judges to explore practical solutions
toward the betterment of juvenile justice. The Council, with its National Center
for Juvenile Justice in Pittsburgh, maintains a staff of more than 50.
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Testimony Submitted by
The National Association of Homes and Service* for Children.

Brenda Russell Nordlinger
President and Chief Executive Officer

The National Association of Homes and Services for Children (NAHSC) is pleased to
share its views concerning S 1195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety and Support for
Abused and Neglected Children (PASS) Act. NAHSC is mindful that the PASS Act is
the result of months of negotiations between cosponsors of the Safe Adoptions and
Family Environments (SAFE) Act, and senators who support the House-passed
Adoption Promotion Act (HR 867), and other legislation. We appreciate the bipartisan
effort that went into producing this consensus bill to enhance children's safety and find
permanent homes for children in foster care. NAHSC supports many provisions of
5 1 195, and hopes that the bill will be strengthened further to promote the best possible
outcomes for children.

NAHSC members, Include close to 350 charitable nonprofit organizations employing.
more than 30,000 employees that provide services in almost 1,000 communities
nationwide. They serve over a quarter of a million children yearly and provide over $1 .3
billion in direct care and services to children and families in 48 states and the District of
Columbia. NAHSC members provide a full range of direct care services to children and
families In crisis. Most of the children cared for are v"tme pf physical, sexual, or
emotional abuse, neglect, or abandonment. Other children need help because of family,
crisis due to severe health problems, alcohol or substance abuse, or incarceration.

Reasonable Efforts
NAHSC is particularly pleased that the PASS Act includes several provisions from the
SAFE Act (S5511), which NAHSC endorsed in testimony last May. Like S 511. the
PASS Act would amend the requirement in cUrrent law that states make "reasonable
effortsm to prevent the placement of a child In out-of-home care (or to reunify families if
removal is necessary) by clarifying that the child's health and safety shall be the
paramount concern in placement decisions. S 1 195- also explicitly states that
reasonable efforts are not required If the parent has killed or assaulted another of their
children, or If a court has determined that returning a child to his or her home would
pose a serious risk to their health or safety. NANSO supports these changes. t They
provide needed clarification to states In implementing the reasonable efforts
requirement~ while continuing fth federal policy of not giving up on troubled families,
when doing so does not endanger a child's, safety.

Child Safety
S 1195 Includes another Important provision from the SAFE Act to address the safety of
children. It requires criminal records checks and state child abuse regisry checks for
prospective foster or adoptive parents and employees of child care institutions, before
fth parents or institutions are finally approved for placement of a child.

Standards for Quality Care
8 1195 also addresses the quality of care by requiring states to develop guidelines to
ensure quality services for children in out-f-home placements. We support this
approach and urge that Section 108 of the bill be strengthened further by requiring
states to develop quality standards that are In accord with the recommended standards
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of national standard setting or accrediting 9%anizations for ensuring quality services
that protect the safety and health of children In out-of-home placements with public,
nonprofit and for-profi agencies.

Adoption Assistance
NAHSC Is pleased that S 1195 Includes the key SAFE Act provision to expand eligibility
for federal adoption assistance payments under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to
all children with special needs. Under current law, federal adoption assistance is
available only to children with special needs who are eligible for Supplemental Security
Income (551), or whose families of origin were eligible for Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) when adoption proceedings began. NAHSC believes it Is
unfair to deny assistance to any child awaiting adoption solely on the basis of the
income of the family from which the child Is permanently severed. Currently,
approximately one-third of children with special needs receiving adoption assistance
are eligible only for state, not federal, assistance. S 1195 would make them eligible for
federal adoption subsidies, and ensure that vital Medicaid coverage follows them into
their adoptive homes, which currently is not always the case. In addition, S 1 195
further requires that any state savings resulting from this provision be used for services
to children and families now allowed under Titles IV-B and IV-E, Including post-adoption
services. NAHSC strongly supports these provisions, which would promote adoption as
a permanency option for more children in foster care.

Keeping Families Together
Similarly, we are pleased that the PASS Act includes the provision from 8 511 to allow
Title IV-E foster care payments to be made on behalf of a child placed with their parent
in a residential treatment program when the parent Is attempting to overcome
substance abuse, domestic violence, or homelessness, or has special needs due to
teenage parenting. Current law only allows foster care payments to children placed in a
foster family home or child care Institution. This provision would increase treatment
options for parents and could shorten the time a child spends in foster care by
strengthening the family. S 1195 expands on the SAFE Act to allow such payments
alqo when the parent Is attempting to overcome post-partum depression. We support
this change.

Substance Abuse Treatment Priority
Another'important provision from S 511 Included In the PASS Act establishes a priority
for substance abuse treatment services to parents -who are referred for treatment by
child welfare agencies. Substance abuse is among the two most frequently cited
problems In families reported for child maltreatment For children who can be safely
reunified with their families, this provision could facilitate a more timely reunification.

We applaud these provisions. Taken together, they will improve children's safety and
help more children in foster care find permanent homes. However, we have several
concerns about the PASS Act that we hope will be addressed prior to a vote on the bill
by the Senate.
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Family Reunifcation
Most significantly, we are concerned about fth Implications of not Including in 8 1195
the SAFE Act provision to allow reimbursement under rote IV-E foster care for family
reunification services for one year after a child Is removed fromt the home. NAHSC
support this key provision of S 511 because we believe It would enable child welfare
agencies to determine sooner whether a child may be returned safely home, or whether
adoption or other permanent living situation should be the, goal. Too often under
current practice, children remain in foster care and are not freed for adoption because
judges are understandably reluctant to terminate parental rights in the absence of
services provided to a troubled family to determine whether a child may be returned
safely home. When reunification services begin the day a child enters care, it is much
more likely that a permanency decision will be made within one year. This provision of
fth SAFE Act was designed to give states the resources to provide those services.

Our concern is that by not expanding Title IV-E to cover family reunification services,
the bill would continue to leave states without adequate resources for family
reunification. The omission of this key provision tips the balance toward adoption as
the permanency goal, even when family reunification services could ensure the child's
safe return home. This Is particularly true in the context of the bill's requirement that
states file a petition to terminate parental rights for children in foster care for more than
a specified period of time. discussed furfthr below.

As an alternative, 8 1195 would reauthorize the Family Preservation and Support Act.,.
and require that not less than 25 percent of funding for that program be used for family
reunification servics. NAHSC supports reauthorization of the Family Preservation and
Support Program with Increased funding levels. However, since Family Preservation is
a capped entitlesment program with limited funding, it would result in far fewer federal
resources for critical family reunification services. In any case, fth set-aside for family
reunification services should be delete. States should continue to be given the
flexibility to allocate resources appropriately under the program to meet fth needs of
children and families.

Cross Tralngof Staff
A'othe Important SAFE Act provision that unfortunately was not included in 8 1195
would allow Title IV-E funds to be used for training of court workers and staff of
substance abuse, nmtal health, and other agencies working with abused and
neglected children. Because staff from thes agencies often have little understanding
of t1w needs of children and families In the child welfare system, services are not
mainiizd toward provldig permanent homes for children. This provision also would
he'p aleviate fth backlog of child welfare cases awaiting court action. We urge its
Inclusion In S 1195.

Claring Training Options for States
81 195 needs to claify tha states can contract with nonprofit organizations to provide
short-term training for currnt and prospective adoptive and foste care parents, and
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state licensed or approved child serving agencies and their staff, to Increase their ability
to provide support and assistance to foster and adoptive children.

Title MVE Foster Care Section 472(b), and Adoption Assistance Section 473(a)(B)(i)
allow private child serving agencies to receive Title MVE reimbursement for children
served under contract with the state agency administering those programs.

Section 474(a)(3)(8) provides seventy-five percent reimbursement for short-term
training of current and prospective foster and adoptive parents and staff of approved
child caring agencies whether Incurred directly by the state or under contract.

However, in practice many states feel they can not contract With nonprofit organizations
that conduct proven, cost-effective, relevant and high quality training programs to
improve services to children because those organizations do not provide direct adoptive
and foster care services. States should have the flexibility to contract with a wide range
of organizations to secure fth most appropriate training option. S1195 can provide this
needed clarification.

Termination of Parental Rights
We also are concerned that the PASS Act provision requiring states to file a petition to
terminate parental rights for certain children in foster care goes too far. 5 1195 goes
beyond a similar provision in HR 887 by requiring states to file a petition to terminate
parental rights in the case of a child who has been in foster care for 12 of the most
recent 18 months, or for a lifetime total of 24 months. By contrast, the House bill would
only require states to file a petition to terminate parental rights in the case of a child
under ten years of age who has been in foster care for 18 of the most recent 24 months
(with no lifetime total). Also, the House bill would not require states to file a petition in
cases in which the state has not provided appropriate services to the family to facilitate
the child's return home. S 1195 does not include this important exception.

We support amending S 1195 to mirror the House language. In particular, since the bill
does not provide adequate resources for family reunification services, we view the
House language as providing important safeguards against Inappropriate termination of
parental rights. We also suggest that states should only be required to file a petition
when the goal for the child Is adoption, and that the Vransltion rule" in S 1195 that
would apply this requirement to children currently in foster care should be dropped.

Adoption Incentive Program
Finally, we support substituting the provision in S 11950 establishing the Adoption
incentive program with the House-passed provision, which provides for higher per child
incentives and greater certainty of funding in the form of an entitlement to the states,
rather than an appropriation. We further urge that the Innovation Grants program be
made an entitlement to the states, as in S 511, rather than an appropriation, as in S
1195. This change would ensure the availability of resources for innovative strategies
to promote permanence for children.

We thank fth committee for this Important hearing and the opportunity to provide our
comments on the PASS Act. NAHSC would be pleased to continue working with the
Senate Finance Committee to further strengthen and support the PASS Act and We
urge its Passage.
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Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 205 10

Dear Sen~ator Roth:

It has come to my attention that the Senate Finance Committee held a hearing on S. 1195,
the Promotion of Adoption Safety and Support for Abused and Neglected Children Act
("PASS Act") on October 8, 1997. The proposed PASS Act would extend for four years
the Family Preervation and Support Act ("FPSA"), Part 2 of Title IV-E of the Social
Security Act. Although extending FPSA, the proposed PASS Act does not continue the
current funding set aside for the court improvement project. I understand that the
American Bar Association ("ABA") has proposed legislative language that will amend S.
1195 to include a funding set aside for the court improvement project. I support the
inclusion of legislative language reauthorizing the court improvement project.
Continuation of the court improvement project is vital to improving the lives of abused
and neglected children due to the critical role the courts play in deciding life altering
decisions such as placements - guardianship, foster care and adoption, and termination of
parental rights.

Sincerel

W aiiam C.
Adminis e Director of the Courts
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SUMMARY

The National Black Child Development Institute (NBCDI) is pleased that S. 1195 Includes
the following proviuions:

* Expansion of eligibility for federal adoption assistance payments to all c/i ken within
special need,. By de-linking the child's AFDC eligibility from eligibility for federal
adoption assstance S. 1195 promotes equal access among all children with special needs
to federal adoption astance and to the opportunity to find permanent homes.

* Provision of an cvM scy panel, report andrecommemktions on kinship care as a means
of determining how this critical resource to children in foster care can be utilized, when
appropriate, to ins~e the placement of children in safe nurturing homes.

0 Coordhadwn and collaboration of substance abuse treatment and chilId protection
services. Substance abuse is a leading contributing factor to children's entrance into foster
care. Therefore, the ability to evaluate and respond to the problems of families suffering
from substance abuse in a tinely manner requires collaboration between child welfare and
substance abuse prevention and treatment agencies and cross-agency staff training.

* Study and report on sources of support for substanc abuse prevention and
treamtntor parents and chilIdren and collaboration among state agencies. More
research is needed on collaborative efforts and cross-agency staff training between
child welfhre and substance abuse prevention and treatment agencies to direct the
development of future policies and service improvements that not only meet the
needs of familes suffering firm substance abuse, but prevent substance abuse from

-occurring in families.

" Priority for substance abuse treatment for caretaker parents who are referred for
treatment by the child w(/~re agency. When family reunification is the goal,
establishing priorty for parents to receive sutance abuse treatment would
promote the timely reunification of families and decrease the amount of time
children spend in foster care.

* Paqvaent qof itle IVE foster care maintenancefiui on behalf of chzA ken with
parents in residentWa treatment fidities. This provision promotes the timely
provision of service to families by providing parents with more flexibility of.

tment option and recognizing that some parents need residential treatment to
overcome substance abuse. This, in turn, could shorten the amount of time
children spend in foster care when reunification is the goal.
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NBCDN has the ronowing recommendations for changes end Improvement.

Provide atlo Jfwndngfofiamlly reunif/ication and support sevioes. Adopt a
provision, similar to that in S. 5 11, the SAFE Act, that provides federal reimbursement
for family reunification services for up to one year after a child is removed from home. If
reunification services begin the day the child enters foster care, the courts will be able to
make a timely and, informed decision about whether the child can safely return home or
whether adoption or some other permanent living arrangement is appropriate. This could
decrease the amount of time children spend languishing in foster care.

* Provide addiomwidlmfngfor bwaning. Adopt a provision, sifiar to that of S. 5 11, that
provides federal reimbursement for training of staff of child welfare and related agencies,
and courts. Continuing education and training of staff should be a part of every child
welfare agency's plan to reduce the occurrence of accidents, and increase productivity and
the quality of services.

* Include the relationship ofldie relative caregiver to the child in the required contents of
the report on kinship care by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. Information on
the relationship of the caregiver to the child is needed in order to make policy
recommendations that respond to the needs of kinship caregivers and those of the children
they care for.I

* Include in the Comptroller General's study on substance abuse ad child welfare agency
collaboration an emphasis on cross-agency staff training and its availability and
effectiveness in the areas of child welfare and substance abuse prevention and treatment.
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The National Black Child Development Institute (NBCDI) is pleased to submit testimony on S.
1193, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected Children
(PASS) Act. We commend the efforts of the bill's bi-partisan sponsors to promote the placeme .t
of children in foster care in safe, permanent homes.

NBCDI is a national, non-profit, charitable organization that exists to improve And protect the
fives of African American children and youth on the national and local levels. NBCDI and its 45
nationwide volunteer affiliate chapters focus on the areas of health, child welfare, education, and
early care anid education

The National Black Child Development Institute has a 27-year history of dedication to improving
the child welfare system on the national and local levels.

Beginning in 197 1, when concern was raised regarding the large numbers of African American
children languishing in foster care 1IBCDI launched the Black Chid Advocacy Adoption
Project. This national project examined the barriers that prevent African American families from
adopting children and identified progressive agencies and programs that could be replicated.
Conferences were held in 10 cities to recruit families from throughout the United States to adopt
African American childreft

NBCDrs work extended beyond the United States in 1973 to Vietnam, where the Institute led a
group of Afican Americans to encourage the placement of children fathered by black servicemen
with Affican American faimiie.

T'he Institute has also served as a resource to agencies through its publication, Guidelines for
Adoption Services to Black Families and Childen, which provides information to facilitate the
inclusion of African American families in the adoption process.

We also have been a leader on the legislative front, providing testimony for the record on H.R.
867, the Adoption Promotion Act of 1997, testifying before the House Ways and Means
Committee on the impact of substance abuse on the child welfare system in 1991, analyzing
proposed regulations for the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act (P.L. 96-272) in
1980. and participaing in heuzings on the Opportunities for Adoption Act of 1977.

In 1983. the Institute brought together administrators from state anid private adoption agencies to
analyze policies that perpetuate the disproportionate representaton of African American children
in the system Later that year, NBCDI published the adoption conferences recommendations in A
Child Waits.

In 1916, NBCDI mounted a national study on the status of African American children in the
foster care system. Thlss a ofthflrst m toiwl awties to establish the damatc link
betwiwn mshstwace abuse ad cld abuse and egec The Insttute published the results in 1989
in I*ls Wil Cww *7m Parwit Can't?, which profiles foster children and their families and
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offers recommendations for policy change.

In 1991, NBCDI published a report, Parental Drug Abuse and Afti can America,, Children in
Foster Care, on the link between substance abuse and child abuse and neglect established in the
1986 study.

Our affiliates continue to work on permanency planning for African American children. Most
recently, NBCDI has been active on the local level. Our Seattle, Washington affiliate is currently
running the African American Initiative, a program that seeks to eliminate the barriers to
permanency placement for black children in foster care by increasing the capacity of the child
welfare system to respond to the unique cultural, developmental, and other service needs of this
vulnerable population.

Dispropgrtionate Representation of African AMerican Children in Foster Car
African -American children are disproportionately represented in the foster care system.
Approximately 46 percent of the children in foster care nationwide are black and 36 percent are
white (AFCARS, 1996). However, African American children only comprise 15 percent of the
child population. while white children make up 66 percent (United States Census Bureau, 1997).
Although the number of white children entering foster care is greater than the number of black
children, white children tend to leave foster care at a faster rate (Spar, 1997). In 1995, the
estimated median length of stay in foster care was 1.5 years (I8 months) for white children and
2.5 years (30 months) for black children (AFCARS, 1995).

NBCDI ANALYSIS OF S. 1195. THE PASS ACT

Expsaion of Eligibilitly for Federal Adoption Assistance Payments to All
Children with Speclal Needs
NBCDI is pleased that S. 1195 expands eligibility for Title IV-E federal adoption assistance
payments to all children with special needs. Under current law, federal adoption assistance
eligibility is limited for children with special needs to those who are eligible for Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) or who enter foster care from famiies who would have been eligible for
AFDC under rules in effect on June 1, 1995. All children with special needs should have access to
federal adoption assistance payments based on the needs of the child, not the income of-the family
from whom the child has been removed. By de-linking the chid's AFDC eligibility from eligibility
for feeral adoption assistance payments, S. 1195 promotes equal access among all children with
special needs to federal adoption assistance and to the opportunity to find permanent homes.

Further, S 195 provides for the Medicaid eligibility of all adopted children with special needs.
This is particularly important in states where health coverage is not extended to all children with
special needs adopted with state assistance. S. 1195 promotes the adoptions of children with
special needs by allowing adoptive families to move across state lines without losing health
coverage for their children.
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Prospective adoptive parents are sometimes reluctant to adopt children with special needs who
are not eligible for federal adoption assistance and Medicaid due to the financial responsibility of
meeting the medical and other needs of these children. S. 1195 effectively addresses this barrier by
expanding eligiNity for federal adoption assistance and Medicaid for children with special needs.

De-linking federal adoption assistance from AFDC eligibility is also cost-efective. It eliminates
administrative costs of determining the child's eligibility based on the biological family's economic
status. Additionally, given the high cost of keeping children in foster care, dc-linking is a cost-
saving measure because it reduces the amount of time children spend in foster care by promoting
tiel adopns

NBCDI flily suppouts the provisions of the PASS Act on the development of an advisory panel,
and report and recomedtin on kinship care as a means of determining how this critical
resource to children in foster care can be utilized. when appropriate. to increase the placement of
children in safe miuturing homes.

Kinship care is the fastest growing form of care for children in foster care. Particularly in larger
states, there are increasing mnbers of children entering kinship care. Research suggests that
chidren in kinship care remain in the child welfare system longer than children in non-relative
foster care (Bath et A., 1994, George, 1990). There is also growing evidence thaz children in
kinship care are reunited with their parents at a slower rate that those placed in non-relative care
(Barth eta&L, 1994).

Kinship care has been identified as an enduring cultural strength of Afican American families
(1%ll 1972, 1997). A two-and-one-half year study of black children in foster care mounted by
NBCDI in 1986 points to the role of relatives in caring for black children in foster care. Relatives
provided assistance for 401 children out of the total study population of 1,003. Relatives were
considered by agencies as placement resources for children for 73 percent of the total population.
in all five cities. (Detroit, Houston, Miami, New York, and Seattle) at least S0 percent of the
stud population had relatives that were considered by the agency as potential resources for the
chidren Where there was some agency consideration of relatives, 57 percent of the relatives
offered some kind of assistance, with a high of S0 percent in Detrit TIsfindin suggeshthat in
De&Wti whre &Um ww morejlmily in use of relatve who om receiw foster cewe
Jk1wmes there we mome chikhen **o receivd ass oi efo relative (Walker et aL. 1999).

Our recommendation for strengthening this provision is discuse later.

Coordination snd Collaboration of Substance Abuse Treatment and Child

NBCDI is pleased with the provisions of the PASS Act tha promote the coordination and
collaboration of wbtance abuse treatment and child welfre agencies. Many children who enter
the foster care system come from families with multi-faceted problem that cannot be addressed
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by one agency alone. Substance abuse is a leaing contributing factor to children's entrance into
foster care. Forty percent o(confinmed cases of child abuse involve the use of alcohol or other
drugs. This suggests, that of the 1.2 million confirmed victims of child abuse, an estimated
480.000 children are mistreated each year by a caretaker with alcohol or other drug problems
(National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse, 1996). Therefore, the ability to evaluate and
resond to the problem of bellis suffering from substance abuse in a timely manner requires
collaboration between child wefare and substance abuse prevention and treatment agencies and
cross-agency staff taiin% Yet, a 1991 report by the National Black Child Development Institute
on 1003 Afican American dhidren in foster care indicated that services to address problem
including drug abuse, whigh contribute to placement in foster care, were either unavailable, or
insufficiently brokered or coordinated among agencies. The receip of collaborative services by
faiiesfi not only helps prevent children from entering foster care in the first place, but for those
who do, promotes the timely reunification of children with their famiies or placement of children
into, sake permanent and nurturing home&

Study and Report on Sources of Support for Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
for fanents aind Cbildren and Collaboratiom Among State Agencies
NBCDI fully supports the provision of S. 1195 that requires the Comptroller General of the
United States to conduct a study on the collaborative activities of state child welfare and
substance abuse prevention and treatment agencies, including, the availability and results of joint
prevention and treatment activities by state substance abuse and child welfare agencies barriers to
subsance abuse treatment, the ability of state child welfare and substance abuse prevention and
treatment agencies to collaboratively address families' needs. fund substance abuse prevention and
treatment, train and consult with stag; anid evaluate the effectiveness of programs serving &famlies.
We are particularly pleased that this provision directs; the Comptroller General to include in the
study recommendations for federal legislation to address the needs of families with substance
abuse problems and promote collaboration between state child welfare and substance abuse
prevention and treatment agencies

This provision is critical given that substance abuse is a leading contributing factor to child abuse
and neglect. More research is needed on collaborative efforts and cross-agency staff training
between child welfare and substance abuse prevention and treatment agencies to direct the
development of fixture policies and service improvements that not only meet the needs of families
sufferig fromn substance absm but prewng substance abuse from Occurring infW iis

our recommendations, for strgthening this provision are discussed later.

Prierity in Providing Substance Abuse Treatment
The PASS Act establishes priority for substance abuse utrtent for caretaker parents who are
refered for treatment by the child welfare agency. When family reunification is the goal,
estblishing priority for parents to receive substance abuse treatment would promote the timely
reunifiation of amilies and decrease the amount of time children spend in foster care.
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Payment of Title IV-E Foster Care Maintenance Funds on Behalf of Children with Parents
in Residetal Treatment Facilles
NBCDJ supports the provision of the PASS Act that would anflow Title IV.E foster care
mraintenance payments to be made for children placed with a parent in a residential treatment
fiility when reunifcation is the goal, the safety of the child can be assured, and the range of
services provided by the program appropriately addresses the needs of the parent and child. This
provision applies to parents who are attempting to overcome substance abuse and are complying
with n aproved reaowupkmr, homelessness, or who have been a victim of domestic violence,
or have special needs resulting from being a teen parent. It is important to note that S. 1195 states
that the amount of the foster care maintenance payments made under this section would not
exceed the amount of such payments that would otherwise be made on behalf of the child.

This provision promotes the timely provision of services to families by providing parents with
more flexibility of treatment options and gives recognition to the fact that there are parents who
need residential treatment to overcome a substance abuse problem. This, in turn, could shorten
the amount of time children spend in foster care when reunification is the goal.

NBCD1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS
TO S. 1195. THE PASS ACT

Although NBCDI endorses many of the provisions of the PASS Act we do have several areas of
concern and have delineated our recommendations for improving and strengthening the
legislation.

Family Reunification 2nd Suppgrt Services
NBCDI is very concerned about the lack of additional funding for family reunification and support
service. We recommend that S. 1195 adopt a provision similar to that of S. 511, the SAFE Act,
that provides federal reimbursement for family reunification services.

S. 511 allows TIte IV-E foster care maintenance payments to be used for family reunification
services for up to one year after a child is removed from home. If reunification services begin the
day the child enters foster care, the courts will be able to make a timely and informed decision
about whether the child can safely return home or whether adoption or some other permanent
living arrangement is appropriate. This could decrease the amount of timt children spend
languislib*n in foster care.

NBCDrs concern is exacerbated by the significant increase in the number of clidren for whom
termination of parental rights petitions must be filed under the PASS Act and the suggestion that
the st agency must file for termination ev'en when the services the agency deemed necessary
have not been provided. We are concened that the termination of parental rights requirement of
the PASS Act combined with the lack of additional resources for family reunification services,
could harm children. It could lead to inappropriate termination of parental rights without
provision of appropriate services. It could also cause children to be returned home to unstable
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(amities or moved into adoptive homes prematurely.

Staff Training 2nd Retention
The lack of additional training resources. for agency and court personnel is also an area of concern
for NBCD1. We recommend that S. 1195 adopt a provision similar to that of S.511 that wouldprovide federal reimbursement for training ofrstaffrof child welfare and related agencies, and
courts.

Recent- statistics show dramatic izcreases in the number of abuse and neglect reports received bystates pointing to the need to increase the capacity of child welfare agencies to respond to this
trend. In 1995, the number of children reported for maltreatment was 49 percent higher than in
1986 according to the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse (Spar, 1997).

The child welfare field is highly complex requiring staff to make decisions in life-threatening
situations. In order to protect the lives of children and adequately serve families in need, agency
staff must be well trained to make sound judgements. This points to the need for high quality staff
training. Continuing education and training of staff should be a part of every child welfare
agency's plan to reduce the occurrence of accidents, and increase productivity and the quality of
services (McMaster 1980, CWLA, 1991).

Some of the provisions of S. 1195, such as the termination of parental rights provision, would
place additional demands on the child welfare system. This points to the need for additional
fuindig for training and retention of agency and court staff.

Report on Kinship Care
NBCDI recommends that the relationship of the relative caregiver to the child be included in therequired contents of the report on kinship care by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

Inormaion on the relationship of the caregiver to the child is needed in order to make policy
recommendations that respond to the needs of kinship caregivers and those of the children they
care for.

The American Association of Retired Persons reports that, in 1994, 3.7 million children were
living in granidparent-hedd households. According to an NBCDI study of African American
children placed in foster care in 1986, grandparents continue to be a leading resource to children.
Of the relatives providing assistance to children, 53 percent were grandparents, with highs of 62
percent in Detroit and 61 percent in Seattle and a low of 29 percent in Miami. A substantial
number (39 percent) of the relatives providing assistance included aunts, siblings, cousins and
uncles.
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Study and Report on Sources of Support for Substaince Abuse Prevention and
Treatment for Parenits and Children and Collaboration Among State Agenioes
We strongly recommend that au emphasis be placed in the Comptroller General's study on cross-
agency staff training and its availability and effectiveness in the area of child welfare and
substance abuse prevention and treatment.

NBCDJ has an additional recommendation for strengthening this section. Included in the contents
of the study of the Comptroller General is a description of how state child welfare and substance
abuse prevention and treatment agencies address the needs of infants who are exposed to
substance abuse, This should be broadened to include how these agencies address the needs of
children families where there are substance abuse problems, including infants who are
exposed to substance abuse.

Finally, we point to the need to provide families with the multi-faceted services they need to
nurture and care for their children. Problems associated with poverty, such as substance abuse and
lack of adequate housing, contribute to the placement of children in foster care. NBCDI's study of
black children in foster care indicated that while most of the study population (75 percent) entered
foster care because of abuse or neglect, many of these placements were also attributable to
environmental stresses caused by chronic poverty. In 25 percent of the study population, poverty
itself was a significant factor in placement (Walker et al., 1989).

The PASS Act - with additional funding for family reunification and support services and staff
training - presents us with an opportunity to more Mily improve the ives of children in foster care.
In order to do this, we must ensure that the PASS Act more directly addresses problems related
to poverty through additional funding for services to families. However, our long-term challenge
is to more directly address the issues of poverty through job creation, education and the
availability of affordable, low-income housing.

In closing, we look forward to working with the Senate Finance Committee to improve the PASS
Act so that it moves forward and is able to truly improve and protect the lives of children in foste.
Care.
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A bout NCFA

The National Council For Adoption, Inc. (NCFA) is a 501 c 3 charity founded in
1980. NCFA's membership includes 104 private, not-for-profit agencies, with services
offered in every state, and several thousand individual supporters, donors and volunteers.
NCFA agencies, about 70 percent of which are under faith-based auspices, work in the
U.S. and abroad on humanitarian and direct services. U.S. adoptions, as reported by a
sample of 75 percent of NCFA's agencies, show that at least 636 of 1,466 placements
(over 43%) were children who meet the definition of "special needs." The majority of
NCFA's agencies, like NCFA itself; receive no tax funds of any kind, relying instead on
contributions, grants and fees-for-service for their income. Among NCFA's individual
supporters are birth parents, adopted persons, adoptive parents, social workers, attorneys
and a wide spectrum of interested citizens. NCFA's long-standing interest in foster care
and adoption included a two-year foundation funded study which resulted in a monograph,
Foster Care: Too Mitch, Too Little, Too Early, Too Late, by former st aff member C arolI
Statuto Bevan, Ed.D. Dr. Bevan's study led NCFA's board of directors to endorse a
number of recommendations for federal action. Several of those recommendations are
i ncluded in S. 1195 and in HI. 867.

Summary of S. I1195's Strengths

NCFA is pleased to endorse many aspects of the PASS Act designed to address
needed reforms in today's foster care system. We note with approval that S. 1195: 1)
reflects the consensus that foster care should be temporary; 2) focuses on safety as an
essential requirement of the public foster care system; 3) incorporates many of the best
features of the House passed bill, the Adoption Promotion Act; 4) removes geographic
barriers both for adoption and foster care; 5) sets a 12 month timeframe for states to
initiate termination of parental rights procedures; 6) calls for higher standards for
taxpayer-funded services (we seek changes to strengthen and broaden this); 7) requires
criminal and background checks (we believe relatives and kin should also be subjet to
these checks); 8) makes explicit that relative caretakers participating in case reviews and
hearings would not be considered parties; 9) clarifies when "reasonable efforts" should be
made; 10) specifically speaks about preservation of reasonable parenting, including
discipline.

Background

Since the passage of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, the
ideology of "famiily preservation" has reigned supreme as an intervention to help at risk
children. A professional culture that views "family preservation" as the only legitimate
service for children in need was further strengthened by passage of the Family
Preservation and Support Services Program (FIPSSP) with grant monies for "family
preservation." (NCFA opposed FPSSP's passage.) Once again, the ideology that "family
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preservation" and "reunification" were the only legitimate ends of the public welfare
system was reinforced in speech and in the funding streams from the federal government.
While NCFA strongly supports preserving fwnilies, it questions "family preservation"
programs which define family as biology regardless of the reality many children face. This
philosophy does not recognize the reality that there are somec families who will never, even
with extensive support services, have either the capacity, resources or motivation to
provide a safe healthy environment for their chilren. Given this culture, it is not
surprising that adoption has increasingly come to be viewed as a failure and that fewer and
fewer children are benefiting from the permanent, loving stability that adoption offers.

However, the last three Congresses have begun to take steps to correct the
system's blind adherence to familyy preservation." The 103'4 Congress passed the
Howard M. Metzenbaumn Multi-Ethnic Placement Act (MEPA) meant to prevent race or
ethnicity from being used as an excuse to delay or deny children permanent homes. The
104' Congress passed the adoption tax credit and strengthened MEPA to ensure that,the

states were not evading the cdear intention Qf Congress. Now, the 105* Congress has
undertaken reforms to promote adoption for the thousands of children trapped in foster
care. These reforms have been intended to send the clear message that adoption is
beneficial fbr children; that it is the best setting for children who can't safely be returned to
their biological parents. These reforms also seek to fiscally support the option of adoption
to ensure that federal funding does not provide a perverse incentive against adoption.

it is critical that that the 105'h Congress continue this effort by passing reform
legislation which clearly sends the message that adoption is no longer to be viewed as a
failure to reunify dysfunctional families but as the strongest and most effective intervention
available for protecting the safety of some children and for promoting the healthy
development of children who are in need.

One of the great achievements of the 105'h Congress is the recognition that if
adoption is to be promoted it must be supported financially as well is rhetorically. This is
necessary to change a culture dominated by the "family preservation" ideology; an
ideology which has long been supported by federal rhetoric as well as dollars. NCFA fears
that S. 1195, the PASS Act, is not sending this message as clearly as it intends to. For
example, the PASS Act has twenty-one times more spending for "family preservation"
than it does for adoption bonuses. This is the case even though the adoption bonuses
from the House bill were scored as budget neutral because they would move children from
public care into adoptive homes. The message of this provision in S. 119 5 seems to be
that the "family preservation" ideology is to remain dominant. Reauthorizing this
provision without data or oversight hearings simply reinforces that impression.

Provisions NVCFA Beim Need To Be A mend

There are two provisions of the PASS Act which NCFA believes to be so flawed
that, if unchanged. they would force NCFA to oppose passage of the entire bill.



The first provision 'is Sec. 307, Reauthorization and Expansion of Family
Preservation and Support Services. The Family Preservation and Support Services
Program (FPSSP) is a capped entitlement under Title IV-B, Svbpart 2. Currently,
Congress has funded these programs through FY1998. Congress did not authorize these
programs beyond 1998 because it wanted the opportunity to review their effectiveness
once data was available for evaluation. This data will be available next year.
Reauthorizing and expanding thes ie programs before we know the extent to which they are
helping or hurting children is unwarranted.

In fact, the preliminary research indicates that the assumption underlying most
"family preservation" programs--if given government supported services, most, if not all,
families whose children have been abused or neglected can be turned around well enough
to parent their children in non-abusive ways-i4s flawed and, in many cases, is placing
children at grave risk. The largest randomized experiment on "family preservation"
programs involved the Families First program in Illinois and was conducted by the Chapin
Hall Center at the University of Chicago (as reported by.Bevan, 1996). The major finding
of this study was that these "services do not appear to have a significant effect on the
likelihood of further harm to children or placement in substitute care." The finding of the
largest randomized experiment conducted on "family preservation" programs concluded
that they do not work: "We found little effect of the Family First program on placement,
subsequent maltreatment, and rate of case closing, and we have found that effects on
family functioning are probably relatively limited."

Chapin Hall's findings are consistent with the findings of the U.S. Advisory Board
on Child Abuse and Neglect: "The minimal research conducted in this area has not
identified specific behaviors that can single out parents whose action or inaction might end
a child's life."(Ibid.) Without the ability to identify such behaviors, "family preservation"
services will continue to put children in harm's way.

Here's what "family preservation" means in the life of a real child. In the District
of Columbia, a little boy named Billy was removed from his mother at the age of one and
one-half suffering from third degree burns and a skull fracture. Shortly thereafter he was
returned to his mother's care. One year later, at the age of two and one-half, Billy was
removed again. This time Billy was sufferng from scrotal swelling, a rectal fissure and
bruises. Biiiy was placed in foster care for one year because it took that much medical
care in order for him to recover physically from his injuries. At three and one-half years of
age, Billy was returned home for the third time. He is a living victim. And, he is not

Until Congress holds hearings and reviews the data, there is no way to know how
much the familyy preservation" ideology, funded in the grants program, has contributed to
a system which views adoption as a failure and familyy preservation" and "reunification"
as the only legitimate service forphidren. To spend over one and one-half' billion dollars
on a program which may be returning children to settings where they are being raped and
murdered is unimaginable. The reforms contained in S. 1195 are undermined by the



iemature reauthorization of Family Preservation and Support Services Program, Title IV-
B. subpart 2.

The second provision which would result in NCFA opposing S. 1195 is Sec. 205,
Facilitation of Voluntary Mutual Reunions Between Adopted Adults arnd Birth Parents
and Siblings. This provision is similar in title, although less specific in its details, to a
number of bills offered by Sen. Carl Levin in previous Congresses. Sec. 205 is so short on
specifics that it is difficult to understand what sort of program will grow out of it and
where the program may lead. NCFA has two major objections.

First, adoption records and adoption proceedings are part of family law and state
court records. Family law is reserved to the states and the federal courts have spoken
strongly on this matter. Plus, federal involvement in state adoption records matters has
historically been very limited. T1he U.S. Supreme Court recently refused to hear an appeal
challenging a state legislature's action regarding adoption records. At last count, NCFA's
review of state laws and, regulations show that 48 state legislatures had already addressed
this issue and passed legisation. to facilitate the exchange of identifying information
between parties to an adoption. Sec. 205 could trump state law in this matter and force
some jurisdictions to institute a system they have never endorsed regarding an issue of
family law which is in their prerogative. NCFA believes that in order to verify a "match"
has been made prior to facilitating a reunion, HHS would have to have access to state vital
statistics or court records, a greatly expanded federal role in what has always been a state
matter. Or, alternatively, HHS would have to create its own databank by gathering states'
information. This information is sealed at the state level to protect the privacy of the
individuals involved. It cannot be released without a court order, presumably even to the
federal government.

Second, an most importantly, ,Sec. 205 could conceivably lead to the federal
government undermining the confidentiality of women who made the difficult decision to
plan adoption for their child as well as adopted persons and their families who were given
assurances that the adoptive &famly would be treated like all other families without
unwarranted government intrusion. Many people fear the unauthorized examination of
registrations or adoption-related data under this provision in light of the well-publicized
recent behavior of individuals at the Internal Revenue Service, Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the Social Security Administration where individuals have improperly
accessed and used confidential files.

Also, there is the question of HHS as the proper location for this activity. NCFA
knows of no evidence that HHS seeks this assignment. HHS's other mandated
responsibilities include data-gathering under AFCARS. But, HHS is yet to fully
implement its Congressional mandate to gather baseline data on foster care and adoption;
AFCARS, is only partially functional after more than a decade.

As drafted, Sec. 205 requires that this new federal role in state adoption laws be
carried out "at no net expense to the Feder Government (emphasis added)". First of all,



this seems unlikely. Seconely, while Sec. 205 clearly states the federal government shall
incur no net expense, the provision seems to be an unfunded mandate on the states. It is
the state employees who will have to search through vital statistics and court proceedings
if the federal government is to have the information it would require to perform these new
duties.

The fact that contact must be voluntary and mutually requested is good. The fact
that the age of the adopted person is to be 21Iis a substantial improvement over some
earlier proposals. One of the practical problem is that "any birth parent" would be
covered by Sec. 205. This could have the unintended result of a biological father releasing
the name and personal history of a biological mother who did not give her consent.

The addition of siblings complicates the situation greatly, because siblings could
also violate the confidentiality of biological parents who did not wish to have their
identities disclosed. This is the most common loophole around consent at the state level.

Although Sec. 205 specifically says that there must be an agreement not to disclose
this sensitive, private and confidential information, as a practical matter, this is
unenforceable. Without "teeth," this prohibition is essentially meaningless. Further, even
if there were "teeth" and an appropriate penalty, no penalty could restore the good name
and privacy of a person. No amount of financial damages and no prison term (if one went
to that extreme) would restore a damaged reputation or a person's privacy. Therefore,
NCFA's suggestion would be that the sibling section be amended so that no sibling could
register unless and until there was proof that the biological parents required to give their
consent had done so or, in the instance of the biological parents both being deceased,
proof of their deaths.

These comments point out some of the privacy concerns that states address on this
issue. But, it must be reiterated that the major flaw that makes this proposal unworkable
is that the federal government does not have access, or the right to access, the information
necessary to perform the function of a national registry.

Provisions which Are Critical to Amend or Delete

in addition to the two major issues discussed above, there are a number of issues
NCFA considers to be critically in need of improvement. They are as follows.

Sec. 109 leaves out the lariguage from HR 867 which requires that relatives be "fit
and willing" if they are to qualify. This language should be incorporated into PASS to
send the clear message that relatives must be held to the sam stnards as all other foster
and adoptive famniies--trained, monitored and evaluated to provide services and care for
children It must be clear tha these relatives are willing to accept these responsibilities
and are not in any way being coerced 'into caring for children.



NCFA is very concerned that,.under Sec. 306, open-ended entitlement funds front
Title IV-E, which are meant to be used for the temporary care of children in need, would
be misused. These funds could not only.be used by drug treatment centers for addicted
mothers but also by homeless shelters and battered women's shelters. In addition, those
who are teen parents or suffering from post-partumn depression would be able to share
open-ended Title lV-E funds meant for the care of children in need. This is another
example of the "family preservtion" culture or mindset which has plagued foster care for
years-to the detriment of children. Essentially, ihis provision creates a link between the
abused and neglected chid's foster care funds Ind t6e abusive or neglectful parent's
treatment. While NCFA believes funds should be available for treatment, what happens is
children are kept in limbo for years so that the parent's treatment funds continue. In many
cases it is clear that parental rights should be terminated so children can move to stability,
but no action is taken because the child is involved in a program requiring continued
funding. Treatment plans for parents and children should be separate with due attention to
where they overlap. Opening up the open-ended entitlement funds meant to protect
children from harm and allowing those funds to be used -to support the abusive parents
could set a* precedent which is used to divert more and more funds from caring for
children in need to programs that focus on the parents' problems while leaving the child in
the care of the addicted or abusive parent.

Another issue which critically needs to be addressed is the definition of "special
needs" children. There are two reasons this needs to be addressed. First, if Congress de-
links eligibility for adoption assistance payments and Medicaid coverage from the child's
biological parents it will be based solely on the state's defintion of special needs. The
definition of "special needs" varies from state to state and would lead to the exact same
types of children being treated differently based on their geographic location. In addition,
since this is an open-ended entitlement, state s might well expand their definition of special
needs even more to enable more of the children in ther care to receive these funds. One
of the most important difficulties with the states' definition of special needs is that the
majority of states define race or ethnicity as a special need. According to the Howard M.
Metzenbaumn Multi-Ethnic Placement Act and the Interethnic Adoption Provisions passed
last Congress, no state can delay or deny the placement of a child on the basis of the race,
ethnicity or national origin of the child, the adoptive parents or the foster parents. Given
this law, how is it possible for the federal government to accept definitions of "special
needs" based solely on the color of a child's skin? If states are prohibited from delaying or
denying a child a permanent home because they are trying to race-match, how can race or
ethnicity be a special need like mental or physical handicaps, age, or size of sibling group?
Congress has prohibited racism from being used to keep children in the system and it
should not allow the states to gather federal adoption assistance subsidies on the basis of a
child's race either. To treat race or ethnc background as a handicap is a degrading insult
to all persons. NCFA suggests omitting race or ethnicity as a definition of "special needs"
states may use to qualify for federal adoption assistance payments.

Sec. 308 would provide $300 million for "innovation grants." If these funds were

restricted solely to "reduce backlogs. of children awaiting adoption," and if the specifics of
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Sec. 308 reflected that goal appropriately, NCFA might well endorse this Section. But,
Sec. 308 does not do this. Instead, it contains passages which could conflict with MEPA
and it gives broad powers to the Secretary of HI-S to use the funds for any other purpose
she wishes. As a result, NCFA believes that Sec. 308 and the resulting $300 million
authorization should be deleted from S. 1195. Specifically, Sec. 308 (in creating a new

S478 (b) (4)) would allow projects to receive money which are engaged in
"Implementing or expanding community-based permanency initiatives (where is the word
"adoption"?], particularly jnemunities where families reflect the ethnic and racial
diversity of children in the St~ti for whom foster and adoptive homes are needed." The
data are clear that the majority of children in the public foster care system are children of
color. This means that See. 478 (b) (4) would, in effect, be funding initiatives that have as
their central goal "ethnic and racial" considerations. The Multiethnic Placement Act
(MEPA), has once been passed and once been amended to clearly send a message that
denying or dg!nn the placement of a child for purposes of ethnic or racial matching is
illegal. The new Sec. 478 (b) (4) would appear to authorize federal "innovation grants" to
thwart the central goal of MIEPA. Therefore, (b) (4) should.be deleted, evenif Sec. 308
remains. An even wider loophole exists in the -new Sec. 478 (b (9), in that it would
provide that the $300 million could be used fbr "Any other goal that the Secretary
specifies by regulation." This discretion is too broad. What federal official would not
welcome a $300 million authorization for "any other goal" they choose to specify? Sec
(b) (9) should also be deleted, even if Sec. 308 remains. Finally, NCFA is concerned
about part (h), pertaining to regulations. If Sec. 308 remains, part (h) should be amended
so that the word "final" is replaced with the word "draft." Congress and the public has a
right to review the regulations governing the expenditure of those funds in draft form

Adoption "bonus" payments to states are in S. 1195 and H.R. 867, but NCFA is
disappointed that the Senate has reduced the adoption bonus payments - from $6,000 for
a child with special needs in the House bill to $4,000 in the Senate bill, and from t4,000
for a child who is a foster child in the House bill to $2,000 in the Senate bill. This calls
into question the title given to S. 1195, since "Promotion of Adoption" is hardly signaled
when the adoption bonus endorsed by President Clinton and the House is chopped in half
for foster children and reduced by a third for children with special needs. We suggest that
the House language be substituted in order to improve the financial incentives to promote
adoption.

One of the major problems facing the child welfare field, ad especially the public
system, is that public funds are paying for substandard services and care for children. S.
1195, Sec. 108, drops the language from S. 511 that called for specific guidelines to
ensure quality. Sec. 108 also should create a level playing field for all providers of service,
and include public agencies. Sec. 108 (2) should be amended to read: "(2) by inserting
"ensuring quality services that protect the safety and health of children in foster care
placements with public, non-profit and for-profit agencies by requiring that states consider
the use of appropriate national accreditation standards which are reasonably in accord with
those of national standard setting and accrediting organizations, such as the Council on
Accreditation of Services for Families and Children, Inc., to improve the quality of care,
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thi! safety of children in care, and the accountability of providers for the use of public
funds. A related concern about quality of care is raised by language in Sec. 206, which
provides for a Sec. 479A. Annual Report. Part (b) (3) Measures should be amended by
adding after "Secretary" the words "in consultation with child advocacy organizations,
state child welfare agencies, and national standard setting and accrediting organizations,
such as the Council on Accreditation of Services for Fan-dlies and Children, Inc.,". Public
funds should not be spent for substandard servicesor services with poor outcomes.

Both S. 1195 and H.R. 867 provide that HHS increase the number of authorized
"child welfare demonstrations," broad waivers of certain, provisions of Titles IV-B and IV-
E, so that states can experiment. Already, 10 states have this authority. Extending the
authority to 15 states, especially if the additional 5 states were among those with the
highest numbers of children in care, could have the practical effect of waiving
requirements for the majority of children in care. NCFA believes that there is no evidence
that the existing waivers benefit children by reducing their stay in foster care or moving
them more quickly to return home or to an adoptive home. In fact, since these waivers
have just been approved Wiv' will not have data for some time. Lacking data that the
waiver authority has benefits for children, we see no reason to expand the waiver
authority.

Provisions Which Are Important to Amend or Delete

There are a number of provisions NCFA believes are important for the Senate to

consider.

Both S. 1195 and H.R. 867 contain provisions that would authorize HI-S to
provide certain specialized types of technical assistance to promote adoption. The House
provision, Sec. 12, would authorize $30 million over three years. The Senate provision,
Sec. 203, included no authorization of appropriations. We suggest that Sec. 203 be
amended to authoriz $10 million for each of fiscal years 1998-2000, like H.R. 867.

Baseline data on adoption and foster care, mandated under the 1986 Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), was to have been fully operational by
1991. This system, AFCARS, still does not contain complete data from all the states six
years later. We question the broad authority given to HHS to modify AFCARS, as
provided for in Sec. 402 and therefore suggest that the second sentence of Sec. 402 be
deleted.

The Federal agencies making up the Federal Child Death Review Team, provided
for in Sec. 103 (b), should also include the Department of State, since it is estimated that
some 13,000 children from other countries were adopted by U.S. citizens in the last fiscal
year. Countries of origin for these children have an interest in the death of any child who
formerly was a citizen or who may retain dual citizenship. We suggest adding under Sec.
1 03 (b) (new (d) (1) (A)] this new language: "(vi) Department of State, or the Central

55-346 99-9
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Authority, if any, established under implementing language of the Hague Convention on
intercountry Adoption. if said Central Authority is not part of the Department of State."

The deaths of children who are U.S. citizens, wherever those deaths occur within
the boundaries of the states and territories of the U.S., should be reviewed by the teams
created in Sec. 103. There appears to be a difficulty in terms of children who die on
Indian reservations or Native villages. State Child Death Review Teams do not have these
children under their purview, although in terms of practicality, it would appear that these
teams should include representatives of Indian tribal organizations or the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Instead, this oversight is left to the Federal Review Team. However, Sec. 103 (b)
(new (d) (2) (A)] provides merely that the Federal Team shall "..,.coordinate with Indian
tribal organizations in the review of child deaths on Indian reservations. ..". We query
whether this language means that the Federal Review Team must obtain permission from
tribal authoritins to investigate child deaths on Indian reservations, including the possible
death of a child at the hand of someone who is the chief tribal authority. We also query
the omission of Native villages. A related concern pertains *to (d) (2) (c ), which omits
Indian reservations and Native villages and suggest an amendment which would delete the
word "and" after "States" and insert instead a comma, and would add after the word
"localities" the words "and Indian reservations and Native villages."

Provisions Which Should Be Amended or Deleted

Some issues of concern to NCFA seem relatively simple for the Senate to address.

Sec. 303, on kinship care, raises questions. Rather than reflect the language of
H.R. 867, which states that an advisory panel "shall" be appointed, two options are given.
The first option, using an advisory board for the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act (CAPTA), a board that was de-fijnded some years back, is not viable. But even if that
CAPTA advisory board existed, it would seem somewhat inappropriate given the fact that
many issues other than child abuse and neglect are raised by kinship care. We suggest that
Sec. 303 (b) (1) be deleted and that (2) be renumbered as (1) and that the words "Subject
to paragraph (I)" be deleted. We also suggest that the word "may" which appears after
the word "Senate" be changed to "shall." We further suggest, since a primary purpose of
these legislative initiatives is to promote adoption, that the words "persons adopted as
children" be added after the words "former foster children."

Both S. 1195 and H.R. 867 have provisions calling for the coordination of
substance abuse and child protection services. S. I1195's Sec. 306 would require GAO to
conduct a comprehensive study and report on a broad variety of federal and state
programs to the Congress no later than 18 months after enactment. H. R. 867's Sec. 13
would require I-IS to prepare a report, based on information from the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration and the Administration for Children and
Families, and submit it to the Committees on Ways and Means and Finance. We are
concerned that the much broader study required by S. 1195 may not be able to be
completed in 18 months and, if properly completed, it may be so detailed and lengthy that

f,?w will read it. These are two very different sor-ts of reports. We believe that the Senate
should consider deleting Sec. 306 (a) and replacing it with language identical to Sec. 13 of
H.R. 867.
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The National Indian Child Welfare Association submits this statement on,
S. 1195, the Promotioni of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected
Children (PASS) Act. Attached is a brief description of the work of our organization.

SUARY OF RECOMC5ENATIONS

OURPRMM EDONEDATON

thn ess to the rV-E Program. Our primary recommendation is that S.
1195 be modified to include an additional amendment to Title WV-E of the Social
Security Act, Foster Care and Adoption Assistance, to make otherwise-eligible Indian
children placed by tribal courts eligible for the federal entitlement services of that Act
and to allow tribal governments to administer these programs. It was an oversight
when the statute was written in 1980 that tribal governments and children placed by
tribal courts were ignored. The statute has left out a class of children - Indian children
living in tribal areas - fr-om eligibility for this open-ended federal entitlement program,
and Congress must correct this situation.

We have provided Committee staff with a draft amendment which would
accomplish this goal and urge you to adopt it as part of S. 1195. The bulk of our
testimony is on the issue of Title IV-E services for Indian children.

* Initiation of Petitions to Terminate Parental Righta. Both S. 1195 and H.R.
867 have strict provisions regarding circumstances and time lines under which a state
must initiate a petition (or join any existing petition) to terminate parental rights, and
both bills provide exceptions to these requirements. Both bills would allow exceptions
when, at the option of the state, the child is being cared for by a relative or where the
state court or agency has documented a compelling reason for not requiring the filling of
the termination of parental rights petition. The House bill - but not the Senate bill -
would also allow an exception when the state has not provided the family with services
deemed appropriate by the state even though it has been determined that reasonable
efforts should be made to reunite the family. We believe that the Hos provisio

raring delivery of servde israoable and recommend that it be ne r in athe
fin&=ii. Indian people are often not served well by state agencies, and we are very
sensitive to the possibility of initiation of proceedings to terminate parental rights even
though supposedly required services have not been provided to the family.

We also recommend that the bill make provision for an exception to the
requirement to initiate a petition for termination of parental rights when the parent(s)
are making substantial progress. Examples would be that the parent is making good
progress toward recovery from substance abuse or that the parent is at the point
where she/he is able to have overnight visitation with the children. Under S. 1195 the
petition to terminate parental rights could begin within 1 year of a child entering foster
care. We gmed that the bill include s afmitigating circmance the finding or

* imi CMahw Ar dyaj= Panel with Tial Rermnai . .1195 would
utilize the Advisory Board on-hid Abuse and Neglect (as authorized under CAPTA) to
conduct a kinship care study. If this Board does not exist upon enactment of S. 1195,
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the Secretary would establish a Kinship Care Advisory Panel. This panel, in both the
House and Senate bills, would include tribal representation. We prefer the House
Droviion hich creates a Kinship Care Advisor Psnel as it would guarantee tribal
representation - something not available to tribes on the Advisory Board on Child
Abuse and Neglect. Kinship care is widely used in Indian country. We believe the
presence of tribal representatives on a Kinship Care Advisory Panel will bring
important knowledge and perspectives to the work of the advisory panel, and urge its
retention in a final adoption bill.

* SbtneAueTaeA.We support the emphasis in S. 1195 on
substance abuse treatment including foster care payments for children whose
parent(s) is in a residential treatment center and a priority for treatment services for
caretaker parents. While progress is being made in Indian country in reducing
substance abuse (the alcoholism age-adjusted death rates for Natives have decreased
from 69/100,000 in 1980 to 38.4/100,000 in 1992), the size of the problem is still
staggering.'

0 Eml enfcd . We prefer the provision in the earlier Senate bill, S.
511, which would provide new funding for family reunification services. S. 1195 would
not provide new family reunification funding and appears to put a one-year limit on use
of Title P1-B, Subpart 2 funds for this purpose. Under current Title IV-B law, family
preservation is defined to include family reunification services. We are very concerned
that agencies would be prohibited from providing family reunification services with TV-
B funds after one year even though there is substantial family progress (e.g., in
recovery from substance abuse, in visitation rights).

We support S. 1195's reauthorization of the Title M1B, Subpart 2 program.

*TrAining. We support the emphasisin S. 511on training and want tribes to
have equitable access to such training. We are disappointed that S. 1195 does not
contain training provisions.

iNDIN CHILDREN IN TRIBAL AREAS ARE NOT WELL-SERVED BY TITE MVE

Our statement focuses on Indian children and their limited opportunities to
benefit f-rm the Title IV-E Poster Care and Adoption Assistance program (herein
referred to as Title ME-) and what we believe to be an effective solution to this
inequity. Our testimony will show that otherwise-eligible Indian and Alaska-Native
children have not enjoyed. the same guarantees for foster or adoptive care services
that other children have in this country. Native children are the only class of children
without entitlement to foster care and adoptive services in this country. In our view,
this issue, as much as any other issue,-has impacted the abilty of Indian children to
secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes.
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The Title IV-E Foster Care and Adoption Assistance Programs
-Services Not Guaranteed to Indian Children under Tribal Jurisdiction

As you know, the 1V-E program was enacted in 1980 as a part of major
legislative changes to the child welfare system in this country. Enactment of Title
IV-E and changes to the Title IV-B Child Welfare Services program under the Social
Security Act established new federal protections for children who were removed from
their homes and resource to help them gain permanency in their lives. Title IV-E is
a permanently authorized entitlement program that provides matching funds to
support placements of AFDC-eligible children in foster care homes, private non-profit
child care facilities, or public child care institutions. These foster care maintenance
payments are intended to support the costs of food, shelter, clothing, daily
supervision, school supplies, general incidentals, liability insurance for the child, and
reasonable travel to the child's home for visits. Matching funds are also available for
administrative activities that support the child's placement and training for
professionals and parents involved in these placements. The foster care program had
been mandatory for all states that participated in the former Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) program, and under the new welfare reform law it is
mandatory for states that operate a Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) block grant.

Title lV-E also provides entitlement funds to support adoption assistance
activities, and like the foster care program, is mandatory for all states that operated
the former AFDC program or the new TANF block grant. Activities which qualify for
matching funds include: maintenance payments for eligible children who are adopted,
administrative payments for expenses associated with placing children in adoption,
and training of professional staff and parents involved in adoption. To be eligible for
these matching funds states must develop agreement. with parent. who adopt
eligible children with special needs. Special needs children must be AFDC- or SSI-
eligible. However, states may also claim non-reoccurring adoption expenses for
children with special needs who are not AFDC- or 881-eligible. While Title WE
broadly defines special needs children as those who have characteristics that make
them difficult to place, Title IV-E gives states discretion as to the specific categories
of special needs children that they will recognize (e.g. older children, minority children,
and children with physical, emotional, or behavioral problems).

Another area of support under Title WE is the Independent Living Program.
Title lV-E was amended in 1986 to include a program that would assist youth who
would eventually be emancipated from the foster care system. The funding under
this program was intended to support services for AFDC-eligible youth who were age
16 or over make a successful transition from the foster care system to independent
living when they become ineligible for foster care maintenance payment. at age 18.
The program was expanded in 1988 to include all youth in foster care, regardless of
AFDC-eligibility. Two years later amendmeat. to Title IV-E; gave states the option of
providing services to youth up to the age of 21. Some examples of services provided
under this program include: basic skills training, educational services (e.g. GED
preparation), and employmeit preparedneca.

We have given the above overview of the services provided under the itle IVE
entitlement program to emphasize that these are services not guaranteed to otherwise
eligible Indian children in tribal area.
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Indian Children and Title IV-E

While Congress intended for the Title lV-E program to serve all eligible children
in the United States, Indian children who are under the jurisdiction of their tribal
court do not have an entitlement to this important program afforded other children.
The statute provides services only for income-eligible children placed by states and
public agencies with whom states have agreements.

We believe it is a drafting oversight that the Foster Care and Adoption
Assistance Act of 1980 made no provision for funding for children placed by tribal
courts nor for tribal governments to administer Title IV-E funds and seek
reimbursement for foster care and adoption services provided Indian children under
their jurisdiction. We see nothing in the legislative history to suggest otherwise, and
conversations with the office of Representative George Miller, the primary author of
the 1980 Act, suggests it was not intentional. During last year's consideration of
welfare reform legislation a number of Members including Representative Don Young,
Senator John McCain, and Representatives Bill Richardson and George Miller wrote
this Subcommittee asking that the bill be amended to provide direct funding to tribes
under the Title IV-E statute. Mr. Richardson introduced legislation, H.R. 261, on
January 7, 1997 to provide direct funding to tribes under Title WV-E. Unfortunately,
the Title IV-E statute is not the only social services related program which has given
little thought to services for people living on Indian reservations. 2 We urge Congress
to always keep in mind that tribal governments are not subsets of state
governments. They are legally distinct and separate from state governments.
Federal statutes authorizing services need to make specific provision for tribal
delivery systems.

Title IV-E Tribal -StateAgreements/Office of Insvctor General Resor. Only 50
of the 550 federally recognized tribes have been able to enter into agreements with
states to provide access to at least some IV-E funds.3 These agreements primarily
provide foster care maintenance moneys only - not administrative, training, and data
system funding. In only 15 of the 50 agreements do states provide tribes with IV-E
administration funds and to our knowledge only 2 of the agreements provide any IV-E
training funds to tribes. None of the agreements provide funding for information
systems development for tribes which are available to states under Title IV-E. Even
when agreements are reached, tribes and states realize that a more efficient system
would be to fund tribes directly.

A picture of the situation for tribal access to Title IV-E and other federal social
service and child welfare funds was provided in a report by the HHS Office of
Inspector General (QIG), "Opportunities for Administ ration for Children and Families
to Improve Child Welfare Services and Protections for Native American Children",
August 1994. The report documented that tribes receive little benefit or funding from
federal Social Security Act programs, specifically Title IV-E Foster Care and
Adoption Assistance, the Title XX Social Services Block Grant, and the Title IV-B
Cijild Welfare Services and Family Preservation and Support Services moneys.'6
While tribes receive a small amount of direct funding under beth of the lV-B
programs (about $7.4 million combined in FY1997), there is no direct funding
available to tribes under the much larger Title JV-E and Title XX programs."

In order for tribes to receive funding under these programs they have had to
rely on states to share a portion of their allocation. This option has been available in
only a handful of states and in amounts that are extremely small. Not surprisingly,
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the above-mentioned Office of Inspector General study -- in listing options for
improving service to tribes - stated that the'surest way to guarantee that Indian people
receive benefits from these Social Security Act programs is to amend the authorizing
statute. to provide direct allocations to tribes.

With regard to funding passed through firm the state to tribes, the QIG report
states:

In 15 of the 24 States with the largest Native American populations, eligible Tribes
received neither Title WV-E nor Title XCK funds from 1989 to 1993. In 1993 alone,
these 15 states received $1.7 billion in Title MVE funds and $1.3 billion in Title XOC
funds.

Nine of the 24 States reported that some Tribes in their States received Title IV-E
and/or Title XOC funds in 1993.

Eight States reported that 46 Tribes received $1.9 million - .2 piercent-of the States'
$82 million Title 1V-E funds, while 4 States reported that 32 Tribes received $2.8
million - .3 percent -of the States' $98 million Title XX funds.

The 010 report discusses the barriers to tribal-state agreements regarding Title IV-E
(and Title XX):

*No explicit authority. The Congress provided no authority for ACF to award Title
IV-E and Title XX funds directly to Tribes; and the law neither requires nor encourages
States to share funds with Tribes;

eState Responsibility for Tribal Compliance with Requirements
of P.L. 96-2 72 for Title lV-E funds is Problematic for States. Some states are reluctant to
enter into Title IV-E agreements with tribes because, under the law, the state would be
held accountable for tribal compliance with Title rV-E. States could, if tribv&
records were out of compliance, lose their Title IV-E and Section 427 incentive funds. We
know that this is an issue with a number of states, including Alaska, Arizona, and New
Mexico.

o Disputes between Tribes and States about Issues Unrelated to
Child Welfare. Both state and tribal officials reported that points of contention between
state and tribal governments unrelated to child welfare have made agreements impossible
to reach. Issues concerning land rights and jurisdiction have thwarted these
agreements. At least one state made receipt of foster cae money contingent upon the
tribe adopting the complete set of state child welfare policies and procedures.

e Matching Share Issue. Most tribes will have difficulty providing a non-federal
match for Title IV-E funds, and most states do not want to provide it. In some cases where
there are tribal-state IV-E agreements, the state has provided the match for
foster care maintenance funds.

e Tribal Loands which Extend into Multiple States. In cases where tribal lands extend
across state borders (e.g., Navajo is in Arizona, New Mexico and Utah) the prospects of
concluding multiple WV-E agreements have proved infeasible. Eight federally recognized
tribes have lands that extend into multiple states.

The 010 report also notes that state official with whom they talked favored direct
WV-E funding to tribes:
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With respect to IV-E funding, most State officials with whom we talked favored ACF
(Administration on Children and Families) dealing directly with Tribes. This direct approach
for Title MVE would eliminate the need for Tribal-State agreements, and because Title N.-E is
an uncapped Federal entitlement, would not affect the moneys available to the States. (p. 13).

Tribal Efforts to Provide Foster CareWAdoption Service, for Their
Children Absent Title WV-E Agreements

While tribes cannot receive Title MVE funds directly from the Department of
Health and Human Services, and have had little success in obtaining IV-E funds
through their states, a 1Ji~tg number have been able to put together some atop gap
measures to partially fund these services. These attempts to provide foster care and
adoption services are not a substitute - or should not be - for the reliable funding for
services provided to states and children outside of Indian country under the Title IV-E
statute. Indeed, because of the limited nature of these alternate resources, tribes
may have no choice but to place IV-E eligible children in unsubsidized homes.

Child Welfare Assistance Funds Provided by the Bureau ai Id~iAfftir MW
The BIA has provided a limited amount of discretionary funds - about $21 million
annually - to a relatively small number of tribes for use as a "resource of last resort".
The program provides only foster care maintenance payments and institutionalized
care but has no administration, training or information systems funds connected to
them. These funds are also in competition with other programs under the BIA Tribal
Priority Allocation category. This means that if there is an urgent need to increase
funding for other programs such as road repairs, employment and training services,
or emergency burial assistance services, Child Welfare Assistance funds may be
subject to reduction. The BIA has no funds specified for use in promoting
permanency planning as are available in the Title IV-E Adoption Assistance
program.

The BIA funds clearly fall short of need. The total number of substitute care
placements subsidized under this program for FY 1996 was 3,400 with approximately
60% to 70% of those children estimated to be Title IV-E eligible.6 Distribution
patterns of these funds reveals that approximately 90% of the funds go to Navajo
Nation and tribes in just six other states (Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, North
Dakota and South Dakota).' Tribes in California which number 100 (and who do not
have MVE agreements with their state) have not been able to access these limited
BIA funds.

Even though the Navajo Nation receives a major portion of the BIA Child
Welfare Asitance funds, they still report placing 301 children last year children a
year in unsuh'idized homes.* This illustrates the inadequacy of the BIA funds.

bpUz~d Ho1Zn Not wanting to leave children in harmful situations,
tribes have hiad to resort to alternative vehicles for protecting children who must be
removed from their homes. A common method is the placement of Indian children in
unsubsidized homes. This often requires the good will of a family in the community
who will commit their personal resources, time and home to a foster care, legal
guardianship, or pre, adoptive placement for a needy child. Even though the
commitment is made with love, the vast majority of these families find this event to
be stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when
considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to
poverty."
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Most tribes will still license the unsubsidized family foster home and provide

assistance on foster parenting, even though it often involves shifting scarce child
protection funds from one account to another in order to meet emergency and other
pressing needs. However, additional services that support the child and foster family
which are reimbursable under Title IV-E state programs are not always available,
causing additional stress on the foster or pre-adoptive family and putting the
placement at risk for disruption.

The lack of Title W-.E funding is also felt at the front end of developing
permanency for Indian children. Tribal child welfare programs which are responsible
for recruiting potential foster care and adoptive families have difficulties recruiting
and maintaining families because they cannot guarantee basic maintenance
payments and few support services for the placement. While strong community
values and individual generosity often prevail in helping provide temporary homes for
needy Indian children, the numbers of homes actually needed often does not meet the
need because of limitations on support that can be offered to these families.

Elements of a Tribal Title W.-E Amendment

We recommend an amendment to Title 1V-E of the Social Security Act which
contains the following elements:

9 extend the Title IV-E entitlement to tribal placements in foster and adoptive
homes which meet eligibility requirements

9 authorize tribal governments to receive direct funding from HHS for
administration of the J.V-E program

* recognize tribal standards for foster home licensing.

" allow the Secretary flexibility to modify the requirement. of the IV-E law for
tribes if those requirement. are not in the best interest. of Indian children

*allow the Secretary to modify IVE matching requirement. in recognition
that tribes, unlike states, have not previously received funding to build the type of
service delivery systems available to the states, and permit other federal and state
funds to be used for any required tribal match

9 continue to allow tribal-state rVE agreement.

* develop HHS regulations in partnership with tribes and others with expertise
in the child welfare field.

Tribal Administration of Foster Care/Adoption Assistance Program
Would be Consistent with Welfare Reform Law and Proposed Adoption
Legislation

Our recommendation that the Foster Care and Adoption Assistance Act be
amended to provide direct funsuling to eligible children on Indian reservation's and to
tribal government. for the administration of the program serves the purposes of the
newly enacted welfare reform law and Congressional and Administration interest in
adoption legislation.
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Under the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of
1996, a state cannot receive Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
funding unless it operates a foster care/adoption assistance and child support
enforcement programs under Titles N.-E and D of the Social Security Act. Congress
explicitly recognized the interrelationship between the effort to end dependence on
public assistance with the need for a strong child support enforcement program and
an effective system for helping our most vulnerable children -- those living in poverty
who require temporary or permanent placements outside their homes. Sadly, the
federal entitlement statutes concerning foster care and adoption and child support
enforcement have been of very little benefit to Indian children living on reservations.

While tribes are eligible to apply to administer TANF under the new welfare
reform law, it does not require them to operate foster care/adoption assistance and
child support enforcement programs. It would have been disingenuous to have made
these requirements, since tribal governments -- unlike state governments - have
never received annual federal funding from the IV-D and lV-E programs. The welfare
reform law includes a new provision which we hope will assist tribes in establishing
Title [MD programs, but we know that -development of child support enforcement
programs will take time.

Providing direct Title IV-E services to children in Indian country also serves
the interest as we understand it of Congress and the Clinton Administration in
promoting quicker permanent placement of children. While a few trit as have access
to rV-E foster care maintenance payments, even fewer have access to funding to any
IV-E infr-astructure (training, information systems, recruitment of families) needed to
operate the complete range of services for intervention and making permanent
placements of children. The 1111 AdoR~iDu 2002 report states that slightly over half
of the children in foster care awaiting adoption who are designated as having "special
needs" are minority children. These children are considered harder to adopt. If tribal
communities were provided their rightful institutional role under the Title 1V-E law,
they could be of tremendous assistance in placing Indian and Alaska Native children.

Tribal governments and tribal communities are in the best position to place
their children in permanent homes, but they have been thwarted by a federal statute
which ignores them. When Indian children have been under the care of tribal
programs, as compared to public, private or Bureau of Indian Affairs programs, these
children have a shorter length of time in substitute care and are more likely to secure
family-based permanency.'L0 This last consideration may be the most important in
terms, of why we should keep Indian children under the care of their tribal
communities.

We should now use the opportunity of what apparently will be federal adoption
legislation to provide Title lV-E services for Indian children and tribal governments
comparable to that provided to other eligible children and to state governments.

I The alcoholism mortality rates of Native people is 6.3 times the U.S. White rate and 5.6 times the
U.S. national rate. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) for Native people in Alaska is five times the
national rate; for Indian people in the Aberdeen (Great Plains) area, it is 4 112 times the national
average; Indian Health Service residential alcohol treatment centers report incidences of child sexual
abuse for females that range from 70-90 percent and for males of up to 50 percent. Source:
Department of Health and Human Servces FY 1998 budget justification for the Indian Health
Service.
2 In 1981, when several federal block grants were created from existing federal program, Little

attention was gives to funding for tribes in those block pants. President Reagan, recognizing the
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disservice done to tribes under the 1981 block grants, proposed in his January 24, 1983 Indian
Policy statement, that the laws be amended to provide for direct funding for tribes under federal
block grants.

Subsequently, a February 1984 study commissioned by the Department of Health and Human
Services, "Block Grants and the StateTribal Rela~tionship", documented the inequitable treatment
given to tribes in the development of several federal block grants created in 1981. The report
stated:

Congress failed to perceive two things: first, in many cases direct funding to tribes
would be nominal, and second that states would be placed in the awkward position of
being expected to respond to tribal needs through tribal governments, which do not
comprise part of the usual state constituency and states cannot require or enforce
accountability. (p. 38)

In addition, the report stated:

While it seems clear that Indians as state citizens are constitutionally entitled to a
fair share of state services, this general principle does not address the issue of the
delivery system; that is, the degree to which services on the reservation should be
delivered by tribal rather than state and municipal governments. This vacuum in
federal law and policy is the source of unnecessary complications in the state-tribal
relationship when, as here, federal legislation adjusts the delivery system for federally
funded services without clearly addressing its impact on the delivery system
relationships at the reservation level. (p. 38)

One of the 1981 block grants, the Title XX Social Services Block Grant, provided no funding for
tribes, and some other block grants were available to tribes only if a tribe had received funding the
previous year from one of the categorical programs included in the block grant. This excluded most
tribes.

3 Fiscal year 1997 data on state-tribe Title MVE agreements compiled by the Children's Bureau
under the Department of Health and Human Services, February 24, 1997.

' Since this OIG report, HHS has amended its regulations regarding tribal access to the IV-B
program, and the result has been an increase in tribal MVB funds.

5 In a very small number of situations, Indian children have received MVE payments without a
tribal-state agreement where a tribe has declined to exercise its jurisdiction and the child has been
placed through the state system.

6 Data for FY 1996 provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division of Social Services in
Washington, D.C., February, 1997.

7~ Ibid.

8 interview with Ms. Delores Grey"ys, Director of the Navajo Nation Indian Child Welfare
Program, February, 1997.

9Indian poverty in reservation aeas is 3.9 times the U.S. average (50.7% vs. 13.1%) (1990
Census). The poverty rats for Indian children in reservation areas is 60.3%. or three times the
national average (1990 Census)-

1 0 Indiaa Child W.4are A Statu Report, Final JUport of the SurV Of Indian Child Wtfare and
impiementaton of the Indian Child We~fareAd, and Section 428 of the Adoption Assistance and Child
weqfar Acd of 198, prepared by CSR, Inc. in Washigton, D.C. and Three Feathers Associates in
Norman, Oklahoma, April 18, 1999.
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ATTACHMENT

National Indian Child Welfare Association
3611 SW Hood Street, Suite 201
Portland, Oregon 97201
503-22240"
FAX 505-222-4007

Mr. Terry Cross, Executive Director

The National Indian Child Welfare Association (NICWA) provides a broad
range of service to tribes, Indian organizations, states and federal agencies, and
private social service agencies throughout the United States., These services are not
direct client services such as counseling or case management, but instead help
strengthen the programs that directly serve Indian children and families. NICWA
services include. 1) professional training for tribal and urban Indian social service
professionals; 2) consultation on social service program development;
3) facilitating child abuse prevention efforts in tribal communities; 4) analysis and
dissemination of policy information that impacts Indian children and families; and
5) helping state, federal and private agencies improve the effectiveness of their
services to Indian people. NICWA maintains a strong network in Indian country by
working closely with the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians and the National
Congress of American Indians, as well as having members on the Indian Child
Welfare Committees of both organizations.
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Voice for Adoption (VFA) Is Pleased to hove the opportunty to submit testimony for the
hearing record on S.1 195, the Promotion of Adoption, Safety and Support or Abused
and Neglected Children (PASS) Act, to the Committee on Finance. VFA is a coalition
of more than thirty-five major national and state special needs adoption organizations
and includes professionals, parents, and advocates committed to securing adoptive
families for waifing children. Our aim is to ensure permanent, nurturing families for our
nation's most vulnerable children and to strengthen support for families who adopt.

We ore encouraged that S.1 195 is consistent with our own goals to ensure permanent
placements for vulnerable children. Toward that end, we wish to express our
appreciaion to the sponsors of the legislation for their support of the bill. Two issues
addressed by 5.1 195 ore of primary importance in our collective effort to improve
national policies on adoption: the extension - the delinking - of federal Title IV-E
adoption assistance and Medicaid to all children with special needs, not only to those
who enter care from AFDC-eligible families; and the prohibition against the creation of
geographic barriers to the adoption of children across state and c ounty lines.

"De/nknN AI/iV o Adolmn Asisance

Voice for Adoption supports legisation, as provided in 5.1195, to make all special
needs children eligible for federal adoption assistance, by delinking eligibility for
adoption assistance from AFDC/poverty status.

This important procedural change In current federal law is required or many children
without permanent homes will never be placed in adoptive homes. Of the lens of
thousands of children in this country waiting in foster care for families who will adopt
them, it is estimated that 80 percent are children with special needs that make them
harder to place - disabled children, older children, minority children, or sibling groups.

Recent data show that the proportion of legally free children who hove special needs
is increasing. One factor is the growing number of children orphaned by AIDS.

EgUifv for Children

All special needs children should be given the same opportunity to receive a
permanent, nuriturng family. It is inequitable to treat differently children who both have
special needs but whose original family 's oconornic status is different. By delinking
adoption assistance and basing eligibility solely on a child's special needs status, all
children with special needs will be available for adoption on an equal footing.

It is unreasonable to establish a child's eligibility for adoption assistance based upon
the economic status of that child's parents at the time the child entered care,
especially since parental rights have been terminated and the child is free for
adoption. To establish a child's eligibility for adoption assistance on whether the child
came into care at a point when its family was receiving or was eligible for AFDC is to
be tied to an accident of circumstances which should be moot.
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Dolinking will make all special needs children eligible for Medicaid, which is important
in some states where health care coverage Is not extended to children adopted with
state assistance. In addition, children who are covered by Medicaid now can lose that
coverage iN their adoptive family moves to another state. Because of this situation,
caseworkers report that prospective adoptive families will only take IV-E eligible
children In order to protect themselves from costly medical expenses.

In cases of children who are not now eligible far IV-E adoption assistance, state
subsidies may not alway be available. In some states, a child must first go through a
waiting period to be eligible for a state subsidy. Because some children are placed
soon, without a waiting period, because of dual-tracking/concurrent planning, these
children are not obliged to wait and therefore cannot be made state-eligible.

CJos GaN

Administrative costs will be saved by delinking adoption assistance eligibility since
agencies will no longer be required to conduct time-consuming, lengthy investigations
to establish eligibility based on financial situation. Under current law, case workers
expend unnecessary hours, going through procedural hoops, to determine IV-E
eligibility for children waiting to be adopted. Caseworkers report that without IV-E
adoption assistance and Medicaid eligibility, families are reluctant to take the risk of
adopting children who will likely need costly medical care and other services.
Therefore, children who are ineligible are less likely to be placed in permanent homes.

Placing a foster child In adoption saves the government an average of $40,000 per
child. By making all special needs children eligible for adoption assistance, children
will spend less time waiting for adoptive families. A limited pool of adoptive parents is
available for children with special needs, parents for whom adoption assistance can
make a difference to help with the special services and supports these adopted
children may require. Even with a full subsidy, adoption is cost effective. Still, adoption,
even with a full subsidy, Is cost effective. A 1993 study showed that families who
adopted 40,700 children with federal assistance between 1983 and 1987 saved the
federal government $1.6 billion in long-range costs.

Stories of real children and famles: Delinking

Sheley

Shelley was born in 1985 in Texas. She is the fourth of six children born to a family with a
history of both dJrug and alcohol abuse. The family eventually moved to Ohio. While
investigating a neglect claim involving an older sister, case workers learned that
Shelley was being sexually abused by her father. She also had cigarette bums inflicted
by her mother. Shelley was placed In a foster home for a year but was then returned
to her parents when she was four, remaining with them for six months. The family was
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heavily involved with drugs during this time. The sexual abuse resumed and Shelley
was roped by her father and by other men connected to the family. Shelley then went
into another foster home. All this took place during the fiW five years ot Shelley's life.

Shelley spent the next four years in three foster homes. Ultimately she was adopted. At
the time of this adoption, Shelley was eligible for federal adoption assistance. After
Shelley exhibited many problems - divisive and manipulative behavior, distrust and
inability to form real attachments - the family decided they could not satisfactorily
core for Shelley, and the adoption was terminated. Shelley was placed in another
foster home and began treatment for her attachment disorder.

When she was ten, Shelley's therapist located a single parent who was interested in
adopting Shelley. This new prospective adoptive mother was also a therapist and had
a great deal of knowledge about treating adopted children with attachment
disorders. Shelley has been in this foster home for a year and the match has proven
beneficial to both parties. Shelley Is slowly leaming to trust, is making frends and her
school work is improving. Shelley wants to be adopted into a permanent family.

Because of the financial circumstances of the previous adoptive family, Shelley is no
longer eligible for federal foster care or adoption assistance, nor is she eligible to SSI
because of recent interpretations of the eligibility criteria. If adopted, she would no
longer be eligible for Medicaid. Shelley may never become a member of a
permanent adoptive family because she is no longer eligible for federal adoption
assistance.

The Sak~vins

Three brothers, ages 4, 6 and 8 were removed from their birth home because of abuse
and neglect, visible from bruises and bums. After three years in foster care in two foster
homes, the brothers were sent to the Baldwins, a new foster home, and told that the
Baldwins were going to adopt all of them and become a family.

The children have obviously suffered and exhibit emotional scars. Both of the older
brothers demand lots of adult attention and exhibit high levels of insecurity. There are
many other known problems that will require treatment. The oldest brother has broken
teeth that will require orthodontic work. The middle child was in a special education
program in kindergarten because no one could understand his speech. He was later
diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). The youngest boy presents the
greatest unknowns. He did not speak until age four, was also diagnosed with ADD and
is currently repeating the first grade.

Originally, the Baldwins wanted to adopt one or two children, but were glad to
welcome three sans with the promise of financial assistance. The Baldwins are both
teachers with moderate fixed incomes. After being placed in the Baldwin's home for
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an entire year, it was revealed that the boys are not eligible for Title IV-E federal
adoption assistance because the monthly Income of their birth mother (for who all
legal ties with the boys have been legally severed) made $79.89 too much the month
the boys were removed from the home the final time. The most the county could offer
in state adoption assistance was $50 to $60 per month for all three boys.

Without federal subsidies, this adoption may not happen. Ithe Baldwins adopted
these bays without federal assistance, the Baidwins would have to spend $20,000 or
more a year for health benefits and other costs.

The children are currently ages 12, 13 and 15 and have been with the Hayes family for
the past two years as foster children. They came into the foster care system in 1986
because of neglect. They have been returned home, replaced in foster care, placed
with a guardian, adopted, experienced the death of their adoptive mother and
replaced Into a foster home. They have moved at least 4 times in the last 10 years.

The Hayes would very much like to adopt the children. The children are not eligible for
federal foster care or adoption assistance because the income of their last adoptive
home was too high to qualify. However, while receiving state-supported foster care,
the children have also been receiving health care benefits under Medicaid. If
adopted, they would not be eligible for federal adoption subsidy and could lose their
Medicaid benefits. Michigan does not extend Medicaid coverage to children who
receive state-only adoption assistance. Mr. Hayes is self-employed and therefore
family insurance coverage is paid completely by him. To add another three persons to
the coverage is prohibitively costly.

Ineligibility for federal adoption assistance and Medicaid often prevents a foster home
from turning Into a permanent adoptive home for children.

Tommy

The birth mother of Tommy, born in 1992, is in the Navy, working and not eligible for
AFDC- As a single parent receiving no child support, she struggled to care for her son
who was diagnosed with autism and pervasive developmental delays. Tommy
requires speech therapy, physical therapy and occupational therapy. She struggled to
find appropriate child care. Frinaly, she made an adoption plan and relinquished him
to Catholic Charities in November of 1996.

The search to find appropriate parents for Tommy was nationwide and took several
months beginning in April 1996. A family was found in Michigan. They came to San
Dieg to meet the birth mother and Tommy in November, 1996, and took Tommy back
to Michigan. He has been in foster care with the Michigan family since that time. In
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May. 1997 the family was ready to move towards finalizng the adoption. Catholic
Charities applied for the federal adoption assistance program before moving toward
final Wng the adoption. Unfortunately. Tommy is not linked to federal eligibility criteria.

In order for the federal adoption subly to be approved, Tommy must have medical
coverage. He currently has Medicaid in Michigan and Medi-Cal in California, but this
coverage is linked-to his foser care status and he will lose the coverage if his adoption
Is finalized. Catholic Charities thus applied for SSI. The adoption Is now on hold
because the county will not approve adoption assistance without medical coverage
and the SSI process can take up to 6months or longer.

Meanwhile, the birth mother has been served with notice to appear in court to pay
child support for all the money paid by the county for Tommy's foster core. The court
documents report that unless the adoption is finalized she is responsible and the
adoption cannot be finalized unit Tommy has medical coverage. Delinking adoption
assistance wouid have allowed Tommy to become eligible for adoption assistance
without fth attendant administrative delays and financial blockades.

QWWWOJ SaidanJeA a
An important issu addressed by S.1 195 is the elimination of barriers to the placement
of children in interstate and inter-county adoptions. Our objective Is to place waiting
children with appropriate families. The removal of the geographic barriers to adoption
means that a state, or a county, cannot discriminate against a placement simply
because it would occur in another jurisiction.

From the county level to the state level, and regionally, there is a resistance to place
children outside of one's Immediate jurisdiction. States and counties hang on to
families In their jurisdictions, in case a child comes into care needing a home, while
children are waiting In other jurisdictions for families to be found. Voice for Adoption
supports provisions In S.) 195 which prohibit a state frm refusing to place a child
because of a geographic: barrier Imposed by the agency.

Adoption specialists report that agencies placing children for adoption often fear out-
of-state adoptions because of a lack of trust that children will be properly cored for in
another state, or county. County and state agencies sometimes force prospective
adoptive families to agree not to look outside the jurisdiction for one year after a home
study has been completed, in order to save themselves and if the family does look
elsewhere they are penalized by having to pay the costs of the home study. A new
initiative in Ohio, called ADOPT OHIO. attempts to eliminate geographic barrers to
adoption between counties In the state. ADOPT OHIO requires uniform home studies
throughout the state which raises the comfort level of caseworkers in placing children
across county lines.
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Adoption exchanges, which register children who are waiting to be adopted, report
that many states refus, to register children for homes might be found. The success of
these adoption exchanges suggests that greater usage would result in mare successful
placements of children if agencies were willing to place children across state lines.
Statistics from The Adaption Exchange in Denver, Colorado show the preponderance
of individuals from various states who use adoption registries. Of those responding to
the Information available from The Adoption Exchange, 63% are people who do not
lie in the same state as the child. Of those Individuals, 64% have completed home
studies and are ready for placement, yet only a small percentage of those 64% ready
families actually get to adopt.

The Ocean State Adoption Resource Exchange (OSARE) In Pawtucket, Rhode Island
notes that a small state must enter Into interstate placements, but that there is a
reluctance to make interstate adoptions, regardless af the fact that children can be
placed In either Connecticut or Massachusetts and still maintain whatever relationships
in Rhode Isand might be necessary for the child's well being. Only 3 Rhode Island
children were placed out of state in 1996. Last year, 90 waiting RI children were
registered with OSARE. The state child welfare agency registered only 55 families as
potential homes for these children. OSARE registered an additional 110 out-at-state
families who were waiting to adopt. Despite this 2 to 1 ratio of out-of-state to in-state
families, only 35 in-state adoptions and only 3 out-of-state adoptions occurred.
According to OSARE, while 55 Rhode Wsand children remained in foster care, the state
said "no" to 107 out-of-state families.

Stories of real children and families: Geonraohic Barriers

AMM,~ 80thi, krVnY M aW~

Allison, Beth, Jimmy and Jarod, siblings aged six eight, ten and eleven, were freed for
adoption in October 1996. Because the siblings. had a close relationship with each
other, their caseworker hoped to find a family that could adopt alt four children. An
adoption agency was able to- send the caseworker home studies of four out-of-state
families who were interested in adopting all four children. However, the state child
welfare agency pressured the worker to select in-state families for the children. Over a
period of ix months, no appropriate in-state families could be located to adopt all four
children. Thus, the sibling group was split. Jimmy and Jarod were placed with one
family and another family has. been identified for Allison and Both. Had the state not
pressured the worker to locate only in-state families, the children could have remained
together.

Dovi

David, a nine year aid boy with significant emotional special needs, was registered with
an adoption agency in Rhode Island in December 1995. After an extensive search for
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a family, an appropriate out-of-state family was identified in September 1996.
Therefore, David's worker requested permission in October from the state cltild welfare
administration to make an out-of-state placement. Permission was denied in
November due to cost to the agency for placement and post-placement services.

The worker proceeded to document all that she had done to recruit in-state families, in
an effort to prove that there were no appropriate resources In Rhode Island. in
December, the worker finally received permission to proceed with placement of David
out of state. When she contacted the out-of-state agency, she learned that the family
had been placed with another child and therefore was no longer available. An
additional four months passed before another, less ideal family was found for David.

Two-year old Twins

A potentially adoptive, bk-ocial family from Indiana is encountering unnecessary and
burdensome delays in attempts to adopt two-year old, bi-rcal, AIDS-exposed twins
from Ohio. The twins, whose birth mother Is a prostitute, were crack and alcohol
addicted at birth. The prospective parents made two six-hour trips to Ohio (one over a
three day weekend) and clearly bonded with the twins. Many in-state adoptions
mve to finalization after a single visit, a supervisor from the county agency in Ohio has
questioned the commitment of this Indiana family, and Is forcing them to return for yet
another visit. This supervisor has acknowledged that she has no other family identified
and that the Indiana family Is a proper family but Insists that the family retum to Ohio
and told the family that placement will take longer. These children were matched
back in April 1997. Normal placement time is 1 to 1.5 months in Ohio and this process
has been going on for 6 months.

Michael and Antoine

Michael and Antoine, African-American brothers aged four and six, were freed for
adopion in March 1996. Their worker could not find a family in-state to meet the
needs of the boys and therefore expanded her search geographically. In February
1997, she found a match for the boys out-of-state. She requested permission from the-
state child welfare agency to proceed with the placement and because of paperwork
and administrative delays, permission was not given until July 1997. As of September
1997, the caseworker still did not receive approval from the family's state. After seven
months of waiting, the family withdrew their application in late September for unknown
reasons. The search for a family for the boys has begun again. They have now been
waiting nineteen months for an adoptive family.

&Fldfo of1ie

Voice for Adoption supports provisions In S.1 195 which would direct reinvestment of the
state subsidy savings to child welfare services. The per child adoption bonus proposed
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in the legislation will also Increase the availability of funding for services, including post-
adoption services. Changing time-tables is important, but without service money, the
impact of procedural reform is slight. 'While we regret the elimination of provisions in
the earlier Senate bill. S.51 1. which would hove allowed Vile MVE foster care funds to
be used for up to one year to pay for services. we believe that the provision for funding
of child welfare services in S. 1195 Is essential.

Post-adoption services are essential for many families adopting special needs children.
Families who adopt children who have been neglected, physically, emotionally, and
sexually abused continue to need support following adoption. These are children who
come with problems, the consequences of which do not go away with adoption.

Adoptive parents need a range of services. These may include respite from parenting
very challenging chlldreni and continued educational workshops as different issues
surface In the yars following adoption, as well as specialized medical and mental
health services for their children. All need to be obtainable. The availability of post-
adoptive services can mean the difference between a child remaining with an
adoptive family or going back into another, more costly foster care placement.

Without support for services, our policies will focus myopically on timetables and
procedures and continue to hamper the development of the services communities
need to protect chikiren and support families. We stand ready to work with Congress
on overcoming barriers to ensure that children receive the families they need.

For&~ #f7A,'on. please contact'

Torn 8-c, LPWMwt courlsw
Voice fof Adopn
202-347-666
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER Si 1997

1 am Valora Washington, pmgwan director for the Families for Kids Initiative of the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan. I appreciate this opportunity to
share the experiences of our community partners working to place children in permanent
homes in Il states.

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation was established in 1930 "to help people hep themselves
through the practical application of knowledge and resources to improve their quality of
life and that of future generations." Its programming activities center around the common
visions of a world in which each person has a sense of worth; accepts responsibility for
self, family, community, and societal well-being; and has the capacity to be productive,
and to help create nurturing families, responsive institutions, and healthy communities.

FAMILIES FOR KIDS IN BRIEF

Families for Kids (FFK), initiated by the Kellogg Foundation in 1991, has as its goal to
achieve permanency for ciiiildren who are waiting in foster care and who will not be
returning home. Recogmzing that the problems facing these children are deep and
systemic, in 1993 the Foundation made a number of grants to locations throughout the
United States to engege in a visioning process which would involve the broad community
in addressing the barriers to finding families for children. In 19 FFK sites, more than
14,000 people were convened to discuss the problem and design solutions to them. Of
these 19 sites, 11I were selected in 1995 to implement their plans for increasing the
opportunities of children in the child welfare system to find permanent families. Grants
averaging $3 million dollars over three years were awarded to: Pima County, Arizona;
Mississippi; Massachusetts; Kent County, Michigan; Montana; Kansas; New York City,
New York; North Carolina; Washington; North East Region of Ohio; and South Carolina.

In addition to the site/geographic grants, a number of other awards were awarded to
catalyze key systemic reforms. These include grants to: improve state courts; inform
policy; strengthen the voices of communities of color; encourage employer-paid adoption
benefits; and strengthen the voices of families and communities.

The overarching objective of Families for Kids is to ensure timely permanency for
children in the child welfare system. Of special interest are those children who will not
return to their biological families and are waiting for permanency. In general this is
defined as children who have been removed from their families due to abuse or neglect
and who have been residing in substitute care for more tha one year. There are children
who are difficult to plac, who have typically lingered in the system for many years.
Some never find homes and examples "age out" when they turn 18.

To this end, the initiative addresses legislative, judicial, administrative, and practice
changes, which emphasize providing permanency to children in a more accountable
manner. This entails earlier goal setting, speedier processes, more efficient services,
increased support of families, and more culturally sensitive programs. In addition, sites
are paying attention to using data for improved planning, management and accountability.

FFK is guided by a simple but powerful vision of change: "A permanent family for every
waiting child." To achieve this vision, the Foundation and its many community partners
are aggressively pursuing tw goals. (1) We are working to reduce the large backlog of
waiting children that has developed because more kids are entering the system without a
corresponding increase in the number of children placed in permanent homes; (2) At the
same time we are working to ensure systemic changes so that children entering these
systems in the fuftre can count on five outcomes:
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" Only one yeaw of waiting before permanent placement.
" Only one, stable foster care borne.
" Only one, family-firiendly assessment process to determine need.
" Only one caseworker or casework team.
* .Comprehensive support for their caregivers.

The reference to "only one" in these outcomes - or desires results - of system reform is
important. It is designed to change the lives of kids by hastening their passage into
pennanence and improving the odds that their families stay together. It also offers
reformers a way to measure progress. The more these aims become part of the business
practices of child-serving agencies and courtrooms, the more Families for Kids will
succeed.

We also nre operating according to these basic values:

" Put children's needs and interests first.
" Do what we know works; solutions are available now.
" Engage families and communities in decision making.
" Value and practice diversity.
" Forge partnerships between public, private, and community organizations.
" Reform comprehensively, attacking many problems at once.

In this testimony today, I will present an overview of FFK and share lessons learned in
three areas: bow we can best promote adoption, accelerate permanent placements, and
increase accountability.

To make progress in these three areas and to assure child safety, we believe that the FFK
vision of change, goals, values and outcomes must interact synergistically to achieve
lasting system reform. Consequently, evidence of activity to support one area (i.e.
promoting adoption) necessarily relates to the other areas (i.e. child safety) as well.

PROMOTING ADOPTION

But enough about goals and objectives. Let's focus a minute on the impact the system is
having on kids lives, and let's look at some programs that are affecting positive changes.
The case for the promotion of adoption is so compelling that we often wonder why our
action lags so far behind the need. The story of Lovely and Sasha illustrates this tragedy:
These pretty sisters waited three-and-a-half years to be adopted. In the summer of 1994
when Lovely was five and Sasha was 2 - half their lives ago - they were removed from
their biological family because of neglect. What followed was a series of foster homes
that left them with little more than wistful dreams of what might be.

Unfortunately, Lovely and Sasha's story is not an exception. Between 1982 and 1992, the
number of children living in foster care nearly doubled. Between 1988 and 1993, the
growth was particularly dramatic. Today, nearly half a million kids are in the care of the
child welfare system. Most are living in foster homes. At least 100,000 of these kids - a
primary focus of FFK concern - cannot return to their biological families, but have no
home to call their own.

And children are not only entering the child welfare system in greater numbers, they are
staying longer. Those lucky enough to be adopted are likely to first spend 3.5 to 5.5 years
in a limbo of temporary placements -just as Lovely and Sasha did. Many others, even
less fortunate, will stay in foster care their entire childhoods and exit the system at age 18
without ever having experienced a nurturing, permanent home.

While the situation for all waiting child is tragic, it is appalling for children of color:
they make up more than half of all waiting children nationally - nearly twice their
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representation in the general child population. The urgent need of waiting children of all
colors across the nation is what prompted FFK to action.

Why would two attractive, healthy children like Lovely and Sasha have to spend three-
and-a-half precious, formative years drifting? Theme are many answers to this question.
Born Afican-Anierican Lovely and Sasha were removed after infancy from a five-
member sibling group. In a culture where the demand is for white infants without
siblings, Lovely and Sasha became "special needs children simply because there was
less demand for them (the "special needs" designation also includes kids with physical,
mental, or emotional handicaps). In fact, two of the girls' younger siblings were adopted
earlier, and an older brother is still waiting for a family. And, still there are other barriers:

" Legal delays and the slow process of the termination of parental rights.
" The child welfare system is fragmented and uncoordinated.
* Children are "lost" in the system because it lacks accurate child tracking data and

automation.
" Timely, consistent decision making is often not supported.
" Child welfare workers are often overworked and undertrained.
" High staff turnover causes lack of continuity in casework.
" Placement options for waiting children may be limited.
" Families and communities have little power in the system.
" The future of fragile biological families may be hard to predict.
" Cultural sensitivity to families and children is often lacking.

FFK, in several sites, uses a variety of incentive strategies to promote adoptions. For
example, Massachusetts implemented performance-based contracting for adoption
services in 1995. This contracting system and payment methodology is based on the
completion of specific adoption milestones. The payment methodology provides
incentives for timely placement with adoptive families. Additionally, three particularly
promising strategies are:

" Use of vouchers to make services more flexible and available.
* Expanded use of employer-paid adoption benefits.
" Development of family advocacy groups to sustain reform.

VOUCHERS

Imagine this: You are a child who was placed in foster care in Massachusetts, your foster
family moves to Texas, and decides -- thank goodness! -- they want to adopt you. But the
papers have to be signed in Massachusetts, and your soon-to-be parents can't afford the
trip. Will you ever be adopted? Or you are a child whose foster mother wants to adopt
you but doesn't have enough money to finalize her divorce from the man she's been
separated from for more than 10 years. The issue has to be settled before a judge signs
your papers. Or you are a child of pre-school age whose foster-parent, a single mother,
does not earn enough at her job to afford quality day care - but if she collected welfare to
stay home and take care of you, she would be prevented from adopting you. Children in
such situations are "in a total Catch-22."

The Massachusetts Voucher Program helps children and families over those last barriers
by paying for the legal costs, the day care, the plane ticket to Massachusetts so the child's
adopting parents can sign the legal papers, and a host of other creative solutions to
removing barriers to permanence.

Any child who has a goal of adoption or guardianship is eligible for the Voucher
Program..In the program's first 18 months, of 208 requests filed, 202, or 97 percent were
fulfilled. There is lite or no red tape and fulfllment of requests can be expedited
sometimes with same-day service if the need is patcularly urgeaL With an estimated
yearly allocation at S 100,000, in its firs year, the progrm helped children from four pilot
sit area. Last Year, it eqxpade to all of Msahsts
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EMPLOYER BENEFITS

Paid time off and reimbursemt for adoption-related costs are two key benefits that not
only give financial help, but also show employer support for all parents, not just birth
parents. The National Adoption Center (NAC) is working with the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation to increase national availability of adoption benefits. Adoption costs average
$12,000 for private adoptions; public and special-needs adoptions cost little or nothing.
Less than haif a percent of any employee population ever uses the option, making for a
low-cost fringe benefit. NAC statirtics show average fee reimbursement ranges from
$2,000 to $6,000, with an increasing number of companies offering up to $10,000.
Legislation effective as of January 1, 1997, exempts these employer-supported payments
from federal income tax.

IWle most -biological parents can depend on a variety of tangible child-care benefits
offered by their employers, most prospective or actual adoptive parents cannot. Through
our Adoption and the Workplace project, 30 employers have made new or enhanced
adoption benefits available to 500,000 employee.

FAMILY ADVOCACY GROUPS

To promote adoption and to give families and children a stronger voice in matters
affecting their lives, all Families for Kids communities are developing family advocacy
groups. Two such groups - the Mississippi FFK's Sun Team and Ohio FFK's Advocates
for Children Today (ACT) - have already helped to speed foster-kids' placement in
permanent families. The groups not only inform legal and court reform, but they also
advocate for children's needs by offering parents emotional support and helping them
learn advocacy skills.

Practical assistance is available to kinship groups, foster parents or prospective parents.
For example, ACT helps families in dealings with the state and agencies (foster parents
often must wait months to receive financial help due them from the state).
ACT also helps parents help themselves by boosting their confidence in knowing and
asking for their rights.

Other FFK sites recognize the need to help children not only achieve but also sustain their
permanent placement families, to help both adoption and reunified biological families
stay together. For example, funded in part by South Carolina for Kids, Children
Unlimited maintains a large information-and-referral data bank to link families with
doctors, therapists, child care, literature, even camps that will take children with physical
or mental disabilities. Other services include family therapy and support groups, respite
care, and 18 weekend retreats each year during which families work on anger
management, trust, socialization, and communication skills.

ACCELERATING PERMANENT PLACEMENTS

In FFK, an unwavering commitment to permanence within one year drives reform. To
ensure only one year to permanency, FFK teams have created sophisticated marketing
strategies to recruit adoptive families; made significant advances in court and legal
reform; and supported concurrent planning, among other reforms.

MARKETING AND RECRUITMENT

Many FFK sites have put together highly successful, child-specific marketing campaigns
that can dramatically increase the number of families interested in adopting specified
children. The photographs, voices and stories of specific waiting children are k-ey to all
the campaign materials. A few examples:
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" Marketing research that the state of Kansas, a partner of Kansas FFK, had
commissioned identified nine target groups that actually had adopted in the past and
were therefore most likely to adopt in the future. Each group has been described in
detail according to key indicators like ethnicity, employment, geographical area,
habits, and media preferences. Armed with this information, FFK tailors messages to
reach these different groups in the places they frequent and through the media
products they prefer to consume.

" Mississippi Families for Kids developed the "Fortune 500 Churches," a network of
Afican-American and white churches that "adopt" social workers and assist them
with family recruitment.

" South Carolina Families for Kids has created the African-American Adoption Center
which provides personalized, streamlined services to people interested in adopting
African-American children. Affiliated with One Church. One Child of South
Carolina, and the Reid House of Christian Service, the Center recruits, assesses,
approves, and refers adoptive families to the State Department of Social Services and,
as appropriate, other licensed child-placing agencies.

SPEEDING COURT ACTION

A child's life in foster care begins and ends in a courtroom. Often this is the scenario:
First a judge decides whether to remove the child from the biological family; later, a
different judge determines whether the child should return home or stay in state care;
months later, another judge is likely to review the progress of the child's permanency
plan; one or more extensions may be granted before the review is held; in a year or two or
four or five, another judge may order the termination of parental rights; and later if things
go well, ajudge will "finalize" an adoption. Judges accustomed to rotating assignments
or circuit riding ind this perfectly nonmal. But for children waiting in a series of foster
homes, it can be an emotional nightmare.

To get the change process moving in South Carolina, the state's Families for Kids
leadership team established a committee which brought together the best thinking from
social service, judicial, and legal systems. The directive created a major shift in
perspective for committee members and led to a set of recommendations that now forms
the core of South Carolina's new Child Protection Reform Act of 1996. The Act focuses
attention on children's need for stability and permanency, encouraging the reunification
of biological families if possible, but providing for speedy placement of children into
new, permanent homes, if not. Specifically, the law requires judges to explain family
rights and responsibilities as well as possible legal consequences immediately; it requires
agencies to develop more detailed treatment plans and allows judges to impose penalties
against agencies not carrying out treatment plans; makes it easier to place kids with
relatives during court processing and allows for child visitation by family members. It
streamlines hearing time frames; requires the completion of permanency plans within a
year and requires judges to decide about permanency within a year. Additionally, it
expands grounds for the termination of parental rights, empowers judges to terminate
parental rights sooner, and disallows "eleventh hour" appeals by parents.

In other examples, FFK sites have:

" streamlined court processes by reducing time frames for abuse and neglect hearings
and related investigations (WA, SC, OH); improved compliance with the 12-month
standard of judicial reviews - or even exceed these requirements (SC, AZ); changed
the legal requirements for termination of parental rights (MT, NYC); reduced the
number of changes in court venues (MS, MA); made courts more uniform in
operations (WA, MA, MS); and embraced the "one case/one judge" principle by
lengthening judicial assignments, improving court calendaring, and exploring the
development of family courts (WA, MA, AZ, OH, and NC).

" Actively engaged in establishing far-reaching changes in practice, including revising
administrative codes in accord with the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, State
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Tribal Agreements, and judicial rulings; and Implementing standardized risk
assessment systems (WA, SC, NYC and MA).

CONCURRENT PLANNING

Another tool to accelerate permanent placements is concurrent planning. Barbara
Fenster's family came into contact with concurrent planning one day, when Adam - her
birth child - was young. Whie they were standing in the popcorn line in a movie theater,,
a boy about Adam's age approached Barbara and posed one of the most amazing
questions ever asked of her. "He asked me to be his foster mother," says Fenster, the
communications director for Washington Families for Kids. "He said his foster family
was moving away, and he had no place to go except a group home. He thought Adam
looked happy and I looked like a nice mom, so he wanted to be part of our family.
Incredulous, Barbara's family became foster-adoptive parents because they wanted to
remedy this situation.

"Foster-adoption" also is called "concurrent planning"' because two things are being
planned at once for the child: a return to the biological family, if possible, and a new
permanent home, if such efforts fail. Adoption is never guaranteed for foster-adopt
parents; for this reason, agencies that recruit foster parents for concurrent-planing
situations look for people willing to commit to the child's best interests and endure the
possibility that future interests might not hold adoption.

In Seattle, about 15 percent of foster-adoptive parents become adoptive parents, with no
limbo of uncertainty for the child. The other 15 percent of children peacefully and
permanently reunite with their birth families. This situation avoids conventional ways of
handling foster care, in which kids can be shuffled for years from placement to placement
without parental rights ever being terminated. Concurrent planning takes the child off the
emotional roller coaster and puts that anxiety on the adults around the child.

INCREASING ACCOUNTABILITY

Leadership teams from FFK communities have also taken the difficult and important step
of identifying thousands of children who were "lost" for years within foster care
backlogs. Following "Backlog blitzes," staff become more accountable for "results"
through innovations such as "casework teamn planning" and "family conferencing."

THE "BACKLOG BLITZ"

Question: How do you reduce the backlog of kids who have been waiting "too long," if
you don't know how long "too long" is, and if you don't know how long individual kids
have been in foster care? Answer: You don't.

FFK communities faced this hard truth as they prepared to address the initiative's backlog
reduction goal. Discovering what they didn't know actually represented progress. Next
steps were harder. After experimenting with several backlog definitions, sites generally
agreed that "more than one year" is "too long."

Identifying the children who met this criterion was a more daunting task. In 1995, some
sites were "still counting on their fingers," or they were depending on technology dating
from the 1960s. In one site, for example, the state cowrt system then believed, for
example, that it had only 750 pending child welfare case; in fact, there were 1,770! Thus
the "Blitz" had to begin with the basic exercise of counting children, of coming to know
statistically as well asnmor personally the names, faces, histories, needs, current status,
and time spent-in-care of thousands of individual children. Lesson: Reformers need hard
data wa information technology as much as they need warm hearts.

Since 1995, all FFK communities have Improved significantly the data capacities of their
systems in two ways: by accessing information from the existing state child welfare
information system and by generating additional information. Although the work is far
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frm complete, the expanded base of relevant child and service information, and the more
sophisticated use of data by sites, are extremely important developments likely to be
long-lasting outcomes of FFK. It is important to note that sites are not only using data to
describe children and system processes; they also are using data to drive change, as the
following examples show-

* In Pima County, Arizona, data developed by the FFK Initiative are used by the
cross-functional assessment teams in case planning and by supervisors in
monitoring case movement and providing supervisory consultation.

" In South Carolina, an adoption tracking system has been used to produce
studies of county foster care activity, time in care, stability of care, and sibling
placement. Interestingly, these "new" data are now used by the state in its
official evaluations of countydirectors. This reflects a level of performance
accountability that historically has not been present in the child welfare field.

* In Washington, there has been an emphasis on using data in setting regional
performance expectations and in aiding management and practice decisions.

" In Ohio, systematic analysis of state data was instnuments) in helping the state
discover the sometimes appropriate use in some counties of classifying
children early on for long-term foster care. The state is re-evaluating the use of
this statu.

CASE TEAMWORK OVERCOMES SYSTEM FRAGMENTATION

Like other FFK sites, Pina County Families for Kids began by counting the kids they
wanted to focus their efforts on: those who had been legally freed for adoption or had
been in foster care two years or longer and had adoption as a goal. The next step was to
build teams that could overcome the fragmentation in the system itself. Drawing from the
skills and resources of disciplines outside, as well as within, the child welfare system is
often necessary to get kids into permanent homes. Pima County Families for Kids
decided to pull together a mix of professionals: supervisors from the child welfare
system, members of private agencies who have access to a wide-range of community
resources, and parent aides and agency specialists. The teams are also diverse in terms of
ethnicity and gender.

The teams work in a collaborative rather than supervisory relationship with the
caseworkers, who like kids and families, have too often been frustrated by a child welfare
system that can grind to a halt in the face of complex problems. When the teams meet,
caseworkers report on the specifics of each case and then consult with the team about
barriers getting in the way of permanency. Specific commitments and time frames for
each child are agreed upon. This structure and accountability is an important part of the
program's success.

To illustrate how concurrent planning can work: In one case a legal entanglement was
getting in the way of finalizing a sibling group's adoption. A family in another state was
interested in giving the kids a home, but that state's child welfare system had no time to
certify the family. The assessment team brainstormed and found a way to provide funds
to hire a private agency to certifythe family. An obstacle was overcome, and the kids
moved a step closer to having a permanent home.

STRENGTHENING FAMILIES AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL

Most sites are impl=eting servce models that strengthen families or institutionalize the
single, coordinated assessment outcome. While the models differ from site to site, they
share these common chsracteristics: they give families and children a real voice in
decisions affecting thei lives; they greatly widen the circle of community and system
players who are wodcing to achieve permanency for children; and they transfer some of
the power couxs now hawe to faifles. In Kansas for example, the family conferencing
model plea chilre wnae guardianship of the public child welfare system with
rteatves who then cm bPcom, e eligble to receive public assistance for the child.
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Similarly, in Kent County, Michigan, which includes Grand Rapids, the Family and
Community Compact program is aimed at diverting children from entering the traditional
child welfare system. "If it wasn't for the Compact, I'd still be out there drinking and
drugging," says Vanessa Davis. Davis, addicted for 10 years to alcohol and crack cocaine,
was the first of some 100 parents to be referred to the Family and Community Compact
program since it began in 1996.

The Compact was developed to address the disproportionately high number of children of
color within the county's child welfare system. Before the Families for Kids initiative and
its Compact process, 60 percent of children admitted to the county's welfare system were
chi ldren of color, mostly African-American. Today that percentage has been cut by nearly
half.

Instead of cowrt action and foster care when children are removed from their families for
abuse or neglect, the Compact offers biological parents the opportunity to participate inf amily group conferences" with extended family members, frends, neighbors and
community members. The group is empowered to determine who will care for a child
while parents undergo treatment or if a child needs guardimiship or adoption. When the
family plan is completed, identified caregivers are assessed for competency. If certified,
they immediately arrange to become the child's legal guardians (if a plan cannot be
established, the case is referred to family court). Plan implementation is monitored,
supporting both the biological parent undergoing treatment and the new caregiver with
services of all kinds and lots of moral support.

Davis' story is fairly typical. Her brother, worried about her daughters' well-being, called
Child Protection Services. Terrified that she might lose her children, Davis entered detox
immediately and then chose to participate in the Compact process. During a family group
conference, she agreed to let her mother care for her daughters while she entered a
treatment program.

After more than a year, Davis remains clean and sober. She lives with her daughters in a
neat duplex with furniture and appliances supplied through vouchers (described earlier).
Elated as she is by the transformation in her life, Davis' view of her situation also is
realistic and reflective: "It's no peaches and cream."

A major benefit of the Compact is that it empowers families to make decisions. The
system is saying to them, "We value what you have to say; you know your own family
better than we do." The Compact process will be implemented statewide beginning in

-October, as part of a newly developed state Kinship Care policy.

CONCLUSION

Achieving the FFK vision will take many years because child welfare systems are
complex and barriers that need changing are difficult to address. Many more people must
be educated and engaged in the reform process, if it is to be fundamental and lasting. Yet,
after only two years of work, FFK communities across the country already have
demonstrated that system change is possible. FFK projects collectively have already
implemented new models of service that are both institutionalizing our five outcomes and
beginning to reduce the backlogs of waiting children.

9 Only one year of waiting before permanent placement.
* Only one, stable foster care home.
* Only one, family-friendly assessment process to determine need.
" Only one caseworker or casework team
* Comprehensive support for their caregivers.

Choste evaluators found that the number of adoptions across all sites totaled 7,124 in
1996, a 28 percent incrase since 1994. 1 should point out though, that three sites actually
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experienced declines in the percent change in annual adoptions because FFK contributed
to a more accurate "count," so knowledge of the backlog increased." Clearly these early
trends in backlog reduction will need careful monitoring. For now, they are understood as
the baseline against which future accomplishments can be measured.

No one project has all the answers, but together they hawe the potential to point the way
to a system that can workfor children Compared to their predecessors, all these FFK
experiments are more:

" clearly designed with the principle of timely permanence as an organizing
concept;

" culturally relevant to consumers;
" supportive of the participation of families and relatives in system decision

making;
* flexible in the range of services available to consumers;
" open to ideas and expertise from a variety of sources both inside and outside

service organizations; and
" informed in their decision making processes.

A FINAL NOTE

FFK supports efforts to promote adoption, ensure safety for abused and neglected
children. accelerate permanent placements, and increase accountability and reform. We
support these efforts through direct adoption system reform which includes efforts to
strengthen families. We must emphasize, however, that to accomplish these goals, special
attention must be paid to children of color and their communities.

Based on 1994 data from 21 states, the U.S. foster care population is
* 47 percent African-American (compared to 15 percent of the U.S. population under

age 18)
* 32 percent white (compared to 67 percent)
* 14 percent Hispanic (compared to 14 percent)

Overall statistics on children in foster care mask the more dramatic differences among
racial groups. The number of white children entering foster care in a given year is greater
than the number of Afican-American children. Yet, Affican-American children make up
a disproportionate and increasing share of those who remain. They range in age from
birth to 189 years old. Many are sibling groups; some have serious physical and mental
disabilities; and others are regular, healthy kids without families. Many are free and
waiting for a permanent home. Of the children who leave the system, 50 percent are
white, 29 percent are African-American and 14 percent are Hispanic. But of those who
are shuffled from family to family for years without a permanent home, 32 percent are
white, 14 percent are Hispanic and fully 47 percent are African-American. In large urban
areas like New York and Chicago, children of color are 75 to 85 percent of those in foster
care. But these numbers are only part of the story.

We need accurate data by race that include longitudinal tracking of children and their
length of stay in the system; concurrent planning; foster/adopt recruitment programs that
focus on finding families for children in the communities; wrap-around services for
families with special needs; and better and more culturally sensitive application
procedures including quick home studies for parents interested in fostering or adopting
children.
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We need funding for commnunity-baned, private adoption programs, specializing in
adoptions within communities of color, and we need commmwuty-based organizations to
provide the strong leadership in crafting solutions to the issue of too many of our children
who are without permanent families. It will take a long-term strategy to accomplish some
of these reforms. But the communities of color MUST be a pert of this process.

Thank you for this opportunity to share information about Families For Kids.
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